While
Victorg is being won
prepare for the work of
Learn to know
gour .. .hearing§..
American planes, tanks, trucks, guns and
warships are doing an outstanding job in the fight for freedom because, in addition to being good all-around engineers,
their designers know their bearings.
After Victory, when we have made sure that the things our
forefathers, fought and died for shall not perish from the
earth, "knowing your bearings" will be one of the most important assets you or any young engineer can possess.
For when the tremendous work of reconstruction starts,
machines of all kinds will be required to have higher speeds,
greater precision and endurance and be more economical to
operate and maintain than ever before.
In achieving these objectives, Timken Tapered Roller Bearings will be used to an even greater extent than in the past
because of their ability to meet-and beat-any and every
bearing condition that might develop.
Now is the time to learn to know your Timken Bearings.
Our engineers will be glad to help you.

TIMKEN

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings
for automobiles, mo}or trucks, railroad cars and
locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery ;
Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless
Tubing; and Timkee Roel: Bits.
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AKE a good look at this picture.
For without a ladder you seldom get a close-up of a sprinkler
head.
This one is said to be the last wordso reliable that industries which
equip their buildings with this little
..fireman" obtain low insurance
rates. Users say it pays for itself.
When the heat of a fire reaches a certain temperature, the little "Quartzoid" bulb you see in the sprinkler
head is shattered by expanding
liquid inside it. A valve is thus
released, and water is directed onto
the fire.
For the engineer, there's more to
that little bulb than meets the eye.
For one thing, it replaces alloys
formerly used. For another, it shows

how glass can now be made into
accurate mechanical parts. The
bulb must shatter at a specific temperature. And it must shatter completely, with no splinters to hinder
valve action. Too, it must fit its
hardware exactly. So it's up to
Corning to supply glass free from
weakening flaws and to hold wall
thickness and O.D. to the small
tolerances that can make or break
the efficiency of a sprinkler head.
Fussy? Sure. But fussy and tough
jobs are stock in trade at Corning.
Did you know for instance that
Corning mak_es a light globe that
also protects mdustry because, (
unlike the "Quartzoid" bulb,
it will not shatter? That Corning has developed industrial

glasses to withstand heat that turns
metals to liquid? Or that glass springs
from Corning will outlast metals in
fatigue tests?
These few examples give you an
inkling of the growing usefulness
of glass in these days of material
shortages. N,o wonder engineers with
urgent problems say "Ask Corning."
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

CoRN ING
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Research 1·n Glass

Gilbert D. McCann,-Ph.D., M.S.
• • • Master of Thunderbolts, too !
take a breath,
Ecrash to earthyousomewhere.
VERY TIME

MODERN FARADAY CAGE. Three million volts of manmade lightning hit a car in Westinghouse High Voltage
Laboratories, while Dr. Gilbert D. McCann sits safely at
the wheel. Dr. McCann ... co-inventor of the "fulchronograph" for timing and measuring the intensity of thunderbolts ... joined Westinghouse in 1939, after receiving degrees
of M.S. and Ph.D. at the California Institute of Technology.

175 thunderbolts

These lightning strokes, streaking down at 600
million miles an hour, are charged with torrents of
electrical power ••. as much as !iW0,000 amperes, at
pressures as high as ~5,000,000 volts.
No wonder protection against lightning has been a
major problem to utility companies ... such a problem
that, up to a few years ago, lightning frequently shut
down power service to industry.
Today, a properly designed power line is not likely
to be put out of service by lightning more than once
in 5 or 10 years!
Dr. Gilbert D. McCann and Charles F. Wagner,
Westinghouse engineers, have done much to make
this possible through their studies of natural thunderbolts and laboratory lightning.
One of their contributions is the "fulchronograph"
which automatically times natural lightning strokes
and measures their intensity. Oscillographs and movie
cameras also are used to photograph the celestial
fireworks.
These mechanical "eyes" ... perched high on the
top of scores of tall buildings, smoke stacks, and
transmission-line towers ••• are constantly collecting
facts about lightning phenomena that were never
known before. Facts about "cold" lightning, of terrific blasting power. Facts about "hot" lightning, the
incendiary bomb of the sky.
Still further knowledge is gained from the study of
artificial lightning ••• made in the Westinghouse High
Voltage Laboratories. This man-made lightning is used
to bombard insulators, lightning arresters, and other
protective devices to test their efficiency.
These studies are constantly adding to the store of
"know how" in the field of power transmission. As a
result, Westinghouse engineers have been able to
design and build lightning arresters and ground-wire
systems that tame the wildest thunderbolt.
The work done by Dr. McCann is contributing
mightily to America's war effort by helping to keep
electric power flowing night and day to our vast war
industries •.. as well as by protecting ordnance plants
from destruction by lightning.
America needs scientists and engineers as never
before . . . to help solve the technical problems of
modern warfare and to rebuild the world when the
last shot is fired.
Nearly 300 young engineering graduates joined
Westinghouse last Spring to carry on this work. In the
Class of '43 there will be many graduates who will
have an equal chance to help win the war ... and
the peace to come ..• with Westinghouse.

Westinghouse @
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PITTSBUROH, PENNSYLVANIA
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Yo-u,!

Are you properly preparing yourself for the position
that you will take in society? It is not enough to
have a technical education in your chosen field. Too
many times have men with superb training in their
field been rejected and supplanted by men who have
not the technical education-but who are well trained
in pedantry and oratory. Too many times you have
seen headlines of the rejections of the advice of technical experts for the opinion of men trained only in
tradition.
Engineers must not only produce ideas and methods-but in the future they must also be trained to
determine whether those ideas and methods are beneficial to society. Having determined the usefulness
of the products of their labor, the engineer must then
be prepared to put those ideas and methods m the
proper place in our social system.
To help do this engineers must be trained m the
arts of getting along with people . . . they must be
able to lead and to inspire confidence.
"But," you wail, "my schedule is full now-where
can I get this training?"
Membership and active participation in extracurricular activities will provide that training. Last
year four seniors were being considered for a position
with one of the nation's leading industrial concerns.
Two men were "E" students--one having had a small
amount of training in extra-curricular activities. Two
men were "M" students--one having been very
prominent in a leading organization. The industrial
concern took the two men who had engaged in extracurricular activities. The industrial concern made no
explanation of their choice, but surely the concern
took these two men because they were better
equipped to handle the problems confronting them in
their work. One of last year's students says "No
matter how well he does his work, a man who is distant to his fellow workers is slow to get the bigger
jobs."
~n the facing page is a picture of the pins and keys
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of organizations to which engineers are eligible for
membership. Included in these groups are professional
societies, honorary scholastic societies, honorary service societies, and all-engineer organizations.
The top key is a "Magna Cum Laude" key, given
to members of the Engineering School who have made
outstanding contributions to the College of Engineering by means of extra-curricular activities. The second key is an "Engineers Club" key; the Engineers
Club is an organization to which all students in the
College of Engineering are welcome. The third key
is the "Shamrock" key, given to members of the
Shamrock Staff who have earned the right to wear it.
The next seven keys are to honorary scholastic
societies, to which engineers may earn the right of
membership. The societies are: Phi Eta Sigma, for
freshmen scholarship; Tau Beta Pi, for junior and
senior scholarship; Pi Mu Epsilon, scholarship in
mathematics; Eta Kappa Nu, scholarship in electrical engineering; Pi Tau Sigma, mechanical engineering scholarship; Chi Epsilon, scholarship in
civil engineering; and Alpha Chi Sigma, for scholarship in chemistry.
The eleventh through the fourteenth keys are for
the various professional groups. The societies are:
the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers. The American Institute of Electrical Engineers did not have a key
available.
The last three keys are to: QEBH, an honorary
senior service fraternity; Mystical Seven, an honorary
senior service fraternity and Blue Key, an honorary
junior and senior service society.
Membership and "active participation" in any or
several of these societies will be a sound investment
to any and all engineers. It is an investment that
will return many dividends-an investment costing
only work, dirt, sweat and laughs.
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by PAUL CROOKSHANK, Ch.E. '42

tage of the vast amount of uncorrelated facts I would
discover and to take advantage of any of the side
paths that might accidentally open.
It had taken me two full days to get to this point;
I had been through two employment departments,
signed more blanks than on Registration Day at the
University, given up blood and fingerprints, and interviewed about fifteen of my superiors. However, I
was here at last and started cleaning out the desk
drawers of the accumulation left by my predecessor
who had bee!1 promoted a few months previously.
When I was about half done, the project leader of the
Technical Staff walked up and said, "Here's yom·
first problem."

(Ed's note: During the coming year, the
Shamrock intends to print a series of articles
dea/,ing with the experiences of the graduating
engineer as he enters industry. This issue
contains three articles by graduate chemical
engineers, the first of which is written by Paul
Crookshank. Succeeding issues will have articles by engineers from the other departments.)
"And this will be your desk."
These are the words for which every engmeermg
students works at least four years to hear. When I
heard them spoken matter-of-factly by the "boss" of
my department-the Paper Service Department of
Eastman Kodak Company-at Kodak Park in Rochester, New York, a feeling of self-importance came
over me as I realized that I was on my own at last.
I was also completely bewildered by the preceding
conversation I had had with the boss because of what
he had said concerning my work.
"You'll never need any thermodynamics here. Your
study of unit operations won't be very useful either.
Don't try to design any equipment; we have mechanical and chemical engineers in the Engineering Department who make their living doing that. You
might bring your slide-rule sometime if you have one.
It will be useful in checking your overtime pay."
When I asked him if I needed to know any chemistry, he told me it was probably the only science I
had learned which I would directly use to any extent.
I have since realized that it is not the scientific
knowledge which I possessed that got me my position; but rather the supposition that I was capable
of approaching and solving a problem in a scientific
manner, having had enough training to take advan-
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My desk is still only half cleaned out.
The Paper Service Department being a "service"
department, it performs a variety of duties for other
departments throughout the plant and for the industry
as a whole. The largest section does production control
work; physical, chemical, microscopic, and photographic testing of all the hundreds of varieties of
photographic papers made by Kodak. Attached to the
department is a Technical Staff of chemists and chemical engineers who do research and process development on new papers and test regular papers for new
uses. All allied chemicals and much of the . photographic equipment is also tested by the department.
Each man of the staff deals with certain fields of
problems, my own being problems involving mo~tly
photographic work.
The war has caused Kodak to develop many new
products to fit the needs of the armed services and
manufacturers of war materials. Such things as optical view finders and fire control equipment have
received the most public notice, probably, but the
Paper Division is workipg 24 hours a day on many
new kinds of photographic paper, some of which have
very startling uses. Two unusual types . of paper that
I have worked on are Reflex Copy Paper and Matte
Transfer Paper. With Reflex Copy Paper, blueprints, sketches, etc. may be copied without a Photostat machine or a camera of any sort. This paper is
placed over a light source, emulsion side up and the
sketch to be copied is placed on the paper face side
down. The two papers are pressed firmly together
and the light-bank turned on. The light passes.
through the Reflex Copy Paper to be reflected back
by the sketch. The black and white portions of the
sketch reflect different amounts of light to the copy
paper so that, upon development and fixing, a negative of the sketch is obtained. If a position print is
desired, the reflex negative so made may be used as
( Continued on Page 22)
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by PROFESSOR C. T. PIHLBLAD
Department of Sociology

(Ed's Note: So that the engineer may
grasp the viewpoint of other professional
men, The Missouri Shamrock is printing a
series of articles presenting the views of different professional men on a common topic.
The topic to be discussed is the radical social
changes brought about in the last century.)
In many ways modern science and engineering
have made our lives more rather than less secure, if
we compare them with those of our ancestors a century
ago. The flow of material goods-food, clothing, and
other necessities-made av~ilable by the machine has
eliminated famine and starvation from nearly all parts
of the world. However, there remain such economic
ills as man, through his .own blundering and mismanagement, is responsible for. People are starving in
Europe and in Asia today, but not because there is insufficient food in the world to take care of their needs.
Modern transportation and communication, at least
in normal times ( if we can call a world without war
"normal"), make it impossible for local crop failures
or other disasters to wipe out whole populations
through famine and disease, as frequen~ly}appened
not many generations ago.
Scientific medicine and sanitary engineering have
enormously reduced the hazards from disease and
lengthened the span of life. In 1900, out of each 1000
babies born in the United States, 150 died before reaching their first birthday. Today the number is less
than fifty. Diseases such as small pox, diphtheria,
typhoid, typhus, cholera, and many others are so infrequent that a physician rarely sees a case in a lifetime of practice. Through modern techniques of heating and air conditioning our homes can be made warm
in winter and cool in summer. Thus science and technology have made possible extensive control over the
physical conditions of our existence and greatly 111creased the safety and comfort of our lives.
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At the same time, the machine has multiplied
hazards of a different nature and created a new type
of insecurity. Our dangers no longer arise from direct
failure to control the elements, to assure an adequate
food supply, to guard against dangerous animals
( others than human ones! ) , or to cope with disease.
The perennial dangers which face the worker in our
industrial economy are those which threaten to leave
him outside of it and deprive him of any share in its
product .
Thus, the danger of loss of his job is the overwhelming hazard which threatens the individual' in
our machine civilization. Unemployment may occur
because there are no jobs available, or because the
worker is incapacitated by illness or accident, or, finally, because he is too old to work. Any or all of these
conditions may leave the citizen without a stake in
the system from which he must draw his support and
on which he is dependent. Here, then, We have the
four major hazards to which the wage earner is exposed: unemployment, dependence in old age, sickness, and a·c cident. As one writer has put it, they
are the modern "four horsemen of the apocalypse"
which trample underfoot the Worker and his dependents and sooner or later ride tough shod over almost
every family.
The forms of insecurity just mentioned are not
so much the product of the machine itself as they arc
the result of the impact of the machine on the social
institutions and arrangements on which the new inventions have been grafted. When inventions and
scientific discoveries are made and popularized, seldom
can either the inventor or those who use the invention anticipate;the far reaching effects which are likely
to follow. We buy an automobile in which to ride to
work and promptly proc~ed to alter our whole wav
of life. Inventions create situations which make necessary widespread social readjustments. These situations we call social problems. Social and economic
security are essentially such problems. They have
grown primarily out of the lack of adjustment of our
social institutions, inherited from a simple agricultural and craft society', to the conditions created by
science and technology.

The Good Old Days
In that earlier and, some think, more fortunate
day, shiftlessness and laziness were often the characteristics of those who were without jobs; so we still
like to think that anyone worth his salt can find a job
if he really wants to work. When sickness or accident
struck, the neighbors were there ready to help the men
with the farm work and chores, and the women in
the sick roorri. The family doctor with his simple
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remedies would come if he were called and he could
be paid with a side of pork or a setting of eggs; or,
if he wasn't paid, he came anyway. The old folks had
an honored place in the home as long as they lived.
Often they helped out with the lighter work or took
care of the baby.
It was in such a society that our ideas of responsibility for our neighbors' misfortunes developed. The
emphasis was on self reliance, individual initiative,
and neighborliness. As long as there was plenty of
land there could be no lack of jobs or opportunity.
Social security was unthought of; the frontier was our
social security. Today the frontier is gone and the
simple community life, the society it produced, has
been transformed by the machine. But the traditions
and attitudes it developed still exist as powerful influences . They form the true and tried wisdom of the
past which we still tend to regard as "true" and as
"wisdom" simply because it is of the past, regardless
of whether it fits the new conditions brought into being by the machine.
So long as we were a nation of farmers and artisans and produced in the home nearly everything which
was consumed, there could hardly have been a problem of joblessness. There was always more work to
be done than there were hands to do it. The small
town or village merchant exchanged his limited wares
in a local market for the goods the farms in the vicinity
produced. Aside from the natural hazards already
mentioned, both farmer and merchant were fairly secure even though the things they enjoyed might be
narrowly limited.

Unemployment
With the coming of the machine, events took a
different turn. More and more people became wage
earners, entirely dependent on wages which were forthcoming if it was profitable to employ them. When
profit disappeared, then unemployment was their lot.
As machines multiplied and new processes replaced
old ones, and this was repeated many times, skills and
crafts (often developed through a lifetime of practice) had no further market value and their possessor
no job. The extent to which the machine is responsible
for this problem of "technological unemployment" has
never been successfully measured. But the displacement is very real to the wage earner who can no longer
find a job in the field in which he has been trained or
employ the skill he has mastered.
Old Age Dependence
Dependency in old age has also been, at least in
part, the result of technology. The fact that people
grow old is of course not the result of science and engineering, but that the number of old people is increasing is indirectly the consequence of progress in
both these fields. As medicine and sanitary science
have conquered many diseases and lengthened the span
of life, the proportion of the aged in our population is
greater than ·ever before. At the same time speed,
strength, and endurance rather than skill and experi-

s·

ence .are the qualities most valued in modern industry.
The former are peculiarly the qualities of youth, while
the latter are those of age and maturity. So it is a
commonplace that the machine civilization has little
place for the old man. Thus we have come to recognize the concept of "economic old age," the period
when the individual's employability is materially reduced, as distinguished from biological old age, when
physical capacities actually begin to fail. The former
may occur years before the latter.
At the same time, the family, on which we have
traditionally relied for the care of the aged, has itself
been revolutionized by the machine. The machine has
taken from it many of the economic functions it once
performed. Homes are smaller and modern household
appliances perform much of the work.. Children are
fewer, and their care increasingly devolves on the
kindergarten and the school. The functions once performed by the grandfather or grandmother simply do
not exist in many homes, and the aged parent becomes
a liability rather than the asset he once was in an
earlier period. It is small wonder that our social values,
which call for the support of aged parents by children,
tend to be modified under such circumstances, and that
there is much less pressure from public opinion on those
who neglect their responsibilities in these matters and
leave their aged parents to the tender mercies of public charity.

Sickness
The problem of security against sickness is also
not unrelated to inventions and technology. The
achievements in science have made available a great
mass of knowledge, techniques, instruments, serums
and other devices, for the diagnosis, cure, and prevention of disease. The modern hospital is the product of
science and technology. If medical care could be made
available on a large scale to wider masses of the population, unprecedented improvements in the public
health would be possible. But the very progress in
these fields makes it increasingly difficult to make their
services available to the public, since the improvements in the treatment and prevention of disease have
meant a great increase in the cost of medical care.
Taken as a whole, and comparing the 3.5 billions which
we as a nation spend for medical care with what we
spend for other less important purposes each year, the
cost is probably not excessive. But to one faced with
the necessity of paying the charge for a serious illness
or a surgical operation, it is a matter of little comfort to be told that the average cost of medical care
is not too high. As a consequence, a great mass of
illness goes untreated and uncared for .
The real root of the problem lies in the fact that
medical care is still provided through arrangements
which developed during the era of the horse and buggy
doctor, when the sum of medical knowledge could be
carried in the doctor's head and all his equipment in
his little black bag. The relationship of the patient
( Continued on Page 22)
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by NOEL WOOD, Ch.E. '42
ment Section. The remainder are employed m the
Operations Division.

Same people wonder what possible connection
there can be between Chemical Engineering and . the
Tennessee Valley Authority. Everyone knows that
the T . V. A. is a power generation project, but it is
not generally known that the Authority operates an
extensive chemical plant at Wilson Dam, Alabama.
The chemical plant at Wilson Dam is known as
Nitrate Plan't Number Two, and is operated by the
Department of Chemical Engineering of the Authority. Mr. A. M . Miller heads the Department. The
four divisions that compose the Department are:
(1) Research and Development, (2) Design, (3)
Operations and ( 4) Phosphate Prospecting and
Mining. All the divisions except Phosphate Prospecting and Mining, which is located at Columbia,
Tennessee, are located at Wilson Dam. The Department operates plants for the production of phosphorus, phosphate fertilizers, synthetic ammonia, and
ammonium nitrate, which are all located in the area
known as Nitrate Plant Number Two.
The Research and Development Division is subdivided into the Research Section and the Development Section. The Research Section carries on laboratory research work, and also does all analytical
and instrumentation work of the Department. The
Development Section concerns itself with process
development, pilot plant studies, and large-scale
testing work.
The T. V. A. offers two positions to newly graduated Chemical Engineers, depending upon qualifications and recommendations. The two positions open
to the graduate are Chemical Engineering Aide and
Junior Chemical Engineer. Nearly all of the Chemical Engineers who are employed in the Department
of Chemical Engineering are working in the Develop-
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Induction
When the newly employed Chemical Engineer reports for work at Wilson Dam he is given a thorough
physical examination, finger-printed, and assigned a
badge number. He is also interviewed briefly by the
Personnel Department. He then punches the time
clock and proceeds to the Chemical Engineering Development Laboratory where he is interviewed by
Mr. J. H. Walthall, head of the Development Section. The new engineer is next taken for a tour of
inspection of the plant by a member of the Development Section staff. He is given a broad outline of
the processes and the operation of the plant. Following the tour of inspection he is assigned to a
project leader.
At the present time there are seven project leaders in the Section. The project leader directs the progress of the project and supervises the work of the
engineers assigned to him. The Development Section
is now investigating among others processes for:
the production of alumina from clay, the production of
magnesium from olivine, and the production of aluminum from clay by thermal means.
A complete pilot plant has been built for the
alumina from clay project. When the pilot plant is
running it is necessary that there be continuous operation; therefore the engineers assigned to this pilot
plant must work on a shift basis. The pilot plant is
made up of a series of unit operations. At least one
engineer is assigned to · each of the uryit operations
during every shift. When assign.e~ .12,..pilot plant work
the engineer is responsible for the successful opera-:tion of his equipment. He also must take all the necessary data, all the samples and make observations
as to the general behavior of the equipment. Generally
the engineer is in charge of one or more chemical
operators, who are non-professional men. Th~ operator carries out the actual operation of the equipment.
In charge of each shift is a supervisor, who is responsible for the successful operation of the pi.lot plant as
a unit. The shift supervisor is usually selected because
of his previous experiences in connection with the
pilot plant.
Under the T.V.A. policy of giving the newly employed engineer supervision of one part of the process
the engineer is frequently required to make decisions
based on his own judgment. In this way he gains confidence in himself and develops his engineering judgment. Also under this system the engineer learns how
to direct the work of others. He gains much valuable
experience in the handling of men. The new engineer
( Continued on Page 25)
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9a tfie 9~ Old ~ummeldime!
by BERT STARKER, Ch.E. '43

For the first time, the College of Engineering this
summer offered practically all of the regular engineering courses to permit students to take advantage of
the accelerated program in order to graduate earlier
and take their places in industry or the armed forces.
Faced by the prospect of an additional twelve
weeks of school ( with Stephens and Christian Colleges conspicuously empty) some three hundred engineering students not only decided to make the best
of it, but hitched up their pants, spit on their hands
and made it one of the best and most interesting
sessions in recent years.
Most of the engineering organizations were active,
with the Engineers' Club taking the lead in organizing
a varied calendar of extra-curricular activities to take
the harassed student's mind off such things as thermodynamics and resistance of materials. Armed with a
definite program to offer prospective members, the
Engine Club put on a determined dues drive beginning on registration day. They concentrated their
forces at the library where many an unsuspecting
engineer was caught with money in his pocket before
he gave all to the registrar's clerks. The remarkable
success of the first day was augmented by a continued drive and the goal of two hundred paid members
was easily reached and exceeded.
Once the dues were collected the pay-off began.
The Shamrock staff compiled and distributed to all
members a mimeographed directory of the students
enrolled in the College of Engineering for the summer
session. The directory listed the name, address, telephone number, department, and class of each student. In spite of the fact ·that a good many of those
listed had since changed their residences, it was still
a serviceable directory.
Under the direction of Bob Caldwell and Dale
Carey, something new was added to the roster of
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Engine Club act1v1t1es. For the first time the engineers organized and maintained a sg{~ball league,
complete with six ten-man team1?, · which played out
a full schedule during the summer. Teams were drawn
by lot and were managed by Hap Hazard, Howard
Koch, Rollie Fehrman, Joe Hoover, Vincent Scott, and
Harold Bragg. Koch's team officially won the pennant, but the teams of Hazard, Fehrman, Hoover,
Scott, and Bragg are still unconvinced of the justice
of the decision. The games themselves may not have
been anything to thrill a softball connoisseur, but there
were some ·darn good arguments-especially near the
end of the season when darkness threatened to end
more than ' one hard-fought game prematurely. Softball in the Engineers League reached its peak when
an all-star engineers' team lost a close game to the
combined forces of the Red Cabs and University
Book Store by a score of 3-2 in a night game at
Municipal Park. Since these two teams were among
the strongest in the city league, the showing of the
engineers, was very creditable.
At one of the regular smoker meetings, the engineers heard Erich Farber's account of his experiences
in the German Army during the early part of the
war and of ·his subsequent adventures before he eventually arrived at the University of Missou~i. Rounding
out the scheduled meetings, the club enjoyed a film
dealing with the construction of Boulder Dam· and
'
at the last meeting of the summer held a "skit"
night before adjourning to the electrical labs for
refreshments.
But the big event of the summer-the climax of
the Engine Club's activities-was the Mammoth Engineers' Picnic held at Rollins Springs on July 11. This
beautiful, basebally, beery, bull-shootin' affair will
live long in the memories of the participants-especially that select little group that polished off the
second keg to the accompaniment of many bawdy
ballads. Depending on the point of view there were
several outstanding features of the picnic. Knowing
the engineers as we do ( and we have been up here
off and on since 1936) what strikes us as the single
outstanding fact is that at a picnic attended by some
150 engineers there was actually some food left over.
(We know this is hard to believe, but we are prepared to call witnesses who will testify to the above
statement.) Jack Guinnee and his hardworking picnie committee are to be congratulated on this as wdl
as the other successful aspects of the day.
Athletically, the feature of the affair was the round
robin softball tournament which was won by the
civils in spite of the fact that the Dean, who is a
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chemical, acted as umpire. As yet this has not been
satisfactorily explained to the other chemicals. Of
course, the tournament proved nothing; the other
departments still won't admit that the civils are any
better, and the civils were already convinced of their
superiority.
From Baron Munchausen's point of view, the climax of the picnic was the Tall Tale Contest wherein
faculty members, by a slight shift from their classroom technique, strove to outdo one another in
stretching the truth. Dr. Waidelich of the electrical
engineering department won the dubious honor and
title of "Doctor of Prevarication" over such strong
contenders as Dean Curtis, Dr. Porter, Dr. Simpson,
Mr. McAnulty, Mr. Harris, and other equally
famous tale tellers.
Festivities were topped off by a tuneful session by
a stalwart few who stayed to the last trickle of beer.
Hap Hazard took the musical honors of the day ( with
a dubious assist from Caldwell) for his rendition of
the classic which has since become the class-song of
the chemical engineers of 1943.
All in all, it was quite a picnic.

McCabe calls them for Fehrman and Haunschild.

Something different resulted from the plans of
AIChE for a watermelon party. The party was somewhat dampened by rain which held attendance considerably below one man per watermelon. With such
a surplus of watermelon it was p·e rhaps inevitable
that sooner or later some of the more boisterous
spirits would start throwing it. They did. The civils
had a more refined version · of a watermelon picnicthey did it up brown by inviting dates. Like the
chems, their picnic suffered from rain, but being good
engineers they refused to let a little weather cancel
the festivities. They dug up a portable record player
somewhere, pushed the chairs back in the big lecture
room in the South Engineering Building and staged
what was probably the first and only dance ever held
in the hallowed halls of St. Pat.
Of the professional societies, AIChE was probably
the most active this summer. Besides holding several
formal meetings at which technical films were shown,
the organization held several smokers and get-acquainted meetings at which members of the chemical
engineering faculty made brief speeches. The most
important event of the program for the summer, however, was the inspection trip sponsored by the group.
Some fifty engineers made the trip by bus to the
A. P. Green Co. in Mexico, and the A. B. Chance Co.
in Centralia. In view of the uncertainty of formal
inspection trips by the seniors this year, this trip was
a valuable, and enjoyable, addition to the summer's
work for the chemical engineers.
Several companies, such as Eastman Kodak, and
RCA, got the jump on the rest of the field by sending representatives to interview likely looking candidates among the seniors for jobs after graduation.
Besides the _opportunities for jobs, this gave the
seniors a chance to get a little experience in the technique of being interviewed-experience which will
come in handy this fall when the big push starts. It
was during these interviews that many an engineer's
neck felt the unfamiliar constriction of a necktie for
the first and only time this summer.

While we're on the subject of picnics, we might
mention a few others. It seems as if everyone was
"picnic-conscious" this summer. Tau Beta Pi staged
a pair of picnics. The first was held at the city park
and due to an unfortunate mixup in the supply department suffered from an oversupply of beer and an
undersupply of dates. To even things up a bit, at
the next picnic, it was made compulsory to bring a
date-a restriction that made it hard on a few of
the bashful boys from the chem department.
The electricals, not to be outdone, kept things
moving by eliminating technical meetings from the
summer activities and concentrating on a late July
picnic at the city park, where some thirty-five E. E.'s
ate and swam and played softball while they tried to
forget about whatever it is that electricals worry
about in class.
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The Chemicals are really solid at Engine Club meetings.
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by BERT EKERN, M.E. '43
It was during final week that I got the first hint
of. it! I received an offer from a ~ontracting company
to work as an instrument , operator "somewhere" in
Canada on "some kind" of a job.
Several men of the Missouri State Highway Department had been hired _as engineers for the proj ect.
They asked permission to take along six boys who
had worked for them t.b"~ previous summer. The
other five boys were athletes at the University of
Missouri.
Permission was granted and we had a job-we
didn't know what the job was about, so we took it!
The boys making the trip with myself were Marshall Shurnas, Jack Keith, D ale Steffey, Thornton
Jenkins and Freddie Kling. Dale and I had both had
Survey and were therefore hired as instrument men.
The other four boys were to be rod men for Dale
and me.
We left St. Louis by train-taking only our toothbrush, boots, parka and heavy work-clothes. At the
Canadian border we had our luggage and birth certificates checked. Our party reached Edmonton, Alberta, intact. It was there that we had our first difficulty.
The field engineer, two chiefs of parties, and I
were flown to a point within 20 miles of the Arctic
Circle. The exact location is a military secret-as is
much of the work that I helped accomplish. This
base camp was located on the MacKenzie Riveras almost all air transport is dependent on rivers and
lakes for landing purposes.

Dale Steffey and Freddie Kling were flown to
Waterway by plane. There they were unable to obtain a priority rating which would enable them to
complete the trip by plane. They, together with
Thornton Jenkins, worked their way to the ba~
camp by river steamer. They arrived a month late.
Jack Keith, Thornton Jenkins and Marshall
Shurnas had to take the river steamer to Waterway.
Keith and Shurnas worked their way up to the base
camp a couple of months late.
We were all on the payroll even though I was the
only one at the base camp for some time. The company kept the other boys busy while working their
way up the river by making them check freight and
work as deck hands on the steamers. The four rodmen received $200 a month. Steffey and I received
$325 a month.

The Base Camp on the MacKenzie
The base camp personnel originally consisted of
the field engineer, the two chiefs of parties, and myself. At the end of the summer the camp numbered
90. The camp consisted of four tents and a fire.
We washed, swam and drank from the MacKenzie
River all summer. My clothes had a bad case of
"tattle-tale gray" all summer. The temperature of
the water was continually at 56 degrees.
At first all communication came through by means
of either the river steamer or a mail plane. Later
during the summer a group of colored Engineers came
up and brought a Signal Corps detachment. The
Signal Corps set up a transmitter to communicate

Bert Ekern, complete with Don Faurot, Harry Smith and a beard.
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with the "Mounties" at Fort Norman. We received
mail three times during the entire summer.
The base camp was on a foundation of muskeg.
After about six inches of muskeg, terra firma consisted of glacial ice. The only other vegetation was
a forest of spruce.
My Work at the Camp
My work was simply that of an instrument man.
We were so close to the Arctic Circle that it was
light 24 hours a day during the first of the summer.
As a result, I sometimes worked 19 hours a dayincluding Sundays. I didn't have a single day off
the entire summer.
My schedule for the day was to rise at 5, eat a
breakfast of canned food and survey until noon. Another meal of canned food and then work until 6.
I would eat one more meal of the same and then
work until 11. We had a cook by the end of the
summer-"Greasy Gus" by name.
I had Indians for axmen-the work was almost
always through a regular forest of spruce. I worked
as an axman with them. After a hard day's work I
could sometimes boast of having profiled 4 miles.
Other minute details of my work might not be appreciated by the War Department, though.
While at the MacKenzie
There were no edible fish in the MacKenzie. Rabbits and squirrels were plentiful and unafraid. I
learned to snare them by watching the Indian axmen put up their snares.
The only larger game I saw near the camp was a
black bear. I was walking down the river one day
when I happened to toss a stick into the river near
a bend in the river. A black bear lumbered into the
underbrush only 20 feet away. I had only a handax
at the time and was a little disturbed.
The camp was over 1000 miles from the nearest
movie. The nearest white woman was a nurse 80
miles away. We had no radio, no papers, no magazines, no malts, no beer, or ice cream. We really
missed malted milks and girls. With no place to
spend money-we saved it.
At times when we came into camp, being very
tired and dirty, we would simply walk into the MacKenzie-clothes, boots and all. The weather was
usually temperate and our clothes would dry overnight.
Our mail was censored both ways. Freddie Kling's
letters from his girl were all read by the same censor
-we recognized his stamp.
When Steffey, Kling and Jenkins got here we
scrimmaged at touch football with the colored troops
-and we won every time.
Something New Was Added
I had some very interesting experiences up there.
I happened to see some Indians gambling. They
gamble by two methods. One is poker-5 card draw.
While playing, no player ever makes a sound . The
other form of gambling is a ritual.
All the movements of the second form of gambling
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are carried out in rhythm to tom-toms. This gambling is undertaken by several Indians on two sides
rather than by individual Indians gambling. They
may gamble as long as a week for their winter's
catch of furs.
Each side sits cross-legged in their blankets, facing
the opponents. One man will be a "caller" for one
team, and perhaps two or three men on the opposite
team will gamble. All other men beat the tom-toms.
The object is for one team or the other to get fiftee11
tokens-having accomplished this they win all the
furs.
The two or three men will place a token in their
hands and with movements in time to the tom-toms
they will toss the tokens from one hand to the other
in an attempt to confuse the "caller." They will then
put their hands under their blankets and then raise
their arms and cross their hands over their chests.
The caller will then point to the hand in which he
believes the token is hidden. If he is correct the Indian will throw the token to the "caller"-if he is
wrong the Inrian will raise the hand a few inches
above his chest and wave it to indicate that the hand
is empty. The game that I saw took two days to
come to a conclusion.
The Indians have a peculiar idea of the value of
money. If they see something they want, they lay
down what they consider enough money, and then
they feel free to take the object-with or without
your consent.

The Trip Home
We left the camp August the 9th so we could get
back in time for football practice. We took an oldtime stern-wheeler. In order to keep going, the boat
has to stop every so often to enable the crew to cut
a supply of wood for the furnaces. As we football
boys were in a hurry we cut wood with the crew and
cut down the schedule by two days .
We had to go down an 18 mile portage in Army
trucks to get another steamboat. This boat had no
accomodations for passengers, but we talked them
into taking us anyway. At Waterway we hopped a
freight into Edmonton.
At Edmonton we drank our fill of malted milks and
saw "Mrs. Miniver." After that we . stood on the
main corner and watched the girls go by. We seemed
to attract quite a bit of attention-but we just stared
back.
On the parlor-car into St. Louis the conductor
looked at our beards and clothes twice and at our
tickets three times.
When we got to St. Louis, Jack Keith's girl took
one look at him, screamed and ran. He was cleanshaven the next day.
All six of us walked into a bank to cash our checks.
We were intercepted by six policemen and housedicks before we got to the cashier's window.
When I got off the train at Mexico, my parents
didn't even recognize me in my beard, boots, tan,
and work-clothes.
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by LARRY O'DONNELL, Ch.E. '42
gineers, and something to be very proud of. The
reader may expect to be reading a lot about this new
process within the next month or so.

Gather 'round, loyal followers of St. Patrick, and
listen to a tale of Old Kentucky.
Armed with a diploma and a pocket full of pencils,
the author presented himseJf at the Louisville plant
of the Joseph E. Seagram & Sons Distillery. After
a thorough initiation into the red tape of Big Business, lasting two days, he found himself clad in overalls and operating a five thousand dollar bank of
drum dryers. Perhaps the pencils were the cause of
that. These dryers, along with a multiple effect evaporator, rotary dryers and other assorted equipment
to handle the by-products of the fermentation process,
are located in a building apart from the distillery
proper. This department is known as the Foods and
Feeds Department, and the high protein and fat
content of its product are of special value to cattle.
The three weeks spent on this equipment was practically without event. Of course a few things did
happen, such as curling up beside a supervisor inside
of a box car on a night shift and falling asleep, and
running sixteen tons of product out onto the floor
because of a general conveyor plug-up. Whattamess!
Incidentally, yours truly happily managed to wake
up before the supervisor did. It is the little things
like that that make life worth while.
An order from the production office transferred the
author into the distillery proper where he was assigned as an operator of the grain cookers. At that
time the work of converting the cookers from manually operated to automatically controlled equipment
was started. Very interesting to observe. The recently
invented process of continuous grain cooking in the
distillers industry is a discovery of Seagram en-
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As an operator of the grain cookers, the author
was introduced to the fundamentals of distillery practice. Besides learning the relationships between the
composition of the grain mixture, acidity of the
cooked mash, and other factors, the author secured
valuable experience in the operation of pressure vessels. If anyone is interested in a marvelous recipe
for distillers beer, please write to me in care of the
South Pole.
After two weeks as cooker operator, the author
was shipped out (literally) to a small old distillery
located deep in the hills of Kentucky. The town in
which it is located boasts a population of three
hundred, but after an impartial survey made by the
Seagram employees it was decided that this figure
must include the dogs and pickaninnies. First sight
of the plant recalled tales of "moonshiners and revenoors" to the mind. The Seagram Company had recently purchased this distillery, known as "The Home
of Old McKenna Whiskey" (plug), in order to assist
them with their government contracts for Industrial
Alcohol. Five engineers, including the author, and
one supervisor started this plant up and kept it on
production twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week, for two weeks. More fun! At the end ~f the
two weeks the home office sent down seven more men,
and we all had to be satisfied with a mere sixty
hour week. Snap job!
This old distillery really has to be seen to be appreciated. Most of the structure dates back to 1856,
and a lot of the equipment is just as old. All motors
are steam driven, and all fermenters are made of
wood. The matter of steam driven pumps is, however, a blessing in disguise. In case of a power failure,
and with the ancient steam-tube boiler used this is
a common occurrence, it is necessary to stop the flow
of beer to the still to prevent a plug-up. Since the
beer feed-pump is steam driven, a power failure
automatically shuts off the feed. Unconscious automatic control is as good a name as any for this type
of control.
The equipment used for distilling the fermented
grain is quite a contrast to that used at the Louisville
plant. The column is of the perforated-plate type,
and direct steam distillation is employed. The beer
pre-heater also serves as the reflux condenser in the
old plant. This is but one of the many examples here
of using one piece of equipment for more than one
purpose. The column itself serves two purposes. In
obtaining a product with a composition of over 90%
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alcohol, two operations are involved at the old distillery. First, the fermented grain is distilled in a
perforated-plate column to give a product of 40%
to 50% alcohol. This is then dropped to a closed vessel
in which are located steam coils. A large vapor line
from this vessel runs to the bottom of the perforatedplate column. The low per cent alcohol is then heated, the vapors pass up through the column and are
run through a condenser to give a final product of
over 90% alcohol. Thus the one column is used both
as a beer still and a rectifying column. At the present time the company is in the process of installing
a bubble-cap column in order to provide continuous
distillation facilities.
At the McKenna Distillery there is at the present
time a unique, to say the least, Foods and Feeds
Department. The bottoms from the beer column,
formerly known as distiller's slop but now known by
the genteel name of stillage, is passed over a fine
meshed copper screen and the fractions are run into
two large tanks. The screened portion of the stillage
is used for controlling the final pH of the fermentable
grain. From the other tank the stillage is pumped
over a hill to several large wooden tanks located at
a cattle barn. Direct from the producer to the consumer is the policy here; the only middle man being a
steam-driven reciprocating pump. The barn at which
the tanks are located is about a mile and a half from
the plant, and one of the duties of the still operator
is to see that none of these tanks overflow. The
author was first introduced to these tanks on a
stormy summer night, about three a. m. The psychology behind the phrase "whistling in the dark"
was thoroughly tested that night and found to be not
without merit. The decidedly unpleasant aroma, to
put it mildly, surrounding these tanks is but one of
the many trials endured by the still operator at the
McKenna Distillery. At Seagram's Louisville plant
the operation of the distillation equipment is handled
from an instrument board which measures approximately fifteen feet high and forty feet long, and
which contains over two hundred instruments. The
dissimilarity of the two plants is obvious.
At all distilleries sterilizing with steam of all piping
and equipment with which fermentable grain comes
into contact is common practice. Thus the problem of
expansion must be considered when installing equipment, and the solution of this problem at the McKenna Distillery is decidedly unique in the case of
the large wooden fermenters. These fermenters extend about four feet above floor level and are approximately twenty feet deep. By leaving an open
space of about five inches between the fermenter wall
and the floor a practical solution of the problem was
thought to have been made. However, quite often
in distillery praltice it has been found that the fermenting grain foams to an excessive degree for no
apparent reason. The cause of this foaming is not
thoroughly understood at present. The result of
foaming, however, at the McKenna Distillery 1s
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readily apparent. Mash foams out of the fermenters,
spreads all over the sides, and finally ends up as
a complete mess in the basement. The problem of
cleaning up this mess is by no means a small one
here because of the waste disposal facilities. All
drains discharge into a small creek which flows along
the side of the distillery and on through the middle
of the adjacent town. Difficulties arise here because
all waste matter discharged at the distillery has the
bad habit of depositing itself on the banks of the
creek and creating a most unholy odor in the town.
Operators have been warned to expect vigilante committees composed of smell-hating townspeople. At
the present time this problem of waste disposal is
unsolved, but steps are being taken.
The Seagram's employees operating the McKenna
Distillery had the rare good fortune of finding a very
nice place to board. Although this place is located
four miles from the distillery, the living conditions
there far outweigh this inconvenience. The boarding
house is a half-way modern hotel located in a town
of six hundred people. The meals at the hotel are
really something to write home about, being truly
Southern style. The town itself has both a modern
drug store and a modern ice cream parlor. The nearest theatre is in another town seven miles away. This
may give the reader some idea of the amusement
facilities in this part of Kentucky. I have been informed from authoritative sources, however, that on
Saturday nights the town marshals in these localities
gather in an improvised bomb shelter to avoid any
difficulties with the many gun-toting indulgers in alcoholic beverages. The pride and joy of the town is
the legend that at one time Daniel Boone pitched
camp there.
At the present time the author is again working
at the Louisville plant. Although he became thoroughly acquainted with the theory and fundamentals
of distillery practice during the two months spent at
the old distillery, the complete dissimilarity of equipment makes it necessary to practically start in new
all over again.
It may be well to tell of some of the policies of
this concern. All new employees, no matter what
they may have majored in in college, are started out
in production as operators. A considerable amount
of initiative is required of an employee because he
generally gets to work with an experienced operator
for only two or three days. From then on he is on
his own, and he is directly responsible for operating
his equipment correctly and efficiently. An attempt
is made to shift the man from one operation to another every three or four weeks until he has worked
on every piece of equipment in production. The
present difficulties in manpower often upset this plan,
however, and a man occassionally has to stay on
one piece of equipment for a considerable length of
time. The company also attempts to have the men
work eventually in all of their affiliated concerns
( Continued on Page 26)
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Upper right: Bob Higgins receives the slide-rule awarded
for outstanding scholarship in the freshman year, Joe
Burch presents on behalf of the Engine Club. Upper left:
Bert Starker really gives out for the first meeting of the
Shamrock Staff. Center: Max Berry cuts in on Chuck
Bundschu, who is giving Lois Harrell the rush at the
Christian Mixer. Lower left: Bob Bosworth seems to be
doing alright with Marjorie Dearing-that Elmer Aussieker is really operating on Jane Adams. Lower right:
The three prettiest additions to the Engine School: Jean
Tipton, Pat Maurer and Dorothy Schoech.
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In spite of the fact that there were practically no
girls in summer school, the boys managed to get
around enough to supply the usual quota of chatter
for this column.

into the elevator and astonished the dark-eyed skipper by saying, "Third floor, please." Nice trying,
fellow, but it just won't work. ( Come to think of
it-it wasn't a bad idea.)

Bob Caldwell, who has played the field during his
four years at Mizzou, found the one and only this
summer. It happened near the close of summer session-one date and bingo!-he was going steady. He
claims that this is the real McCoy and that his roving
days are over. Tough!

Remember Harry Echols? Graduated last January
and married Joan Fortier of Stephens sometime
around Easter. A hot tip off the rumour wagon has it
that Harry will be a father sometime in March. Early
congratulations, Harry. Too bad we can't be around
to accept cigars.

On the other hand, we hear that Bill Thomas ain't
got no girl no more. "Mutual," he says. Ha! And
what is Saul Moskowitz going to do with Florine
( "Blondie" until the rains came) now that Stephens
is back?

Jack Ziercher maintained an old chem custom by
distributing cigars to the senior chems as a result of
his accepting a position with Standard Oil. In the
chem department you can't get a job, get married, or
have a baby without shelling out for cigars for the
seniors-and faculty members.

How many of you guys saw that picture that Dale
Carey had in the most prominent place in his room
last summer? If you didn't see it, take it from me
it really is a honey. No small wonder that Dale
stayed single all summer 'cause now he's still on the
inside track with his little cutie.
Hal Greenblatt and Gus Alder were sacked heavily
the other day at South Hall. Hal said quote "My
hands didn't even meet behind her back." unquote.
We have it on good authority (from Hap Hazard)
that what she lacked in height, she made up m
weight.
We keep remembering the summer session. The
bus station caramel rolls attracted a nightly gathering
of engineers to the bus station during the summer,
although it is questionable whether the caramel rolls
were the chief attraction. It is said that Owen McBee,
Joe Burch, Greenblatt, Alder, Hazard, and Limberg
were there at one time, ostensibly waiting for the
twelve o'clock bus. And while we're on the subject
of wolves, you should have heard the wolves howl
when that cute freshman engineer walked into the
meeting the other night. We now have three more
feminine slip-stickers to keep Gerry Crump and the
former Mi'ss June Danzer ( now Mrs. Hearn) from
feeling lonesome, although having reached their senior
year they should be used to the male atmosphere in
the engine school by now.
All you engineers who were out at Christian for the
mixer the other night probably saw Jon Moon and
Russ Archibald shooting pies. That may be fun but
the real pay-off is getting the names of those good
looking girls. They say Jon has a permanent and
useful record of every picture taken that night.
What's this we hear about a certain freshman engineer going over to Stephens and asking what floor
his date resided on. When told, he promptly marched
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Two of the senior chems spent intersession in traveling far distances to see their girls. After Hazard
came back from Alabama, we thought he'd: probably
be married, but what the heck, every time anyone
calls for Hap someone at the house says call Stephens,
second floor South. Hap claims it's just an ugly
rumour. And Haunschild hitchhiked to Texas-with
wooin' as his object. He hasn't said much since he
returned-I wonder if that's good or bad.
And Rosy Beach, according to an anonymous informant, has really got it bad. They say he hangs
on to the telephone like a leech when he calls that
"sartin' sweet someone."
To leave for a moment the boy .neets girl theme,
we might mention a little incident that happened recently. It seems that a certain professor (name deleted as a matter of public policy) warned his class
that unless they were on time he would lock the door
and they might as, well go home. So what happens?
The first day of class the professor arrives late and
finds himself locked out. Subsequent happenings
have not yet come to light.
The addition of a thousand sailors to the student
community has more than offset the decrease in enrollment arid has gone far toward equalizing the boy
and girl ratio in Columbia. It didn't take long for
the sailors to get acquainted with some of the local
lovelies. Broadway Boulevard, between Stephens
College and Crown Drug, seems to have become quite
a promenade on Sunday afternoons, what with Stephens girls, sailors, and University students giving
each other the eye.
Before we end this little session, we'd like to mention the Engineers' Fall Dance. It's to be the last
dance for the seniors graduating in February, so it's
up to all of us to make it a big affair.
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Bundles for
Berlin ...
Power for
Pittsburgh!
ALLIS-CHALMERS
EQUIPMENT HELPS
MAKE BOTH

"A. HITLER, BERLIN, GERMANY"

Ore for Giant Aerial Torpedoes and bombs is mined with Allis-Chalmers equipment.

J

-=:::!!:
STEAM AND
HYDRAULIC TURBINES

That's what we'd like to label just one of the
thousands of tons of ore which Allis-Chalmers
equipment is helping to mine and turn into
aerial torpedoes and bombs!
And that turbine above is another AllisChalmers product that will soon be turning
out trouble for Hitler-supplying power to
great war plants-helping to make America's
soldiers the best equipped in the world.
These are just two examples of how thou-

VICTORY NEWS
Washington, D. C. -

Keels for more
than 140 "Liberty" ships have been laid
and more than 60 ships have been launched
from ways which did not even exist before
1941. Original schedules have already been
more than doubled.
To set the fastest shipbuilding record in
history, mass production principles are
used. More than 500 makers are feeding
parts to Liberty ways.
From Allis-Chalmers, one of the most
important of the contributing firms, comes
products ranging from machine-gun cooling pumps to propulsion shafting.

Three-Stage High Speed Pump is inspected as ifleaves A-C shops for a military destination. Equipment includes
Allis-Chalmers motors and switchgear.

Milwaukee, Wis. - Mosquito boats no

sands of Allis-Chalmers people are fighting
the Axis-are working for Victory/
Over 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products are
working in the Battle of Production. And our
Cooperative Engineering service is helping
makers produce more-not just with new machines, but with machines now on hand!
This production experience will be of added
value when the war is over. We work for
Victory-we plan for Peace!
.ALLIS-CHALMERS

Mro.

Co., MILWAUKEE,

Wm.

longer have to use their motors to recharge
their batteries-small Allis-Chalmers rectifier units now do this job.
This unit is the newest means of obtaining nominal d.c. current from existing a.c.
power lines. It eliminates need for keeping
ships motors running for battery charging
on shore. It also aids coast defense by helPing to supply power for shore searchlights.
Industrial plants are also using the new
unit to supply small amounts of d.c. for
individual drives on planers and other machines, in laboratories for testing purposes.
and in tool rooms.

8 out of 10 loaves of bread in U.S.
are made with the aid of A-C farm
and flour mill equipment.

BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE

1t.

FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds

by JACOB SOSNE, Ag.E. '43
Caricatures by Ennis Rogers

Joe Burch, President of the Engineers Club, is a
senior electrical engineer from St. Louis. Joe decided to study electrical engineering following after
his Dad, who is a technical electrical engineer for
Union Electric of St. Louis; like father, like son.
Joe has been an honor student and a great scholar
since he first set foot on the Francis Quadrangle. He
roade Phi Eta Sigma, the Freshman Honorary Society.
Joe went so far as to represent Missouri at the 1941
convention held in Dallas, Texas. Being an honor
student, Joe is also a member of Eta Kappa Nu, the
honorary electrical engineering society; Pi Mu Epsilon, the honorary mathematics fraternity; Mystical
Seven; Blue Key; and last but not least Tau Beta Pi,
the dream of all engineers.

DeSoto Ben McCabe, Jr., a senior civil engineer
from St. Joseph is holding down several jobs at once.
Besides being a happily married man he is the president of A.S.C.E., a teacher's assistant in C.E. 101, and
treasurer of the Engineers Club.
Ben says it all started away back in the fifth
grade. As all kids of that age, Ben too had a hero
character. His hero was his uncle who is State Engineer in Nevada. So you can see that bridge, concrete,
and steel engineering has been injected into Ben's
veins at an early age.
As a Freshman, Ben made Phi Eta Sigma, the
goal of all ambitious freshies. He also received the
Junior Merit Award given by the Engineering Foundation for distinguished work. His name also graces the
membership roll of Tau Beta Pi, quite an accomplishment for a married man. During St. Pats, DeSoto
was in charge of the concrete laboratory.
Ben has been a hard working boy both in and
out of school. He left school for fifteen months and
worked as a surveyor for the Highway Department.
In school he conducted concrete research for Professor La Rue.
A great philosophy of Ben's is marriage and school
life. He has successfully proven that in three years
of married life. Ben has succeeded in converting a few
fellow students over to his way of thinking on the
subject. He claims that he has been more settled and
contented since he said, "I do." Incidentally, he is
destined to become a poppa soon. I'm sure that you
all join me in wishing Ben and his wife the best of
everything. ( Better have those cigars ready, Ben!)

Joe has also shown great ability as a leader. He
is the former chairman of A.I.E.E., was a member of
the Freshman and Sophomore Council, chairman of
the E.E. laboratory during St. Pat, member of the
Campus Stunt Committee and of the Button Contest
Committee. For his scholarship and activities, Joe
received the Award of the Engineering Foundation.
Joe has been a member of the Co-op House where
he has been social chairman. Now he has joined the
ever growing ranks of student housekeepers. The boy
sure can wipe a mean dish too!
Joe expects to enter the Armed Forces after graduation in June and put his knowledge to work smashing the Axis. To the freshman, Joe Burch's college
record should be inspiration enough to make this year
a bumper crop for all the honorary societies and organizations.
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REGISTRATION AT MIZZOU
Upper left: Vernon Berry and Bill Beasley finally get by
your friend and mine-Jesse Wrench. Upper right: Doc
Porter is on the receiving end of this bum's rush from Elmo
Wayland, Art Geers and Warren Weisz. Center: Bobbie
Caldwell, Jon Moon and Dale Carey are taking the boys'
money away from them-all for the sake of the Engine
Club. Lower left: Thru those miles of dotted lines go
Austin Shepard, Cliff Adams and Philip Moore. Lower
right: Harold Young and Carl Klamm give their all to the
Registrar.
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THIS IS YOUR DESK
( Continued from Page 6)
a negative and a print made from it in the customary
manner.
Eastman Matte Transfer Paper is so coated that,
when properly laminated on a piece of sheet metal,
plywood, Masonite, etc. the emulsion forms a stronger
bond with the metal than the paper. Thus the paper
backing may be stripped off, leaving the sensitized
layer on the metal. Contact processes using fluorescent patterns or projection processes using huge cameras are used to expose the desired pattern on the
sensitive layer. In this way, a desired pattern can be
permanently marked on the metal much faster and
just as accurately as any other method. The image
is developed and fixed with the usual solutions although heroic measures may be necessary to handle
a large steel plate in a developer bath. This may be
used for making templates or for marking the pattern
on the material to be actually cut, drilled~ bent, etc.
Airplane manufacturers are buying many miles of
this paper.
Just as in college, the inevitable conclusion to the
solving of a problem is the writing of a report; even
in these hectic days when every man has his desk
piled high with problems. After receiving my first
effort the superintendent called me in for a little
conference. Omitting certain references to my own
report, he said in substance: "These reports that you
boys write are read not only by me but by superintendents of other depratments, the head of the division concerned with the problem, and probably a
member of the research staff and the technical sales
staff. Some of these men will see you very seldom
and will gain their opinions of you almost solely from
your reports. When they want a good man for a
particular job he'll be selected partly because they
like the reports he has written. Only three things
are needed to make a good report, clarity, brevity
and accuracy."
He continued in the same vein stressing the utmost
importance of reports. Of course, I had heard this
hundreds of times at school, but it never made the
impression there that it did here.
Another point brought out by my superintendent
is also worth passing on. He told me that "getting
along" with the other employees of the department
was as important as learning the departmental routine; telling me about several men he had known personally. Almost always, the men who got ahead the
fastest were those known to everyone in their department; that sort of personality seems necessary
to make a man a good executive. No matter how well
he does his work, a man who is distant to his fellow
workers is slow to get the bigger jobs.
An attitude held by one of the important men in
the plant probably strikes close to home. He says
that a college diploma only gives a man an opportunity
for a better job than he would get without it, bringmg with the better job more responsibility. The
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man must prove himself in the job by what he is
and not so much as by what he knows. He estimates
that over 75 o/o of what an engineer learns in college
is wasted effort but the trouble comes in trying to
decide which 25 o/o is the valuable portion. '
One thing I have never become accustomed to is
the invariable series of remarks made by most of the
people I have met here. After talking to them for
two or three minutes they always ask, "What part
of the South are you from?" If I just answer "Missouri" the reply usually is, "I thought so. How do
you like the North?" When I patiently explain that
Missouri is not particularly a Southern State and that
cotton and tobacco are not our chief crops, my opponent just nods his head and says sweetly, "I just
love to hear you talk with that Southern accent."
I've discovered a sure method of revenge, though, in
making a remark about the East. This always brings
an emphatic denial with an equally emphatic statement about Rochester being a Northern city. I really
have just one fault to find with Rochesterians, they
insist on sounding the second syllable of "potato" to
rhyme with "hate" and the second syllable of "tomato" to rhyme with "hat."

FOUR HORSEMEN
( Continued from Page 8)
with his physician was close and intimate. The doctor
brought him into the world, cared for him to the best
of his knowledge and skill while he lived, and attended
him in his last illness. The physician was Qften a
father confessor and family counselor. He was paid
for the service rendered, more or less in relation to the
ability of his patient to pay. In such a situation there
grew up the principle that the doctor should be paid
only on a fee-for-service basis, and, along with that
idea, the almost sacred notion that the patient's freedom of choice of physician must be preserved at all
costs. Along with other forms of business enterprise,
the practice of medicine became a competitive arrangement as well as a profession. It has been this competitive aspect of medicine, defended on the grounds
of the two principles mentioned, which has formed the
principal basis for the opposition to the development
of any new forms for organizing the. profession. Yet
under the old system medical services· are not available at present to large numbers of those jp. the lower
mcome groups.
The conditions which formed the setting for early
medical practice have vanished with the automobile
and the hard surfaced road. The dev_e lopment of
scientific medicine, with its elaborate instruments and
machines, its corps of specialists, clinics, hospitals, and .
all the other complicated and expensive paraphernalia,
has displaced the family physician. The customs, traditions, and social values which went with that fine
old character do not fit the new situation.
Accident
Still another way in which the machine has con( Continued on Page 24)
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"Get the message through!" That's the
tradition of the men who wear this insig•
Dia.Of the 18,000 Bell System people now
in the armed forces, nearly 4,500 are with
the Signal Corps. Young men can serve
their country and obtain specialized train•
iog in communications in this great branch
of the Army•

•.. and Wes

ent goes to every battle front
Army planes fly and fight with
Western Electric radio command
sets, which keep the planes of a
squadron in contact with each
other and with the ground forces.

Wherever American soldiers fight
in tanks, they get their orders over Western Electric radio sets-vital
in coordinating today's mechanized warfare.
Observers report front-line action to
Army commanders over Western
Electric field telephones, field wire,
field switchboards.

A
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equipmen t is Western Electric-f or 60
years manufactu rer for the Bell System
-one industry with over 70,000
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( Continued from Page 22)
tributed to the insecurity of modern life has been in
multiplying the chances of accident. Each year, from
fifteen to twenty thousand people meet death through
industrial accidents. Another thirty-five to forty thousand die in automobile accidents. Additional thousands
are maimed or crippled and thus incapacitated, temporarily or permanently, for earning a living. For the
most part the burden of accident has been allowed to
fall on the injured worker and his dependents. Legal
precedents, which developed largely during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, have been the basis
on which accident suits have been settled in the courts.
Because an English court once held that a butcher's
boy should have known that a wheel might come off
the cart, thus making him liable to injury, the principle
of "assumption of risk" came to be written into the
common law, and has since been held a satisfactory
defense for an employer defending an accident suit.

Making Adjustments

Smartly styled to hold their
smartness-no matter what
• the weather. Try on a
"Brogadier" today ... let
, ;ne shoe horn be the judge!

•
•
•
•

s5ss to sgss
MOST STYLES

~))t,\~~;
800 BROADWAY

Finally, we may ask, why has our society not been
adapted to the new technology, and how can such
adjustments be made? The answer to the first part
of the question probably lies in the fact that it is easier
to change the material and physical basis for our
civilization than to change our habits, customs, and
institutions. Inventions are adopted when they are
immediately practical and profitable. Changes in our
social habits are often not immediately profitable to
anyone. Furthermore, such changes run squarely into
a great body of traditions and folklore which rationalizes and justifies things as they are, particularly the
system of business enterprise.
In spite of these difficulties, however, beginnings
have been made. By the time of the first world war,
most European countries had come to adopt social
insurance as the principal device through which the
worker could be protected. In the United States we
began hesitantly with state legislation to give the
workers some degree of protection against accident .
After the onset of the great economic depression of
the early 1930's, many states adopted old age pension
laws. Since 1935, with the passage of the Federal
Social Security Act, we have seen a movement grow
into a well-established institution. Though temporarily
obscured by the issues of the war, the problems of social
security are likely to face us again when the war is
over. We must guard the gains we have made and
a program of social insurance must be a part of the
social planning that will be necessary if the benefits
of modern technology are to be extended to more than
the favored few.

CAMPU S BARBER SHOP
Across from Jesse Hall
Phone 3857
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ON THE JOB AT TVA
(Continued from Page 9)
soon finds that certain methods of approach to the
men working under him will secure more work from
them than other methods. For example, he will find
that the belligerent shouting of orders to those working under him will only result in ill-feeling, which can
hinder work. A friendly co-operative approach will
generally make the men feel like putting forth their
best effort.
After a pilot plant run is completed, the Junior
Engineer and the Chemical Engineering Aide assist in
correlating the data. 'Frequently it is found necessary,
after studying pilot plant data, to make small scale
tests. These tests are carried out by the engineers
under the supervision of the project leader and are
usually conducted in chemical laboratory apparatus.
The engineer operates the laboratory apparatus according to procedures outlined by the project leader, who
varies the procedures from time to time in an attempt
to ascertain the optimum operating conditions.
Research Records
In every type of research and development work
the recording of data and the keeping of adequate
records is very important. Many times patent suits
are lost because of inadequate records concerning the
origin of a discovery. Many of the T :V.A.'s development projects are carried out over a period of several
years. In addition to the ·importance of keeping accurate records for the purpose of securing patents,
it is also necessary to have reliable data upon which
to base future work on the project. The alumina from
clay process has been in the development stage for more
than five years. Keeping data over such a period would
be a waste of time and money if the data were not
kept in such a form that the work done in previous
years could be readily ascertained. The records at
T.V.A. are kept in three forms which are: primary
records, secondary records, and reports. The primary
records are those taken during a pilot plant run or the
data that are recorded as a small laboratory test is
being conducted. The original data is taken in permanent bound notebooks and also on large data sheets.
All entries made in the notebooks are made in duplicate. The pages are prepared in such a way that
entries made could be accepted as 1 legal evidence by
any court in matters of patent litigations. Secondary
records comprise all of the calculations and preliminary reports made from primary data. The result of
the secondary reports are reported in monthly progress reports, ;md after any one phase of a project is
completed, in formal reports.
Orientation
All new employees of the Research and Develop-
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ment Division are oriented into the T.V.A. program
by a series of lectures, which gives an over-all picture
of the program as well as a detailed account of the
activities of the Research and Development Division.
T.V.A. encourages the young engineer to become familiar with the operation and processes of the entire
plant. Along this line, a course lasting three months
is offered in plant operation. From time to time other
courses of interest to chemical engineers are offered.
No fees are charged for these courses and enrollment
is voluntary.
The great variety of development work being carried on by the T.V.A. offers many fields for the young
engineer to study at first hand . Working in such a
program the engineer enlarges his field of knowledge.
He sees processes in operation for the production of
ammonium nitrate, phosphoric acid, synthetic ammonia, and phosphate fertilizers . In addition to being
able to study these plants in actual operation, he also
has opportunities for studying several processes in
the development stage.
Working at T.V.A. enables a young chemical engineer to associate not only with men who have had
years of experience in chemical engineering, but also
those who are recognized authorities in their various
fields. Needless to say, such associations are invaluable
in the moulding of a young engineer's technical career.

FROM MISSOURI TO MASH
( Continued from Page 15)
throughout the country. Although the equipment and
some of the procedures are completely different in the
companies, the fundamentals and the problems involved in the fermentation processes are alike at all
distilleries. This company has an educational policy
which is very good for those employees who wish to
further education while they are working. An employee may enroll in day or night school, and a suitable schedule of work shifts is arranged to allow him
to pursue his studies. The University of Louisville
has excellent facilities for post graduate work in
Chemical Engineering. Upon successful completion
of the course or courses taken, the company refunds
to the employee half of all expenses incurred .
In parting, the author wishes to say one thing in
particular to those readers who will be graduated
this coming year. This country is engaged in total
war. The enormous role that industry has to play
in this war can only be fully realized after being in
actual production work. In choosing from among the
many companies which may want your services after
graduation base your choice upon two things. First,
you know your own limitations so take the job which
you can do to the best of your ability. Engineers
are too scarce to allow experimenting with different
positions these days. Second, be sure in your own
mind that the work which you will be doing is in the
best of interest to a successful completion of this
war. You, as an engineer, have a very important part
to play in this mechanized war, and don't forget it.
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At a college examination a professor asked: "Does
the question embarrass you?"
"Not at all, sir," replied the student; "not at all.
It is quite clear. It is the answer that bothers me."
Professor: "Hawkins, what is a synonym?"
Student: "It's a word you use in place of another
when you cannot spell the other one."
Professor: 'Now, if I were to be flogged, what would
that be?"
Class ( in unison) : 'That would be corporal punishment."
Professor: "But if I were to be beheaded?"
Class ( still in unison) : "Oh, that would be capital."
"Sedentary work," said the college lecturer, "tends
to lessen the endurance."
"In other words," butted in the smart student, "the
more one sits, the less one can stand."
"Exactly," retorted the lecturer; "and if one lies
a great deal, one's standing is lost completely."

"If the Dean doesn't take back what he said to me
this morning, I am going to leave college."
"What did he say?"
"He told me to leave college."
"On a recent survey of the question it was found
that the college that produced the most U. S. Presidents was-"
"Yes, go on" (breathlessly).
"-the electoral college."
First Plebe: "I got in trouble with the prof. this
morning."
Second Plebe: "How come?"
First Plebe: "He said that all questions could be
answered by yes or no, and asked if any one could
give him one that couldn't. I asked him if he had
stopped swearing."

PLATE LUNCHES
Same Large Plates AtNo Increase in Price
10% Off on Meal Tickets

DROP INN CAFE
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than ever before man shapes
FASTER
steel to meet his needs, slicing it to
the desired shape with the oxyacetylene
flame - the modern cutting tool which
never dulls. It shapes thin gauge sheet
or heavy slabs; forgings and structures
with ·equal ease, and with truly astonishing accuracy.
New, better and faster ways of
making machines, engines, ships, tanks
and innumerable other products is the
direct result of the efficiency and
proper application of this modern
production tool.
But the oxyacetylene flame does not
content itself merely with being the outstanding metal cutting tool. Because of

its versatility, it finds wide and varied
application in speeding defense. It
hardens steels to any desired degree
and depth; cleans metal surfaces for
quicker and longer lasting paint jobs;
gouges out metal with astonishing speed
and accuracy, and welds metal together
into a homogenous unit. To aid and
expand production schedules by the
most efficient and economical application of the oxyacetylene flame, Air
Reduction makes available to industry
the practical cooperation of a skilled
engineering department.
"Airco in the News" shows many interesting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.

AIR
REDUCTION
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60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:

Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
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.lllumni new.t
by JOHN ROBERTS, M.E. '43
Returning to the Civil Engineering Department as
an instructor is Manford B. Tate, B.S. in C.E. '40, M.
S. '42. Mr. and Mrs. Tate returned here from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania where Mr. Tate has been employed
by the Dravo Construction Company. Mr. Tate, while
working on his M.S. degree, served as laboratory
instructor in the Civil Engineering Department here.
Mrs. Tate, until their marriage last September 9, was
Miss Marjorie Stone, secretary to Mrs. Holt.
Lt. Alvin F. Koch, B.S. in M . E. '42, is stationed
at Camp Roberts, California. Before entering the
Army, Alvin was employed by the McDonald Aircraft Company at St. Louis, Mo.
Leslie Bates Jr., B.S. in E.E. '33, is connected
with the Publi~ Service Company of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Mr. Bates recently wrote in for two copies of Professor Weinbach's "History of the College of Engineering."
Back in Columbia for a visit this past summer was
Frank Luckey, B.S. in M.E., '32. Mr. Luckey is
connected with the Soil Conservation Service at Nashville, Tennessee.
Raymond McLain, M.E. '33, is now serving as an
instructor in the Navy Diesel Engineering School
here.
Another recent v1s1tor here in Columbia was John
Adkins, M.E. '41. John is employed in Civil Service
and works at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.
Gene Olivitch, C.E. '40, is now in Officers Training
in the Army. Before entering the Army he was employed by the Green Fountry Company, St. Louis,
Missouri. H is brother, Jack, M.E. '41, is working for
Maloney Electric Company in St. Louis, Missouri.
Ed Ditterline, student in M.E. in 1938-1941, is
working on a defense construction job in Hawaii. He
hopes to return to school after the war.
Charles I. Mansur, B.S. in C.E. '39, obtained his
M.S. in Sanitary Engineering at the U.S. Waterways
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Doug Jeffrey and Kenneth Kemp, both of whom
earned their M.E. degrees this summer, are working at
the Curtiss-Wright plant at New Jersey. A pair of
civils who also graduated this summer are Howard
Koch and Jim Vincent. Koch is employed by the
Dravo Construction Company, Pittsburg, Pa.; Vincent is at Douglas Aircraft at Santa Monica, California.

Bill Purdy, B.S. n C.E. '40, is working in the Vibrations Department of Martin Aircraft Company,
where he has been engaged in research work. Last
summer Professor Rubey received a letter from Bill
which was carried on the first flight of the Navy's
Martin Mars, the world's largest flying boat.
Davis Jackson, C.E. '32, is now a Lieutenant (JG)
in the Navy Civil Engineeing Corps. Lt. Jackson was
formerly with the Portland Cement Company at Jefferson City, Mo.
Also in the Navy Civil Engineering Corps is Kenneth Smith, B.S. in E.E. '34. After his graduation
he served as Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
here at the University.
Harold Slusher, B.S. in M.E. '42 (September) is
another of our recent grads to make that bold venture
into matrimony. Harold was married last September
6 to Miss Virginia Ward of Fulton, Missouri, and
they are now living at Aberdeen, Maryland, where
Harold is stationed at the Army Proving Ground.
Also stationed at Aberdeen Proving Grounds is
Charles Durand, B.S. in M.E. '42.
Harold Fisher and Phil Bilton, who obtained their
B.S. in Ch.E. degrees in June, are in Dallas, Texas,
where they are employed by the Magnolia Petroleum
Company. Harold is working in the Field Research
Department, and Phil is busy at the Experimental
Station on a new process still in the pilot plant stage.
Dave Seabaugh, B.S. in E.E. '42, is now with the
U.S. Signal Corps at Lexington Signal Depot, Lexington, Kentucky, where he is serving as radio engineer. He expects to be sent to Belmar, New Jersey for further work with the Signal Corps.
Jack Miller, B.S. in Ch.E. '40, has joined the Naval
Air Corps and is stationed at St. Mary's College,
California where he will receive his pre-flight training. After receiving his degree here, he worked for
Hercules Powder Company, Parlin, New Jersey. Another of our graduates now in the Naval Air Corps
is Edwin Scruggs, E.E. '41. Before sprouting wings
Ed worked for the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing, Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
George Rush, Engine Club treasurer in '41, is at
present "somewhere on the Atlantic" as a pilot with
the Navy Air Corps. He joined the Navy immediately
after leaving school and was an instructor at Corpus
Christi Air Base before joining the fleet.
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by CHUCK BUNDSCHU, Ch.E. '45
Tau Bela Pi

SI. Pal's Board

Tau Beta Pi represents the top honor to which an
engineering student can aspire. It is the national
honorary engineering fraternity open to juniors and
seniors, who qualify by fulfilling requirements of high
scholastic standing, leadership, character, and service to the school. Selection is made of a limited number of scholastically eligible upperclassmen after
careful consideration of their ability to meet the
requirements other than that of scholarship. At the
beginning of each new semester, eligible candidates
and top-ranking sophomores are invited to attend an
informal meeting where they !;e arn something of Tau
Beta Pi and what it stands for. Shortly after this
meeting, elections are held to nominate for admission to the society those students deemed worthy.
Initiations are held twice a year.
! Besides Deing purely an honorary fraternity, Tau
Beta Pi attempts to promote good fellowship throughout the year-picnics, banquets, dances, etc.
Present officers are: Willard Haunschild, president;
Joe Burch, vice-president; Bill Schulz, corresponding
secretary; Jack Ziercher, recording secretary; Bob
Heinze, historian; and Dr. D. J. Porter, treasurer.

The object of the St. Pat's Board is to direct the
activities of the celebration held annually by the Engineering College during the week either preceding or
following the birthday of our patron Saint, St. Patrick. All members of the Board are chosen for the
work they have done for the Engine Club.
The officers of the Board, consisting of a chairman
and a secretary are chosen by vote of the entire
Engine Club at the annual election. The remainder
of the actual Board consists of two seniors, two juniors, two sophomores, and two freshmen. The juniors
are elected by their class and serve for both their
junior and senior years. The representatives of the
two lower classes are chosen by the remainder of the
Board. The work done by the sophomores and freshmen during the preceding year is very important in
the choice of the lower class board members. This
fall the sophomores and freshmen have the opportunity
to prove their worth by assisting at the fall dance
and by helping guard the columns during Homecoming. Other officers of the Engine Club are included as members of the Board and have a vote in the
Board's decisions.

TAU BETA PI-First Row: Schulz, McBee, Fuchs, Starker, McCabe, Horn; Second
Row: Henton, Burch, Vredenburgh, Horn, Haunschild; Back Row: Hendrix, Mott,
Heinze, Tarry, Ziercher.
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A.S.A.E.-First Row: Hassler, Kincaid, Fuis, Professor Jones, Sosne, Pfost; Second
Row: Hickerson, Stuebinger, Snowden, Roth Roboy, Cupps; Back Row: Sydnor, Peterson, Hightower, Cooper, Van Hoozer, Hockaday.

A. S. A. E.
The Missouri Student Branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers is an organization
made up of students of the College of Engineering
majoring in agricultural engineering and of students
in the College of Agriculture interested in agricultural
engmeermg.
The primary purpose of the organization is to bring
these students together as an organized body. The
meetings are held on the first and third Monday
evening of every month. To these meetings are invited men of the agricultural engineering profession
who are qualified to speak upon one or more subjects
pertaining to their field. The Branch believes it is
through these men that contact between the business
world and the students is established.
The organization promotes cooperation. The major
result of that cooperation is the publishing of an unusual magazine, the Missouri Student Branch Ag.
Engineer. The magazine is composed of articles written by the members of the faculty and by the members themselves. It is supported financially by advertising. The magazine is distributed free to all
first class high schools and to all county agents in the
State of Missouri.
The organization also has its social side. A picnic is usually held sometime in the fall of each year.
Dances are likewise held in the fall and the spring
of each year. As a climax the annual banquet is held
with a prominent professional · ag engineer as the
speaker.
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Officers for the current year are: President, R. R.
Roth; vice-president, J. D. Peterson; sec.-treas., Edmund Hockaday; scribe, Jacob Sosne. Dues for the
school year are one dollar.

Chi Epsilon
Chi Epsilon was formed in the spring of 1922 by
the merger of two groups of civil engineering students at the University of Illinois who desired a departmental honorary fraternity. On May 30, 1922,
a charter was granted to the twenty-two original
members and Chi Ep was started. Since then Chi
Epsilon has grown to a total of seventeen chapters
and a membership of 2,550 individuals.
The object of the organization is to give recognition to those civil engineering students who have
displayed the qualities thought to be necessar·y for
the successful pursuit of an engineering career, and to
foster these ideals and traits among the undergraduates. The qualifications for election to Chi Epsilon
are scholarship, character, practicability, and sociability with scholarship being the prime requisite.
Officers for the coming year are: John New, president; Owen McBee, vice-president; Roy Meyer, secretary; Jack Witherspoon, associate editor of Transit. Dr. R. B. Moorman is the faculty representative.
As an incentive for sophomore engineers to raise
their grade-point averages, Chi Epsilon will award an
engineering handbook to the civil engineer whose
second semester grade point average shows the greatest improvement over the first semester.
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A. I. th. E
One of the main achievements of the Student
Chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers is to acquaint students with fellow members
of his profession. The Missouri chapter is a member
of the National Professional Society.
Any student enrolled in chemical engineering in
the university is eligible for membership, but nonmembers are equally welcome at meetings. The retiring officers are: Bob Caldwell, president; Maurice
Moyer, vice-president; Jack McGinnes, secretary;
and Vincent Scott, treasurer. Officers elected for the
first semester are: Jack Ziercher, president; Maurice
Moyer, vice-president; Harry Marty, treasurer; and
Ben De Clue, secretary.
The local chapter sponsors several technical and
social gatherings during the year. Technical meetings include moving pictures concerning subjects of
interest to chemical engineers, and guest speakers
representing the engineering profession. Every spring
the chapter sponsors a very entertaining picnic and
softball game that is usually well attended.
A District Convention is held annually at one of
the colleges in the Midwest. Any member is eligible to
attend the convention where a presentation and discussion of technical papers form part of the program.
The last District Convention was held at Rolla School
of Mines.

Missouri Shamrock
The Missouri Shamrock is the monthly publication
of the Engineers Club. The Shamrock is a semitechnical magazine devoted to closing the gap between students, faculty, and alumni.
Our first issue this year is the largest Shamrock
published. We regret that we are late in publishingbut paper stock is rather hard to get these days.
We would like to call for volunteers to serve on
the Shamrock in that capacity in which they would
like to serve. We guarantee to find work for all who
would like to serve.

A. S. C. E.
The Student Chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers was formed with the object of affording the members of the Department of Civil Engineering an opportunity to become better acquainted, to
promote a spirit of congeniality between the members, to acquaint the members with topics of interest
to civil engineers by means of popular and technical
lectures and moving pictures, and to foster a professional spirit among the students. The Society brings
together teacher and student outside the classroom
in an effort to improve relations and understanding.
The organization plans to have many social affairs
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this year with the plans for a w1erne roast already
under way.
Any student enrolled in the Department of Civil
Engineering is eligible to become a member of the
chapter. All sophomores, juniors, and seniors are required to pay dues of one dollar a year. Officers for
the coming year are: President, Mac McCabe; vicepresident, Jack Guinee; Sec.-treasurer, Dick Beard.
At the first meeting, the ASCE heard an address
by Professor Wrench, who spoke on the "Paciffc War
Theater" and led a discussion afterward. The following committee chairmen were named: June
Hearn, membership committee; Jack Witherspoon,
social committee; Rollie Fehrman, publicity committee; and Rciy Meyer, program committee.

A. I. E. E.
The purpose of the Student Branch of A.I.E.E. is
to acquaint students in electrical engineering with
the fundamentals of design, maintenance, and operation of electrical apparatus. The Branch also affords
opportunities for students to carry on activities quite
similar in nature to those which are carried on by the
Institute members, such as presentation and discussion of papers or reports.
Any student enrolled in electrical engineering is
eligible to join, all may attend the meetings whether
members or not. The present officers are: chairman,
Bob Morrison; vice-chairman, Art Shannon; secretary-treasurer, Ed Vredenburgh.
Guest speakers invited to the meetings discuss design problems, new production methods, and many
other interesting features of their work. Motion pictures or slides are shown at several meetings. Electrical engineering students can take active part in
the meetings by giving lectures or by questioning
speakers. It has been the custom to serve refreshments after each meeting to enable students to really
get acquainted. Along this same line, several picnics are held during the year.

Pi Tau Sigma
The purpose of Pi Tau Sigma, honorary fraternity
for mechanical engineers, is to create interest in departmental activities and to promote closer fellowship among those, who by their scholastic and practical achievements here in school, give promise of
succtss in the profession of mechanical engineering.
The upper fifty per cent of the senior class and
the upper twenty-five per cent of the junior class
are eligible for membership. The following factors
are considered in the selection of members: scholastic
standing, faculty rating, and the approval of the
members of the fraternity.
The Missouri Epsilon chapter participates m the
St. Pat's celebration, ASME student branch activities, and each year presents an award to the sophomore in mechanical engineering having the highest
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• At Babcock & Wilcox, knowledge is literally
turned into power-more power from a ton of coal,
a barrel of oil, a cubic foot of gas, and even a cord
of wood.
For B & W-the nation's oldest and largest manufacturer of steam boilers-now, as always, carries
on the quest for new knowledge - in its laboratories, in the field, in many leading universities.
Wherever men design, construct or test steamgenerating equipment, they rely on data, formulas,
principles given to the world by B & W engineers.
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET
"The Design of Water-Tube Boiler Units." This
liberally illustrated booklet discusses the factors
involved in determining the proper type of
steam-generating unit for any given service. A
copy will be sent to you on request.
THE BABCOCK

&

o.,oa

WILCOX COMPANY .. • . 85 LIBERTY STREET . •. • NEW YORK. N. Y.

BABCOCK & WILCOX.
CLOTHES CLEANED WEAR LONGER
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50C

Trousers
Jackets
Short Sleeve
Swea ters
Skirts (plain)

25c

DORN -CLONEY
•Laundry • • • Cleaning•

College Theatre Co.
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THE WORLD'S BEST PICTURES
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So refreshing
with lunch

Materials, Asphalt Roofing & Shingles

DRINK

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

LaCROSSE LUMBER COMPANY
Ben L. Krienke, Mgr.

PHONE 5422
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scholastic average for the first three semesters' work.
Each year a national convention is held at one of
the chapters, the hosts for this year being the Gamma
chapter of the University of Minnesota. A delegate
from each chapter attends these meetings.

Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha Chi Sigma is ,. national honorary fraternity
for chemistry and chemical engineering students.
The fraternity was founded in Wisconsin late in 1902
by a group of chemistry students. A few years later
the Delta chapter, Missouri, was organized. The
Missouri chapter has many alumni among prominent chemists and chemical engineers throughout the
country. Most of the chemistry and chemical engineering faculty are members of the organization.
To be eligible for admission to the fraternity, a
student must have completed at least twelve hours
of chemistry with a high scholastic average, and must
be approved by the active members of the fraternity.
The purpose of the organization is to create a professional spirit among the members and to promote
the advancement of chemistry. Professional chapters
among engineers and chemists in the larger cities continue in the spirit of the student chapters and form
an important part in the professional life of the graduate.
At present the local chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma,
as a member of the National Safety Council, is conducting a safety campaign by means of posters, bulletins, magazines, and laboratory surveys to aid in redusing the accident toll in industry.
The present officers are: Charles Cech, Master
Alchemist; Ernie Alder, Vice-master Alchemist; Robert Brown, Recorder; Maurice Moyer, Master of
Ceremonies; Charles Parish, Reporter; and Bob
Davidson, Treasurer.

AS.M.E.
The ASME was inactive this summer session chiefly due to a decrease in membership and to the fact
that those members in school carried courses which
absorbed much of the time usually given to organization meetings and projects.
The officers of the ASME for the coming year
are Prof. E. S. Gray, honorary chairman; John Simon,
president; John Wills, vice-president; Vivian Powell,
treasurer; and Dick Phelan, secretary.
Professor Gray is serving his third and last year
as honorary chairman. Each member of the mechanical engineering faculty holds this office at some time,
the term of office being three years. Professor Gray,
during his term of office, has given generously of his
time and energies, and the organization has grown
and prospered through his efforts.
The ASME held their first meeting of the year on
Oct. 5. It was decided that beside the afternoon meetings of the organization, it would also hold a meeting
at 7:30 P.M. on the second Wednesday of every
month, at which time outstanding members of the
mechanical engineering profession would be invited
to speak. The first of these meetings was scheduled
for October 14, at which time Dr. Baender, head of
instruction at the Naval Diesel School here, will
speak on some phase of Diesel engineering.
The primary purpose of the organization is to form
a common meeting ground for professor and student
and to acquaint the student engineer with the trends
of, and the members in, his chosen profession. In
ASME good fellowship is celebrated the year round
with banquets, picnics, and other gatherings. The
famous Fall Picnic for all mechanical engineers, sponsored by faculty money and ASME muscle, has been
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 17, in the afternoon. All
mechanicals are welcome.

ENGINEERS.I
COME TO THE

ENGINEERS' FALL DANCE

FREE.1
IF YOU'VE PAID YOUR DUES
ARMORY
71h AND ASH
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FRIDAY. NOV. 13
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BLAZING THE WAY
TO FASTER PRODUCTION
As EASILY as a knife cuts through pancakes, this
white-hot oxy-acetylene flame zips through stacks of
steel plates ... turning out metal parts in a fraction
of the time required by other methods.
Cutting as many as twenty plates at a time, this
knife that never dulls ... guided by positive templates ... can follow the sharp twists and turns of
highly complicated patterns. Oxy-acetylene stackcutting saves shaping, machining, and assembly time.
It produces parts of identical size and shape. It reduces scrap losses ... makes possible substantial savings in subsequent machining and fitting operations.
Stack-cutting is only one of the many oxy-acetylene processes for cutting, fabricating, and treating
metals which manufacturers are using to speed up
production today. Whether cutting up scrap ... or
skinning steel alive by planing a light cut from the
four sides of steel blooms as they speed down the roll
table ... or helping to shape and weld finished steel
... the oxy-acetylene flame is a tireless worker in
modern manufacturing.
Would you like to know how flame-cutting and other oxyacetylene processes could be applied to your business? You are
cordially invited to avail yourself of the store of knowledge
Linde technicians have assembled over a long period of years.

The important developments in flame-cutting-and other processes and methods for producing, fabricating, and treating
metals- which have been made by The Linde Air Products
Company were greatly facilitated by collaboration with Union
Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc., and by the
metallurgical experience of Electro Metallurgical Company and
Haynes Stellite Company-all Units of Union Carbide and
Carbon Corporation.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
GENERAL OFFICES:
New York~ N. Y.

00

OFFICES IN
PRINCIPAL CITIES

Section '562 P.L. & R.
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But Joe does a good job of teaching you how not to
strike the arc and how not to control the metal in the
mo! ten pool. His bungles, plus close-ups of the arcs in
action, make this full-color film "one oi the most helpful
training aids ever offered to the welding industry."
The movie is in six parts. Each part

(16

mm.) is com-

plete in itself-a IO-minute sound production covering
on e particular phase of arc welding in foll detail.

V

Organized groups may borrow the films with no charge
INCENT

J.

SCHAEFER, of the G-E Research

other t.han transportation costs; schools and industry

Laboratory, used to collect snowflakes, and because

may buy single reels at cost-$52 each-for us~ in training

of his hobby metallurgists now have a simple method of

welders. Write Campus News, General Electric, Co.,

observing details of metal structures far too fine to be seen

Schenectady, N. Y.

with an ordinary microscope.
The young scientist's method of" casting" snowflakes
in a film of"'Formvar has solved the problem of how to get
a metal specimen thin enough to be examined in the electron microscope. (This device uses electrons instead of
li;;ht to form the magnified images, and the electrons
must pass through the specimen.)
A thin film of resin, striIJped from the specimen and
retaining all the details of the 'metal surface, can be placed
in the micr9 sc9pe and be lnagnified as much as

100,000

T

diameters.

\

SH-H-H-H-H-Hl
HE one announcer in the country who can give
weather forecasts over the air is a mechanical man

who broadcasts from a point 12 miles up in the strat0sphere, where next week's weather is in the making.
This mechanical investigator, whose heart is an electron
h1be, works for the U. S. Weather Bureau. He weighs
only a couple of pounds and looks like a large box camera.
'\

E
1

.·

CA1.AMJTY )0£_.

.V.ERYTHING happ~tis to Jo;.

,-

·And anytJ ng is : liJ;;t tt o ha~p~n when he picks

. up th~ ~elcler':s -; l}ct~octe, '&~cat;se Joe M;Gee, an anim a tee!
cartoon charactet do~s;1't know the first thing about weld. ing. Thro~ilil ou't the - ~~w G-E instructional movie, "The

As a small balloon takes him up, the robot broadcasts
the atmospheric conditions he finds. Tuned in with a
ground receiv~r, the radio signals tell the temperature,
wind velocity, etc. The balloon bursts at the low pressure
limit (about

60,000

feet above ground), and a parachute

brings the radio sonde, as it is called, down to earth.
The mechanical weatherman carries a calling card with

Inside of Arc Welding," he seems to do the wrong thing.

his return address on it in case he gets lost on the way

Copyrig ht. 1942. General .Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y •
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POR THE ENGINEERING TASKS
OF TOMORROW • • • LEARN TO
KNOW YOUR BEARINGS • • •
The thousands of experienced engineers who are doing so
much to help win victory were students once, and no doubt
often wondered what they would do after graduation-just as
you probably do now.
But they didn't permit thoughts of the future to interfere with
the present. They prepared for whatever might be ahead. Among
other things they learned to know their bearings-knowledge
that has proved to be one of their most useful engineering assets.
You'll find it one of yours, too.
After world-wide destruction must come world-wide reconstruC•
tion; Timken Tapered Roller Bearings will play as important
a part in the new machines of peace as they are doing in the
machines of war.

If you have not done so already, begin now to acquire a thorough
understanding of the design and application of the Timken
Bearing. Our engineers-bearing specialists of ma~y years1. stand- .
I ' '
ing-will be glad to help you.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR-ING
COMPANY, c A N T o N , o iI

i'o

TIMKEN
TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings for automobiles, motor
trucks, railroad cars and locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and
Timken Rock Bits.
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OMEWHERE on the tough hide
of U.S. warships are mounted
what look like inverted glass mixing bowls.

These are the radio lead-in insulators, the "ears" through which the
battle wagons get their orders. They
are made of Pyrex brand electrical
glass, as are the insulators in the
ships' antenna, because the service
requires the best and most dependable materials available.
Today, with metals scarce, the raw
materials for glass are fairly plentiful. And glass is being put to work
at many urgent tasks. Planes, tanks,
ships, trains, for example-all use
some contribution of Corning re-

search in glass. The giant dairy industry, faced with a metal piping
shortage, is now working with
special glass piping recently developed at Corning. In chemical, food,
and explosives plants, glass piping
and glass pumps are handling everything from soup to HCL.
Years ago glass was regarded as
a fragile, decorative, costly material
with limited applications. Now
Corning makes glassware that has
kicked old barriers out the window. It's tough and strong, resistant to chemical attack and
thermal shocks, widely ·varied (
in shape and size, reasonable
in cost, and accurate to toler-

ances comparing favorably with
metals. Today's engineers are discovering that they can put glass to
practical uses which in the past
were labeled, "impossible". For
tomorrow's engineers, glass is the
material of unlimited possibilities.
Industrial Division, Corning Glass
Works, Corning, New York.

CoRNING
--means-Research in Glass

Photo courtesy ol tbe Crown Cork & Seal Company

The best news about tin
•
since
we went to war
Malaya and
Wthe East Indies,overran
they thought they
HEN THE JAPS

had dealt a staggering blow to America.
For, overnight, tin became a most ·
critical raw material, because America
relies upon this bright metal for tin
plate, bearing alloys, solder, collapsible
tubes ... but mostly tin plate.
However, Uncle Sam had an ace in
the hole . . . electrolytw tin plate. In this
process tin is deposited electrolytically
... not hot-dipped ... on steel strip.
And only one third the normal thickness
of tin is required.
Unfortunately, electrolytic tin plate
is far from perfect as it comes from the
plating baths. It is porous and not completely resistant to corrosion,
In order to make electrolytic tin plate
usable, the tin deposit must be re-heated
and flowed after plating. But until recently, even the best available re-heating
and flowing processes were painfully slow.
Right here is where Westinghouse
"know how" stepped into the picture.
R. M. Baker, Westinghouse Research
Engineer, together with Glenn E. Stoltz,
of the Westinghouse Industry Engineering Department, decided that the porous tin coating could be fused .. . through
the magic of electronics ... to give the
tin plate the desired corrosion-resistant
property and surface brightness.
Baker and Stoltz built a high fre-

2

quency coil, using radio broadcasting
oscillator tubes for their power source.
Through this coil they passed electrolytic tin plate. The inductive heating
effect melted the tin coating ... and it
fused smoothly and evenly over the porous surface.
The new Westinghouse tin reflowing
process is now in actual use, turning
out gleaming ribbons of tin plate at
better than 500 feet per minute. It will
save many thousands of tons of tin
every year!

•

• • • •

What Baker and Stoltz did for the tin
plate industry many engineering students in college today will do for other
industries tomorrow.
Westinghouse knows where to find the
future scientists America needs so badly
on the industrial front ... many will be
among the technical graduates of the
Class of '43.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Penna. Plants
in ft5 cities, offices everywhere.

R. M. Baker,
Westinghouse Research Engineer, examines a
test strip of tin plate which is passing through
the experimental tin flowing mill. Baker
joined Westinghouse after receiving his B.S.
at Texas University. He earned an M. S. degree at the University of Pittsburgh.
RADIO WAVES FUSE TIN ••.

~stinghouse (i)
• .. making Electricity work for Victory
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UndeA tAe W..a11, tp.lu>-<Jll,am
by DEAN HARRY A. CURTIS .
If there could be any certainty in prophecy th ere
would be no more horse races, no stock markets, no
prize fights, and fewer marriages. Also there would
be no more wars. The fatalist is quite sure that if
all the trends of the present could be set up in one
grand differential equation and then integrated between the limits "now" and "millennium", the future
would be revealed with mathematical certainty. Meanwhile we must struggle along and take our chances.
Up to the present semester the current war program
has but little affected the College of Engineering. Our
machine shop has , been put to good use in the preemployment training of machine-tool operators, but
without interference with the regular student courses.
Short courses for the training of draftsmen, surveyors,
radio mechanics, etc., have been given under the E.
S. M. W. T. plan. A few of the faculty have joined
the Armed Forces and a number of students have enlisted or have been drafted. A few research programs
on war problems have been launched. A summer term
has been added so as to accelerate graduation. In
general, however, the College of Engineering has as
yet been but little upset by the war. From now on,
however, it will be a different story.
Most of our freshmen and sophomores are in the
18 to 19 years of age group, not heretofore subject
to draft . Juniors and seniors have been eligible for
deferment if of draft age, and in most cases, have
been deferred. As yet there has been no change in
the policy of the War Department in regard to deferment of upperclass engineering students, but it
seems unlikely that deferment of juniors will be continued, and it is quite probable that all deferments
will be discontinued for students. In any event, with
the change in draft age to include men 18 and 19 years
old, there will soon be very few men reaching the
junior class. Since this affects all men students in the
University, it is evident that the Advanced R.O.T.C.
classes will likewise dwindle rapidly.
It seems, therefore, fairly certain that the recent
changes in the Selective Service law will result eventually in the elimination of most of the regular classes
in the College of Engineering.
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The need for men trained for technical services will,
however, continue and grow ever more acute . It is
very unlikely that the facilities and faculty of the
College of Engineering available for such training will
not be utilized. In fact ,a course of training for the
Signal Corps has already been set up and instruction
therein will begin in the near future. The Army Air
Forces recently asked for a course in radio technique
for a group of enlisted personnel. More of these
specialized and probably not very well planned.
are in the offing and the time is apparently not far
distant when the major part of the facilities and faculty of the College of Engineering will be engaged in
conducting special courses for groups sent here for
training by the various arms of the service. The
courses required are apt to be very narrow and highly
specialized and probably not very will planned.
Such is, then, one man's guess as to what will happen to the College of Engineering. What of the students? Surely the last thing that any engineering student wants is to be drafted . The alternative for freshmen and sophomores now subject to draft is to enlist
in the service of their choice if they can do so. Just
now one of the more attractive opportunities is offered by the radio division of the Army Air Forces.
This permits the enlistee to remain in school for about
8 months while he is taking the E.S.M .W .T. course
in Fundamentals of Radio I and II. Thereafter he is
called to active duty in the radio service of the Air
Corps. Inasmuch as the E.S.M.W.T. course is not a
full time course, presumably the enlistee will be able
to carry a limited number of engineering courses for
credit.
The upper-class engineering students have a somewhat wider range of possible selections. A number
of the reserve groups require two or three years of
engineering training and there is some possibility that
enlistees within a year of graduation may have the
opportunity of completing their courses before being
called to active duty.
Our present seniors are being employed by concerns
engaged in production of war material, and the compames evidently hope and expect to get deferment
( Continued on Page 24)
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by FRANK RUCKER, Ch.E. '43
cause it is easier to obtain a uniform plate by synthetic means than it is by using natural zinc silicate.
Just as in the light micros~ope, all th~ electrons do
not pass through the object. In regions of higher
density in the particle, the electrons do not pass
through readily and are deflected into regions of lesser
density where the going is easier. This leaves areas
of fewer electrons which show up as dark spots on the
screen and hence the image is formed.

Imagine a dime a mile in diameter or -a single hair
forty feet across! You say that that is impossible, yet
that is just how they would appear enlarged by the
electron microscope recently acquired by the Univeristy and now_ housed in the Physics Building.
Already the one-one-hundred thousandth of an inch
tobacco virus has been revealed by this amazing instrument. Certain germs have taken on structural
forms instead of the jelly-like mass as previously
shown by the best of ordinary light microscopes. Indeed, many new fields have been opened by the electron microscope, and we are on the threshhold of a
world whose existence was only remotely suspected.
Until comparatively recently scientific workers have
run up against a blank wall when their investigations
have led them past the limits ordinarily inherent in
microscopy when light microscopes were the best available'. Light microscopes would reveal objects approximately half the wave length of light in size. Particles ca~ be revealed only if they are large enough to
interfere with the light waves coming toward our eyes.
Therefore, to see objects smaller than those visible
through an ordina(y light microscope, a different illumination is necessary so that it can be blocked by
the object to be seen.
The present electron microscope utilizes waves of
electrons which are focused on the object to be examined by mea_ns of a coil which acts as a magnet. After
passing through the object, where some of the electrons
are deflected, these electrons are magnified by another
coil and projected on a screen. The screen is of synthetic-willamite ( chemically, zinc silicate) which has
the property of being fluorescent when bombarded by
electrons. A synthetic screen is commonly used be8

The basic theory of the electron microscope was
offered by Dr. Hans Busch in 1926. He discovered
that a beam of electrons passing through a coil of wire
having magnetic properties could be focused to give an
enlarged image. Here was proof that a beam of light
and a beam of electrons both had similar properties.
This work qpened the way for the further development
of the electron microscope. Around 1932, Max Knoll
and Dr. Ernst Rusha, using· the discovery of Busch,
developed the first electron microscope. However, they
were unable to obtain more than a fleeting glimpse
of the image. The trouble lay in the fact that the
. current must be controlled extremely accurately in
order to obtain a clear and steady image.
In 1937 James Hillier and Albert Prebus, working
under Professor E. F. Burton at the University of
Toronto started work on the forerunner of the pre'
sent commercial
instrument, one of which has recently
been installed on this campus.
The electron microscope itself ha-s the appearance
of a giant steel radio tube supported in a large C
clamp. At the top is a filament wqich, when electrically heated, gives off a stream of electrons which are
focused on the screen. At the back is a case which
contains the essential electrical equipment-three
banks of complicated devices containing fifty-three
vacuum tubes in all, and a very intricate maze of
condensers and other electrical equipment which is
necessary to operate the inst~ument. The microscope
operates on 60,000 volts which is stepped up in the
machine after being led in from a new and especially
installed voltage regulator transformer.
Inside the tube a vacuum of from 1 to 10 microns
is maintained. The lower . part of the instrument is
sealed and hence only the part containing the sample
being examined must be held at this high vacuum.
The system is complete with two pumping systems to
maintain the desired vacuum.
There are two cojls for focusing and magnifying to
size. The first gives a magnification of 100 times; and
second, 250 times, for a total magnification of 25,000
(Continued on Page 26)
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by BILL MORIS, Ch.E. '43
Do you act safely? Do you think in terms of safety?
We can arrive at an answer for the first question
through consideration of the second. Let's consider
it now.
We'll agree that it pays to act safely. Nowadays
every 'worker owes it to his country to be as productive as possible, especially the technical trained
worker. Unsafe practices can cause accidents that
decrease productivity, thus handicapping our armed
forces. It pays to act safely.
The responsibility of the engineering student will be,
sometime in the future, to guard the safety of himself
and others. By some method we should prepare ourselves for that time.
"I've heard all this before," you say. "I know that
safety pays." Of course you do, but do you really
think in terms of safety? As engineers we have unusual
ppportunities to utilize our technical training in thinking out problems of safety.
Looking both directions before crossing the street
is a rule we all learned when very young. Unless we
religiously observe this and other such obvious safety
rules, we remain alive only through a series of miracles.
But there are many less obvious safety measures that
can be taken, especially in the field of engineering. As
engineers we must be able to visualize possible sources
of accidents and eliminate them. For example, in an
industrial plant, the dusts should be well enough removed to keep the mixture of dust and air below the
explosive range. Of course as students, we aren't called
upon to do this sort of thing, except possibly in a . design course. But . to prepare ourselves to work safely
and to help our fellow workers work safely in industry,

Bob Caldwell shows how things should not be done.
Look at that dangling tie! Tsk! Tsk! Bobbie!
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we must begin now by thinking in terms of safety.
We do not as yet have a course in safety in this school,
even though safety is of prime importance in industry. To make up for this shortcoming, we must
learn safety principles "on our own". We must learn
these principles in our laboratories, for it is here that
we meet problems of safety peculiar to the field of engineering. After getting into the habit of noticing
the more subtle sources and potential sources of danger, it follows that this habit will continue to serve
us when the safety of others depends on us.
Individual safety lies largely in applying the principles of common sense to the job being done. For instance, it is only common sense to require an operator
to wear goggles or an eyeshield when working where
there is the remotest chance of being struck by flying
particles. Indeed, some firms make it a point to insist that every employee who enters the factory,
executives included, must wear goggles while inside.
This policy has paid off in safety dividends. Other
obvious, though too often neglected dangers, are the
flowing tie, loose work clothing, dangling watch chains,
tools protruding from pockets and the like. Each of
these careless practices represents an additional chance
of accident.
Many of the hazards in an inadequately protected
plant are reflected in dangerous practices in the home
Inadequate lighting, loose objects on the stairs of
floors, poor electric wiring or insulation, accumulations
of waste, fire hazards due to unwise choice of materials
or insufficient fire protection by means of extinguishers, blocked or non-existent fire-escapes-these all
(Continued on Page 26)

Bill Morris, our hero, plays it safe by observing the
safety practices mentioned above.
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by BILL WINTERS, E.E. '42
This story dates back to the "pre-war" days of
October, 1941. It was about this time that the first
of the personnel men from the large corporations were
visiting the University of Missouri to interview senior
engineers about prospective jobs upon their graduation. I believe it was on a Wednesday that the late
Professor Lanier informed me that the RCA representative would be in Columbia on the next Friday.
I have been interested in radio and electricity since
Boy Scout days when they were my first two merit
badges, so I guess I was a little excited about the possibility of working in the world's largest manufacturing plant. Or maybe it was because a thermo report
was due Friday morning. Anyway, I missed some sleep
in there someplace and was feeling quite groggy about
interview time. Well, I yawned and stepped in to m eet
the RCA representative. He told me about the opportunities with his company, I listened as intently
as possible, asked a couple of questions, and managed
to leave the room without yawning again.
About two weeks later Price Smith, Charles Shackelford, and I each received a letter from RCA Manufacturing Company of Camden, New Jersey telling us
that the interviews had been evaluated and that they
believed that it would be to our advantage to come
to visit the Camden and Harrison plants of the company during the Christmas holidays for further interviews. We were to reply as soon as possible. You can
guess what all three answers were!

In due time we all started out from Columbia bright
and early one morning. The next day we arrived safely
in Philadelphia, took the subway across the Delaware
River to Camden, and started out in search of RCA's
Personnel Offices.
In Camden we spent a full day of interviews with
several persons who headed the departments in which
we were individually interested. We were also entertained by a fine dinner with about twenty-five other
prespective engineers and some personnel men. The
next day we visited the RCA plant in Harrison for
more interviews and another dinner. This concluded
the business portion of the trip although Price Smith
and I went into New York because "we'd heard so
much about it!"
About three weeks after this trip all three of us received word that the results of the interviews had been
reviewed and that we seemed to have the necessary
qualifications. We were requested to report for work
as soon as possible, if we decided to take the jobs. Because of the rather unceremonious engineering school
graduation last year I was able to report for work in
Camden on June first.
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The first two or three days consisted mainly of wading through red tape-signing what seemed to be
reams of paper, being photographed, fingerprinted, interviewed again, getting my badge, etc. One entire
afternoon was spent-at company expense-looking
for a place to stay. I finally got located in a suburb
of Camden and several days after my arrival actually
got down to do a little work.

It wasn't just a case of walking into an office and
having the head of the department point out a desk
with the words, "Well, son, get out your slide-rule
and tell us why we' re having trouble focusing the
electron beam on this oscillograph." Rather I started
in the Transmitter Test Department and for the first
few weeks I did little except the acual testing of Navy
transmitter equipment. This job didn't require much
technical skill, and about the end of this period I was
getting just a trifle discouraged. Then I was assigned
to another section of Transmitter Test and had the
responsibility of putting the pre-production model of
a new aircraft transmitter through the type test. On
a job in regular production there are two types of
tests-one is known as a "type test" and the other is
the regular "production test". The former is a test
performed on just a small percentage of the total
number of units, and is very thorough, every possible
operating condition being simulated, the complete test
sometimes lasting several weeks. The production test
is a briefer test on every unit. On the pre-production
model of the unit, the test operations are not yet
standardized, and each test must be planned and arranged individually. This means running all over the
plant to put the transmitter through the required
temperature, altitude, vibration, humidity, and other
tests.
Of course, on tests as complete as we were performing on this unit it was to be expected that certain
weak spots would show up. Then this weak spot
would be corrected, and that portion of the test would
have to be completely repeated. The transmitter
would last longer but eventually another weakness
would show up; this would be corrected and the tests
again repeated. The complete test was a long process,
lasting more than a month, but it was very interesting
and I learned a lot.
When the tests on the pre-production model were
completed and all the newly discovered "bugs" were
removed, the actual production began. This meant
that the units would be coming through much faster
than the small crew could test them, and many new
men were brought into our department. My duties,
and those of the other two fellows in the crew, now
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changed somewhat and I became something of an instructor, showing the new men ·how to make the required tests, and also helping to standardize each test
so that it could be performed more rapidly.
By the time production was well under way and
things were going smoothly another month and a half
had passed.
I was then transferred into the Test Engineering
Department. It is here that RCA designs and builds
the equipment necessary to test all of its products, and
their components. No equipment for general sale is
built here, practically all of it being used within the
plant. The design of test equipment, I found out, presents problems just as difficult, if not more so, than
those encountered in the design of commercial equipment. Because the department designs test equipment
for any product of the plant, the work is more varied
than in the commercial products engineering department. It is also more interesting because the engineer
has the opportunity to "follow through" the original
design to the final finished product.
I have been in this department for several months

now and it seems to become more interesting each
day. For the benefit of the electricals who might be
interested, I was working first on a video amplifier,
then a tricky little problem involving the sweep-circuit of a cathode-ray oscillograph, then an exceptionally wide-range, high-power amplifier with good response from 30 cycles up to several times the audible
limit, and my present problem is to design a bridge
to measure inductance as low as 0.01 micro-henry
with a very small error. I'd like to mention a little
more about the specific problems encountered, and
also something about the application of the equipment, but such details are practically all military secrets. Some of the recent developments are absolutely
amazing, some of them very, very intricate, others so
simple that engineers wonder why they weren't
thought of before. Practically all details will remain
confidential until after the war, however.
Here's one detail that shouldn't remain confidential,
though, because it is of most value to the under-grads
in all engineering schools. There seems to be a notion
( Continued on Page 24)
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by BOB CALDWELL, Ch.E. '43
be enabled to leave the world as he came into it, debtfree;
( 2) to provide for his family or dependents when
he is not there himself;
( 3) to care for himself in disability or old age
when his earning power has vanished.

Probably every senior engineering student has had
the question of life insurance put before him lately
by local agents. He is about to complete his technical
education and enter the occupation for which he has
been training. He has also attained the age and
position to consider marriage and therefore he is about
to assume the position as head of a family.
Before we go farther we might state the three major
purposes of life insurance. These are:
( 1) to pay a man's final expenses so that he might
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So, we find the young engineer as an employee in
a hazardous industry and the head of a family, which
puts him in a position to need all three of the above
benefits of insurance.
·
The need for insurance for engineers is greater than
for most professions because of the nature of his work.
He is running considerably more, risk of being ' killed
or disabled than he would in most professions. Insurance rates are greater for engineers for that one
reason. Therefore, it is easy to see the value of purpose one since the young engineer has not yet had the
opportunity .to accumulate any savings for such a purpose, and is probably indebted to his parents or in
some other way for his education.
.If he has not already married he most assuredly
soon will, so purpose number two is evident because
every man wants to see his wife and children well provided for.
The last purpose probably has the most appeal
since it provides not only an investment but an inducement to save. In many cases the engineer moves
from place to place and does not have the opportunity
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to invest locally in a home or other real property as
do members of other professions. If he did invest he
might not be in a position to care for the investments.
At the present time the engineer is often thrown into
an environment that is reckless and carefree, and he
may have little incentive to save unless he enters a
definite plan such as is offered by insurance.
The following are the five most pqpular types of
life insurance policies:
( 1 ) Term insurance
( 2) Ordinary life
( 3) Twenty-payment life
( 4) Twenty-year endowment
(5) Ten-year endowment
The above are listed in order of premium costs from
low to high. One of these policies would certainly fill
any engineer's needs for life insurance; the plan adopted depending on what he would like insurance to do
for him.
For the man who desires a lot of temporary protection at a low premium which may be converted
into a permanent plan, term insurance has the greatest
appeal. This type of policy builds no cash value and
experience has shown that despite the low initial cost
it is the most expensive type of life insurance a person
can obtain. For the student still in school this insurance provides a very satisfactory program since he is
not yet earning enough for other types of insurance.
Ordinary life in probably the most popular type of
policy since it involves the two elements of protection
and savings. For this very reason the ordinary !ife
policy must require a larger premium than in the
previous case of a policy furnishing protection only.
Under this plan a person may carry a suitable amount
of protection and still enjoy the advantages of a good
cash or loan value.
·
Twenty-payment life has an appeal to those persons who do not desire to pay premiums for their entire life. This type of policy pays up for the face
amount of the policy in twenty years. The cash or loan
values are greater than those of ordinary life for a
like period because the premium rate is higher. This
type of policy also provides both protection and investment needs.
For the person who desires to invest and at the
same time provide himself with a reasonable amount
of protection, the endowment policies are suggested.
Under this plan the full face value of the policy is
paid to the insured after a given period of time. That
is to say, a twenty-year endowment policy for $5,000
provides the insured with $5,000 worth of protection
and at the end of twenty years pays him $5,000 in
cash.
At the present time insurance companies guarantee
a minimum interest rate of two to three per cent on
your investment. In most companies after two or three
years all permanent plan policies have a cash or loan
value. These values increase yearly and so it is easy
to see that if the insurance is continued the policy
holder's gains are greater.
10
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ttoed
Yleunio.n
Dear Gang:
About November 13 I received a letter from
Walter Campbell, E.E. '42, notifying me of a get
together of several of the other recent Missouri engineering graduates to be held in East Orange, New
Jersey, November 15. That sounded like very good
news to me, so, of course, the next Sunday I hopped
the train to Newark, rode the trolley-car to East
Orange, and met the fellows.
An informal banquet was held at one of the East
Orange hotels. Discussion was mostly along nontechnical lines! Ex-Professor C. H. Gleason, as in
school days of _old, did much to enliven the gathering
with his rare ( ? ) bits of dry humor.
The following were present at the meeting:
Walter E. Campbell, 415 Franklin St., Bloomfield,
N . J., Westinghouse Lamp Works, Bloomfield, N . J.
Elmo Crump, 10 Summit St., East Orange, N. J.,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. Price Smith, 12 Summit St., East Orange, N. J.,
RCA Manufacturing Co., Radiotron Division, Harrison, N. J., accompanied by his wife.
Lake McHoney, 153 Franklin St., Bloomfield, N. J.,
Westinghouse Lamp Works, Bloomfield, N. J., accompanied by his wife.
C. H. Gleason, 27 Parkway East, Bloomfield, N. J.,
Westinghouse Lamp Works, Bloomfield, N. J.
Charles L. Shackleford, 34 Parkway West, Bloomfield, N . J., Westinghouse Lamp Works, Bloomfield,

N.

J.

William W. Winters, 119 Summerfield Avenue, Collingswood, N. J., RCA Manufacturing Company, Camden, New Jersey. Bill was accompanied by Miss Patricia Curtis, Arts and Science '42, now of New York
City.
Samuel E. Hardaway, 33 Pine, Morristown, N. J.,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Brooklyn, N. J.
Wilson J. Tolson, 26 Van Ness Place, Newark, N.
J., RCA Mfg. Co., Radiotron Division, Harrison, N.
J., accompanied by his wife.
Lt. Harold F. Henton, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, Army Signal Corps, Long Lines Department.
Also in the Army Signal Corps Long Lines work
were Lt. Howard Tugel, and Lt. Joseph Hoover.
Lt. Ernest Hulett and Lt. Frank Batts were reported to have left Fort Monmouth a short time before
for either Harvard University for further training, or
for "points unknown".
Yours,
Bill Winters, E.E. '42
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GEHALDINE CRUMP, E.E. '43

JUNE HEARN, C.E. '43
"A woman's place is in the home and not in engineering."
That was the greeting I received when I entered
the College of Engineering as a freshman three and a
half years ago. At that time a woman wishing to be
an engineer was not only an oddity to be looked at from
the corner of the eye, but a personality to be tested
before becoming too friendly with it. Now since the
war has become first in every mind, the woman who
chooses engineering as her field of activity is considered
as putting her duty to her country above any other
ambition she might have. So you can see how our
status has changed in only three short years from that
of an eccentric to that of a patriot.

As Bob Hope would say, "Well, I'll be a monkey's
uncle, how did I get to be a senior?" Did I use my
womanly wiles or did I study? Probably a little of
both. What on earth possessed me to be an engineer?
Let's see. The answers I usually give are these:
First, my dad was a Missouri Electrical Engineer-so
why couldn't I be one? Second, I had a strong dislike
for English, history, economics, and speech. I thought
I wouldn't be exposed to any of these subjects in the
Engine School. I was sadly mistaken! However, I
found that one usually lives through these courses.
Third, I had a strong liking for physics, chemistry and
math in high school.
Why I picked electrical engineering is more than I
know. Dean Curtis showed me around the laboratories
when I came to see about entering the college, and
electrical engineering seemed the best bet. I almost
made the horrible mistake of selecting mechanical.
What am I going to do with a degree in engineering

if and when I get one? When I entered the college
I really did not know. I thought maybe I would design
electrical appliances for the home-like automatic
children spankers or devices to keep track of husbands
and record their location and relative velocity with
respect to the Brown Derby and Stephens College or
their equivalents. Now, thanks to the Japs and Germans, the male members of the race have left their
slide rules, T-squares, tubes, and motors and picked
up guns and gone to rid the world of these demons.
There is nothing left to do but pick up their instruments and carry on where they left off. That is a fine
and noble attitude, but will I make the same mistake
( Continued on Page 24)
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The first day of classes is one I will never forget;
At eight o'clock on Friday morning I was to go to
Engineering Drawing. As can be expected of any
freshman I got lost and was late getting there. The
only empty desks were in the last row. I gulped in
a lung full of air, took my courage in both hands, and
proceeded down the aisle-all under the amused
glance of the tall white-haired gentleman in the front
and the amazed stares of my future classmates. I felt
like two feet five instead of my five feet two. In
that whole room I could see only one half-way friendly face-the one at the desk next to mine. ( By the
way, three years later I married the boy that belonged
to that face.)
As it has been for most trail blazers that first year
was by far the hardest, not so much scholastically as
socially. There were stubborn traditions to be broken
before we were finally accepted as true engineers. No
girls had ever before been members of the Engine Club
or the departmental associations. We were the first
girl students of some of our instructors. I did not
think they quite knew how tp deal with us, and I
know that I did not know what to do about their
reluctance to treat us about the same as they did
the boys. In fact, I did not really start to feel at home
until last year when I worked for Professor Rubey,
who was chairman of the civil department. By the
end of the year they made me feel like one of the gang.
To the girl who wants to enter Engine School I want
to say that all you need is the courage to stand up
against seven hundred men-both faculty and students-and show them that you are serious. It takes
plenty of good hard digging at first, but after you have
proven yourself most of them will be on your side and
willing to help. I have seen good ones and I have
seen some others, but on the whole I think the engineers are the best bunch of fellows on the campus.
Maybe it is because I am prejudiced.
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Upper right: Mr. Wallis, who seems to be afraid of the
camera flash, listens while Mr. Lamb, new E. E. prof. explains something electrical. Upper left: Mr. Bolles demonstrates a heat transf:-r experiment for chems Bruce Baker,
Art Baebler, and Bob Heinze. Left : Owen McBee and
Mary Holmes seem oblivious to the photographer at the
Engine Club dance. Lower left : Glen Smith, Frank Rucker,
and Roswell Beach mopping it up at the Shack with two
unidentified companions. Lower right: Fuchs and Haunschild engrave slide-rules for the engineers during Tau Beta
Pi's slide-rule registration.
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This seems like as good a place as any to take note
of the fact that a mechanical engineer was a candidate
for a campus queenship. Never thought that the Engine School would come to that, but there are so
many girls floating around the halls these days that
there is serious talk of installing a powder room down
by the mech lab. Seriously, though, Pat Maurer,
freshman mechanical was the queen candidate for
the engine school in the Memorial Fund drive. And
a darn good one, too, we'd say.
Among the anonymous contributions to this department was an intriguing item about a Purple
Passion party staged by some of the chem seniors
who were celebrating job offers. Out of kind-heartedness we won't mention any names ( although we could
if we would) since some of their best friends might
not yet suspect such carryings on. Some of these
same boys took an "inspection trip" to the Great
Lakes game in St. Louis. Besides the game they inspected the Anheuser-Busch Brewery. They claim beer
isn't good for breakfast. We wouldn't know.
Among the homecoming exercises was the traditional
guarding of the columns. There seems to be quite
a bit of disagreement as to what the cider contained,
but it has been unanimously decided that someone
slipped an old rubber boot into the coffee. Don't
worry men, wait until you do guard duty after the
St. Pat's serenade-when things are really confused.
How about June Culling, soph electrical, who went
to the University Hospital to see why he had been
summoned to have a second vaccination; and was
vaccinated when he wasn't looking and before he was
able to explain that he had already been vaccinated
when he was a freshman.
This seems to be the month for parties. There was
the one the mechanicals pitched-although they called
it an inspection trip. From the looks of Simon's
pictures, it must have been very educational. And
there was the party at the Tiger Hotel just before
the Engineers' Fall Dance-not bad.
We see quite a few engineers out and around on
week-ends. They've got dates, too. An interesting
sight at Harris' one night was Hal Greenblatt daintily
daubing the nail polish on his date's fingers. Seems
he arrived for his date early and had to pay the
penalty. She's a "Suhthin' gal". It's too bad that Jon
Moon who has been snapping pictures here and there
in the jelly-joints couldn't have got that for our
album.
We don't like to criticise the war effort-but the
recent order banning enlistments has taken much of
the point out of our frontispiece. We wanted to indicate the confusion existing in the student-draft
board situation. Now we're confused!
Did you know that there is a gold-fish named
Aurelia in the weir box of the fluid-flow apparatus
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in the chem labs? There is, and she ( or he) belongs
to George Beard, who has been complaining that
systematic overfeeding by his co-workers threatens
to ruin Aurelia's waistline. ( Isn't that a silly item?)
Too bad that those of us who were cursing the
recent heavy snowfall couldn't have the view point
of Franklin Enriquez, freshman electrical. Frank
comes from the Republic of Panama where they don't
have snow and he thinks its pretty nice, for a change.
Interview time for the seniors usually brings out a
Politte is worth repeating. It seems that on one apcrop of anecdotes. \Ve think the one about Jim
plication Jim had to fill out, there was the question:
"Do you use alcoholic beverages? Occasionally, regularly, to excess?" (This is always an embarrassing
question.) Jim, a stickler for detail, wrote "Yes, occasionally to excess." Which took care of that.
Some of the boys who are going East ( at the company's expense, of course) are having trouble getting
reservations. The policy seems to be "Buy your ticket
and take a chance." After carefully scheduling interviews in advance all over the New Jersey area, they'll
have quite a time making them all.
Stephens College must have quite a collection of
nationalities on their campus. Anyway, they produced a Scotch bagpipe player and a Spanish castenet-player and dancer. (You could fool us on the
spelling of castenet.) And last year, of course, they
had the hula dancers.
Jack Guinee, erstwhile woman-hater, is being seen
here and there with members of the opposite sex.
Maybe the influence of women in the Engine School
is even reaching over to the Civil Department.
Pity the boys who graduate in February. No more
springtimes in Columbia, picnics on the Hinkson, barbecues and serenades, St. Pat's dances, coffee at the
Bus Station, dates at Stephens College, sessions at the
Dixie, money from home, bull-sessions, cut classes,
corny vaudeville at the Varsity, eight-ball, Engine
Club meetings, Hamburg shows, and so on ad infinitum. On the other hand no more hour quizzes,
negative hours, unpaid bills, overdue reports, l's and
F's, bag-dates from you know where, classes, ornery
landladies, Ag students and lawyers, eight o'clocks,
fees and dues collectors, overdue library books, smoke
and dirty snow, cracked sidewalks, and also so on
ad infinitum. On the whole, I guess, it's about even.
It'll be nice to come back once in a while, though, to
strut your stuff as an alumnus.
Don't feel hurt if some of the boys going around
asking for autographs and offering candy don't ask
you for yours . It seems that those are pledge duties
of some of the engineering fraternities, and the people
they ask are the actives.
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EGGS •••ON TOAST OR
Allis-Chalmers Eq1.1ipment Helps
Produce Food for the Nation and
Bombs to Blast the Axis!

are
H needed for Victory. And both both
are symENS' EGGS-BOMBERS' EGGS •••

bols of Allis-Chalmers all-out participation
in the Nation's war effort!
From Allis-Chalmers plants come more
than 1,600 different capital goods products ..•
-Tractors and other farm equipment which
help feed the U.S.A. and the United Nations/
-Mining equipment, electrical equipment,
pumps, turbines, drives ...the greatest variety of
machinery in the world to help manufacture

bombs, bullets, guns, tan/cs, planes, ships/
Backing up the men and women working for
Victory in our plants are Allis-Chalmers engineers in the field. They are helping manufacturers produce more-not just with new
machines, but with machines now on hand!
Allis-Chalmers past experience is vital to
the Nation now. Its present experience will
be invaluable after the war to help produce
more and better peacetime goods for everyone!
Ai.Lis-CHALMERS MFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, Wis.

,
~

STEAM AND
HYDRAULIC TURBINES

V-BELT DRIVES

TOKYO!

VICTORY NEWS
Rosiclare, 111.-91 Allis-Chalmers motors
constitute the major portion of a connected
load of close to 1,000 hp driving the new
fluorspar mill of the Mahoning Mining
Company here.
The efficient layout of flexible motors
and drives is largely responsible for the
plant's record production of high-grade
fluorspar zinc-lead ore. Throughout the
mill, the Allis-Chalmers motors operate
dump hoppers, flotation cells, vibrators,
kilns, pumps and many other machines.

produce both steel
or demolition bombs

" We're Buying and Building," an A-C
workman tells MGM bond rally starlets,
as he machines a Navy propeller shaft.

Milwaukee, Wis.-The "feed-back,.
system, which utilizes 85% of the enormous power expended in breaking in aircraft engines on test stands, has been
adopted by Buick in its new plant in a
mid-western city.
The new engines are connected by flexible shaft couplings to water-cooled magnetic couplings, which transmit power to
1200 kva synchronous generators.
Allis-Chalmers alternating current units
are at work here. They not only help to
crank the new engines, but they also operate as current absorption-type dynamometers- receiving power from the aircraft
engine, turning it into electrical energy
and feeding it back into the line. This test
set-up provides a high percentage of the
power required by this company's manufacturing operations.

are
casting and finishing industrial
machinery at a
record rate!

,.

iii
noURANDSAW

lllll EQUIPMENT

BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE

FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds

en<J,ine fJhleP,,u
by JACOB SOSNE, Ag.E. '43
Caricatures by Innes Rogers

It has been said that one of the top hit tunes of
recent date was inspired by Fred Thomas Crookshank-a conspicuous figure on the M. U. campus.
True or not, Fred could easily pass for "Mister Five
by Five".
He sure is a jivin' man when it comes to service
activities. Besides being the secretary of the Engine
Club, a full-time job in itself, Fred is an active member of A. I. Ch. E., the Missouri University Band and
Orchestra, student assistant in chemistry, Blue Key,
and for the past two years, a member of the St. Pat's
Board.
For his out of school, pleasure-seeking activity Fred
likes swimming, music, and golf. He is one of the few
women-haters in the engine school. He claims, quote
"They are nice to look at but I prefer to spend my
money playing golf" unquote. From what people say
he has plenty on the (golf) ball, too.

Jon Keith Moon, senior chemical engineer, whose
home town is Columbia, has been tapped by the local
draft board for induction sometime in December. If
he puts as much energy and drive into his military
career as he has in the activities of the Engine School,
we expect he will soon have the situation well in hand.
During his stay in school, Jon amassed a sensational
record of service. His activities include membership
in Blue Key and Mysti!=al Seven, honorary service
fraternities; Scabbard and Blade, honorary and social
military fraternity; secretary of Engine Club in 1941,
managing editor of Shamrock in 1942, business manager of Shamrock in 1941, advertising manager for
Shamrock in 1940, member of the St. Pat's Board
during junior and senior year, member of Missouri
Workshop, and member of the Savitar Staff.

Chemistry always had a fascination for Fred, and
the thought of engineering sounded intriguing to him,
so naturally, he ended up as a chemical engineer. Assuming that there will still be colleges next year, Fred
will graduate in September, 1943.
At the last Engine Club meeting, Fred displayed
heretofore hidden talents, when he led the Club in
some group singing which was strictly from hunger.
He doesn't seem to have the stamina for such a grim
job, because his voice cracked noticeably after the
first few songs.
Fred comes from Brookfield, Mo., and is following
in the footsteps of his brother Paul, Ch.E. '42, in the
engineering school.

His latest interests are photography and polo. His
interest in polo developed from his military course
last summer-the first time he ever rode anything
but a photographer's pony. If he is going to ride, he
wants to ride well, and polo is the game that can teach
you. Jon, among these other interests, finds time to
collect records-classical and swing, and is quite an
authority on the three "B's"-Bach, Beethoven, and
Benny Goodman.
He also is interested in red-heads.
The Shamrock Staff will miss Jon's "know-how"
and willingness to do the work of two or three men.
We sincerely thank him for the work he has done for
the Shamrock and the Engine Club, and wish him the
best of luck in the future.
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Upper left: One of the Horn boys, we don't know which,
cuts a rug at the Fall Dance. Upper right: At the same
dance John New and Jack Guinnee, the rascals, give an
unsuspecting damsel a load cigarette. Center: Glenn Smith
makes his contribution to the scrap pile at the S1;rap Dance.
Lower right: Bob Thomas and his--0ate watch the birdie.
This is at the Engine Club dance, too. Lower left: Midnight show at the Uptown. Note the sleeping beauty the
third row.
II
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0.
by CHUCK BUNDSCHU, Ch.E. '45
Tau Bela Pi

A. I.E. E.

A smoker meeting for high ranking engineers was
held by Tau Beta Pi at Read Hall late in October.
This meeting served to acquaint members with nonmembers and gave each the opportunity to know
better those who might some day be fellow-members.
A program of Truth and Consequences served to break
down the dignity of the guests.

The meetings for this year have been of a varied
nature starting off with the engineer's place in a large
company. The specific example used was of the Westinghouse Electrical Manufacturing Company. The
main branches that an engineer may fit into-research,
development, application, and sales, were discussed.

Nineteen new members were pledged and shortly
later initiated into the fraternity. A banquet followed the initiation and the group heard an address by
Professor Wolf of the History Department, who spoke
on current affairs.
New members, initiated December 9 are: Robert
Barton, Frank Fansher, Max Femmer; Paul Harter,
Don Limberg, James McCubbin, Bill Morris, Dick
Phelan, Cliff Smith, Carl Weltge, Robert Wilson, Bob
Davidson, Erich , Farber, Edward Hartwig, David
Kraft, Bob Roth, Charles Wilhite, Gene Wall, Ralph
Rotty.

A film showing Western Electric company at work
producing electrical equipment vital to the war effort,
illustrated production engineering in its various
phases.
Next the Naval Procurement Office sent a man to
tell about the engineer's place in the navy. The officer
also told the requirements needed to become an engineering officer and what the duties are after preliminary training. General discussion followed the talk
with students askng questions.
Scheduled for January is a representative of the
Army Signal Corps to tell what his branch of the
service offers the electrical engmeer. Refreshments
are served at all meetings.

A. I. E. E. says it with coke and dough-nuts after one of their meetings
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You can help save 29,000 hours a day
O

NE second saved in each of the 106 million

telephone calls made every day would
add up to well over 29,000 hours -would
help greatly to keep lines open for vital military and war production calls.
A single second is that important. So answer
promptly, giving your location and name,
and keep your conversation brief. When

DECEMBER, 1942

making a call, he sure you have the right
number-use the directory-call Information
only when it's really necessary. And please
don't use Long Distance to defense areas
unless your call is urgent.
The Bell System has a big job to do. By
saving seconds you may make room for a
vital war-time call.
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Chi Epsilon
Chi Epsilon, at the first meeting of the year, considered eligible candidates, and invited three new men
to join the organization. The new members are Rollie
Fehrman, Bobby Shupe, Fred Petry. The initiation
was scheduled for December 16. At the banquet following the initiation a handbook will be awarded to
the sophomore who showed the greatest scholastic
improvement during last year.

Engine ~uh
The month of November s-aw more than its share
of Engine Club activities. The first meeting, November 3, was filled with the pleas of Vincent Scott, dance
chairman, for engineers to help with the work of the
dance committee. For entertainment, two films were
presented, "The Building of a Medium Tank", and
"The Building of a Medium Bomber". Modern
methods of construction and assembly were well represented in these films.
For the first time, a house-to-house dues campaign
was used this year in an attempt to claim hesitant,
suspicious, and stubborn engineers as members of
the Club. The Executive Council is happy to say that
the effort was well repaid; for during the drive some
one hundred arid fifty engineers were drawn into the
fold of loyal Club members.
November 10 saw the Club assembled in the Library Auditorium, for the final meeting before the
dance. Final plans were discussed and tickets issued.
Professor McKinney of · the Psychology Department
presented an extremely interesting talk, "Morale in
Industry. The meeting was adjourned with a rush
for dance tickets.
Friday night, November 13, was the occasion of the
much-planned-for "Fall Dance". Primarily staged to
give the graduating seniors a substitute for the St.
Pat's Ball which they will miss, it was a great success.
Stephens' College contributed an outstanding pro-

gram for the Engine Club on Dec. 9-surely one of
the most enjoyable meetings this year.
Three new officers have been elected by the club:
Dick Beard, Publicity Chairman; Jack Guinnee, Chairman of St. Pat's Board, and Steve Furbacher, Business Manager of the Shamrock.

Pi Tau Sigma
Pi Tau Sigma started its social activities Monday
evening, Nov. 2, with a smoker at Read Hall for the
eligible juniors and seniors, the prospective initiates
being subjected to a quiz program.
Pledges to be initiated in December are Herbert
Arenson, Harold Bragg, Donald Bruton, Erich Farber,
Claude Funkhauser, Dorris Leonard, Merle Miller,
Andy Mosier, Charles Schweitzer, and Clifford Smith.
Wayne Horn and Paul Harter went to Minneapolis
for the national convention Nov. 9 and returned Nov.
12. New chapters initiated at the convention were
Iowa and Marquette. Professor E. S. Gray was reelected national secretary-treasurer.

A. I. Ch. E.
The first meeting of A. I. Ch. E. was held in the
middle of October at the Sigma Chi house. Nearly
one hundred chemical engineers attended. The guest
speaker for the evening was Mr. D. B. Hosmer of the
Monsanto Chemical Company who spoke on the subject of the young chemical engineer starting out in
industry. Cider and doughnuts, together with some
extemporaneous group singing, rounded off the evenmg.
The second fall smoker was held November 18, in
the East Lounge of Read Hall. After a short talk by
Dean Curtis, the group heard an enlightening analysis
of the current military situation in North Africa by
Professor Jesse Wrench of the History Department.
Refreshments and group singing again ended the
meeting.
At the present time, 87 members have paid their
dues, which proves that the group spirit of the chems
_is still strong.
For those who are interested, the student problem
contest sponsored by the national organization will
soon be available. The annual award to the high
ranking junior will be made at the next meeting.

A. S. C. E.

- Jack Guinee, Dick Beard, and Steve Furbacher, new
Engine Club officers elected at the special election this fall.
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The American Society of Civil Engineers has held
two regular meetings this fall in addition to one mformal gathering.
At the first meeting the group was addressed by
Professor Jesse Wrench, of the History Department,
who spoke on the "Pacific War Theater." At the
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What hind

efFuture should a man
preparefor ?
One thing is certain: The future is going
to be very different.

industry. Here at Alcoa Aluminum we call
it Imagineering. It is the thing that made

Now, as you finish your training, many

our company the leader in its industry-

of you with your war participation fully

that got aluminum ready to do the great job

determined, the future of peacetime seems

it is doing · in this war. All our people

very remote.

practice Imagineering, as second nature,

It is a bridge we're all going to have to

whether they are called engineers, or sales-

cross when we come to it. Nobody knows

men, or production men, or research men.

exactly what it will look like. But we do

The future isn't going to be made out of

know that what lies on the other side will

laws, or pacts, or political shibboleths. The

be largely what all of us together make it.

only kind of future worth having will come

Even now, responsible men in industry

out of freedom to produce, and out of the

are thinking how to make jobs for the men

Imagineering of men who make the things

coming back from the services, and for the

that civilization rests on.

men now in war applications. It will be

If we could go back to college again, we

done by dreaming up new things to make,

would get ready to be an Imagineer, in

and new ways to make old things better.

whatever particular field our interests lay.

This is being done by a combination of
imagination and engineering, industry by
A

PARENTHETICAL

ASIDE:

ALCOA

'
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The opportunity for young men with imagination is going to be unparalleled.

FROM

THE

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

ALU.- MINUM

• This message is printed by Aluminum Company o£ America to help people to
understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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second regular meeting the speaker of the evening
was Mr. P. C. Walker, of the Economics Department.
Mr. Walkers' topic was "Inflation and the War."
The informal get-together was held at the home
of Dr. Winterkorn, who explained and demonstrated
the fine art of fencing. After the fencing exhibition, a
picnic lunch was served to the group.
The officers of the local chapter were invited to
Rolla for the District Meeting. They were accompanied by Mr. Gillan, and Dr. Wood, who, as president of the Mid-Western Section of the Senior Society
of Civil Engineers, had charge of the meeting.

ing December 3 for the purpose of selecting sophomore and freshmen members for the Board. These
men were selected on the basis of the work they had
done for the Club and their attitude and cooperativeness. The sophomores selected were Joe Meals and
Larry Williams. Freshmen members are Charles Laemer and George Deal. Earlier in the year the members
of the junior class met and elected Bert Gastineau
and Vernon Kuellmer to represent them.
The remaining members of the Board are Jack
Guinnee, Bob Caldwell, Dale Carey, Mac McCabe,
Bob Morrison, and Fred Crookshank.

SI. Pal's Board
The St. Pat's Board has had only one meeting so
far this semester. Chairman Guinnee called this meet-

A. S. M. E.
While the organization has not been extremely
active during the past month, the A. S. M. E. has
held several business meetings.
At the last meeting a proposal was made by President John Simon that all A. S. M. E. members contribute toward the purchasing of a war bond to be
donated to the War Memorial Fund. The proposal
was immediately accepted and passed by a unanimous
vote. All members may make contributions to Treasurer Vivian Powell.
Bob Hess was placed in charge of Savitar picture
plans and Saul Moskowitz was made publicity manager.

Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha Chi Sigma pledged nine new members this
fall. The new members are Bob Heinze, Ch. E.; Harry Marty, Ch. E.; Jack Mclness, Ch. E.; Bob Holden,
Ch. E.; Edward Rodekohr, Ch. E.; Charles Willschuetz, Ch. , E .; Samuel Omstead, chemistry major;
Stanley McLane, agricultural chemistry major; and
Jerry Hower, chemistry major.
The initiation banquet was held at the Tiger Hotel,
December 5. Following the banquet a dance was held
at the Delta Upsilon fraternity.

IN WALK-FITTED

BOSTONIANS
Here's a shoe for feet in a
hurry. Braehurn is WalkFitted to cushion and cradle
your foot in action: In supple tweed leather, burnished
to a rich glowing browu.

$8.50 - $I0.85

~~~~.~~,
800 BROADWAY

A. S. A. E.
The University of Missouri student chapter of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers held its
bi-monthly meeting on Tuesday night November 24.
Plans for the annual publication of the "Ag Engineer" were formulated and announced by Editor Bob
Roth . Professor Jones was chosen by acclamation to
be the faculty advisor.
The meeting was brought to a close with an interesting and enlightening talk by Donald Pfost, a student, on "Recent Developments in Agricultural Engineering."

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR MEN

HIGBEE & HOCKADAY CLOTHING CO.
802 BROADWAY
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SALVAGING VITAL PRODUCTION

Worn metal teeth no longer shelve the
Tool - nor do they mean costly, hardto-get replacements. Utilizing the intense heat of the oxyacetylene flame,
the Airco Hard-Facing Process quickly
"builds-up" the worn metal. Parts thus
rebuilt can be expected to out-live and
out-produce new parts.
Airco Hard-Facing is doing an unprecedented job today in conserving
time and material. Parts of practically
any shape and size, which are subject
to abrasion, can be rebuilt economically, speedily. Standard oxyacetylene
welding apparatus is employed.
ANYTHING

AND
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EVERYTHING

Many other applications of the oxyacetylene flame are finding ever widening use in speeding and improving
production of ships, tanks, guns, rolling stock and planes. This versatile tool
slices through steel with remarkable
speed - welds metal into strong, light
units-sweeps surface rust from metal
structures to extend the life of paint
jobs - gouges steel and iron quickly
and accurately.
"Airco in the News" shows many interesting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.

FOB

GAS

WELll)DNG

OB

AIR
REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORI(, N, Y.
In Texas:
Mognolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices, HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN All PRINCIPAL CITIES',

£lJTTING

AND

AR£

WELDINts
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COLL:il:GE AN'D WAR PROGRAM
( Continued from Page 5)
for these men. They may be able to do this. Only
time will tell, and in any event, some companies are
promising that men called to service will have jobs
awaiting them on return.
Our upperclassmen and graduates of previous years
who have entered the various arms of the service have
been fairly successful in securing designation for
officers trainiing and have been commissioned. Scarcely a week now passes without a call from some former student or graduate, resplendent in brass buttons
and shoulder bars.
The Army plan of selecting men for special technical training at universities after these men have had
twelve weeks of basic training in the Army will probably get into operation next semester. The basis
of selection will be the same as for the officers training schools, i.e. education, aptitude, and personality.
Just now the air is thick with rumors regarding the
several reserve corps, the R.O.T.C., the draft laws,
etc., etc., etc. Most of these rumors have no real foundation, but, by the laws of probability, some of them
will necessarily prove to agree with future events.
My advice to engineering students other than
seniors is to get into the reserve which they want to
join, and to choose the one open to them which will
give the best opportunity for using whatever engineering they know.
LAST YEAR'S LAD
( Continued from Page 9)
that your engineering education is mostly for the purpose of showing how certain formulas can be derived,
and where to find certain information about a particular subject. But when you get out on the job, you
will find that there is plenty of desired information
that isn't in any book. This is quite the usual thing
when working on design and development of new
equipment. The only thing to do in a case like this
is to get as much information from books as possible,
then get out the old slide-rule, and buckle down to
some real brain-work. You will use your calculus-it
came in handy when figuring the minimum voltage
across the previously mentioned bridge since the impedance of one of the arms was varied-and you will
also find opportunity to use every bit of engineering
you were ever "exposed to".
Now a word about RCA's training course for new
engineers. Before the war this training course consisted of a few weeks in each of several departments.
The new engineer's work was mostly to "observe" and
to get a perspective of the entire plant before settling
down permanently in the department for which he was

considered best fitted. But since the war started, engineers are needed much more urgently, and are initiated
into actual engineering work immediately. New engineers are still often transferred to different departments
several times before choosing their permanent work.
The "Student Engineer" classification still exists, however, and while in this classification the new engineer
enjoys several advantages which are not given to other
employees. A regular orientation program is followed,
including almost four full days spent in going through
the entire plant, and a get-acquainted banquet where
the· opportunity is given for all new college personnel to
meet the heads of practically all departments and to
talk with them about their particular work. Besides
about sixty recent college graduates, this banquet was
attended by about one hundred others from "swingshift" foremen to the president of the company. Several mornings were spent listening to discussions by
prominent company executives on such subjects as the
past, present, and future of the company, the future
of electronics, etc.
Every effort is made to make the new engineers feel
at home in their new surroundings, and to treat them
as men who in the future would aid in determining
company policy.

THE WOMAN'S ANGLE
( Continued from Page 11)
( ? ) that Mrs. June Danzer Hearn made? One never
knows, does one?
Some of the courses I did not like, mainly because
I could not understand them, but most of the courses
are very interesting. Now that my course is coming
to an end, I find I know practically nothing about
engineering, but I know where to look or who to ask
or how to find out what I want to know. If nothing
else, engineering teaches you to think straight.
Did I find it hard to be in classes where no female
except myself was present? Taking physics and
chemistry in high school sort of tapers you off. Only
a few girls venture into these classes but at least you
are not absolutely alone with a bunch of wolv-I
mean men.
Every once in a while something embarrassing occurs. You have to decide very quickly whether to
ignore it, laugh with the fellows, or be embarrassed.
If you laugh, you are not a very nice girl; if you are
embarrassed, you are a lady but feel like a fool; if
you ignore it you are safe-provided you can keep a
straight face-which is quite a difficult task when
Bert Ekern walks into class in his pajamas.
These situations do not occur frequently, and on
the whole I think the engineers are pretty swell fellows-especiall y one.

CAM PUS BAR BER SHO P
Across from Jesse Hall
Phone 3857
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State Health Inspected
Saturday Closing Hour: 7 P. M.

R. P. Bulick,
Proprietor
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Behind the guns-behind the machines and the motors
that drive them - is steam, "prime mover" of all
industry. • Each time we find a way to squeeze an
extra B.T.U. from a pound of coal or a gallon of oil,
industrial output is accelerated and implements of
war rush sooner to waiting hands at the front. Because
B & W engineers have always been the first to originate major improvements in boilers, Babcock &
Wilcox has become America's largest producer of
steam generating equipment. • Today, all our efforts
are devoted to helping
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET utilities and industrial
"The Design Of Water-Tube
plants produce the powBoiler Units." Not a manual
er to win this war. In
of design, this interesting
the victorious tomorrow,
book explains what types of
we shall stand ready to
boilers are used for the most
common types of service and
serve you whose hands
why. Your copy will be sent
will guide the future of
on request.
American industry.
(i -207

THE BABCOCK &WILCOX COMPANY . . . , 85 UIURTY STREET ••• • NEW YORK . NY

BABCOCK & WILCOX
So refreshin g
with lunch
DRINK

College Theatre Co.

ffilSSOURI - HRLL - VARSITY
AMERICA'S ·GREATEST STARS
-IN-

THE WORLD'S BEST PICTURES

GAEB LERS

FOR XMASSend a copy of your Savitar Photograph home

BLACK AND GOLD INN·

from

"The Center of Student Activities"

J. FRRnCIS WESTHOFF STUDIO

CLUB DINER

910a Broadway
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Phone 7436

24-HOUR SERVICE
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SAFETY
( Continued from Page 7)
figured largely in the accident toll in industry Ill the
/
past.
We all recognize these dangers when they are pointed out to us, but it is more important to us as engineers to develop the ability to locate and eliminate
these potential sources of accidents when we take
our place in industry. A whole new field of safety engineering is developing, whose members specialize in
correcting unsafe practices.
What are the standard safety practices that lessen
accidents? They are simple, but too often neglected.
Equip all moving machinery with adequate screens
or other ~evices; forbid loose or flowing clothing and
dangling watch-chains; keep the plant well-lighted;
check wriing and insulation periodically; provide adequate containers for waste; keep stairs and floors free
from obstructions; see that sufficient fire-escapes are
provided and that they are not blocked; provide goggles, mittens, safety shoes, and other protective equipment where such · devices seem re~otely necessary.
Above all, educate the plant personnel to think safe_ly.
"Playing safe", lik·e anything else, can be overdone.
There is no point is staying inside on a cloudy day to
keep from being struck by lightning. Anything that
_we do has a certain amount of risk involved. The
point is, of course, to understand the risk involved and
to control it. For example, in qualitative analysis we
use hydrogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfide has a toxicity
comparable to that of hydrogen cyanide (J. Inst. Petroleum 25, 1939). When we think of cyanide, w-=
think of a deadly poison. Then how are we able to
work in labs reeking with hydrogen sulfide? The reason is that the odor of hydrogen sulfide becomes strong
at concentrations too low to be dangerous. At harmful
concentrations, hydrogen sulfide paralyzes the olfactory nerve, so that it cannot be detected by its unpleasant smell. In the case of hydrogen sulfide, then,
exposure for short periods is not dangerous as long
as it can be detected by the sense of smell.
There are some inherently unsafe jobs that must
be dorie, and they are being done with a great deal
of attention paid to safety. Munitions workers are
examined daily for matches, and fired immediately
upon being caught smoking in the wrong places. The
accident rates at these "unsafe" jobs are low, while
those at "safe" jobs are much higher than necessary.
Obviously the reason for .this is that those in "safe"
jobs feel more secure, and thus do not give much
thought to safety.
The secret then, of being safe is in having the right
thinking habits. We must cultivate these habits by
practicing them. Habit 1: Recognize the potential
sources of danger around you. (This takes imagination.) Habit 2: Learn to under stand thoroughly these
sources of danger. Habit 3: Know how to control these
accident sources.
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Charlie Willhite, junior electricial, makes with the new
electron microscope in the Physical Building.

INSIDE THE INSIDE
(Continued from Page 6)
times. At the bottom is the screen which may be tilted sideways to permit slides to be introduced and
pictures taken.
A recent development has further refined the electron microscope to a point where portable models are
now practicable. This is quite an advance from the
ponderous instruments that were, at first, the only
ones available.
The portable models, made by both General Electric and RCA, magnify between 5,000 and 10,000
times, are some sixteen inches in length and weigh
under a hundred pounds. These 'sco~es cost in the
neighborhood of $2,000, and will thus be available
to many institutions unable to purchase one of the
large models.
The microscope here at Missouri University is under
the jurisdiction of the Committee on Scientific Laboratories and Instruments, of which Dean Bent, of the
Graduate School, is the chairman. It is under tbe
immediate supervision of Dr. Dufford of the Physics
Department. Charles Willhite, student in electrical
engineering, is assisting Dr. Dufford in work on the
microscope.
There are about forty electron microscopes in the
United States, and each represents an investment of
over $10,000. Such an instrument represents an invaluable addition to the resources of the University.
With the field opened by this new weapon of science
as yet hardly begun to begun to be explored, the opportunities afforded by the possession of such an instrument are boundless. We may well be proud of
this new addition to our school's facilities.
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HIGGIOS

FOR COMPLETE AND
ECONOMICAL FLORAL SERVICE
See-

AMERICAN DRAWING
INKS

for speed and
accuracy
STORE

GREENHOUSE

16 S. 9th

West Blvd.

The razor-edged sharpness of
line that is characteristic of
drawings made with Higgins
American India Ink saves time
and temper when both are
precious. For more than 60
years draftsmen have used
Higgins to insure accuracy and
permanence for their creative
efforts. Use of Higgins Waterproof India Ink means: complete absence of "ghosts," eyesaving visibility, proof against
smudging and cleaning with
carbon tetrachloride.

GUARANTEED FLOWERS
BUY WAR BONDS

Black & Veatch

The Johnson SemiAutomatic Military
Rifle, illustrated by
courtesy of Johnson
Automatics, Inc.

Consulting Engineers
E. B. Black
A. P. Learned
J. F. Brown
H. F. Lutz

4706 Broadway

N. T. Veatch, Jr.
R. E. Lawrence
F. M. Veatch
C. I. Dodd
E. L. Filby

AVAILABLE IN A COMPLETE
COLOR RANGE

GlllS INK CO., I

Kansas City, Mo.

NINTH ST., BROOKLYN,

Do Your Christmas Shopping With
Your Rebates

15%

IN MERCHANDISE DEC. 14th TO 19th INCL.

AT YOUR

UNIVERSITY

BooK STORE

Jesse Hall
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Y3la~
First Co-ed: "Does that Prof like you?"
Second Co-ed: "Oh, he must. At least every paper
he hands back to me is covered with kiss m arks.''
Prof.: "Mr. Twirp, what do you know about
French syntax?''
Stude: "Gosh, I didn't know they had to pay for
their fun."
Frosh One: "I hear you got thrown out of school
for calling the dean a fish."
Frosh Two: "I didn't call him a fish. I just said,
'That's our dean,' real fast." ·
Geology Professor: "What kind of rock is this?"
Student: "Oh! I just take it for granite."
Pro: "Can you tell me anything about the great
chemists of the 17th century?"
·con: "They are all dead, sir."
Second Classman ( on educational trip to museum):
"Say! Don't start looking at things or we'll never
get around!"
Prof.: "Name two pronouns."
Stude : "Who, me?"
English Prof.: "What was the occasion for the
quotation, 'Why don't you speak for yourself, John?'"
Sophomore: "John Alden was trying to fix up a
blind date for his roommate, Miles Standish."

•
•
•
•

Suits-by Kuppenheimer
Hals-by Stetson
Socks-by Interwoven
Shoes-by Nunn-Bush

BARTH'S
Established 1868

• • •

Prof.: "Nobody ever heard of a sentence without
a predicate."
Stude: "I have, Professor."
Prof.: "What is it?"
Stude: "Thirty days."
Prof. ( in geology) : "The geologist thinks nothing
of a thousand years."
Soph: "Great guns! And I loaned a geologist ten
dollars yesterd ay."
College Senior: "What would you advise me to read
after graduating?"
English Professor: "The 'Help Wanted' column.''
Professor: "Time is money: how do you prove it?"
Student: "Well, if you give twenty-five cents to a
couple of tramps, that is a quarter to two."
A professor was teaching a medical class. He explained the use of the tourniquet in stopping the flow
of blood, and showed how the pressure should be
applied between the cut and the heart.
"What would you do in case a man had a brain
hemorrhage?" continued the professor.
"I'd put a tourniquet on his neck!" was the bright
reply of one of the students.
"When rain falls, does it ever rise again?" asked the
professor of chemistry.
"Yes, sir."
"When?'
"Why, in dew time-" .
"That will do. You can sit down."
First Student: "Great Scott! I've forgotten who
wrote 'Ivanhoe'"
Second ditto: "I'll tell you if you tell me who the
dickens wrote The Tale of Two Cities.'"
Frosh: "Professor, I can't go to class today.''
Prof. : "Why? "
Frosh: "I don't feel well."
Prof.: "Where don't you feel well."
Frosh: "In class."

THE BROWN .DERBY
PHONE 5409
28
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DEATH CAR ...
on an unlighted stairway.Yet as lethal
for killing or crippling. For causing
truck
as a speeding
heartbreak and tragedy in someone's home.
Accidents ... in the home ... on the highways ... in
factories and offices ... cost this nation 102,500 lives last
year. This tragic toll, preventable to a great extent, was
augmented by the permanent disabling of 350,000 other
people ... by 9,000,000 lesser casualties.
Production-wise, America's war effort lost heavily. In
all, 480 million man days were lost forever. Enough to
have built a total of 20 battleships, 100 destroyers, 9,000
bombers, and 40,000 tanks! Money-wise, the loss was
almost 4 billion dollars!
Where did these accidents happen? Two-thirds of
them happened outside of industry. In the home, where
workers take chances they would not dream of taking on
the job. They happened in darkened hallways ... in bath
tubs . . . in garages and basements. They happened in
industry where someone gambled with safety.

ONLY A CHILD'S TOY

No matter what you do, your life is precious to this nation. Don't take chances with it. Guard it for America ...
at day ... and at night. Fight carelessness, the Master Saboteur! Join the anti-accident crusade! Help save a life!
The perfection of the famous "Eveready" fresh DATED
flashlight battery called for coordination between
various Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. The exact grade of graphite necessary for the
"mix" was developed by the Acheson Graphite Corporation. Special alloy for protecting molds and ma•
chinery was produced by the Haynes Stellite Company,and Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation
provided a specially prepared paint made of "Vinylite" resins for the spun metal cap.
"EVEREADY" FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
30

EAST 42ND STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

[ill
The words ..Eveready" and .. Vinylite" are registered trade-marks.
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TH£ HOM£ GUARD

A·DEVICE
which can be installed in the home
to give both audible and visible warning of

air raids has been developed by J. L. Woodworth
(U. of Idaho, '24) in the G-E Carrier Current
Laboratory.
Designed to operate on carrier current systems,
the new gadget makes it possible to contact air
raid wardens and civilian defense workers without increasing the load on telephone lines.
When the air raid signal is sent from the
transmitter at the power station, the home
warning device (which resembles an ordinary
house meter) begins to buzz.
After it has thus called attention to itself, the
device lights up, and on its dial will appear a
colored signal-yellow for preliminary caution,
blue for advance caution, red for air raid, or
white for all clear-that corresponds to the
signal sent from headquarters.

0

V££ 0 J£W£LS

THE
General Electric Company has developed
a method of fusing

a special type of glass

'

.

and forming a miniature jewel. How it's done is a
military secret, but the jewels are made on a massproduction basis.
The jewels, called "Vee" jewels (not V for
Victory, but "Vee" for the V-shaped depression
in which a cone-shaped steel pivot rotates), are
in great demand for use in the indicating instruments that measure the flow of electricity in wartime fighting and industrial control equipment.
The moving parts of these instruments are of
watch size and delicacy, each requiring two Veeshaped jewels about the size of the head of a pin .
The G-E "gem" has been developed as a substitute for the "Vee" jewels made from sapphires
formerly supplied by Swiss craftsmen.

(

=
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YOUR SMOKE IS SHOWING

A marines
TRAIL of smoke often leads enemy subto their intended victims, but an
electronic tube might help to give the subs the
slip by instantly warning the ship's fireman when
smoke is coming from the vessel's stack.
General Electric has already put the phototube,
most versatile of the electronic tubes, to work in
industrial plants to warn of smoking stacks and to
save fuel. W. C. White (Columbia, '12), director of
the G-E electronics laboratory, thinks a similar
arrangement might be used in ship stacks.
A beam of light, thrown across the smoke
column in the chimney, shines on the tube. When
the smoke gets too thick, the light is blocked and
the phototube works a relay which sounds a
warning for the fireman.

.

GENERAL. ELECTRI~
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LEARN TO KNOW vouye/ARINGS NOW
✓

I

YOU'LL BE GLA~~N ~IE YEARS TO COME
There ;/no one othf feature common to machines of all kinds
thatJ'as such an imr>rtant influence on performance and enduras bearings. #

r

✓,The greater the /,ogress in machine design, the more important
i

bearings becof -and especially Timken Tapered Roller Bearings, for th7 meet every bearing situation in every machine.

#

i

✓

They help~ step up speeds by eliminating friction; they help to

#

increase ~cision by holding shafts and gears in correct and
constan1lignment; they promote endurance by their ability to
carry rial, thrust and combined loads in any combination.

✓
✓

/

By a~uiring a thorough knowledge of Timken Bearing design and
apphlation now you will have the solution of any bearing problem
at/our finger tips when the time comes for you to put your en;eering education to practical use.

/

i
#~

/J

t

· .So begin now to make a systematic study of Timken

.,

/

I
1

I

#

Roller
Bearings and their possibilities. Timken Roller Bearing Company
engineers will be glad to help ·you.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
Manufacturers of Timken Tapered Roller
trucks, railroad cars and locomotives and
Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and
Timken Rock

/ "All There Is In Bearings"

I
I

Bearings for automob iles, motor
all kinds of industrial machinery:
Alloy Seamless Tubing: and
Bits.

TIMKEN
TRADE-MARK RIEG, U . S, PAT, OF'F.

TAPIRID ROLLER 8/ARIIIGS

TEETH HARDENED IN 8 SECONDS

IN only a few seconds the oxyacetylene

flame adds greatly to the service life
of this internal gear. Teeth and other
surfaces subject to wear are rapidly
hardened by the modern oxyacetylene
flame treating process. The depth of
hardening is easily and accurately controlled, without affecting the inherent
toughness of the core metal.
Airco Flame Hardening gives all the
advantages of other surface hardening
methods plus speed and ease of application. Simple arrangements using one
or more torches permit flame hardening of a large variety of metal parts
on a production basis.
ANYTHING

AND

Many other applications of the oxyacetylene flame are finding ever widening application in speeding and im- .
proving production of ships, tanks,
guns, rolling stock and planes. This
versatile tool slices through steel with
remarkable speed -welds metal into
strong, light units - sweeps surface rust
from metal structures to extend the life
of paint jobs - gouges steel and iron
quickly and accurately.
To better acquaint you with the
many things that this modern production tool does better we have published
"Airco in the News", a pictorial review in book form. Write for a copy.

EVERYTHING

FOR GAS

WELDING

OB

AIR
REDUCTION
{§=/ tJ/jk4:

60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Mognolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General O/l)c,,s, HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

CUTT~NG AND 4BC WELDING

ure

■

isn't pure enough!
'

30 billion kilowattAPPROXIMATELY
hours of electricity will be consumed

The vital factor in the efficiency of the
Westinghouse lgnitron is the extreme
purity of its electrodes. The graphite
anode must be 99.99% free of certain
impurities • • . the · mercury cathode,
99.999% free of other impurities!

Laboratories ••. was assigned to the job.
Dr. Ashcraft lives in a Lilliputian
world of chemical analysis. Tiny test
tubes, doll's-size beakers and retorts,
polarizing microscopes, spectrographs,
a balance that measures the weight of a
millionth of a gram • • • these are the
keys he employs to unlock the invisible
world of matter.
With the help of micro-chemistry, Dr.
Ashcraft has made possible the control of
the extraordinary purity of all graphite
and mercury used as electrodes in lgnitrons.
And now, electronics at worlc are bringing victory closer every day . . . for
Ignitrons with a rated capacity of more
than 8,000,000 kw are turning out the
thousands of tons of aluminum and
magnesium upon which our Arsenal of
.Democracy depends!

If certain impurities in the mercury
increase 1/IO00th of one per cent .••
or in the graphite, 1/lO0th of one per
cent ... the proper operation of Ignitron
will be affected.
Few chemists have the skill, knowledge, and special equipment to solve
such a problem of almost absolute chemical purity. For this .reason, Dr. E.
Bruce Ashcraft . . . micro-chemistry
expert of the Westinghouse Research

WE SALUTE DR. AsHCRAFT and the
other thousands of scientists who are
working for victory in research laboratories all over America.
We also salute the scientists of tomorrow • . • the engineering students
now in college who will be called upon
to rebuild a war-torn world.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,,Pennsylvania.

to produce all of the aluminum and magnesium we shall need for warplanes and
other uses during 1943.
And every kilowatt of this vast amount
of power must be converted from A.C. to
D.C. before it can be used in the production of these metals.
Most of this conversion will be done
by the Ignitron ... a new and more efficient mercury rectifier that is a direct
:result of Westinghouse "know how" in
electronics research.

*

*

*

TOM THUMB CHEMISTRY • .• Dr. E. Bruce
Ashcraf~ examines a specimen weighing
less than a microgram ... approximately
1/50th the size of a grain of ordinary
table salt. Dr. Ashcraft received his B.S.
at TexasA&M, and his Ph.D. at Cornell
University in 1937.

Westinghouse@
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES-OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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.fln .llttael on .fln ill~oa
by MAX FEMMER
This paper is an attack on an illusion which is current among many engineering students. The illusion
is not only detrimental to their ·best interests but is
actually a foolish and naive one to be held by men
who usually profess themselves to be of superior intellectual calibre. The illusion under attack is the belief
that it is permissable and even smart to tolerate or
use poor English.
Engineering has always been a "man's" profession.
It is a profession which has prided itself on its achievements and on its virility. It is a profession of hardworking thinkers and builders-of men who are not
afraid of sweat. It is not entirely strange, then, that
from the past has come a subtle tendency to belittle
the Arts and to under-estimate the man who would
build and create only in words. Hard work does not
seem to be involved. After all, words are not as tangible as a monkey-wrench or a hammer. Such men are
not "practical" and lack "common sense."
As time has passed, however, engineering has taken
on a new aspect. An engineer is no longer just a
glorified mechanic; he becomes an extremely highly
trained technician. Engineering is no longer a trade
but a profession. "Common sense," although a prime
requisite, is not in itself sufficient to qualify a man
as an engineer. He must be educated. Furthermore,
he must be a graduate of a recognized technical institution. All of these facts the modern engineering student recognizes and accepts. But what has this to do
with his attitude toward speech and grammar?
It is becoming more and more apparent that mere
technical knowledge alone is not sufficient for success
in engineering. As a professional man, an engineer will
meet people in every walk of life. As a college graduate, the general population accepts him as a leader.
Hence, if he is to live up to the expectations and demands of society, he must do so as an educated, cultured individual and not simply as a mechanical robot
or a human calculating machine. The one thing that
all American people have in common is their method
of communication-namely, English. English is the
master-key that unlocks the door to every conversation. It is the "open sesame" to every activity we undertake. Our lives are absolutely controlled by the
spoken or written word. Can an engineer ignore one
of the most vital tools to success? Is it logical to be

JANUARY, 1943

inferior in performance where mastery and proficiency
pay such marked dividends and are so easily attained?
These have been general considerations. What are
some of the specific things that an engineering student
can do to improve his speech and writing? Primarily
he must become word conscious. He must listen for
errors in his own conversations and in those of his
friends. No one expects him to be as prim as a grammarian, but it does not take a grammarian to detect,
"I amt
. ' got no ... ," or, "J o h n, h e ... ," or, "h e d on ' t
. . . ." An engineer should keep a dictionary on his
desk and use it. It requires no particularly great effort
to look up the meaning of a word-in fact, it is mildly
beneficial physical exercise-and it is effort well invested. Often a student has a "general idea" about
the meaning of a word without knowing a specific
synonym; and often, also, the "general idea" is far
too vague to apply to any one word. He should use
the discussion section of his laboratory reports as his
speech laboratory. The discussion section of reports
was not created by a designing faculty just to make
the student figure how he could "shoot the bull" for
a single typewritten page-double spaced . On the job,
the engineer will often be judged-and promoted-on
the excellence of his reports. Would not a little time
spent in college on the improvement of his writing and
speech be time well spent? It requires no more effort
to say a sentence correctly than incorrectly. Reports
should be concrete, precise, specific. They should not
be verbose or "wordy." Succinctness, without curtness, is a virtue to be cultivated. An engineer should
be careful of his telephone conversations and letters,
especially business letters. In these instances he has
no other way of manifesting his personality except by
words. He should practice until his writing personality
scintillates.
Finally, lest the particular purpose of this article
be missed, he should not strive for a tremendously
large vocabulary at first, but strive always to use the
simple, the correct, the exact word for every occasion.
Above all, he should never be guilty of assuming the
attitude that an engineer comes from a clan peculiarly
exempted from a knowledge of good English. Such an
attitude merely proclaims stupidity on the part of the
individual bearing the idea and lowers respect for his
profession.
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JON MOON, U.S. Army
after begging to have their picture taken, launch into
a 3 minute treatise on "This angle is my best." or "Why
my pictures are never good." Some assume rigor mortis and are forcibly bent into the proper position for
the shot-I've only broken one arm so far. But this
sort of thing goes on and on.

Jon M.o on explains the set-up to an unidentified cutie.
Photographers are lucky!

"A
. w, come on an d fl.1p my 1·1p. " "H ey M ac, shoot
.
wh at you want."
th 1s. " "Over h ere man, we ' re JUSt
they are
photographer-and
a
Yes, sir, everyone loves
affection.
that
of
very voluble in their expression
Women look at you with a smouldering expression
which seems to say "Take me!"-which, when translated, means that t;h ey want their picture taken soooo
bad! Men pour a1fy available liquid down your throat!
Executives ignore their responsibilities.
Does the photographer live in a Utopia. Are there
.no unpleasant duties? Ha-I'm laughing. Wait until
he's promised to take the, picture, then he shoulders
his burden. The results are at least diverse!
Some people are immediately released from inhibitions: they. laugh; love, or lament-according to their
· breakfast and th_e conditi_on of their glands. Others,

This is a picture of Dr. McKinney milking a goat. When
a ma~ milks a goat-that's news. This picture took first
place m a recent Read Hall photographic contest.
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Why? When? Where? Who? How?
Why? When Where? Who? How? These are the
reporters quest in life and they may well clarify the
situation.
Why? I had always wanted to learn how to take
pictures from the day I ran over my brother's Kodak
with my bicycle. It seemed like .a nice hobby ... and
I might even pick up a few shekels for my efforts.
When? Last August I discussed my leanings towards photography with a friend who happened to
have a camera and a darkroom-replete with radio,
running water and a front burner. Within a week I
was taking pictures.
Where? In the Shack, the Dale, the Union, Gaeb's,
the Gym, the Hinkson-anything in Columbia comes
under the lens. That is, assuming I've had a full meal
and haven't hocked the lens. Yes, a camera is the key
to the city, with no doors or holds barred to its owner.
· Who? My friend Russ Archibald is an experienced
camera man with 3 years experience in a camera shop.
He knows all 'the What's and Why's . and tells ~e the
answers without the questions. He. also ow'ris the -camera and has a cempletely equipped darkroom.
How? . With a camera of course.
An Explanation of Equipment
One afternoon Russ asked me to shut the door as
he pulled the blinds. His voice was hushed as though
he was apprehensive of eavesdroppers. Russ said, very
slowly, "l'm going to show you how the damn thing
works!"· '

An action shot taken during a polo, game at Crowder
field.
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"This is a Speed Graphic Camera. It has no rangefinder, but it does have a ground-glass for establishing
focus. The camera has a flash-bulb gun and a synchronizer. Its lens is a 101 mm. Ektar with shutter
speed up to one-four-hundredth of a second, and apertures from f 4.5 to f 32. Besides this front shutter, the
camera has focal-plane shutter speeds up to onethousandth of a second."
If you want that in slow-motion, a range-finder is
an instrument for establishing the distance from the
lens of the camera to the subject. The operator looks
through a glass window and adjusts the focus until
.two images of any one object ar~ superimposed. The
range-finder is usually connected to the camera in
such a manner that this range is automatically adjusted on the camera.
A flash-gun is a case holding three flash-light batteries, the flash-light socket and bulb, a reflector for
the bulb and the switch. It is connected to the camera
by means of a synchronizer which opens the shutter
of the camera when the switch to the flash-light bulb
has been pressed.
The lens and the front shutter are one unit. The
shutter can be adjusted from f4.5 to f32. What does
this mean? f4.5 means that the ratio of the distance
between the l~ns and the negative and the diameter
of the lens is 4.5. You must remember, however, that
since the distance between the lens and the negative
is fixed, whereas the diameter of the lens is not fixed,
£4.5 admits more light than f32. This ratio is also a
measure of the light that is admitted through the lens

of the camera. It will make the difference between
an over-exposed negative and a properly exposed
negative. The shutter has a release which will vary
speeds from one~tenth to one-four-hundredth of a
second. The shutter can also be adjusted for time
exposures or self portraits.
The focal-plane shutter is a curtain with a horizontal slit in it. When this shutter is released the
curtain is drawn across the negative and light hits
the negative through the slit. This shutter can be
used only if the front shutter is opened and set at
the proper f. This shutter is used only in daylight and
where high-speed photographs must be taken:
The ground-glass is a piece of ground-glass in the
back of the camera. To find the proper range the
front shutter and focal-plane shutter and aperture are
all opened and the range is adjusted until the image
on the ground-glass is in focus. But that image does
persist in being upside down.

Sunlight Photography
In taking pictures in sunlight with the front shutter
there are three considerations to make. These are:
focus, shutter speed, and aperture opening. These considerations are listed in order of importance.
Focus can be found by actual measurement, by use
of the range-finder, or by use of the ground-glass. The
other two considerations are interlocking and depend
on the available light and the speed of the film. For
any set conditions of the light and film-speed the shut( Continued on Page 18)

A time exposure of the Women's Gymnasium. This isa good example of night photography.
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by GEORGE BEARD, Ch.E. '43
Recent Chemurgical History

Chemurgy is a word · which is occurring more and
more in the public prints. As yet it is not listed in
Websters Unabridged Dictionary. It was coined in
1934 by W. J. Hale of the Dow Chemical Company
and, according to a recent issue of the "Readers Digest" chemurgy is, "the utilization of farm waste and
by-products in industry." This is a rather narrow definition of the word. In a broader sense it includes not
only the utilization of farm wastes but of crops now
produced as well as the development of new crops to
take acreage out of production of crops which now constitute surpluses.
The practice of chemurgy, or the utilization of the
by-products of the farm and villa, is a part of bucolic
economy dating back to antiquity. Evidences of practices of this type are found in the writings of Cicero
and Horace. Material has also come to light in the
wrightings of Bernard Palissy ( 1510-1589) in France
in his "Recepte Veritable" and of Johann Rudolph
Glauber (1604-1688) in Germany in his "Teutschlands
Wohlfarth." These men were outstanding chemical
and agricultural writers of their respective periods
and undoubtedly rank as high as . the most highly
respected authorities in the field today.
An interesting example of chemurgy in early Americana has recently come to light in a treatise unearthed
by the "Historical Society of Pennsylvania," published
in 1692 by William Bradford, an important figure
in the early life of Ben Franklin. The work is by Richard Frame and is known as "A · short description of
Pennsylvania or a relation ( of) what things are
known, enjoyed and the like to be discovered in .the
Good Province."

Little was done in an administrative way in the field
of chemurgy until the establishment of the Commission of Agriculture, the predecessor of the present Department of Agriculture. Of course between the colonial period and the time of the first Commissioners of
Agriculture the scieRce of Chemistry was getting its
start and discoveries made in this period were due to
become the basis of all modern process industries.
Early reports of the Commission contain recommendations that led to the foundation of the American wine
industry, the corn products industry, and the paper
industry. Harvey T. Wiley in the first decade of this
century recognized the connection between chemistry
and agriculture, when he said "Chemical technology
while not directly connected with the tillage of the
fields, has done a wonderful work in establishing agriculture as a scientific profession and assuring its future
against the principal dangers which menace it. The
application of the principles of chemical technology
to the elaboration of raw agricultural products has
added a new value to the products of the farm, opened
up new avenues of prosperity, and developed new
staple crops." This is just as true today as when it
was spoken. It should be _added that the chemist occupies a place of considerable importance in this
respect as a liason agent between agriculture and in'dustry.

In the period ending with the outbreak of the first
World War, agriculture was a gradually contracting
phase of American life. The impact of hostilities
created a great demand for food as has been illustrated by this war, which in turn led to the utilization
of marginal land and to the hastening of a technological revolution in agriculture. These factors didn't
cease with the armistice nor was agriculture able to
limit production in order to keep in step with the contracting export market. Thus we found ourselves
piling up larger and larger surpluses of certain staple
crops. A recent attempt to remedy this situation was
the foundation of the four Regional Laboratories authorized by the 75th Congress in 1938. These four laboratories are located in Philadelphia, New Orleans, Peoria
and San Francisco representing the East, South, West
and North respectively. The research carried on in
these laboratories is unfortunately limited to only
those materials which constitute surpluses at the present time. The congress failed to realize that the development of new staple crops would prevent the production of surpluses .thereby solving the problem completely.
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One of the forces behind the establishment of these
laboratories was the National Farm Chemurgic Council founded in 1934 at Dearborn, Michigan through
the ecorts of, among others, Henry Ford and Francis
_P. Garvin. The Ford Motor Car Company has made
special efforts in its manufacturing to utilize, as much
as possible products of agriculture of this country,
thereby hoping to alleviate somewhat the problems
brought on partially by the technological revolution
in which the automotive industry played an important
role. Some figures from the industry will serve to
sho~ how agriculture contributes to the manufacture
of an automobile. In the production of 1 automobile
in 1940 it took, 69 lbs. cotton, ½ bu. corn, 3.2 lbs.
wool, 112 ft. of lumber, 2 ½ gallons of molasses as well
as large amounts of goat hair (mohair), and rubberall agricultural products.
A spokesman for the National Farm Chemurgic
Council has stated that, "While 40 million acres are
now used in production of materials for chemurgic
manufactures, the council believes that in ten years
the production capacity of 50 million additional acres
will be required to meet the demand for industrial
farm crops." The work of the Regional Laboratories
is performed on the products of the section of the
nation in which they are located. For instance, in
Philadelphia research is done on potato starch, nicotine extraction, apple products, fruit concentrates,
uses for pectin, improvements in the art of quick
freezing, and milk products. In New Orleans the emphasis is on cotton, sweet potatoes and peanuts; San
Francisco works·on fruits and vegetables, wheat, potatoes; and alfalfa; Peoria on wheat, corn and farm
wastes such as the development of paper from corn
·stalks.
On the whole the setup aims at reducing duplication
of research found in the existing arrangement of laboratories for the study of a single product or group of
related products. Such labs are the Citrus Products
Laboratory in Los Angeles founded in 1914 and the '
·s oy Bean Industrial Products Laboratory established
at Urbana, Illinois in 1936. In the main every agricultural product differs, but there are general similarities in composition which can give rise to duplication
of research in many cases. The recognition of such
a situation will aid materially in its prevention. These
laboratories, for the most part completed by the
suinmer of 1941, are now engaged in research of this
type important to the war effort.
In considering the field covered b,y chemurgy it is
important to realize that we have only begun to tap
the possible resources of the farm. In this part of the
country farm wastes are notably wheat and straw, and
corn stalks have been for many years the subject of
considerable research. This research is still being icarried on under the direction of the Regional Laboratory
' in Peoria. It is mostly concerned with the industrial
utilization of these products in the manufacture of
paper and related products. At present the materials
made from · corn and wheat cellulose are . insulation
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construction board and straw board. The raw materials for these products are collected in Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois, and to a lesser extent in Wisconsin, Iowa,
Missouri and Kansas. Straw-board made by the
processes in use usually varies from 0.006 to 0.06 inches
in thickness and finds a ready market for a large part
of the output in the manufacture of cor_rugations · in
the paper box industry. Much remains to be done in
this field and some work is being conducted on this
campus under the auspices of the Doane Agricultural
Service in the Chemical Engineering Laboratories. This
research is aimed at improving the methods of manufacture of straw board and other products from these
farm wastes.
The application of these farm wastes. is limited by
the nature of the farm wastes themselves. In attempting to enter the cellulose field now largely controlled
by wooq pulp, farm wastes must compete against a
concentrated form of the material with which they
wish to share the market. The problems in this struggle for markets are much the same as those met by
wood pulp when it wrested the market from rag paper.
The difficulties of collection and distribution which,
have heretofore prevented a more widespread use of
this product must be overcome by cheaper methods of
processing before competition can be practical. One
development which gives promise is the nitric acid
process of pulping agri'cultural wastes on which experiments have been conducted at Iowa State. Final
results of this process have not been published.
Chemurgy can be applied to the field of industrial
oils and fats to as great an extent as seen in the field
of commercial cellulose. In this field we have only
recently been cut off from a major part of our supply
of coconut and palm oils which went into the production of soap and explosives. The stoppage doesn't only
apply to these products but also to tung oil from
China and perilla from Manchukuo, both of which
.were at one time vital to out paint, varnish, and naval
stores production. This shortage has been foreseen for
a longer period than some others we now suffer and
( Continued on Page 18)

Robert 'B. Reed demonstrates a local · chemurgical application. He is working on the production of paper from
rice-straw, a cheap and plentiful raw material.
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by MAX FEMMER, E.E. '43

Edison must have muttered grumpily to himself
when he observed that there was an unwanted glow
between the terminals of his lamp. The glow was associated with the rapid disintegration of the delicate
filament. With the dogged determination and tenacity
•which made him famous, he applied himself to this new
problem-another stumbling block in his path. He
discovered that the glow was caused by the _flow of
current in the gas between the terminals. He exhausted the tube further. The glow disappeared; Edison was content and after entering the incident in his
notes probably considered the matter finished. Thus
was discovered the "Edison effect." Unknown to the
inventor, he had disturbed a slumbering giant-the
giant of electronics. However, except for this very
brief disturbance, the giant slept on. It remained for
others to arouse him to his full vigor.
What is "Electronics"?
Electronics is the science that treats of the study
and movement of electrons. It is that elementary.
Anything that deals with electrons comes under the
general . category of electronics. ,'.fhus, radios, photoelectric devices, public address systems, television, and
so on ad infinitum are simply different facets-different faces-of the same gem. Indeed electronics is a
gem in the sense that much of the sparkle and brilliancy of our modern life is imparted by electr-0Jtl£.. c:levices. Imagine a modern living room without a radio,
a movie without sound, a cafe without a "juke-box."
Aladdin in his wildest flights of imagination could
not have conjured up in his mind a lamp with pos-
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sibilities and powers as marvelous as the present ·day
"vacuum" or radio .tube. Compared to modern radio
tubes, his lamp is definitely obsolete. The vacuum
tube is the heart of the electronics giant; it is the
keystone of the modern electronics structure. Although
the tube may be more tiny than an acorn or several
times larger than a man, nevertheless it is always the
basic tool used on electrons. Essentially then, how
does it work?
After Edison's discovery, it was several years before
_any serious investigation was undertaken in the field.
Eventually it was discovered that if a. filament is
heated in evacuated bulb, electrons are "boiled out"
of the filament much as steam particles are boiled out
of hot water. These electrons, with no place to go,
form a cloud or "space charge" around the filament.
If now a second conductor or anode-usually called the
"plate" because of its shape-is placed inside the bulb
around the filament and raised to a high positive
potential, the tiny electrons which have been aimlessly
wandering about in random directions_are immediately
attracted and streak toward this new electrode. As
other electrons are boiled out, they too are attracted
to the plate. Hence, there will be a constant movement
of electrons-a current-from the heated filament to
the surrounding plate. If now a third electrode, a grid
of fine wire, is placed between filament and plate, it can
be shown that the normal flow of electrons or current
from the filament to the plate is tremendously affected
by a relatively small change in potential on this grid.
This is the original "audion" as developed by DeForest.

Some electronic instruments of control that are used in
the Electronics Laboratory of the elect1·bal engineering
department.
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Thus with it we can have an amplifier. A voice or
music can be converted, by a microphone, into tiny
voltages. These voltages are impressed upon the grid
of the tube and as a result make correspondingly large
variations in the current from the filament to the plate.
These large variations in current can be transformed
back into amplified sound by a loud-speaker.
By this procedure, or modification of it, a whisper
can be converted to a normal voice, or to a shout, or
if necessary to a thunder! This is, of course, but one
of an unlimited number of applications for these
mighty electrons. Other electrodes are _added to tubes,
other circuits are used, and each new circuit or each
new electrode brings with it a host of new applications
and developments. Electronics "feeds on what it
grows on." The field of electronics is kaleidoscopicever changing, ever colorful. It is interesting to note
some of the tasks that electrons . perform.
What Does "Electronics" Do?
A recording spectrophotometer, a photo electric device, defines accurately over 2,000,000 shades of color,
It is invaluable in textile, paper, chemical, and paint
industries. Electronic devices efficiently and automatically square the lengthwise and crosswise threads
in weaving. In an almost uncanny fashion, radio tubes
turn on lights as the sky darkens and turn them off
when it is sufficiently light. Electronic devices control the high-speed wrapping of packages, fill ginger ale
bottles to the proper level, remove slate from coal at
the mines, sort the pure crystals of rock salt, level
elevators, open doors, control punch presses, detect
smoke and fumes, measure vibration and thickness.
X-ray, priceless tool of the doctor, now examines heavy
steel castings, welded seams, automobile tires, and
even candy bars for defects or foreign materi_als. Likewise, it picks good oranges from bad, and analyzes
met~ls and alloys in terms of diffraction patterns.
Today, due to the pressures exerted by the exigencies
of war · radio advancement which would have or'
.
dinarily taken years in a period of normal growth 1s
being inexorably compressed into months and even
days. As a result, we may look for many striking developments in electronics to be revealed after the

Max Femmer working on a typical electronics experiment. Confusing, isn.' t it?
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A few of the many types of vacuum tubes. What electricals can do with these you wouldn't believe!

bitter strif~ of conflict has ceased. Frequency modulation radio will become a fact in American homes and
the consequent high fidelity will be a joy for everyone.
Airplane filotii of the future will ha:e ca~hode-ray
oscilloscopes on the control panel which will clearly
reveal any unseen obstacles; night flight will . be as
safe as daytime flying. Similarly, ships will be warned
of unseen dangers; icebergs and similar hidden obstructions will be disclosed . Remote control, which is
as yet barely touched, suggests endless possibilities.
Regularly i,cheduled trips of mail 4 nd freight could be
sent on trains, planes, and ships with no_human being
aboard. Whole systems of power plants could be con~
trolled from a central office. Wireless telephone may
come in the very near future. An individual will carry
a small, compact radio-telephone jn his pocket. · If
when walking he desires to make a call it will only
be necessary for him to radio the main exchange:
From the exchange on his call wiH travel in the customary channels and his party will soon be "on the
line."
·
>l
Of immediate concern in the present war prog_rnll\
is the help which various electronic methods ·are -giv,
ing to an increased production. In the Bessemer _pr9c;;ess for making steel, for instance, a _p hot9electric,
trol to determine the exact point at which to stop thl
"blow" is eliminating guess-work from the proceJs'.
The application of electronics to controlled resist.inc~
welding in tank manufacture has spe~ded up output
and at the same time improved the quality of the
products. Testing of the tanks has been greatly aide~
by various types of strain gages using electronic; am.:.
plification to make analyses of impacts of different
types of projectiles against the tank body.
The aircraft industry is finding more and· more
electronic applications to speed up the assembly lines.
Automatic X-ray units, electronically controlled, radiograph as many as twenty thousand castings in twentyfour hours.
These developments are only the beginning. They
are only a few of the many that will be revealed.
They are the l'ower steps on the unending stairway of
electronics.

cop-;
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by JACOB SOSNE

When John William Guinnee, senior civil from Joplin, Missouri, decided to transfer from Joplin Junior
College, it was a break for the Engine school here.
For Jack has done a great deal of work and compiled
quite a record of accomplishments in his years at old
Mizzou.
Jack is the Chairman of the St. Pat's Board, a task
requiring both ability and hard work. He really earned
such a responsible position as is shown by his past
extra-curricular activities. During the last St. Pat's
celebration he put in some 70 or 80 hours of work.
At the present time, he is also vice-president of A. S.
C. E., and in this capacity attended the convention
of the Missouri Society of Professional Engineers in
Jefferson City this fall. He also was present at the
Mid-Missouri sectional A.S.C.E. convention during
the summer. But perhaps his most notable achievement of the summer was the chairmanship of the
Picnic committee-that hard working crew that made
the Engineers' Picnic such an outstanding success.

One thing can be said of the Engineering School,
and that is, it has plenty of ambitious, energetic, and
strong willed individuals. As living proof of that statement I give you Bob G. Caldwell of Shelbina.
Bob is a senior chemical who is graduating in February. I said Bob is ambitious and energetic for he
is a student who has gone through engine school in
three years and one summer semester. This, you'll
all agree, requires a lot of stamina. Further proof
establishing Bob as a hard sincere worker are his
activities in the Engine Club and school. At present,
that is till he graduates, he is Business Manager of
the Engine Club; he is an ex-president of A. I. Ch. E.;
in 1942 he was co-chairman of the protection committee. In appreciation of Bob's work he was knighted
Knight of St. Pat last year.
There is an interesting story behind Bob's nickname
of "Tubby." In the last two years Bob has been putting on weight by leaps and bounds. This must be
due to Columbia's pleasing environment namely, Stephens or Christian. Could be!
"Tubby" was raised on a farm and still has a lot
of farm blood in him. Besides a craving for the outdoors, Bob likes baseball and track. He made the
track-team in high school. An interesting fact is that
Bob is also interested in debating. He also made the
debating team while in high school.
Bob's interest in engineering relates back to his
Dad, who is a civil engineer. He also likes chemistry
so he combined the two and settled for Ch. E. Bob is
going to work for Dow Chemical Company in Freeport, Texas. (Got a touch of Texas in his blood.) He
would like to get into Production Management.

Besides engineering, Jack is interested in traveling.
He would like to combine the two and go to South
America and build bridges. But since he is a member
of the Navy's V-7 reserve, he'll have to postpone the
trip until the Axis is taken care of.
He has one peculiarity. He likes women but says
he is afraid of them. Frankly, that's a hard combination to understand.
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The good looking fellow you find hanging around
Caldwell's room is none other than Dale E. Carey.
Dale is a senior mechanical from Macon. In spite of
all the work the engine school has poured on, Dale E.
still found time for the Engine Club. He was co-chairman of the protection committee last year and at
present he is the secretary of the St. Pat Board. In
the summer of 1942 Dale managed the soft ball league
and did a pretty good job of it, too. Besides all this he
is an active member of A. S. M. E.
Dale's interest in M.E. relates back to his love of
mathematics and his desire to fool with motors and
machinery. Some of his odd jobs include that of a
mechanic. The present crisis will delay Dale's actual
work as an M.E. He is a senior in R. 0. T. C. and
expects a commission in Ordnance some time in February. In the field of engineering Dale is interested
in design and research.
In sports world Dale was quite a figure, too. Baseball is his favorite although he has played intramural
football, basketball, and boxing. Dale is also a chip
off the literary block. He likes to read all types of
literature, excluding Shakespeare (just like a true
engineer.)
Dale, too. like his roommate, was raised on a farm
but he prefers engineering. So we of the Shamrock
staff wish Dale the best of luck as an officer and as
an engmeer.
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Another of the seniors who will graduate in February is Bert Starker. ( His real name is Berthold Rudolph Starker, but naturally he tries to keep it quiet.)
He's been up here off and on since 1936, and is a strong
contender for the title of Oldest Inhabitant.
At present Bert, or "Bergo," is Editor-in-chief of
the Missouri Shamrock, member of the Executive
Council of the Engineer's Club, and a member of Tau
Beta Pi, Pi Mu Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, and A. I.
Ch. E .
He comes from Webster Groves, Missouri, and originally started out with the intention of becoming a
journalist. After a year of work in his freshman year,
he saw the light and re-enrolled as a freshman in the
chemical engineering department. After another year
of being out of school, he enrolled as a sophomore.
He says his four years as a freshman ought to establish a record of some sort.
Bert's year in the Arts and Science school was not
entirely wasted, for he managed to wangle a Bachelor
of Arts degree from the authorities last summer, on
the pretext of having a chemistry major and a math
minor-someth ing all chemical engineers hav·e.
He has accepted a position with the Shell Oil Company after graduation, and will probably work at the
Wood River, Illinois refinery, although he might be
sent to Houston, Texas.
One more thing-Bergo's three previous roommates
are now all married, and he has strong hopes of continuing this record by getting his present roommate,
Bill Schulz, married off within a year or so.
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by RICHARD HULSEBUS, M.E. '42
My first sight of the huge Wright plant sprawling
in the gently rolling valley of Mill Creek was on a
bright June morning. I was amazed at the size of this,
the largest single aircraft engine producing plant in
the world. I cannot for obvious reasons give much
detail regarding the plant but suffice it to say that
the plant covers approximately three hundred and
twenty acres and cost in the neighborhood of one
hundred and thirty million dollars. In this plant, assembly line production has been applied to an engine
which was found to be so stringent in its production
requirements that imported Swiss watchmakers were
too "sloppy" in their work for the production of acceptable engines. It is just another example in which,
as a result of the war, production methods have moved
ahead at a tenfold rate.

In this plant unskilled labor and expert production
combined with the highest grade of engineering and
latest production methods yield a product which is
a challenge to anything the Axis has to offer.
Although Cincinnati is the heart of the machine tool
industry, the supply .of skilled labor was definitely
limited since all the shops had plenty of defense orders. Because of this condition, schools were set up
to convert high-school graduates, salesmen, clerks,
farm hands, truck drivers, and a multitude of others,
including girls and housewives, into skilled operators.
The engine being produced here now is the Wright
Cyclone 14, which develops 1700 horsepower with
a specific weight of approximately 1.2 pounds per
B. H. P. This engine was rated at 1500 H.P. in 1939,
1600 H.P. in 1940, and raised to 1700 H.P. in 1941.
There is no reason to assume that the latter horsepower is the limit of this engine. One of the methods
used to increase the power of this engine without
change in piston displacement is probably unique to
the aircraft engine industry. A test engine was installed in a special test cell and subjected to loads in excess
of the rated horsepower. The engine was so operated
until some part failed. Complete analyses were made
of all failures of parts and materials and methods were
devised to eliminate the possibility of any future
failure. This process was continued until the engine
withstood an endurance test at the elevated horsepower. Thereafter the engine was rated at the new
horsepower. There is even now in the process of perfection a forged aluminum cylinder head which will
permit a horsepower increase of from 12 to 15 o/a.
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The under-graduate engineer will probably be in+
terested to know that a considerable amount of the
information obtained from an engineering curriculum
is of great value here at Wright. As I work in various
departments throughout the plant I witness processes
and methods being developed .almost as a matter of
daily routine. Because of the high quality . required
in aircraft engines it is readily understood that only
the highest quality of engineering is tolerated in this
industry. One point which all student engineers will
appreciate is the fact that reports are very . much in
evidence. Everything which is not strictly routine
procedure is written up as a report or memo. The reports circulate through the entire engineering staff
so that the .engineering personnel may be informed of
what is going on in the organization. Thus we may
see that the reports an engineer writes are the first
basis on which other members of the staff ( including
the boss) form their opinions regarding the capacities
and capabilities of the new engineer. Here you find not
only the novice but also the veteran slaving over
reports.
A few of the many fields in which Wright has made
outstanding contributions are case hardening (both
nitriding and carburizing), casting of magnesium and
aluminum alloys, and gear production. Nitriding is
used on those parts requiring a hard strong case while
carburizing finds its application when a hard tough
case resistant to shock loading is required. The maximum case depths used are twenty-thousandths for
nitriding and seventy thousandths of ·an inch for
carburizing. At the present, intensive work is being
done in order to secure a more consistent and uniform
carburized case.
Many problems have been encountered and solved
in the development of sound aluminum and magnesium
castings. The use of magnesium in the production of
engines has been developed in the last five years and
hence the science of its fabrication and treatment
is very new and contains great possibilities. Magnesium as cast is porous to oil and hence must be
given a special oil impregnation in order to be useful
in engine manufacturing. The aircraft engine industry requires highly stressed gear teeth and as a result,
a special type of gear tooth with an unusually large
root radius has been developed. The tooth loading
on nose section reduction gear pinions is such that a
tooth face containing 0.13 square inches transmits
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COMMUNICATIONS
... directing arm of comhat
I

N modern battle, our fighting units may he many miles
apart. Yet every unit, every movement, is closely knit into
the whole scheme of combat- through communications.

Today much of this equipment is made hy Western Electric,
for 60 years manufacturer for the Bell System.
Here are some examples of. communications in action.
I Field H.Q. guides the action throngh
field telephones, teletypewriters,
switchhoards,wire,cable,radio.Back of
it is G. H. Q., directing the larger strategy .•. also through electrical corn mu•
nications. The Signal Corps supplies
and maintains all of this equipment.
2 Air commander radios his squadron to bomb enemy beyond river.

3 On these transports, the command
rings out over battle announcing sys•
tern, ''Away landing force!"
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by radio to torpedo enemy cruiser.

O From observation post goes the telephone message to artillery, t'Last of
en~my tan,~s about to withdraw across
bridge •••

6 Artillery officer telephones in
reply, "Battery will lay a 5 minute
concentration on bridge."

7 Tanks, followed by troops in per•
sonnel carriers, speed toward right on
a wide end-run to flank the enemy.
They get thei r orders and keep in con•
tact-by radio.
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eighty-five horsepower. Most of the gears produced
here are made by the shaping, hardening, grinding,
lapping process, in which the case hardening is formed
by carburizing. The production tolerances are extremely narrow-many parts having a tolerance of
two ten-thousandths of an inch. Any divergence from
the specified tolerances would likely result in overloading of the part. For instance, errors of five tenthousandths of an inch as compared with two tenthousandths of an inch can almost double the stress
in a single tooth.
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As is almost every other industry, this company
is doing research in an effort to find substitutes for
strategic materials. Among. those are the substitution
of plastics for aluminum in baffles and push rod housings. Also, a synthetic resin is being developed to
act as "binder" in casting moulds.

Training Program
The engineer training program here at the Cincinnati plant of Wright extends over a forty-eight week
period and has as its aim, the familiarization of the
trainee with the engine, its parts, · terminology, performance characteristics, with the Engineering Department organization, the functions of the various
divisions, and in general the "Wright way of doing
things." Further, this program affords engineering personnel an opportunity to become acquainted with the
trainee, and gives a basis for rating him according to
his characteristics and capabilities.
This program is not designed to turn out an expert
on any or all of the material presented for his study,
but he will get a picture which will aid him in judging
for himself the opportunities ahead and the preparation involved. And not least of all, this program
furnishes engineering divisions with personnel ready
to tackle the accumulation of experience connected
with the work of the division he is assigned to. The
following is an outline of the training program:
Production Assembly Department .... 8 weeks
Production Test Department ........ 8 weeks
Materials Laboratory ........................ 12 weeks
Foundry Laboratory .......................... 4 weeks
Engineering Liason ( Production
Contact) ...................................... 8 weeks
Design and Engineering Test ............ 8 weeks
The practical training gained by working in these
departments 1s supplied by talks given by expenenced
engmeermg department personnel. Topics include:
carburetion, engine testing and performance characteristics, engine specification preparation, vibration, engine design, stress determination, bearings, fuels and
lubricants, routine laboratory analyses, heat treatment, magna flux, induction and combustion, supercharging, .ignition, foundry practice, production problems, engineering records, and drafting. Here again
these talks are not complete courses, but serve to raise
interest in the technical aspects, and supply the answers to the many questions occurring to the trainee
as he goes along.
Following completion of the training program the
trainee is advanced to the position of Junior Engineer. After approximately one year of service in this
capacity the Junior Engineer is advanced to the grade
of Senior Engineer with added responsibility.

* MISSOURI STORE CO. *
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William E. Hulett, E.E. '42, who is now a second
lieutenant in the Signal Corps, has sent the Shamrock an interesting letter :
Dear Fellows:
I received your letter of September 17 about the
19th of November which gives you an idea of the mail
service between here and the States, "here" being
Merry England.
·
Since my arrival in this country I have been attached to the R.A.F. for training. I can't say more
than that except that it is not what I discussed last
spring with Professor Waidelich.
At the present time I am changing stations at the
rate of two each week. As a result, I am becoming a
walking time table and know most of the railroad
stations personally.
Not long ago I spent a week at a small country
hotel. The first night I was there Kay Francis, Martha Raye, Carol Landis, and Mitzie Mayfair were
guests also, but I didn't see them. My usual luck!
My only leave, 48 hours worth, was spent in London, which was a distinct disappointment. I left owning a hotel, a night club, and a taxi company. If I
only had a bank and a power plant I'd incorporate
and open a new subdivision.
I learned to ride a bicycle my second week in England, with considerable damage to both myself and
the surrounding fixtures, such as trees, buildings, wire
fences, and stray pedestrians. I shudder to think what
I could do with a motorcycle.
I offer my impressions of this country which you
might find interesting:
1. The meals consist mainly of vast quantities of
boiled cabbage, brussels sprouts, and potatoes, baked,
boiled, mashed, or roasted. Roast beef or mutton is
the staple meat dish, with kippered herring or sausages
( bread crumbs in battle-dress) for breakfast.

2. The sun seldom shines and the wind blows continually. Rain falls on the slightest excuse, and the
general impression is that if the barrage balloon cables
were cut the country would sink. I heard one Canadian threaten to pull out the plug and scuttle the country if it didn't stop raining.
3. The pubs are open from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. and
from 6 to 10 p.m. After they close there is nothing
left to do.
4. English girls are very friendly but not too attractive. They dance differently than we do and there
are few places to dance.
5. A true engineer would die of thirst. There isn't
much whiskey and the beer is very thin and tastes
fl.at.
6. Natives hold the fork in the left hand, upside
down, and the knife to the right. The knife is used
to pack the food on the back side of the fork.
7. Freight cars are called goods wagon and are tiny
little boxes on rather large wheels. The size facilitates
loading at the many stations. Remember this country
isn't as big as Missouri and has a population of about
38 million people.
8. Every officer in the services has, or shares with
several others, a bat-man to shine his shoes and buttons and press his clothes, etc.
Though I would like to see the old Statue of Liberty
again, I am getting a kick out of all this and really
hope I can see some action before the war is over.
I'm enclosing a money order for $2 and hope that
the Shamrock reaches me. (Adv.) I haven't had any
mail for a month.
I certainly wish the Shamrock success and wish I
could be present for St. Pat's week.
Give my regards to the faculty and any friends I
may still have there.
Sincerely
William E. Hulett
2nd Lieutenant, Signal Corps.
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CHEMURGY
( Continued from Page 9)
an effort has been made to provide for it through
chemurgical methods. The oil from castor beans,
properly treated by dehydration, can in many cases
form a suitable substitute for these substances. Tung
oil is being supplied in small quantities by plantings
along the gulf coast of the U. S. The problem of palm
oil is still largely unsolved.
On the whole the factors involved in the practice of
chemurgy, although known for centuries have only re-
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cently been organized into a definite force of great potentialities in the aid of the farmer. Chemurgy aims at
obtaining a wider market for agricultural products in
an effort to balance the national economy. The future
of the nation as a whole looks brighter as a result of
the work being done in this field today.

FLIP MY LIP!
( Continued from Page 7)
ter speed and aperture can vary directly. That is, if
you increase the shutter speed, you must also increase
the aperture. And conversely, you may decrease the
shutter speed if you decrease the aperture. The proper
use of these two elements will be determined by the
type of picture taken-action or still shots. It is
generally desirable to use as small an aperture as possible consistent with the shutter speed.
In using the focal-plane shutter for daylight work
you must make the same considerations. Higher shutter speed may be used with this shutter. To use the
focal-plane shutter you must open the front shutter
and adjust the aperture.
Night Photography
.
There are two general types of night photographytime exposures and flash-bulb work.
For time exposures the subject is usually a still-life.
The camera must be adjusted and set on a tripod. The
time must then be judged according to the available
light--it is advisable to over-expose rather than get
too little light on the negative. Flash bulbs can be
set off during the time exposure for dramatic emplacement of light and dark.
In flash-bulb work it is generally desirable to keep
the subject within 15 feet of the lens-those bulbs
produce only so much light! The relation between
aperture and shutter speed can be used no more. Most
flash-bulb work is done at a fixed shutter speed and
the aperture now varies directly with the distance
from the subject. The further away from the subject
the larger the aperture.
In taking photographs it may seem odd that "candid" shots are better when posed-but I find that to
be true. It is practically impossible to take a "candid"
· shot with the camera I use. As soon as the subject
sees the camera, he apparently is hypnotised by it.
And unless he is told to take his eyes off the camerathere they will remain. It is essential in "candid"
shots that the subjects eyes are not on the camera.
In action shots one should not be disappointed if
the pictures have little detail on the subjects' faces.
An unposed action shot may find the subject at an
odd angle to the camera or with his face away from
the source of light.

THE BROWN .DERBY
PHONE 5409
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Developing the Negatives

densor and a focusing lens. Enlargement prints can
be made any size. Usual sizes are 8x10, 5x7, and 4x5.

The film should be taken from its pack and placed
in a developing tank in total darkness. The film should
then be developed for a time consistent with the temperature of the solution and the type of film . The
developer is usually a solution, the composition of
·which may vary. Among the ingredients are hydroquinone, sodium sulfite, potassium alum.

When using the enlarger there are two variables in
printing the picture. The aperture and the time of
exposure. These two must be adjusted to give the
proper exposure on the print. I favor leaving the lens
wide open and having only the time of exposure as
a variable.

The film should then be washed with water and
"fixed" in a solution containing sodium thiosulfate,
sodium sulfite, acetic acid, and potassium alum.

When using the enlarger you are able to "dodge"
in areas of the negative. "Dodging'', is the process of
exposing the paper to parts of the negative and not
exposing the paper to other parts of the same negative.

After such time as will completely fix the negatives,
the negatives should be taken from the thiosulfate
solution, washed for several minutes, and dried.
Printing the negatives is to me the most crucial
period of the whole process. It is here that you have
the greatest opportunity to exert your skill. If you
have a sharp clear negative it matters not whether
the negative is over or underexposed of whether there
is too little or too much contrast.

D ev eloping the Prints
The exposed paper is put in a solution similar to
that used in developing the negatives. After being
agitated for a few minutes in the solution the print
should be fully developed. The print is then placed in
a "fixing" bath as described above. The print is then
washed in water for several minutes and then dried
on a ferrotype plate or a linen roll-according to the
type of paper, glossy or dull finish, on which the print
is made.

The two general types of printing are contact printing and enlargement printing.
Contact printing is done by placing a piece of paper
behind the negative and exposing the paper to a light
source through the negative. Using a constant light
source, such as a light bulb, the only variable in printing the picture is the time of exposure.

That's All, Brother
However, of late the WPB has seen fit to ration
flash-light bulbs, and paper on which the negatives
are printed. It seems very apparent that in the near
future this and many other magazines will have to do
without it's photographs.

Enlargement printing is accomplished by using an
enlarger, usually consisting of a light source, a con-
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THE LAST WORD

Scratchboard drawing in Higgins Ink by W. Parke Johnson.
Courtesy of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

It seems a very long time since we arrived in Co,.
lumbia as a very green freshman. Looking back we
notice a great many highlights and naturally miss
entirely the steady hard work that linked them. But
on the whole, in spite of the work and disappointment,
the lump in our throat when we had to stay out of
school to earn more money, in spite of the quizzes ,md
long hours of study, of the reports and of our I in
thermodynamics, we realize that we have lived what
are truly, if tritely, called "the golden days."
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We have made many friends-good friends. We have
seen many of these friends drop out in the steady,
rather grim, elimination that goes on between fresh.:.
man and senior years. And we have learned a lotalthough now that we are nearing the end, we realize
that we have an infinitely larger a.mount yet to learn.
As we prepare to take our jobs in ind~stry, we wish
we felt as confident as sophomores-the peak in self~
satisfaction.
What do we remember? W~ remember football
week-ends, Homecoming, springtime on the Hinkson,
picnics, St. Pat's serenades, Stephens dates, the endless blanks of registration, dances, . midnight shows,
bull sessions-oh, an infinititude of people and event~
that we will always treasure .
But our regret at leaving Missouri and the cloistered
college atmosphere is tempered by our anxiety to g~t
on the job. We have felt, perhaps, a faint quilty
twinge in our conscience at the thought of figuratively
"lolling under the elms." Our life at school was relatively unaffected by the war. While we realized that
we were preparing for an important part in the war
program, it will be a relief to be actually doing that
job at last. We, in a way, are fortunate in being able
to do our part as engineers in the comparative comfort
of the home front . For in spite of the talk about
"civilian sacrifice" and what people at home are going
through to win the war, we must never forget that
such sacrifice is not one-tenth as great as what the
men in the services are giving.

In another way, perhaps, we are unfortunate in that
we will not be allowed to follow our friends into uniform. It may be hard to walk the street in civilian
clothes when all of our friends are in the servicesmaybe casualties. In some cases it might be easier to
seek the anonymity of the ranks. But as engineers,
we are called upon to fill a place on the production
front and that we must do.

-IN-

So it's goodbye to the Columns and the Shamrock,
goodbye to our teachers and friends, goodbye to the
Dixie and Gaeblers', to Kissing Bridge and the Journalism Lions, to the thousand and one facets of college
life.

THE WORLD'S BEST PICTURES

It's "Hail and farewell to Old Missouri," and it's
"Look out, world, here we come!"

AMERICA'S GREATEST STARS

-Bergo
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.lllumni new.4
Edwin Glazier, B.S. in Ch.E. '42, reports that since
his graduation, he has been working for Standard Oil
on problems connected with synthetic rubber. H1s
job is that of Technical Shift Supervisor and located
at Elizabeth, N. J.

Among the former engineers who have appeared
in Columbia in recent weeks on leave from the Army
are Lt. Harold Henton, of the Signal Corps; Cliff Reynolds, of the Army Air Force; Lt. Bill Millard, of the
Chemical Warfare Service.
Edward B. Detchmendy, M.E., '40, now in China
with the Army Air Force was recently awarded the
Purple Heart, ordinarily given only to men who have
been wounded. This award was given him in recognition of his outstanding work in research on explosives.
Warren Petry, senior chem, has left school to enter
the Army Air Force in the Engineering Officer candidates class. He is now stationed at Chanute Field,
Illinois.
John Bean, student in chem engineering last year,
is now in the Army. He is stationed at Camp Butner,
North Carolina.
We realize that our alumni bulletins are only fragmentary and omit a large number of men who are
now in the service, but in the absence of complete
information we are unable to list them all. We would
appreciate any alumni news available being turned in
to the Shamrock.

Francis Mooma, Ch.E. '42, has worked for the
Koppers Company since his graduation last spring.
For four months he worked in the Research Department at Kearney, New Jersey, on a process for making
synthetic rubber from coal. Now, however, with the
switch to the alchohol process for making the rubber,
he has been transferred to Koppers new plant at
Kobuta, Pennsylvania.
Lake McHoney, E.E. '42, recently wrote in from
Bloomfield, New Jersey, where he is employed at the
Westinghouse lamp works. He reports that they are
really turning out the tubes for our Army and Navy
and our allies.
Warren Eckert, E.E. '41, is with the Westinghouse
Electric Company, and has recently been transferred
from the Pittsburgh branch to New York. Since his
graduation he has also worked at the Kansas City,
Philadelphia, and East Orange, New Jersey branches.
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by DAN MILLER
A. S. A. E.
The University of Missouri student chapter of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers had a
meeting Tuesday night, January 5.
President Roth called the meeting to order at 7: 30.
Further plans for the annual publication were discussed. It was decided that it would be mimeographed
this year due to rising costs.
Francis Hassler gave a brief talk on the new type
cotton picker. The meeting was adjourned at 8:30.

Alpha Chi Sigma
.

.

The fraternity held its regular business meeting January 5. The next social meeting will be held January
19 at the Tiger Hotel. It will be a dinner meeting.
Bill Schulz, new president ·of Tau Beta Pi.

Tau Bela Pi
Tau Beta Pi recently held an election to replace two
of its officers who will graduate in February. Bill
Schulz, chemical, was elected president, moving up
from his position as corresponding secretary; Carl
Weltge was elected recording secretary, replacing Jack
Ziercher who will graduate in February; and Don Limberg was elected corresponding secretary to fill the
position left open by Schulz's election to the presidency. Willard Haunschild is the retiring president.
Other officers will retain their positions during next
semester. At this meeting plans were also made for
the Engineering Honoraries Dinner Dance.

A. I. Ch. E.
The American Institute of Chemical Engineers held
their last meeting of the first semester Wednesday evening, January 13. Officers for the second semester were
elected. The new officers are: Maurice Moyer, president; Carl Weltge, vice-president; Fred Crookshank,
treasurer; and Granville Smith, secretary'. It was announced that A. I. Ch. E. had 89 paid members the
first semester.
Granville Smith was awarded the annual A. I. Ch.
E. award for scholarship.
After the business meeting two movies were shown,
"Land of Cotton," and "Anthracite." Refreshments
were served.
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A dance in honor of the graduating seniors was
planned for February 5. The graduating members are
Bob Heinze, Harry Marty, Joe Lovegreen, Jack Ziercher, Gerald Hower, and Bill Morris.

AS. M. E.
The A.S.M.E. held three important meetings during
the month of December. The last of these was a
smoker and movie. The movies shown were a Krazy
Kat cartoon and a government picture on the "Building of a Tank." This picture showed the various proce~ses and methods of construction for the building of
a "General Grant" tank.
Mr. H. V. Coes, president of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers spoke before a group of some
125 engineers from all departments Thursday afternoon, January 14. His speech was an account of the
typical problems which confront management engineers.

Missouri Shamrock
Charles Willhite, junior electrical, was elected at
the last Engine Club meeting to be the Editor of the
Shamrock. He will replace Bert Starker who will
graduate in February. Bert Gastineau was elected
as business manager of the magazine in place of Steve
Furbacher, who is leaving the engine school.

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Engineers Club
At the first meeting of the new year, the Engine
Club held a special election to fill . the vacancies which
will be left by the graduation of four of the officers
of the Club . At this election James McCubbin was
elected treasurer, replacing Ben McCabe; Don Limberg was elected business manager, replacing Bob
Caldwell; and Charles Willhite and Bert Gastineau
were elected as editor and business manager, respectively, of the Missouri Shamrock.
On January 21, a Victory meeting was held. Speakers were Dean Curtis and representatives of each department.

Chi Epsilon
At the last meeting of Chi Epsilon an election of
officers was held. The following men were elected:
President, Jack Witherspoon; Vice-president, Fred
Petry; Secretary-Treasurer, Bob Schupp.
At the initiation banquet, held December 16, Henry
J. Berbert was awarded a handbook as a result of showing the greatest scholastic improvement among the
junior civils. Professor Rubey made a brief speech
at the banquet, discussing the engineer's future.

Five men will graduate from the chapter this February. They are: John New, Robert Barton, Rollie
Fehrman, Owen McBee, and Luther Heilman.

Engineering Honoraries
The Engineering honorary
Eta Kappa Nu, Chi Epsilon,
Chi Sigma, joined forces the
staged a banquet and dance

fraternities, Tau Beta Pi,
Pi Tau Sigma, and Alpha
night of January 16, and
for their members.
The banquet was held at Gaebler's Black and Gold
Inn, where some forty engineers and their dates gathered to hear Mr. Leslie Cowan, Secretary of the University of Missouri and an engineering graduate, speak
on "The University of Missouri." Professor Williams
who taught civil engineering here at the University
from 1901 to 1935, also spoke about, the school and the
changes made since he first arrived here as a student
in 1883.
After the banquet, the meeting adjourned to room
153, South Engineering Building, where the dance
was held from 9 to 12.
Faculty members attending were: Mr. J. C. McAnulty, Professor D. J. Porter, Mr. G . K. Gillan, Professor Wood, Professor Hans Winterkorn, Professor
D. F. Waideich .
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"May I come in?" he said. "It's the room I had
when I was in college in '09."
"Yes sir," he said, lost in reverie. "Same old windows. Same old view of the campus. Same old closet."
He opened the door. There stood a girl, greatly embarrassed.
"This is my sister," I said quickly.
"Yes, sir. Same old story."
"What's the matter, Flo?"
"Gawd, Mae! Never go out with a chiropracter!"
She: "What's the matter? Don't you love me
any more?"
Burch : "Sure I do. I was just resting."
Engineer: "You know, I like mathematics when
it's not over my head."
Ag student: "That's the same way I feel about
.
"
pigeons.
Roommate: "Hey, wake up! There's a guy in here
stealing your clothes!"
Second roommate: "What do you want me to get
up for? You two just fight it out between yourselves."
"Now," said the woman lecturer, "is there any man
in the audience who would let his wife be slandered and
do nothing about it? If, so, let him stand up."
A meek little man arose. The lecturer glared at him.
"Do you mean you would let your wife be slandered
and not do anything about it," she cried.
"Oh, I'm sorry," said the meek little man. "I thought
you said slaughtered ."
Fuchs: "Hap, don't you know that drinking will ruin
your stomach?"
Hazard: "So what? I always keep my coat buttoned."
The little old woman bent over the cherub in the
cradle. "Oooo! You look so sweet I could eat you."
Baby : "The hell you could. You haven't any teeth."
"I represent the Mountain Wool Company, madam.
Would you be interested in some coarse yarns?"
"Gosh, yes, tell me a couple."
Movie Actress: "I'll endorse your cigarettes for
no less than $50,000."
Cigarette Advertiser: "I'll see you inhale first ."
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"Mrs. Clancy, yer child is badly spoiled ."
"Gwan wid yez."
"Well if you don't believe me, come and see what
the steam roller did to it!"

The demure young bride, her face a mask of winsome
innocence slowly walked down the aisle, clinging to the
arm of her father. As they reached the platform before
the altar, her dainty foot brushed a potted flower,
knocking it to the floor. She gazed at the dirt gravely,
then raised her large childlike eyes to the venerable
minister and said, "That's a hell of a place to put a
lily."
Passenger: "Porter, get me another glass of ice
water."
Porter: "Sorry suh, but if I takes any more ice, <lat
corpse in the baggage car ain't goin' to keep."

Three slightly deaf old maids were motoring to London. As they neared the city one asked, "Is this
Wembley?"
"No, this is Thursday," replied the second.
"So am I," put in the third, "Let's stop and have
one."
Which is just about the same as the one about the
three drunks on a street-car. The first asked, "What
time is it?"
The second pulled out his watch, stared hard at it,
and answered, "It's Wenshday."
"Stop the car," screamed the third, "That's where
I get off."
"So you're husband is one of the big guns of industry?"
"Yes, he's been fired seven times."

And have you heard about the moron who:

( 1) cut of both his arms because he got a sleeveless
sweater for Christmas?
(2) took a bale of hay to bed with him to feed his
nightmares?
( 3) moved from Missouri to Kansas and raised the

I. Q. of both states?
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

FLAMES THAT CUT TIME!
TODAY, ships are needed as never before. And today,
ships arc being built as never before ... and built faster,
stronger, and with less steel ... thanks to welding!

But before welding can take place, steel plates have to have
their edges beveled and squared-up so that, when butted together, they look like this: ./C// ')(' •.,,,..·'\, . or like this: ,:·,:,::,.,ex .. ,,. '
In the past, preparing plates in this mannei· was done by
heavy machine tools. C utting was slow and costly. Each plate
had to be handled many times. Plate cutting on thi s basis
could hardly keep pace with welding today .
Now, oxy-acctylcne flames . . . cntting in different planes
si1111ilta11eousl)' . .. prepa re th e edges of steel plates of any commercial thickness at one pass . . . in a fraction of the time required by med,anical method s!
This Linde flame-planing m ethod is as simple as ABC. It is
economi cal ... and easy to use. It cuts plates so smoothly and
accnratcly that no machinin[!, is necessary! And it u ses materials
which can be produced in abundance.
On-the-job power requirements for flame-shaping are negligible ... for tbe reaction of the cutting oxygen jet with the
ho t steel does all the work ... and only fractional horsepower
is required to move the cutting nozzles along the line of cut.
In conjunction with "Unionmelt" \Velding . . . an amazing

electi-ical welding process that unites plates of any commercial
thickness fa ster than any similarly applicable method ... like
this
~ ,
... the Linde method of plate-edge preparation
is working miracles in speeding up shipbuilding.
These two methods are also helping to break production
record s in other fields. Great press ure vessels •.. locomotive
boilers ... huge pipes ... heavy chemical tanks ... comhat tanks
... artillery mounts ... and other vital equipment are being
turned out faster b ecause of th em.
Linde research, intensified today, is constantly solvin g new
prohlems in flame-cuttin g, flame-fabricating, and flame-conditioning of metals for war production.
The important developments in. flarn c-cuttin{!,- and oth<'r processes
and rn ethods used i n th e prnduct,:011 , fuhricat ion and treating <~/
nwtals-which have /wen. 111.wle by Th<' Linde Air Prndncts Co111pr111y IIY're fucilitutr·d by collaboration lf'ith Union Carbide and
Curium R esearch Laboratories, l nc., and by the m ctallttr{!,ical ex 1wriencc <([ Flectro Metullu.r{!,ical Company and Haynes Stellite
Cum,,w,y- al! Units of Un. iun Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

l!I3:!
General Offices: NcwYork,N. Y.

Ollict!~ in Principal Cities
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COAST IS CLEAR

Testing is done in a laboratorv where refrigeration
equipment, electric heaters, and air evacuating equipment take over for the elements.
One such lab, for which G.E. is building electrical
equipment, will house several test chambers, in each of
which engines will be tested under different conditions.
To accomplish this, air will be partly conditioned
and then delivered to the various test chambers. At each
test chamber the air will be further conditioned to
obtain the exact humidity, temperature, and pressure
for the particular condition desired. Then the air will be
delivered to the engine carburetors.

OR three years an automatic traffic control (essentially an electronic device) has been directing
motorists through a one-way tunnel that serves as a
direct route through a mountain on a Salt Lake County
highway in Utah.
The traffic control counts vehicles as they enter and
leave the tunnel. If the outgoing count is less than the
ingoing, a bell warns a patrolman to go in after the
missing car. Thus traffic is kept moving through the
tunnel - in one direction at a time.
When the carbon-monoxide content of the air in the
tunnel reaches a critical point, another electronic watchman stops traffic and turns on a ventilating fan.
Approximately 600 cars go through the tunnel every
24 hours, but the electronic cop isn't tired yet.

T

T

TAK£ YOUR CHOICE

HE U.S. Army Air Force can test airplane engines
at altitudes of 40,000 feet, where it's 67 below, or
at low altitudes over deserts where the temperature
soars to 120 F-without taking the ships from the ground.

PJP_£

DREAM

HE War Emergency Pipeline, largest oil trunk of
its kind in the world, will go into operation in
January. Extending 531 miles from Longview, Texas
to Norris City, Illinois, the "Big-Inch" pipeline (so
called because it is 24 inches in diameter) will help
alleviate the oil shortage in the East.
G.E. recently shipped, five weeks ahead of schedule,
the first two of fifteen 1500-hp motors it is building for
the line.
Built of cast iron to conserve steel plate, the motors
will be used to drive centrifugal pumps in booster stations. along the line. These pumps will keep 1,330,000
barrels of oil flowing at a rate of 4 miles per hour-a
delivery rate of 300,000 barrels a day at Norris City.
By June it is expected that the remaining section of
the line, 857 miles long, will connect Norris City and
the Atlantic seaboard.
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The terrific strain of modern war is testing
American mechanical equipment of all
kinds as it never has been tested before,
but it is coming through with flying colors.
For, among other vitally important things,
the designers of this equipment know
their bearings; that is why so many
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings are used in
tanks, trucks, armored cars, guns, airplanes,
warships and the machines that make
them. Timken Bearings meet every bearing requirement because, in addition to
eliminating friction they carry radial, thrust
and combined loads and hold moving
parts in correct and constant alignment.
Timken Roller Bearings have been solving

"All There Is In Bearings"

bearing problems in industrial and transportation equipmentfor many years-long
before the first world war. They will be
called upon more and more during the
reconstruction period that will follow
Victory for the United Nations in the
present conflict.
That is why you should begin now to
acquire a thorough knowledge of Timken
Tapered Roller Bearings - their design and application. When you have
this knowledge you will be able successfully to meet any bearing condition
you ever may encounter. Our engineers
will help you to get it. The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.

TIMKEN
TRADE- MARK REG. U . S . PAT. OF'F.

TAPERED ROLLER 8EARIN65

Manufacturers of Timken Tape red Roller Bearings for automobiles,
motor trucks, railroad cars and locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless
Tubing; and Timken Rock Bits.

Your future
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is not for gotten
*

A

MESSAGE

TO

There will be a future.
The very service you are being called upon
to render to your country is assurance of
that. We know the stuff you're made of,
because we have watched two generations of
college men join our ranks and grow with us.
And the materiel which we older men in
industry are pouring out makes assurance
doubly sure.
What kind of future will you have?
By chapter and verse, no one can recite
exactly. But a lot of folks like us mean to see
that Opportunity is going to be greater than
any generation of young men has ever known.
Every hour of thinking time we can catch
on the fly is devoted to that one aim. Here at

MEN

IN

COLLEGE

Alcoa we call it lmagineering. We are letting
our imagination soar, and ballasting it with
engineering experience. Our purpose is to
make aluminum make jobs where none ever
existed before.
The exciting new uses we glimpse for
Alcoa Aluminum are our part of the groundwork of the structure of peace you will come
back to help to build.
Your chance is going to be the creative
chance. The materials, the tools, the techniques, will be ready and waiting. Your
imagination, your ingenuity, your courage
to do, cannot, must not, fail to have their turn.
As man to man we say it, soberly: Your
future is not forgotten.

A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.

Better lungs for
America's fighter planes

a modern 400-mile-anThour fighter ofplane
"breathes in" about
HE ENGINE

seven tons of air . . • nearly six times
its own weight . . . every hour.
Such an engine must have powerful
lungs to force this great mass of air into
its cylinders when flying at 35,000 feet.
For up there the air is rarefied to less
than one third its density at sea level.

In place of lungs, a fighter plane uses
a supercharger ..• a powerful centrifugal
blower that packs thin air into the engine's cylinders at high altitudes. One
type of supercharger is driven by exhaust
gases from the engine. Its impeller whirls
at the dizzy speed of 25,000 r.p.m. while
heated to 1300° F.
Here, indeed, was a problem to tax
the skill of expert metallurgists •.. to
produce turbo-supercharger blades that
would withstand the terrific centrifugal
forces involved, while exposed to the
searing flames of white-hot exhaust gases.
To study the effects of oxidation of
alloys ••• when exposed to such high temperatures . . . Dr. E. A. Gulbransen,
Westinghouse Research Engineer, has developed a new and unique laboratory
weapon.
It is a tiny weighing ~achine, called a
"micro-balance." It is so sensitive that it
can measure the weight of an oxide film
of the thickness of a single layer of
oxygen atoms .•. in units of ten billionths
of an ounce!

With the aid of his micro-balance,
Dr. Gulbransen is learning much about
why turbo-supercharger blades break
down in service. His study of metal
erosion, at high t emperatures, will make
possible better and better lungs for our
high-altitude fighter planes.

*

*

*

OUR COUNTRY NEEDS many more scientists like Dr. Gulbransen ... for there
are only 7000 physicists in America
today.
Already, the 300 young engineering
graduates who joined us last year are
adding much to the store of Westinghouse "know how" and inventiveness, in
• forging new weapons for victory.
Westinghouse is confident that the
Class of '43 will supply equally capable
embryo scientists and engineers.

STUDIES STEEL SABOTEURS. Dr. E . A. Gul-

bransen weighs a microscopically thin oxide
film in his micro-balance, to determine why
turbo-supercharger blades fail. Gulbransen
received his B.S. in Chemical Engineering at
Washington State College, his Ph.D. at the
University of Pittsburgh, before joining Westinghouse in 1940.
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by JOE BURCH, E.E. '43

On St. Patrick's day engineers throughout the nation put aside their books and slide rules and take up
the saw, hammer, and other tools for the purpose of
preparing the way for St. Pat. There is a strange
quickening in the heart of every loyal engineer as
March 17 approaches. It is a very natural feeling of
joy, for all engineers are proud to honor St. Patrick as
their patron saint. We here at the Universiy of Missouri should be delighted by the fact that St. Pat's
celebration originated here in 1903, and has since
spread to many engineering colleges throughout the
United States. Each year finds St. Pat's celebration
becoming more recognized by national magazines and
papers as "the engineering tradition." This year is the
fortieth celebration of the founding of St. Pat.
In those forty years there has been a constant tendency to enlarge and to progress. Our laboratory exhibits have become increasingly more interesting due
to the cumulation of knowledge throughout the years;
our parade has become larger and more picturesque;
our St. Pat's Ball has become the largest organized
group dance on the campus; our barbecue and serenade have become the whiskey-quartet's delight; and
our knighting ceremony has become more colorful and
mysterious.
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The modern St. Pat's celebration has evolved from
that March 17, 1903 when a resolution drawn up by
Leo Brandenberger, then a senior, was made known
to the world. It states as follows:
"Whereas, in the ranks of the engineering department there are many of noble birth and Irish blood,
and
"Whereas, the ancestors of many of our illustrious
students came from Erin's Isle, and
"Whereas, St. Patrick was an engineer
"Therefore, be it resolved that the engineering department take a holiday and attend the morning prayer in a body."
This was the start of St. Patrick celebration. It was
only natural for engineers to select St. Patrick as their
patron Saint, for he was the first engineer. He accomplished the world's greatest engineering feat by driving the snakes out of Ireland and thereby inventing
the first worm drive.
Those who have been through one or more St. Pat's
weeks know that much work has to be done. In fact,
the success lies solely in the complete cooperation of
every engineer. The work could not be accomplished
by a small group even if the members worked with
unbound enthusiasm and energy. Much is gained in
practice and friendshi.p by working with fellows of the
same profession. At times many of us do not realize
that to be an engineer does not require a person to shut
himelf up in a little room and work without help the
rest of his life. On the contrary, an engineer must be
able to make friends. and must know how to work with
other people so as to get other people to work for him.
Any practice or experience that he can acquire before
embarking on the voyage into the business world will
be of benefit in adapting hirnself to the job at hand.
The various phases of work connected with St. Pat's
week offer splendid opportunities for all engineers to
learn something practical. . To make something out
of almost nothing requires much skill and good judgment. Many of the exhibits in the laboratories are
made from very little, yet look very well.
St. Pat's week is an all-engineers celebration. This
does not mean just the juniors and seniors, but all
engineers. Simply because a member has paid his dues
does not lift any obligation or work from him; in fact,
it should encourage him to strive harder to make the
celebration an overwhelming success. Each and every
( Continued on Page 18)
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by WINSTON LOE, Ch.E. '44
Remembering that the atmosphere is 76.8 % nitrogen by weight, this seems a likely source because of its
universal availability. It has been estimated that for
every acre ,of dry land on the earth's surface, there arc
148,000 tons of nitrogen in the atmosphere.
The atmosphere is a gigantic reservoir of free nitrogen uncornbined with other elements-but as such it
is of little use other than as an oxygen dilutant. To be
of use it must be combined with other elements. For
many years this problem was a veritable stone wall,
but it finally crumbled -before scientific attack.
There are many methods of fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen. The most important are the arc process, the
cyanimide process, and the direct synthesis of ammonia from its elements. The latter has become the
more generally important method and will be the only
one considered.

It has been said that a nation's status in civilization
could be closely ascertained by its production of sulfuric acid. Perhaps another good method of evaluation
could be based upon its production of nitrogenous products.
One of the most common and extensively vital elements in nature is fixed nitrogen. Nitrogen is contained in the food which man and other animals eat,
is an important constituent of th~ir bodies, and of dyes,
drugs, fertilizers, plastics, explosives, and many other
products. From this the importance of nitrogenous
products can be clearly understood, especially in the
light of the present world struggle.
Just how is nitrogen to be obtained in sufficient
quantity to satisfy our domestic and military necessities?
Nitrogen is of value only in the "fixed form," i.e.
combined with other elements. For many years the
world's supply of fixed nitrogen was obtained from
nitrogen salts which have been leached from the
earth's surface and deposited in large enough quantities to be of commercial importance. The main deposit of these salts is in Chile-Chilean Saltpeter
( mainly N aNO3).
This source has several disadvantages. Its great
distance of transport is not only a drawback economically, but in case of war there is the great detriment of
using shipping for this purpose which is badly needed
elsewhere. The supply may be cut off by blockade as
it was temporarily during World War I.
What other and more desirable source of supply
might be tapped?
.6

Direct Ammonia Synthesis:
Of all the methods of nitrogen fixation, perhaps none
had less initial promise nor as much ultimate success
as the process of direct synthesis of ammonia from
its elemental constituents, nitrogen and hydrogen.
3 H2
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2NH 3
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From the graph, Fig. 1, it may be seen in just
what manner this reaction comes to equilibrium at
various conditions of temperature and pressure. Higher pressure shift the equilibrium toward completion,
while high temperatures force the reaction in the
opposite direction. Obviously it appears that the
reaction should be carried out under conditions of
high pressure and low temperature. The main difficulties to overcome, lie in bringing the above condition
about in so far as possible.
High pressure technique has been developed to such
an extent that the high pressure reactions can be carried out. However, the key to the entire process depends upon increasing the rate of reaction. A rise of
temperature is an important factor in increasing the
rate. This increased temperature would, however, low-
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er the percentage of ammonia in equilibrium, given
a constant pressure. Even at high temperatures the
rate of reaction was very slow and some form of catalyst was needed.
Haber, in Germany, was the first to develop a successful catalyst. The first practical synthetic ammonia
plant was established at Ludwigshafen in 1910. The
process so rapidly developed in Germany that the
Germans were self-dependent for their nitrogen supply in World War I. The Commercial production of
synthetic ammonia, using the Haber or modified Haber
process, breaks down into these steps:

1. Production and purification of hydrogen.
2. Production and purification of nitrogen.
3. The synthesis of ammonia from hydrogen and
nitrogen.
Most of the cost of the production of synthetic ammonia is in accomplishing the first two steps. A source
of these gases must not only be found which will supply the necessary quantity but the gases must be produced in a very pure condition. Even extremely minute quantities of impurities will "poison" or spoil the
catalyst.
Hydrogen may be produced for use in ammonia
synthesis by one of the following methods which are
the more important methods now in use.
1. Water-Gas catalytic method
2. Electrolysis
3. From hydrocarbons
4. Coke oven gas
The water gas catalytic method is probably the best
of these methods. The raw materials are cheap, and
in addition the nitrogen for the synthesis reaction
may be produced at the same time by proper operation
of this process.
Water-gas is composed of approximately 40'70 carbon dioxide, 50 % nitrogen, and 5o/o carbon dioxide.
Water gas is produced by passing steam over meandescent carbon, reacting as follows:
c+H20

=

co+H2

Then by causing an excess of steam to react with
carbon dioxide the following equilibrium is set up:
co+H20

= C02+H2

However, at the high temperature of the incandescant carbon, this reaction is forced mainly toward
carbon monoxide. If this equilibrium mixture is
passed over a suitable catalyst at a lower temperature
practically all of the carbon monoxide is converted to
carbon dioxide. The summation of these two reactions
give the following result:
C+2H 20

= C02+2H 2

Since these reactions are endothermic the temperature of the incandescent carbon bed will drop and air
is blown through to maintain incandescence. Some of
the nitrogen from this blowing remains in the coal bed
and is carried over when steam is readmitted. Nitrogen thus passes into the gas produced. The number of
air blows can be carried out in such a way that the
ratio of nitrogen to hydrogen is 1: 3 in the final gas
and thus all the nitrogen and hydrogen necessary is
obtained. The gas from the process is scrubbed free
of impurities and is ready for synthesis.
Electrolysis of water is somewhat used for production of hydrogen where electrical energy is cheap.
Hydrogen produced by this method does not need to
be purified.
Hydrocarbons may in certain cases be used for hydrogen production. At high temperatures over a catalyst the saturated hydrocarbon breaks down to hydrogen and carbon. Hydrocarbons may also react
with steam at high temperatures to produce hydrogen.
In the coke oven gas method the hydrogen present
in the coke oven gases is separated by liquification of
the gases other than hydrogen.
Nitrogen is always obtained from the atmosphere
either directly or indirectly. In the case of water-gas
catalytic reaction we have seen how the nitrogen was
obtained. Often air is liquified and· fractionally distilled to obtain the nitrogen. Sometimes the oxygen
( Continued on Page 18)
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Left Haber process. 1 and 5 compressors; 2 converters;3, scrubber; 4, drier. Right, Claude process. 1, compressor;
C, converters; R, condensers; S, collectors; W, scrubber; P, Purifier; 0, outlet.
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by PROF. WILLIAM A. ALBRECHT

The soil itself in a particular region of the country, is a forceful determinant of the type of agricultural engineering that dominates there. In any geographical area the success of such engineer will depend
on how well it fits itself into .t he particular soil conditions concerned. The successful designer of implements does not decide their kind arbitrarily. Rather,
he lets the soil do much in rendering such decisions.
The future of agricultural engineering may well be
concerned with a better knowledge about the soil,
which is in subtle control of much that comes under
agricultural engineering. It is not only the physical
nature of the soil-whether sandy and easy of tilage,
or clayey and heavy-but rather the soil fertility.
This includes the chemical nature of, and the chemical nutrient stores in, the soil, that are determiners
of properties of the soil body, of the crops it permits
and the crop effectiveness in pushing agriculture upward. As the soil fertility is higher it also elevates the
agricultural business to where engineering may go
beyond the requirements of simple soil tillage and crop
production. It may reach its most satisfying heights
in ministering more distinctly to household and home
needs.
As a general or more extensive geographical view,
let us remind that the soils are the result of the climatic
forces, rainfall and temperature, acting as chemical
agencies in changing the rock from solid to solution.
Soil includes all the intermediate stages in this changes.
In the United States, with the heaviest rainfall in the

8

Southeastern part and moderately heavy precipitation
in the Northern and Northeastern part of its humid
eastern half, and with lighter rainfall in the greater
part of the semi-humid Western half, the soils are
widely different in these three larger geographical areas.
Let us consider these geographical units, in relation
to the plow, for example, which is the basic implement
in soil preparation for crop production, the foremost
purpose of farming. According as the plow plays
a larger role, so other machinery does likewise, in genera!. Consequently the plow may serve as a type case
for our consideration of agricultural engineering as a
whole.
symbol of agricmlture, is universaI
1 The plow, as the
though it is periodically threatened with dethronment
from this particular distinction. It has held its place
since the time ,of pioneer agriculture when its shift from
the wooden to the steel moldboard spelled the beginning of great agricultural and industrial changes. The
idea of plowing was transplanted into the humid soils·
of New England from the humid soils of Old England
and northern Europe. The design of English plows,
for instance, with long beams, long handles, and long
pointed shares is not purely the outgrowth of the
idiosyncracies of the British farmer or plow manufacturer. Nor are such plows drawn by big, heavy
horses purely for exhibit of big hulks of horseflesh.
Early New England plows were appropriately of the
same design because they were turning a heavy, tough,
clay soil for which just such a combination of implement and power was necessary in the United States
as it was in Europe.
Plowing of those northern soils with their high waterholding capacities, and· of such retarded change in the
spring to warmer temperatures required for seed
sprouting, is more than a mechanical operation of
covering trash to put forest soils into arability. It
is more than an aerating process to start the microbiaI
combustion procedure that burns organic matter for
release of its nutrients. Careful studies have shown
that in these humid soils of the northern half of eastern
United States, where the soil process of podzolization
is prominent, plowing is essential also for soil fertility
reasons.
In these podzolized areas the clay fraction of the
soil has been leached to ,acidic conditions. The silt
fraction of the soil has been leached to acidic conditions. The silt fraction has buffered the acid clay so
. long that the more soluble minerals, or those that are
other-than-quartz, make up a small part of the silt.
Plowing is a case of moving the contact areas of the
I
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mineral-saturated . clay away from the crystal silt
faces and of bringing more of the acid clay into silt
contact as a mean of making these silt particles pass
their nutrient contents from the relatively unavailable
•conditions as crystal minerals to those more available
as adsorbed nutrients on the clay. Humid soils are
stirred, then, for purposes of delivering the soil fertility
from the silt minerals to the clay and from there to
the plant roots at rates much faster than the roots
·could get them by direct silt mineral contacts. Plows
then must always be ready to handle the heavy soils
in the northern half of the eastern United States, if
tilled crops are to be produced there.
Plow designs cannot be suddenly changed from those
which experience has shown to be most effective in
their tillage performances, and for the kind and
amounts of crops produced. Aeration of the soil in
the spring; the rearrangement of surfaces between silt
and clay; the deepening of the seedbed to offer sufficient soil surface in contact with plant root surfaces
for generous production; and the incorporation of
organic matter for continued cyclic coursing of fertility from the soil to the crop and from the crop as
manure, or green manure back to the soil; are all soil
functions that demand the plow and do much in
determining its mechanical design in this extensive
northeastern area.
As for the more humid and also warmer soutl;ieastern United States, here again the tillage of the soil is
requisite for crop production. The clay fraction of the
soil has less exchange capacity. This means it has
less ability to take plant nutrients and hold them
against loss in solution. It means likewise that the
clay has less of nutrient supply per unit of soil weight.
Extensive root penetration is a necessity, therefore,
for the crops' if they are to have their needed fertility.
The soils must be plowed there even more than in
many other region for these fertility reasons.
Perhaps you may be inclined to believe that plowing is a kind of habit with the eastern and southern
farmer of the United States, when you observe that the
wheat farmers of western Kansas have more recently
been preparing their seedbeds with less soil tillage.
They have been simply stirring it by means of what
might be called an overgrown disc in place of turning
it completely with the common moldboard plow.
Before you plan, however, to distribute this western
implement into eastern United States as the means
of preparing soil for wheat in Ohio, corn in Illinois, or
cotton in Mississippi, it is well to look to the soil.
The Ohio farmer has not stocked his farm with
plows, disc harrows, rollers, cultipacker, rotary hoes,
drag harrows, and other forms of clod crushers, or
crust-breaking machinery except out of necessities imposed by the soil. Deficiencies of soils that have more
clay, and a clay that is not well saturated with such
bases as lime and magnesium, must be expected if
these eastern area were pioneered out of timber as
the virgin or natural vegetation. Soil so low in or-
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ganic matter, and so highly leached of much of . its
minerals does not granulate naturally on drying. Instead it bakes into clods. The drying time after plowing is too short to permit working it into granular
condition while it is in proper moisture. Clod breaking struggles by various mechanical helps are naturally
necessary if a good seedbed is obtained . The soil demands the farmer's extensive outlay of tillage implements. It is the base deficiency in the soil that presents
this stubborn situation. He has little choice.
·7
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The soils in the more extensive agricultural area of the
United States divide readily into the humid East and
the semi-humid West along a line from southernmost
Texas to western Minnesota. The humid East divides
into cooler North and warmer South approximately along
the northern borders of Arkansas to North Carolina.
(Marbut Map of Soils)

In the wheat soils of the West, where 25 inches are
the annual rainfall in contrast to the 40 or more in
the East, the soil condition demands less mechanical
attention to bring about, for good seedbed service, the
desired structural arrangement of the soil known as
granulation. Agriculture on the extensive scale came
with the opening of the West. Close coincidence of
agriculture engineering as a developing and expanding
business came with the early cultivation of the more
fertile prairie soils. Big farming in the real sense came
in the United States with the great westward movement. Extensive western or prairie areas of uniform
soil conditions with liberal stores of fertility gave impetus to a belief that farming is very much a mechanical performance. They repainted the back-breaking picture brought from European peasant agriculture. Jt is the soil' with its particular fertility characters of the Western prairies that gives us big farming.
Russia too has big farming. She, too, has mineralrich prairie soils to make it possible. Her Giant Farm,
·which is not far from Salsk and. Rostov and originally
contained 427,000 acres, or 667 square miles, represents farm ,gigantism in the extreme. But this has
come about mainly in response to the almost limitless
level soil area of less leached fertility to make it so.
The mass production idea in farming is naturally born
on soils with such fertility conditions that let the soil
almost prepare itself.
Let us not be led to believe that it is only the
extensive level area that invites mechanized farming
on the big scale. It is more than topography that puts
(Continued on Page 19)
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by CHARLIE WILHITE, E.E. '44
The boys in the Engineering School have at last
been given a break, for now there are FORTY-SEVEN
GIRLS and nine boys enrolled in the 'Pre-Service
Training Course (Aircraft Radio)' that is now underway at the University of Missouri Engineering School.
This course, started here three weeks ago, is under
the auspices of the United States Department of Education. The complete course consits of three eight
week periods, all three to be given here.
Entrance requirements for the students are two
years of college, at least two units of math in High
School, and to be between 18 and 35 years of age.
Most of the trainees were students in the colleges
of the middle west, about 20% were previously in
other divisions of the University of Misouri.
The students, United States Government Employees, receive a salary of about $138 per month while
training, and upon completion of the course their
salary will jump to about $160 per month. Their tuition is paid by the government and the only costs to
the students are their living expenses and books.
After graduation, the present group of students will
be sent to Aircraft Radio Laboratory, at Wright Field,
Dayton, Ohio. Their official title will be "Under Engineers," and they will assist in research, development
and test projects for airborne radio equipment.
Since the students are United States Government
Employees, they were affected by the shift from the

Principles of Electricity
Algebra
Electrical Laboratory
Trigonometry
Slide Rule
Materials
Drafting
Woodworking Shop
Metal Working Shop
Bench Working Shop
Measuring Devices
During the second and third terms the students
will take courses in the following:
Mechanics, Electronics, Alternating Currents, Communication and Radio, Alternating Currents Laboratory, Electronics Laboratory, Shop Practice, D. C. and
A. C. Machinery, Radio Principles and Practice, Antenna and Wave Propagation, Radio Servicing, Measuring Devices, and Radio Laboratory.
The teaching staff, headed by Professor M. P. Weinbach, is made up for the most part of regular University instructors in mathematics and engineering. The
instructors for the first eight weeks period are:
Mr. Weinbach, Mr. Waidelich, Mr. Wallis, Mr.
Lamb, Mr. Harris, Mr. Gillam, Mr. Wahausen, Mr.
Shanks, Mr. Bolstad, Mr. Lorah, Mr. Comins, Mr.
Murray, Mr. Roulette, Mr. New, Mr. Allen, Mr. Kemper, Mr. Ogden, Mr. Davis, and Mr. Miller.
A similar training group is being organized at Washington University in St. Louis, but as yet has not
started.
"It is my honest belief that girls in Engineering can
do just as well as the boys do," replied Professor Weinbach when asked if the girls were doing well in their
studies. He adds further that considering the fact that
very few of the students have had any physics, and
that most of the students have had no mathematics
since they left high school, that they are doing remarkably well in their studies.
Other instructors say that the girls are taking a
big interest in their studies and that they are trying
very hard.
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forty-hour week to the forty-eight hour week, and so
they are required to be in class forty-eight hours per
week. ( Perhaps we regular college students don't
have it so bad after all!)
The students are now taking the following courses:

Several interviewed girls all agreed that they like
the Engineering School very much, find the work very
( Continued on Page 22)
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by FRANKLIN FANSHER, E.E. '43
constant potential line. The current coil consists of
a few turns of heavy copper wire, the size of which
depends uon the current rating of the meter. This coil
is placed in series with the load connected to the line.
The ideal phase relation of the flux and eddy currents
produced by both the current and potential coils, for
a condition of unity power factor, is illustrated in Fig.
1. This ideal condition toward which meter manufacturers continually strive, includes a phase relation of
exactly 90° between the potential coil flux and the
current coil flux. The sinusoidal variation of the flux
produced by either coil induces in the meter disk eddy
currents which when reacting with an existing flux
produce a torque to always cause a rotation toward
the right.

In spite of the electrical and magnetic complexity of
the modern watthour meter, it is an accurate instrument under variations of load, power factor, and frequency., Few people, especially public utility consumers, realize that the induction type watthour meter is
one of the few devices sustaining extreme accuracy for
measuring a commodity, electrical energy, delivered to
the public.
From the first development of the watthour meter
in 1888 by Elihu Thomson until the first World War, ·
metering equipment was not elaborate. · During this
period the primary residential load included only
lighting and heating, dealing chiefly with metering
at unity power factor. Up to the period through the
first World War resi.dential loads were not heavy and
most utilities followed a testing policy to insure accurate meter registration of the smallest possible load
a consumer might place across the line. In the period
following the first World War, however, radio made
its bow into the consumer's home as did vacuum
sweepers, electric clocks and electric refrigerators.
Many home workshops were modernized with buffers,
band saws, and other elaborate equipment employing
induction motors for direct or belt drive. Then, within the past three years fluroscent lighting has come
into the home. Consequently, public utilities today are
endeavoring to install the newer type meters with good
overload and power factor characteristics.
The electrical connections for a watthour meter
are exactly the same as for a wattmeter used in the
laboratory for measuring power. The potential coil
consists of thouands of turns of small wire, generally
about No. 30, and is connected directly across the
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For example, consider point A in Fig. 1. At this
point the current coil flux is at its maximum value while .
the potential coil flux is zero. However, the maximum
value of the induced eddy currents in the disk occurs
when the rate of change of the flux is the greatest. From
the illustration this can be seen to occur also at point A
for it is at this point that the potential coil flux experi•ences its greatest rate of change, and consequently
induces a maximum value of eddy currents in .the
meter disk. Only when the maximum flux and maximum eddy currents produced occur at the same instant of time will a maximum driving torque be developed at unity power factor. Since it is impossible
in practice to manufacture a potential coil which is
purely inductive in character, an additional flux pro( Continued on Page 20)
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Fatter Porkers ••• Faste,

ALLIS-CHALMERS FARM and milling equip-

.tl ment helps produce corn for U.S. pork-

A-C Welders now work exclusively
on machinery for the war effort.

ers and steers ... wheat for 8 of every 10
bread loaves produced in the U.S. A.
Allis-Chalmers industrial equipment
(more than 1,600 different capital goods
products) works in every war industry ...
helps produce planes, tanks, ships, guns at
a rate which must make Hitler shiver!
And Allis-Chalmers engineers-cooperating with plant engineers in every part of the

country-are helping manufacturers produce more-not just with new machines, but
with machines now on hand!
Every Allis-Chalmers man and woman
is working all out for Victory. Our one job
right now is winning this war. But from this
war work we are gaining rich production
experience which will be invaluable to the
Nation when the war is over. We'll be
ready to help build a better peace!
ALus-CHALMERs MFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, Wis.

~
ENGINES AND
CONDENSERS

Planes

VICTORY NEWS
Inland Shipyards: Hundreds of A-C
pumps, motors and V-belt drives are at
work along the Great Lakes helping in the
greatest shipbuilding activity this region
has ever known.
Ore carriers, tankers, cargo vesselseven submarines-are being built here.
Tremendous expansion of facilities was
required to meet the goals set-and equipment for the yards, as well as for the ships,
has left A-C plants in great quantities.

Facts on
Wartime
Care of
Rubber
V-Belts

FREE!
... ......
----.-_

Contains
No
Advertising

New 16-Page Book applies to all makes
of V-belts-tells how to' conserve rubber
through correct V-belt maintenance: how
to measure proper tension; what determines "life expectancy"; what to do about
worn sheaves; much other useful information. Liberally illustrated. Ideal for training new men. Write for your free copy.

New A-C War Plants: Two big new
Allis-Chalmers war plants are now in operation "somewhere in the USA" ... the second in a record 90 days after the ground
was broken.
To save time and critical materials,
wood construction was adopted for the
newest plant. Practically the only metal
used was in caps for the ends of trusses
and columns. These were cast in A-C foundries to save time.
Allis-Chalmers makes the greatest variety
of capital goods products in the world.

Rubber boats, tires, balloons are made with
the aid of Allis-Chalmers equipment.

.

FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds

&up,ne ilh.tcAu
by JACOB SOSNE, Ag.E. '43
William Louis Schulz is a senior chemical from
Maplewood. On his record to date, he has a list of
accomplishments that rank high in the College of Engineering. His scholastic record is one of hard work
and is something to be proud of. He is a member of
Pi Mu Epsilon, Pi Eta Sigma, and last but not least,
Tau Beta Pi, where he is not only a member but the
president of the organization. Professionally he is a
member of A.I.Ch.E. and the Engine club.
Bill is not a book worm like one would suspect. He
has spent much time on extra-curricula activity especially around St. Pat. He was the sub-chairman of the
Chem. Engine lab. In this capacity he put in over 70
hours of work. (That is the spirit we need and will
need again, just a few weeks to St. Pat you know.)
When you are strutting around the engine building and suddenly start seeing double, don't think of
Saturday night, for it is ' only the Horn twins. The
components of that Horn vector are Charles Wayne
Horn, the oldest by one-half an hour, and Elford Wade
Horn, the "baby" of the two. Both are senior mechanicals and are proud residents of Princeton.
Besides being identical in looks, Wayne and Wade
are identical in practically everything they do. They
are members of Pi Mu Epsilon, Pi Tau Sigma, and
Tau Beta Pi. They are co-presidents of Pi Tau Sigma.
Besides the honorary societies they are also actively
engaged in A.S.M.E. and in the Engine Club; true
engineers!
Going to the recreational side of the ledger we find
them interested in football, basketball, track, and baseball. Both made the respective teams during their
high school days. It is of interest to note that during
their grammar and high school days they attended
twenty-two different schools, that's what you call
seeing the country both in and out of school.
Wayne and Wade have been interested in mathematics, science and mechanical objects since they
found out what made the cradle rock. They enjoy
music, both popular and semi-classical. 'Nothing like
a well rounded education,' is their motto.

His interest in chemical engineering may be related
back to his Dad, for his Dad is a high school chemistry
teacher.
Socially, Bill spends his time playing softball, tennis (in season), and going out (always in season).
He says the girls in Columbia can be tolerated. He is
still a single fish trying to duck a tradition that is associated with his former roommate, Bert Starker. It
seems that all of Bert's previous roommates have married except Bill. He is the fourth, and Bert expects
him to be married off within a year or so. (You are a
marked man Bill!) Another of his favorite pastimes
is listening to music 'A La Harry James.'
Bill too thinks that all branches of engineering are
essential. That's a remarkable revelation for a chemical to make. (Maybe they are catching on!)
Bill would like to do design and production work
in the petroleum industry. If the petroleum industries
knew Bill as we do, he wouldn't find it hard in getting
his wish. So we'll be different this time and wish the
companies luck in their scramble for good men.

The professors still have trouble in telling them
apart, however their female companions never have
any trouble in identification. While they were working the paymaster would mix up their pay checks.

In June the world will have two more mechanical
engineers but they sure will be getting more than just
plain engineers. They will get two men who not only
know their stuff, but who are a one two combination
in looks, intelligence, and ambition!
14
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• peace and war
1n
•••
This emblem is familiar throughout the nation as the symbol of a well-trained team, inte•
grated for service in peace or war-The Bell Telephone System.
I. American Telephone

& Telegraph Co. coordinates all Bell System activities.

2. Twenty-one Associated Companies provide telephone service in their own territories.
3. The Long Lines Department of A. T.

& T. handles long distance and overseas calls.

4. Bell Telephone Laboratories carries on scientific research and development.
5. Western Electric Co. is the manufacturing, purchasing and distributing unit.

The benefits of the nation-wide service provided by these companies are never so clear
as in time of war.

REMEMBER . .. WAR CALLS COME FIRST
FEBRUARY, 1943
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by DAN MILLER
SI. Pal's Board
At the last meeting of the St. Pat's Board, chairmen
were elected for the different committees that are to
operate during St. Pat's Week.
St. Pat's Board is finally getting the wheels rolling
and things are shaping up rapidly for a big St. Pat's
celebration. All of you able-bodied men get in and
pitch this year because we are limited by the war.
This is your celebration and it is up to you to put
it across. Look up your lab chairmen and help them
make your lab the best in the school. If you want to
get something out of St. Pat's Week, you have to put
something into it. Come on, everybody, and get behind this St. Pat's Week!

A. S. C. E.
The officers of A.S.C.E. were invi ed to attend the
Mid-Missouri meeting and banquet of the Senior Society at Jefferson City, Mo. At the meeting Prof.
Wood turned over the Presidency of the Mid-Missouri
section to Sam Rudder of Jefferson City.
Mr. Black, president of American Societies of Civil
Engineers throughout the country, tallced about the
Civil Engineer's place today and tomorrow.
June Hearn has been elected vice-president of the
Society replacing Jack Guinnee, who became president
when D. B. McCabe graduated in February.

A. S. M. .E.
The A.S.M.E. made an inspection tour of the facilities and equipment of the Navy Diesel Training School
here in Columbia.

PLATE LUNCHES
Same Large Plates AtNo Increase in Price
10% Off on Meal Tickets

DROP INN CAFE

Don Limberg has been elected president to replace
John Simon who is now in the Army. C. C. Smith was
elected treasurer to replace Vivian Powell who also
left for the Army.
At a meeting Thursday afternoon, February 18,
John Wills gave a paper "The Second Mile," and Harold Bragg gave a paper on "Fuel Injection Systems."

AS. A. E.
A.S.A.E. held an election of new officers on Tuesday
evening, January 26. The new officers are: J. D. Peterson, president; Francis Hassler, vice-president; Ed
Hockaday, secretary-treasurer; and Paul Hoboy,
scribe.
Bob Roth was elected editor of the Agricultural Engineering publication, and Jacob Sosne was elected
business manager. It was definitely decided that members of the organization themselves would mimeograph
the publication.
After the business meeting, a movie, "The Land"
was shown.

A. I. Ch. E.
Maurice Moyer, recently elected president of A. I.
Ch. E., has been called to the Air Corps. Maurice
served as president for only about one month.
At the last meeting on Feb. 18, Charles Cech was
elected president to take Moyer's place.
At this same meeting, Dean Curtis gave an interesting illustrated talk on "Alchemy."

Ela Kappa Nu
In January, Eta Kappa Nu elected seven new members. New senior members are: Fansher, Hartwig,
Bahlkow, and Beach. New junior members are: Gastineau, Kraft, and Rotty. At recent meetings these
men have been delivering their initiation papers.
Mr. Rotty, one of the new members, left recently
for the Air Corps. He will study Meteorology somewhere in Florida.
Art Shannon, another member of Eta Kappa Nu,
is now with R.C.A.
An election of new officers will be held at the next
meeting.

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
Across from Jesse Hall
Phone 3857

State Health Inspected
Saturday Closing Hour: 7 P. M.

R. P. Bulick,
Proprietor
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magnify ideas
to actualiti~s

Because of our depleted ranks it is very desirable
that every student do his bit to make Engineers'
Week and the St. Pat celebration a success this year.

A complex instrum ent for
magnification up to lC0,000
diameters (20 to 50 ti~es
greater than is possible with
the finest optical instrument)
demands the greatest rrecision in working drawings and
blueprints. The controlled
surface tension of Higgins
American India Inks insures
this accuracy. The choice of
engineers, draftsmen and
artists for more than 60 years.

Our College of Engineering has now been inspected
by officers from both the Army and the Navy, looking toward the assignment of enlisted men here for
training programs. No date has been set for the assignment of men in these programs. There is no basis
whatever for the rumor that either the Army or the
Navy will "take over" the College of Engineering. The
educational program will be under the regular engineering staff.
Plans are now being made to offer about forty-five
of the regular engineering courses during the coming
summer and nearly all members of the teaching staff
will be on -~ ilty.
We need more student assistants on the NYA or
State Aid roll. Students in need of employment are
urged to apply.

INKS

AVAl,LABLE IN A COMPLETE COLOR RANGE

HI(; (~ 111 S_tN I'.

Co., l~N c.

271 .\le\ TH S 1., BIHHH'iH.\, .\. L fl. S. -~-

There has been no recent change in the attitude of
the Washington office of the Selective Service in regard
to engineering students. Bulletin No. 10, issued in
amended form on December 14, 1942, urged all draft
boards to defer sophomore, junior and senior engineering students who are in good standing. If any engineering student who is a sophomore or higher is drafted
and inducted, the Army has announced that he will,
after induction, be returned to college to complete
the semester. For students under 18 years of age enrollment in the Navy V-1 program will continue until
March 15th.

College Theatre Co.

ffilSSOURI - HALL - V~RSITY
AMERICA'S GREATEST STARS ·
-IN-

THE WORLD'S BEST PICTURES
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f
Brown &. Sharpe Mfg. Co.

Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

Automatic Milling Cycles
Climb or Conventional Milling
Ease of Set-up and Operation
Electrical Control

f

f

f

-and many other advantages to mill
efficiently on a wide variety of materials

BROWN

& SHARPE
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TAPPING THE ATMOSPHERE
(Continued from Page 7) .
is removed by chemical means, leaving nitrogen. Purification is generally necessary.
The catalyst used in direct synthesis is iron and
certain promoters to make the conversion more efficient. Some of the best promoters are potassium
oxide and alumina.
Figure 2 illustrates the two leading processes-the
Haber and Claude.

In the Haber process the 3: 1 hydrogen-nitrogen mixture is compressed to 200 atmospheres and then passed
over the catalyst in the converter. The ammonia produced is water-scrubbed and the unused gases are
dried, compressed and run again through the converter. The catalytic temperature is from 500 degrees to
600 degrees centigrade.
The Claude system has no recirculation as does the
Haber process. The reacting gases are passed through
a series of converters, the ammonia being sep arated by
liquification after each converter. The catalyst temperature used is from 500 degrees to 650 degrees centigrade, with pressures between 900 and 1000 atmospheres.
There are several modified processes but these are
the most important.
There have been several new plants constructed to
meet the war demand for nitrogen products. Some of
these plants have not been constructed in the eastern
section of the country as were the older plants. These
which are not in the eastern section may continue op-

• Suils by Kuppenheimer & Griffon.
• Hals by Stetson.
e Shirls by Arrow.
• Ties by Beau Brummell.
• Sox by Interwoven.
• Shoes by Nunn.:.Bush & Edgerton
10s0

B A RT H ' S
FOR 75 YEARS

1s43

eration when peace comes because of their advantage
in location. There is a change that there will be a
considerable demand for the greater volume of nitrogen fixed by some of these war plants. There is also
a possibility of converting some of the plants to producing methyl alcohol. Urea may be synthesized using ammonia. Using formaldehyde produced from
methyl alcohol, and urea, a valuable synthethic resin
can be produced. New uses may be found which will
absorb a considerable portion of this production but
at present no great future demand for this production
after the war is apparent. Only time will tell.

IT'S UP TO US!
( Continued from Page 5)
one of the engineers should cooperate in every way
possible to make this year's St. Pat's week the best
one yet.
We must justify our St. Pat's activties this year;
for as we all know with our country in the midst of
war, outsiders might rightfully become critical of our
festiviti es if no constructive work comes of it. This
year is entirely different from any of the preceding
years. The former light-hearted event takes on a
more serious tone.
Traditions are very important in the life of the
student body of most colleges. In the past years the
University of Missouri students have, by neglect or
otherwise, let many of the traditions be forgotten.
Especially in the stress of war there is a tendency
to forget many traditions and customs of which the
school formerly boosted so proudly. St. Pat's is the one
tradition that we should take a personal interest in
so that it is not only perpetuated but expanded.

If each and every engineer will do his duty to himself and to his school, this St. Pat's will long remain
as a tribute to engineering ability.

FOR COMPLETE AND
ECONOMICAL FLORAL SERVICE
See-

STORE

GREENHOUSE

16 S. 9th

West Blvd.

GUARANTE ED

FLOWERS

THE BROW N :DERBY
PHONE 5409
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SOILS AND AG. ENG.
· (Continued from Page 9)
farming so much on an engineering basis in thought
and fact. In Russia, the concentration of peasants
in villages and the absence of fences would readily
super-impose the big farm idea through mechanization
over the former much divided strips of peasant land
holdings. Then too, as in our West, the free use of
machinery is not disturbed by bad weather, since rainfall seldom interferes with the extensive program of
soil preparation on schedule. Farming goes quickly
and largely to means of engineering in such geographical areas, but does so mainly because the soil granulates itself naturally into a good seedbed. The machinery needs to contribute but little to accomplish this.
That little comes not so much as help in soil aeration,
not as incorporation of organic matters required to
guarantee the next crop, not as mineral release from
an insufficient supply in excessive weathered silt and
sand, but rather as the removal of other possible competing weed or volunteer grain crops. The liberal supply of organic matter, built into the soil naturally
through the presence of minerals to grow it of nitrogenous nature, and the high degree of saturation of
the clay with bases like lime and magnesium, almost
granulate the soil into a good seedbed in consequence
of the n9rmal freezing in the winter and thawing out
in the spring. Here are the soil reasons and the main
reasons why the moldboard plow is not so essential
in the West. Other implements too are different, and
the determinant is not the farmer but the soil as a
container of so much that is essential for plant nutrition.
Big farming came in the United States with our
movement to the West and on to different soils. In
Europe it came with the movement to the East arid
again on to the prairie soils. With these extensions
came the problems of transportation of the products
back to denser populations, and encouraged this form
( Continued on Page 22)

So refreshing
with lunch
DRINK

B wboilers
.
:owerJ!_~ertY ships
The Liberty Ship program is the biggest
shipbuilding project in history and every
Liberty Ship that goes into commission is
powered by B& W -designed boilers. B&W
is now building many of these boilers;
other manufacturers, working to B&W designs, are producing
the remainder.
Thus the skills and knowledge gained by B&W during
peace-time leadership in boiler manufacturing are now concontributed to the war-time needs of the nation. When Victory
is won, B& W will be able, better than ever before, to supply
those of you who enter the power industry with superior
steam generating equipment.
The Maritime Victory flag and "M'
burgee now float proudly alongside the Navy 'E' at the Batberron
Works. Each is an award for ·•out•
standing achievement"' and is " an
honor not lightly bestowed".
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ELECTRICAL METERING
( Continued from Page 11)
duced in a lag coil is made to react with the chief
potenti al coil flux in such a manner that a change in
the resistance of the coil produces a corresponding
phase angle shift of the main potential coil flux which
may be so adjusted as to be exactly 90° out of phase
with the current coil flux .
The torque produced by the interaction of the eddy
currents and flux is directly proportional to the sine
of the angle between the potential , and current coil
flux. Thus, if the two fluxes are 90° apart in phase
relation, the sine of 90° is ohe, indicating the development of a maximum torque which is the condition
desired at unity power factor for all of the energy
delivered is dissipative in character. However, as the
power factor is decreased, the two fluxes approach one
another until at zero power factor they are in phase.
Under this condition the sine of 0 ° is zero; consequently, no torque will be produced which is again the desired
condition for all of the energy delivered is reactive in
nature.
The braking action on the rotating disk is controlled
by a set of permanent magnets. The movement of the
disk under the poles of the magnet is similar to the
movement of a conductor in a magnetic field. The
eddy currents so set up in the disk interacting with
the permanent magnetic fjeld are in such a direction to
always oppose the driving torque. When the meter is
first placed across the line the disk must accelerate
until the braking torque is exactly equal to the driv-

the meter is rated at 120 volts, 15 amperes, the overload characteristics are extremely good. Figure two illustrates the overload and general accuracy curve from
which it can be noted that the accuracy is extremely
good even at 300% overload or 45 amperes.
The electric metering field is quite large in itself, and
plays an important part in consumer billing for utilities.
For example, a meter of the type considered above costs
about $10, which for a city of 100,000 population, on
the basis of three persons per family, amounts to an
initial cost of approximately $350,000 for residential
meters alone. Industrial metering aplications require
expensive instruments which when used in conjunction with potential and current transformes cost as
much as $300. Consequently, an initial cost for metering equipment for the town under consideration is in
the neighborhood of half a million dollars. Of course
a meter repair and testing laboratory must be set up,
for the Public Service Commission in Missouri re-
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be equal under equilibrium conditions, the speed of
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rotating disk meshes with a complex gear tram, re-

Fig. 2

cording the actual energy consumption in kilowatthours.

quires that all meter be tested once every five years.
Industrial meters are usually tested periodically every
3, 6, or 12 months, depending upon the size of the
installation.

Figure two is a performance curve of one of the latest type watt-hour meters, manufactured by the Duncan Electric Company of Lafayette, Indiana. While

ENGINEER'S FREE SHOW

UPTOWN
Mid-Nite Friday, March 19
The story of an American pfay boy in the
R. A. F.

FLYING FORTRESSES
20

Due to the present conflict with pnont1es on vital
materials for meter parts, watthour meter poduction
has been halted for the duration except for immediate
government installations. Because of the increased
shortage of manpower, utilities in Missouri recently requested that the requirement of testing all meters
every five years be suspended for the duration, but
to date a hearing has not been set before the Public
Service Commission. These facts clearly indicate that
until public utilities decide upon a flat rate for billing,
present day metering equipment must be relied upon
to not only provide an accurate means of registration
for the energy consumed, but to also improve public
relations between producer and consumer.
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HARLEY, the large and healthy white
rat shown above, not only goes to
college but he lives in a glass house!
For Charley is one of the thousands of
white rats used for scientific research in
American college laboratories. His glass
house is a Pyrex animal jar, for a couple
of good reasons: One, because of its
exceptional mechanical strength. Two,
because Pyrex glass can be sterilized in
live steam without breaking or becoming cloudy, which makes it a favorite
with laboratory men.
Pyrex laboratory ware, developed during the last war to replace imported
glass, is just one of Corning' s many research contributions to better living.
Others are everywhere. The glass tubes
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in your radio. Beacons that guide American planes. Glass pumps and piping in
busy chemical and food plants. Signal
lights and insulators on our warships.
Corning knows glass. Knows how to
make it resistant to chemicals and heat,
strong and hard to withstand impact and
abrasion, accurate to tolerances ranging
as low as 0.00002 of an inch.
This knowledge is being put to good use
today. A special sanitary glass piping,
for example, has just been developed to
ease the dairy industry's shortage of
metal. The communications industry,
faced with a sudden wartime de- (
mand for insulators in intricate
shapes and with special electrical
characteristics, is using glass insu-

lators quickly developed by Corning.
Design engineers who are licking this
war's problems are finding ever new
uses for glass. For tomorrow's engineers
also, glass is the material with unlimited
possibilities. Industrial Division, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York.

C □ RNING
--means

Research in Glass
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SOILS AND AG. ENG.
( Continued from Page 19)
of engineering. On these better, more fertile soil areas
even the simpler tillage meant more proteinaceous
and more mineral-rich wheat to give a bread that
w as life. Black bread or whole wheat bread and tea
are "life" to the Russian because of fertile soils,
just as a mouthful of short grass is life to the finer,
more vigorous, more fecund western cattle, in the
United States. These movements westward in the
United States and those eastward in Europe were
movements from a humid agriculture to one semihumid. Th ey represented moves also into a distinctly
continental climate from one more nearly maritime.
In its trek westward by agriculture on to different
soils, the engineering of agriculture has been going

along with changes in the types of impiements. Some
of these, like the binder and the thresher of the East,
and others in services more remote than the plow from
the direct influence by the soil on their design have
become the combine. This creation of the West has
recently found itself in a diminutive pattern moving
eastward to point to the changes in machine design in
different soil regions, if not so directly attributable to
the soil itself.
More recent developments in soil science point to
opportunities for engineers in redesigning some of the
implements for the future with a fuller understanding
of the soil and soil fertility in the different areas
anticipated as their markets.

WHO LET THE GIRLS IN?

We wish to take this opportunity to
thank you for your patronage in the past
and we hope that we can continue to be
of service to you in the future.
Cordially yours,

(Continued from Page 10)
interesting but tough, and like the Engineering Profesors. One talkative girl added that she was very
much surprised that the engineering subjects were all
so interesting. She said that she was amazed how there
was a logical explanation for everything. "The things
we study in Math tie into the things we do in Electrical Lab, and everything is in close harmony," she
volunteered. Another girl argued that getting in this
class was the quickest way for her to pitch in and
help Uncle Sam.
Well fellows, you no longer have any gripe about not
having girls in the Engineering School. As your editor,
I deeply regret that we do not have space to give the
names and addresses of the girls in the Engineering
School, and I'll leave it up to you to get that information.

DOR N-CL ONEY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co.
Suits
Hats
Plain Coats
Topcoats
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Trousers
Jackets
Short Sleeve
Sweaters
Skirts (plain)

25c

Dial 3114

Black & Veatc h
Consulting Engineers
E. B. Black
A. P. Learned

J. F. Brown
H. F. Lutz

N. T. Veatch, Jr.
R. E. Lawrence
F. M. Veatch
C. I. Dodd

Cait1.pus Cab
DIAL 4167

E. L. Filby
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• • • and we made

a Sapphire!
Y ou'RE LOOKING at a sapphire being made in the
incand escent heat of a specially d esigned furnace ...
a synthetic sapphire ... better than the natural gem.
It takes hours to grow one of these sapphire boules.
What's so wonderful about it? Sapphire is necessary for the security of this country. Out of this jewel
stone are made hard, long-wearing bearings for precision instruments. The various precision devices of
a modern battleship require more than 4,000 jewels;
about 100 more are needed in fire-control mechanisms. Modern pursuit planes and bombers require
up to 100 sapphire bearings in their instruments.
In 1940, this country was completely dependent
upon Europe for sapphire jewels. The call went out
for American-made sapphire to meet this nation's
needs.
Because we at Linde are experienced in the production of gases and in the accurate control of high
temperature gas flames, we volunteered to try to
make sapphire. After two years of experimental research, we learned how to produce the high-purity
raw materials needed and also how to make sapphire
from those materials.Today, we make more synthetic
sapphire than this country ever imported from Europe ... enough to meet all industrial and military
needs. Thus America need never again be dependent
upon an outside source.
Right now, we make colorless sapphire because
colorless jewels make harder bearings. No sapphire
is available for anything but war production. In the
future we stand ready to make ruby and other gem
stone materials for the jewelry trade ... and for you.
This research dei·elopment by The Linde Air Products Company is paralleled by other recent achievements of Electro
Metallurgical Company, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Cor•
poration, and National Carbon Company, Inc.-all of which are
Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

HIS BEARINGS ARE RIGHT-Chro-

FL YING JEWELS- Pilots' lives and

nometers, compasses, and other
navigational aids must be rugged
as well as precise. Sapphire bearings can "take it."

the success of their mission s <lcp e nd upon accurate in stru111ents.
Sapphire bearings assure continued accuracy.

LABORATORY WARRIORS-Deli-

YOURS IN THE FUTURE-Flawless

cate balances, time instruments,
and other important precision
equipment of the research worker
n eed sapphire jewels, too.

gems ... su ch as rubies, sapphires,
and spinel ... made by thi s same
Linde process •.. will be available for jewelry in the future.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

~
GENERAL OFFICES, NEW YORK, N.

Offices in Principal Cities

Y.

BUY UNITED STATES

WAR

BONDS AND STAMPS
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Half we've seen before-half we don't see yet!
Musical evening:
8 PM: Fit as a fiddle
2 AM: Tight as a drum
"You don't understand that derivation? Well, watch
the blackboard while I go through it."

barefoot
comfort
WITH YOUR SHOES ON

Breathes there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself has said,
To hell with these studies;
I'm going to bed.

The dimmer the light, the greater the scandle power.

"Look at that man sw1mmmg out there. Isn't he
afraid of sharks?"
"No, he has 'K. U. is the best school in the world'
tattooed on his chest, and even a shark won't swallow
that."

Skidding is the action
When friction is a fraction
Of the vertical reaction
Which won't result in traction

Coed: "I'd like to see the captain of this ship."
Sailor: "He is forward, Miss."
Coed: "That's all right, this is a pleasure trip."

He: "My love cannot be expressed by words."
She: "Come over and tell me about it."

BOSTONIANS
with Tred-Flex Soles
'Neither limper_nor laggard be .
. ·:-:- _wear "Camden" (above)
and set the pace for your brown
tan tweed-gra in Bostoni_an with
f-1-e-x-i-b-l-e soles.

$9.50 to $10.85
J!\n examp 1e of our complete line
of Military approved shoes.

Learned in Mechanics:
Every couple has a moment.

There is an engineer on the campus that never takes
a drink, you gotta hand it to him.

Beneath the sod lies Mannie
They put him there today:
He lived the life of Riley
While Riley was away.

"Oh dear, I missed you so much," she said as she
raised the revolver and fired again.

We called our landlady "lifebuoy" because everybody odor.

JACK'S LATCH CAFETERIA
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ASTER than ever before-and with
fewer delays - man shapes steel
with the Airco oxyacetylene flame.
There's no time out for sharpening or
regrinding when this modern cutting
tool is on the job. Here the Radiagraph
- an Airco achievement- is depicted
utilizing the oxyacetylene flame to perform a highly specialized cutting operation. So versatile is the standard
machine that it does the job speedily,
accurately without the aid of special
attachments.
New, faster, better ways of making
ANYTHING

AND

EVERYTHING

machines, engines, ships, tanks and
guns result directlx from using this
"never dull" production tool. So varied
is its application that, in addition to
cutting steel swiftly and accurately, the
oxyacetylene flame hardens steel to an
easily controllable depth, cleans metal
surfaces for longer lasting paint jobs,
welds metal into a strong, lasting structure. To better acquaint you with the
many things that this modern production tool does better we have published
"Airco in the News", a pictorial review in book form. Write for a copy.
FOR

GAS

WELDING

OR

AIR
REDUCTION
<§enm<a! tJ/jt:ej:

60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices, HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

CUTTING

AND

ARC

WELDING

Developed by Drs . C. H. Bach m an ( Iowa State, '32)
and Simon Ramo ( U . of U tah, '33), the new instrument
can magnify a specimen as much as 10,000 times and
reveal the actual composition and str~1cture of such
minute things as dus t and smo ke p articles.
Here' ~ h ow it w orks : a beam of electrons inside a
v acuum ch amber passes through the specimen, passes
through an "electron lens," and produces a magn ified
picture on a fluorescent view screen. This image can then
be photographed outside t he tube and enlarged up to
100,000 times the size of the original specimen.
The microscope, designed for use in sm_all lab ora tories
and w ar plants, is portable a!)d operates on ordinary
h ouse current.

M£RRY-GO- WH££L

A

DEVICE that rotates in the manner of a combination
merry-g o-round and Ferris w heel h as beert developed to speed the drilling of marine gear casings at one
of G eneral E lectric's m ajor planes .
Know n as a universal indexing trunnion fixt ure, the
device permits quick moving of the casings for drilling
at any angle in a full circle and on any plane . M ovement
is controlled b y a push-button.
About llO h oles must be drilled and tapped in each
of the casings. F ormerly it took a crane to move the
casings ( w hich vary in w eight from 1000 to 2000 lb)
after each surface was drilled , and every piece of w ork
t had to be set up at least six times.
N ow work is ~et up just once.:.'.':_ on a table that can be
~urned completely around in eict1er directi on w ith no
more effort th an it ta kes to push \ revolving door- and
24 to 32 hours a week are saved .

TH£ LIGHT FANTASTIC

A CTUALLY it' s jus t an ordin ary light bulb, but
used in an indi cating method developed by a G-E
foreman, it h elps minimize errors in precision lathe
work requiri ng an accuracy of five one hundred tl10L'.·
sandchs of an in ch.
This new meth od el iminates th e hu man elemen t
inherent in th e old practice of using a magnifying glass to
see w hen the tool makes contact w ith t he surface to be cut.
Iri this indicati ng method , electrical contact between
tool. and work .is used to clo.se a light circ;uit. The tool
is p r.ought up to the surface to be cu t. #i{1 t he reg ular
man~er un til i t is jus t abou t to make contact. From ch i
point on it is brm:.::;ht up very slowly uncil the pilo t
l ight fli ckers.
·
.
When the light is steady, the indicator is set at zero;
TH£ BETTER TO S£t WITU
and if it is se t a1~d read correctly, there can be no erro r.
ARTICLES as small as one miiiionth of an inchIf you'd like to try this on your own mach ine-shop
one thousai1dtll. of 'the dia~e-cer•of ; human l:Jair- ~ "·•. equi pm,en t , w rite for a free dia:;ram and description to
can be clearly S<';en w i th) he new ,G-E el ectron micr~scope:
_ C_:,t_mpus News, General Elec tric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
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No matter how well a machine is designed in other respects it
cannot operate with maximum efficiency if its bearings are unequal to the tasks assigned to them.
For example, friction elimination is only one function of bearings
in modern mechanical equipment. Equally imperative and important are ability to carry and control radial loads, thrust loads and
any combination of them; to hold moving parts in correct and constant alignment; and to adapt themselves to any condition of application without the slightest reduction of efficiency in any resµect.
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have a success record covering
more than 44 years and embracing every kind of equipment used
in industry and transportation as well as modern weapons of war,
including tanks, trucks, armored cars, guns, airplanes and warships.
With a thorough knowledge of Timken
Bearings at your command you never will
be confronted with a bearing problem
you cannot solve. Begin to acquire this
knowledge now. Timken Bearing specialists will be glad to assist you. The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.

TIMKEN
TAPERED ROLLER 8EARING5

This ('('Carrot"
means healthy metals

.

8.•
.,,.....

·

.

---···___,_

IN THE AIR SOONER! Vital

aircraft
duction
the u se
sults in

parts flow from pro•
lines quicker because
of calcium metal re•
better metal.

BETTER HEALTH! Pure calcium
m etal is u sed as a drying and
purifying agent in the manufacture of certain new disease•
fighting drugs.

You CAN SEE why m etalworkers call this lump of
calcium m etal a "carro t." This is the way it looks
when it c~mes from an electrolytic cell in which it
is made.
Calcium is a soft, silver y-looking metal. Although
it is abundantly. present in such common materials
as chalk and limestone, its recovery as a pure m etal
is extremely -difficult. Yet it is vitally essential to
this country.
In th e making of st ainless or high-alloy st eels, calcium drives out impurities, giving cleane1·, better
steel for casting 01· rolling. In magnesium casting,
small amounts of calcium improve the finish of the
surface and minimize scaling. Calcium is an essential
in the making of many m etals.
This hitherto rare m etal has been made in this
country only during the past few years. B efore Europe exploded, the U nited States was dependent
upon France as a source of supply.
But back as far as 1935, thinkin g that this country
should have a domes tic source, ELECTRO METAL·
LURGICAL COMPANY, a unit of UCC, started a major
research pro gram. After four years of work .•. as
Fren ch supplies dwindled ... a plant was put into
operation for the manufacture of the gr ay metal.
Today, ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY produces
many times as much calcium m etal as this country
ever imported ••• and production is increasing.

UNION
CHEMICAL HELPER! Calcium

METAL-SAVER! In the melting

i s nece ssary in making a numb er of r are m etal s -many of
which her e tofore were unavailable commercially - and
all of which are vital.

of coppe r scrap for u se in
certa in types of electrical
equ ipment, calcium is u se d as
a purifier an d a r estorer of
electrical conductivity.

IUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

CARBIDE AND CARBON
CORPORA TION

30 East 42nd Street

l!W

New York, N. Y.

Principal Products
ALLOY S AND METALS
ELECTRODES, C ARBO NS AND BATTERIES
IND US TRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE
CHEMICALS
PLASTICS

The private war of

D

CHAO-CHEN WANG carries a slide
rule instead of a rifle. Logarithms are
his bullets. Differential equations, his
high explosives.

formance and characteristics of electronic tubes before they actually take form.

Yet he's waging just as deadly a war,
against the hated Japs, as any cif his
brave compatriots in far off China.

DR. WANG, and other young engineers

R.

For his is a war of electronics at work!

Since joining Westinghouse last summer, this young Chinese scientist has
made several important contributions in
the field of electronics design.
One of them-a new methodfor measuring the output of ultra high frequency radio
tubes-may prove as valuable to the
United Nations as a million machinegun bullets fired at the enemy!
Dr. Wang is an expert in the mathematics of ultra high frequency communications. He does his "Jap fighting" in
one of the Westinghouse Electronics
Laboratories.
Here he employs his special genius in
calculating - in advance - the per-

2
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*
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who enter our employ every year, are
constantly contributing to the "know
how" of the Westinghouse organization.
Westinghouse believes in helping young
engineers grow and advance as rapidly
as possible-for upon these scientists of
tomorrow our whole future depends.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, P~nnsylvania.
T U N E I N the Westinghouse Program

starring John Charles Thomas-NBC
Network, Sunday, 2:30 P. M., Eastern
War Time.

DR. CHAO-CHEN WANG studied electrical
engineering at Chiaotung University in
Shanghai. He was sent to Harvard University by the Chinese Government where
he specialized in ultra high frequency communications. Before joining Westinghouse,
he received his M, S., in 1988, and his
Ph.D., in 1940.

Westinghouse@
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES-OFFICE S EVERYWHERE
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&:lito.lUaeCongratulations, Missouri Engineers, for you've done
it again! The fortieth celebration in the honor of our
Patron Saint has been a job that was well done. Even
with all the wartime restrictions and curtailments
almost every feature of our St. Patrick's celebration
has been carried out in a manner fitting only to St.
Patrick himself. Yes, this job was done well. But,
the biggest job is yet to be finished.

themselves for engineering work when their friends,
fathers, and brothers are in active duty in the services. It is not hard to see how the nation's draft boards
pressed to fill their quotas, have caused the engineers
sleepless nights. Many of the engineers have choosen
to enlist in a particular reserve, and with the nation's
seemingly changing reserve policy, they are not sure
of what they will be doing in the very near future.

I am not completely sure of St. Patrick's political
views, but this I do know-St. Pat, being the greatest
engineer of all time, stands for everything that is right.
St. Pat stands for clear thinking; St. Pat stands for
the right for men to express openly their views and
for the right for men to work together in harmony.

All these factors tend to cause a good deal of unrest
among the students and give them that "Oh, what the
hell" attitude. It is easy to loose sight of the important qualifications that are needed to become first
rate engineers. It is easy to just drift along in our
daily schedule. But, these are the things we must
guard against! Regardless what the future holds for us,
we owe it to ourselves, our country, and, yes, to St.
Pat to dig in and learn all we can while we can.

Yes, Engineers, we have the biggest job yet to do.

It has been more than two years since the greatest war
of all time has interrupted all the things that St.
Patrick stands for, and it's up to us as engineers and
as admirers of St. Pat to do our part in helping remedy
the situation.
During the last fifty years civilization has undergone
a big change. The application of mathematics, physics,
and chemistry to everyday things has brought about
a new world, an engineers' world. The engineer is no
longer a mechanic that carries a monkey wrench in his
hind pocket, but he is a highly trained and skilled
technician. The engineer has advanced from the place
in the cab of a locomotive to responsible position of
designing and building such things as huge buildings,
internal combustion engines, and complex radio and
telephone circuits.
With the importance of the engineers' pos1t10n in
the modern world, has come a large responsibility.
The importance of any country is a function of the
number and quality of its technical men; engineers,
chemists, physicists, doctors, and others. It is these
men that control the power, the development and the
standing of a nation in peace and in war.
There has been a lot written about the engmeenng
student and the war. The engineering student, because
of his chosen profession, has, for the most part, been
allowed to continue his studies. But because of the
ever increasing need of skilled men, with the armed
services and in industry, the engineering students are
not sure of their future.
It is not hard to understand that a good many
students are not content to stay in school and prepare
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So engineers, let's remember what an important
part, we, as engineers, play in the present strife for a
free thinking world. Let's remember that play and
work do go together, but in these times we cannot
afford to waste any time. We are no longer free to do
as we please but we are under obligation to "help the
country that helped us to get a start."-Charlie Willhite.

Up until the present time the Shamrock has been
very fortunate in that the war priorities have hardly
affected its size or its quality.
However, this is no longer the situation. Because of
the shortage of metal, the future Shamrocks will be
held together with a single staple. The number and
size of the engravings that we will be able to have
made for the Shamrock will be reduced considerably
because of shortages of zinc and copper. The Shamrock is limited to 50 % of the engraving zinc used in
the corresponding period of 1942, and to 60% of the
engraving copper used in the corresponding period of
1941. There is also a possibility of limitation on the
amount and quality of the paper that may be used m
the future.
We are more than willing to give these war necessities up, and ask you to please bear with us in these
trying times.
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THE 1943 QUEEN
of the ENGINEERS

. MISS MARTHA-MARTIN
6
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Engineers may worry about Newton's third law
of motion, they may sweat over Bernoulli's equation
of fluid flow, but engineers are human, darned human!
Engineers may stay up all night writing reports, their
eyes might be bloodshot from reading too many numbers from their slide rules, but don't let anyone tell
you that an engineer can't tell a pretty girl when he
sees one. This 41st anniversary of St. Patrick has
proven this hypothesis, and we are proud to present
as the 1943 Engineers Queen of Love and Beauty,
Miss Martha Martin. Second only to Martha are her
attendants: Miss Connie Helm, Miss Doris Hoots,
Miss Si Mathews, and Miss Martha Scott.
Our blue-eyed, brown haired queen, Martha Martin, was born in Kansas City nineteen years ago, but
has lived in Columbia, with her parents, for the last
12 years.
After graduating from Hickman High School, Martha enrolled in the College of Arts and Science at the
University, and is now a sophomore in that division
specializing in Commercial Science.
Although Martha is a town girl, she pledged Delta
Gamma social sorority, and is now a full fledged member of that organization.
A combination· of brains and beauty, Martha has
a scholastic record hard to beat. She was graduated
from Junior High as valedictorian of her class, she
was scholastically in the upper five per cent of her
high school graduating class, and she led her sorority
pledge class in grade points.
At the same time, Martha has been very active in
extra curricular activities. She is at the present time
sergeant-at-arms of her sorority, Pan-He! representa-

tive for her sorority, associate member of the Workshop, and a member of K. E. A., freshman scholarship
honorary sorority.
"I don't like mustaches," she replied when asked
what her pet peeve was. She announces her favorite
band to be Glenn Miller. Her favorite show is Random Harvest and her favorite song, He's My Guy.
Besides going out on dates, Martha does two things
in her spare time; read books and engages in outdoor
sports. Her favorite book, she said, is still "Gone with
the Wind." Tennis and swimming are the outdoor
sports she enjoys the most.
Engineers, you have beautiful, int<:lligent, agreeable
queen, even agreeable enough to like the Missouri
weather.
Connie Helm, one of the queen's four attendants, is
also a town girl. Connie is a senior in the Arts and
Science School, working for a degree in Education.
She is 18 years old, five feet four inches tall, weighs
114 pounds, has blond hair and blue eyes.
Doris Hoots, another attendant, attends school at
Christian College. Doris is a Junior there. She is
eighteen years, five feet three inches tall, and weighs
116 pounds.
Martha Scott, the third attendant, is also enrolled
in the College of Arts and Science. Martha has dark
brown hair, bluish-green eyes, is 19 years old, five feet
three inches tall, and weighs 115 pounds.
Si Mathews, another attendant, is enrolled in the
Home_ Economics school. Si has hazel eyes, black
hair, stands five feet five inches tall, and weighs 125
pounds.

With the help of instructor John New, the five queen candidates are finding out
what makes one of the civil lab testing machines work, or are they? New reports terrific
strain. They are, left to right: Instructor John New, Martha Scott, ·connie Helm, Si
Mathews, Doris Hoots, and Martha Martin.

&w- 9i YJlaJded
by DR. F. G. BAENDER
Ed. Note-Dr. Baender was not only enrolled in the
Engineering School of Missouri University at the time
of the origination of the now annual St. Patrick celebration, but he was one of the students that pitched
in and helped things off to a big start. Since his graduation as a Mechanical Engineer from the University
of Iowa in 1908, Dr. Baender has been very active in
the field of Engineering. He continued his education
and received the degrees of Master of Mechanical Engineering and Doctor of Philosophy. The positions he
has held in the engineering field include: Designing
Engineer, Mack Truck Company; Research Engineer,
DeLaval Separator Company; Research Engineer,
Hays Corp.; and General Fore1nan, Southern Pacific
R. R. Company, Oakland, Calif. The U. S. Government has recognized his abilities and he is now the
"Head Lecturer" of the Naval Training School, Missouri University.
It was in the early part of September, 1902, when
the University opened its doors to a real live bunch of
freshmen engineers. These "would be" engineers were
a fine bunch of young fellows who had a desire to learn
engineering and also they were so full of pep that it
seemed necessary to find other outlets for their energies
than the study of their various subjects.
When one recalls that in 1902 there were no automobiles, no radios or movies it is apparent that some
other form of entertainment had to be indulged in, in
order to "let off sufficient steam" so the remainder
would be able to take care of what studies were required. The principal sources of social entertainment
were dancing, hikes in woods in suitable weather, and
walking to town and back.

In those days Columbia was not the beautiful city
it is today. Paved streets were about as scarce as the
proverbial "hen's teeth." There were stones spaced an
ordinary step apart across the streets upon which one
stepped in order to avoid wading mud. These stones
were spoken of as the "stepping stones to success."
Woe be it to anyone who missed his step and fell
into the mud-and the streets m those days were
plenty muddy when it rained.
In 1902 there was no "white campus," in fact the
old, or "red campus," was not nearly so complete with
buildings as it is today. The engineering building was
very small compared with the present building and the
Mechanic Arts building of today is, indeed, a marvel
compared to the old building before the fire.
In the matter of subjects taught in mechanical engineering it is interesting to note that they were confined to the basic mathematical subjects, also mechanics, surveying, chemistry and some others. However,
smce there were no automobiles and consequently no
8

auto engines, the principle subject in pure mechanical
engineering consisted merely of steam engines, valve
design, boilers, and the like, while practically no attention was given to internal combustion engines.
It is interesting to think of some of the mischief
"us kids" got into during those early days and how we
got out again. Perhaps the most outstanding event that
has ever taken place during the entire life of the
University which may be classed as a "mischievous
event" was the time that all of us engineers ( about
500) decided to visit a circus that had its tents pitched
somewhere in the Northwestern part of our city. It
was a rainy day and the circus ground was wet and
muddy. Most of the engineers belonged to state militia and we had a dandy band. We marched to the
circus grounds in time for the evening performance
and demanded free admission. Of course, free admission was instantly refused so we decided to enter anyway. So we entered by raising the canvas and walking
in. Our band played whenever the circus band played,
which was automatically drowned out. Much confusion arose and much disorganization took place; so
finally a fight began between our boys and the employees of the circus. This fight resulted in some seriously injured engineers as well as some of the employees. In order to prevent the circus from leaving the city,
we rubbed soap on the train tracks. Some wheels from
several chariots were removed and thrown into Hinkson creek. It seems now that the circus remained over
for several days trying to locate various pieces of
apparatus that were hidden including the wheels which
were in the creek.
At another time "we engineers" placed a full sized
tin elephant up on the dome of Jesse Hall which required several days for the University workmen to
remove and which cost the engineers about $140.00.
Yes, we had to pay it.
There was also the incident when the engineers took
a house that was standing on rollers on Conley Avenue
( it was being moved by a house mover) and moved
it onto the campus. It remained there several days
for the inspection of the students when we placed it
back on Conley so the house mover could take it away.

It is by many such incidents as above outlined that
we were able to work off our excess "steam." Of course,
times have changed much since those days and now
with our modern ways of entertainment, such as automobile rides, motion pictures, radios and others, it
seems there is no need for those, more or less, crude
methods of creating entertainment for ourselves.
( Continued on Page 18)
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by JACK GUINNEE, C.E. '43

In this year of strife and upheaval we feel greatly
honored that our Patron Saint, St. Patrick, has returned from his work abroad and blessed us with his
presence. St. Pat is busily engaged in another Worm
Drive. The tradition that has been built by years
of whole hearted participation in this celebration is
one that is well worth keeping. One should be imbued
with a sense of fidelity to his Patron Saint.
When this tradition was first started in 1903 by
the discovery of the Blarney Stone, there was little
thought that it would be taken up by colleges and
universities all over the country, from Southern California to M. I. T ., and from Wi;consin to Alabama.
The doings of St. Patrick had served as an inspiration
to many a young American, have been woven into
the tradition, histories, and ideal for which many
thousands of engineers all over the world are now
fighting and dying. The freedom of this tradition is
one of the examples of the functions of democracies;
it is one of the integral parts of "our" way of life. We,
in a sense, revere and worship our Saint. Our reverence is based on a highly mythological character
of a venerable Saint, but this is not amiss; it is in
keeping with the requirement that an engineer be
able to see beyond that which the laymen see; It is
in keeping with the ability of the engineer to conceive
and create that which is beyond the imagination of
the lawyer or farmer.
The engineer is notably well bred, is always impeccable, and, above all, is always a gentleman. Now, I
need not tell you this, for you can see this in his everyday life. His whistle, as the girls parade past, is always
low and refined, and never boisterous, as a hog call
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might be. The engineer always takes his lady friend
to a place of highest repute such as the B and B, the
Shack, or Springdale, and never to those places in town
which even I am ashamed to mention. The engineer
is immaculate in his dress. There are no loud and
dashing colors, no college sweaters nor dirty saddles.
Above all the engineer is forever clean shaven with
a chin as smooth as the day he was born. An engineer
seldom drinks ( more than he can hold) or swears
( more than every other word). He is extremely careful of his speech and never, never, tells an off-colored
joke before a sorority girl ( he always lets her tell one
first). The meetings of the Engineers' Club are always
governed by the strictest rules as evidenced by the
"Hamburg Show" and by "Dangerous Dan McGrew."
That an Engineer is neat and orderly is proved by the
neat and orderly rows in which the bottles (pop) are
found after a picnic at Rollins Springs.
The barbeque is a thing of wonder. It is a wonder
that any who attends can return home along a straight
path. It really is not as bad as some would have you
believe, but nevertheless it is no place for a lady, the
only reason being that one has to walk too far. At the
barbeque we hear the folk-tales of engineers that have
been handed down from generation to generation.
These ballads are quietly recounted to the strains of
tinkling glass. The scene at the Bonfire is one of
peace and contentment with only soft- harmonic
chords ensuing from the group.
It is well known that all engineers are men, rough
and ready. Feats of strength and intelligence distinguish the best man among the engineers; consequently
a beard growing contest has been originated. The contest is judged upon the length, diameter, color, density,
of the hair of the beard. The winner is a much honored and envied man for he has the privilege of kissing
the outgoing queen. The kiss is no peck, but a kiss
which resounds around the world. No Hollywood kiss
can rival it in duration, fevor, or passion.
After the spirit has risen to a peak the gentlemen
quietly follow the appointed leader, stopping at each
abode of the fair, to softly speed their slumbers with
sweet melodious songs. The engineers cover the town,
going from Sorority Row and Hendrix to Stephens and
Christian. Then remembering the old adage, "early
to bed . . . ," the engineer quietly slips home and to
bed, to rise early next morning for the dedication of
the wonderous campus stunt.
The campus stunt is a marvelous thing to behold.
This year, in keeping with the victory theme and, as
an aid to the Government war effort, a tank has been
( Continued on Page 11)
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ST. PATRICK'S CELEBRATION
( Continued from Page 9)
constructed of non-priority material. While it won't
scare the enemy, it should serve to frighten the little
kids from the University High School.
The engineer is a man of great mechanical ingenuity as evidenced by the succession of marvelous and
stupendous Campus Stunts.
The first one in 1916, a gigantic Irish Harp .
1917-A replica of the Eiffel Tower, eighty feet high
and brilliantly illuminated.
1921-A drawbridge. The drawbridge was used in
the knighting ceremony.
1936--A Suspension Bridge built across the campus.
1939-St. Pat's Special-A train that ran between
the Engineering Building and Jesse Hall.
1940-A Forty.;foot slide rule accurate to the 27th
place.
1942-A steam engine made of wood in an effort to
avoid the shortage of certain materials.
1943-A sturdy tank to help St. Pat in his second
worm drive.
Are not these stunts worthy of the admiration of
everyone?
Each year a contest is held to see whose ideas would
best represent the thoughts and aims of the student
engineers. This year the button incorporates an everpresent idea (woman) with one which dwells only
with present world conditions. The reproduction of
the button design at the ball is one of its entertaining
features.
Each year the various departments of the school
endeavor to demonstrate to the outside world, through
the medium of floats in a parade, the part that the
engineer plays in making the wheels of civilization
go round . This parade is always a beautiful array
with St. Pat and his queen leading it.
St. Patrick has again awarded the hard working
members of the Engineers Club for their good work as
engineers and their faithful participation in the annual
celebration in his honor. All engineers look forward
to the occasion when they will receive the degree
KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK, for only those who
have proved themselves worthy by displaying an enthusiastic spirit in the activities of the Engineers Club
may be awarded the degree.
The degree of KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK is
awarded to any man who is a senior in engineering, has
attended at least 60% of the Engine Club meetings,
has paid his Engine Club dues each year he has been
in school, and has received at least ten St. Pat hours
per year of his school here.
The degree LADY OF ST. PATRICK may be
awarded to any woman engineering student who has
the above requirements or who has been outstanding
in her service in connection with engineering. Some
who have received this degree in the past are Mrs.
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Jane A. Hurty, former librarian, Miss Shelly Donnelee, former Secretary to Prof. Selvidge, and Mrs.
Holt. This is the first year a woman student has received that award.
From those eligible for the degree of KNIGHT OF
ST. PATRICK a number who have been outstanding
in activities of the club are chosen. Each in this group
receives the degree KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK,
CUM LAUDE. The highest degree awarded to a student is KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK, MAGNA CUM
LAUDE. There is a limit of only five who may receive
this degree each year. They are the president of the
Engineers Club and four other members who are elected near the end of the school year.
The honorary degree KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK,
SUMMA CUM LAUDE is bestowed upon men who
have been of outstanding service to their profession
or to the state.
For those who are a little more interested in the
scientific approach, the laboratory exhibits offer a
world of possibilities. The Engineers really "strut
their stuff' at these performances in endeavoring to
demonstrate their knowledge of the mystical and
occult. In years past the Engineers have had a running faucet hanging in mid air; a burning gas jet
which comes from a pipe open at both ends and suspended in air; hair growing on a bald iron ball; kissing
booth; card board beams and many other extravaganzas too numerous to mention.
The Engineer often succumbs to the nostalogic
memories and returns to his alma mater to participate
in the St. Pat's celebration as of old. In order that
they may meet once again with the faculty and fellow
alumni in a green atmosphere, the "Green Tea as of
Yore" is held each year in the Engineering Library.
The Green Tea is presided over by its originator, Mrs.
Hurty, who for many years was librarian of the Engineers school. This grand young lady has been the
reason for the Tea's success, for it has always been
under her direct supervision.
Each year the Engineers select their Queen of Love
and Beauty to reign over St. Pat's Ball. The Queen
candidates are put up by organized houses and by
petition. The Queen committee has the privilege of
going from house to house and choosing one from
the three candidates put up by each house. The girls
put up are the best of the house and it is often hard
to try to pick one girl when all three are ravishing
beauties. One honor the Queen has bestowed upon
her, as her reign draws near an end, is the privilege of
being the recipient of a kiss from the winner of the
beard growing contest. The specticle of the crowning
of the Queen is one of regal splendor. St. Pat is present
too, for that old gentleman will never be too old to appreciate a beautiful face and figure.
The Engineers, KINGS of the campus, with their
most beauteous Queen wend their way homeward after
the ball to plan for the next return of their Patron
Saint, Saint Patrick. ERIN-GO-BRAUGH.
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Everybody has noticed that a radio picks up distant
stations better in ·the daytime than it does at night,
and everybody has noticed --rhat radio stations quite
frequently fade, but how many people have stopped
to consider why? Radio waves are very similar to
light waves inasmuch as they travel in straight lines
through a homogenous medium, and are composed of
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields at right angles
to one another. The only real difference between radio
waves and other electromagnetic waves ( such as light)
is the wave-length of the waves. How then, considering the curved surface of the earth, is long distance
radio transmission possible? A hypothesis to explain
this came into view in an article published by A. E.
Kennelly in 1902. Three months later Oliver Heaviside wrote a similar article, proposing that p_ossibly a
conducting layer in the upper air existed which might
guide radio waves. Experiment and observation have
proved the supposition true, and the reflecting region
has been named the Kennelly-Heaviside layer,
Let us, then, examine the characteristics of this
"Conducting layer in the upper atmosphere." In the
portion of the atmosphere above about 30. miles from
the earth the density of the air is relatively small and
the separation of the molecules is large. When molecules are ionized by ultra-violet radiation from the
sun, and by collisions which knock electrons from
them, the recombination of the electrons and ions is
relatively slow. Thus a large part of the air at such
altitudes is ionized all the time. It is these ionized
layers that affect radio waves, and this region is called
the ionosphere.
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When radio waves, originating at the earth's surface,
strike these ionized layers, they set the free electrons
of the layers in motion-but this causes a second effect.
The dielectric constant of the ionized layers and the
corresponding index of refraction of the ionized regions
become less than unity. This means that a "less
dense" layer, in an optical sense, ·exists here · than in
the non-ionized portion of the air beneath. Radio
waves starting into these regions of high ionization
density are actually reflected and refracted back to the
earth, thus making long distance radio transmission
possible.
Ionosphere Characteristics
This affect appears rather simple but it is complicated by some of the characteristics of this region.
The ionization of the atmosphere is not uniformly distributed with the altitude but is stratified in defi~ite
layers. These layers vary in height and density from
day to night, seasonally, and over the 11-year sun spot
cycle. These variations explain the difference in the
possible range of transmission from day to night.
The ionosphere is composed chiefly of three layers,
lettered outward from the earth as the D, E; arid F
·
layers.
During most of the year the F layer divides in the
daytime into two layers designated by the F-1 and
.
the F-2.
The principal layers are the E and the F sirice the
D or lowest layer exists only in the daytime.
An idea of the structure of the ionosphere may be
obtained from the scaled drawing of conditions on a
typical summer day. ( Figure 1) The layers are indicated by lines and the ionization · density by the
small curve on the right. The D layer is at a height
of 30 to 50 miles, the E layer is at about 70 miles and
the F layer varies from about 100 to 250 miles in altitude. These heights are approximate and vary because
of the above mentioned conditions.

Controlling Factor No. I-Penetration
Long distance radio transmission is controlled by
the height and density of the layers. The heights used
are virtual heights, the height at which reflection
would cause the same effect as refraction does produce
at the real height of the layer. This height affects the
angle of incidence if the transmission distance is constant. A sharp angle of incidence will cause penetra~
tion in many cases-where a small angle would result in
reflection of the wave. The "skip distance" of a radio
wave is explained by this. ( Fig. 1)
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rays are most effective, in the summer and at noon.
During the winter and at night the critical frequency
is low. Only frequencies below about 1000 kilocycles
are reflected from the E layer during these times. The

Fig. 1.-Waves 1 and 2 are being reflected by the E and
F-2 layers respectively. Wave 3, due to its high angle of
incidence, penetrates all layers. This causes a "dead" spot
between Denver and Chicago, since no waves are reflected
in this range.

The effectiveness of the layer in reflecting a wave
depends on the number of ions per unit volume or the
ionization density. For a given ion density, assuming
the angle of incidence does not change, there is a maximum frequency that will be reflected and not penetrate the layer. This is known as the critical frequency.
For waves of frequency greater than this penetration
of the layer will occur, and the wave is lost into outer
space.
This critical frequency is found to be expressed as:
N=0.0124 f2
Where N is the ionization density of the layer in electrons per cubic centimeter and f is the maximum frequency that will be reflected at normal incidence. This
means that radio waves of broadcast frequency, and
radio waves of short wave stations will be reflected
while ultra short waves will penetrate the ionized
layers. This means that transmitting stations using
ultra short wavelengths cannot rely on reflection or
refraction from the ionosphere but that they have to
rely on line of sight transmissions, which usually cannot exceed more than about 30 miles.

Controlling Factor No. 2-Absorption
Second only to penetration of the layer by waves is
the importance of absorption of waves by the layer.
Because the ions set in motion by the waves collide
with air molecules and . dissipate energy in heat, all
the energy is not returned when refraction occurs. The
energy absorbed increases with the ionization density
and with the distance the wave travels through the
layer. High frequencies are absorbed less than . low
frequencies in passing through a layer.
This means that in the day, when the ionization is
large, absorption is greater on low frequencies than on
high frequencies. This explains the fact that short
wave transmission is better from a distance standpoint than longer wave transmission, or broadcast
transmission. The increase in stations heard on the
broadctst band at night is explained by the decrease
in ionization density at night.

Layer Variations
Particularly regular are the diurnal ( from day to
night) changes and the seasonal changes in layer
height; Maximum ionization occurs when the sun's
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F layer critical frequency and ionization does not
vary the same as the E layer, but has separate characteristics. The maximum critical frequency (greatest
ionization) occurs during the winter day and the lowest values occur during the winter night. Summer
values lie between.
"v,~+val l,eiyht
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\
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Fig. 2.-A wave transmitted at A and received at B is
refracted by the layer. The refracted wave may be out d
phase with a direct wave from A and cause cancellation of
the received signal. A slight changing of layer height would
cause waves at B to shift in and out of phase, causing
fading.

Effects
Fading of radio signals is due to the same transmitted signal reaching the rece1vmg points over two
different paths. The time of travel for one is thus
longer and the signals are apt to reach the receiving
station out of phase. This, coupled with the fact that
the ionized layers are constantly undergoing small
changes, causes the length of the reflected wave path
to undergo small changes, and a phase shift is caused
between the two signals at the receiving station; thus
fading of the received signal results.
Generally maximum absorption of broadcast waves
will occur in summer and at noon, the best distant
reception will occur in winter and at night. Best short
wave reception time is a complex function as it must
occur at optimum conditions of ionization-low enough
to cause little absorption but not low enough to allow
penetration.
Much work has been done during the last 30 years
concerning the effects and composition of the ionosphere. Many of the problems presented by it have
been completely solved from an engineering point of
view, but a complete analysis of the effects of the ionosphere involves many complicated and difficult problems.
Bibliography
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by WAYNE HORN, M.E. '43
Various types of fuel pumps are found on air injection diesels. All of the different types must accomplish two functions: first, they must supply a charge
of fuel at the proper time, and second, they must
meter the amount of oil delivered . The first task is
accomplished by a cam mechanism and the second is
controlled by means of a governor and variable charge
pump, or it may vary the period in which the suction
valve is held open to permit the oil displaced by the
pump plunger to escape back to the suction line, or
it may act on a by-pass or spill valve to permit the
oil to flow back into the suction header. On most of
the engines the controlled suction valve system is used
for air injection systems.

The problem of m1xmg and burning the fuel and
air in a diesel engine is much more difficult than for
the gasoline engine. The injection and mixing of the
fuel in the diesel engine must occur in a much smaller
time interval than that which is required for the gasoline engine. For the diesel engine, this time interval
corresponds to approximately 30 degrees of the crank
circle, while for the gasoline engine the time intervals
.is over 180°; hence, for the same speed motors the
gasoline engine has ~ a mixing period which is over
6 times as great as that for the diesel engine. In
addition to the longer mixing interval, the gasoline
engine has the natural vaporization properties of gasoline to aid in the complete mixing of the air and fuel.
Many types of fuel injection systems have been
developed to overcome the mixing difficulties, but for
the most part they come under two main classifications, namely, air injection and solid injection. Air
injection applies to systems injecting air along with
the liquid fuel, while solid injection applies to systems
injection only liquid fuel.
Air injection of the fuel charge is accomplished by
means of high pressure air (about 900 lbs. per sq. in.)
that is used to forced the oil charge into the cylinder
when the spray valve has been opened by a cam or by
some other means. Two or three stage compressors are
usually used, and since the compression action can
seldom be in time with the engine, an air receiver, or
bottle, as it is sometimes called, is used to store the
air from the compressor and deliver it to the spray
vaives.
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Air injection of the fuel has several advantages over
the solid injection system. Lower injection pressures
may be used in the air injection system and thus the
pump is not stressed as highly as the solid injection
pump. (Air injection pressure required is about 900
p.s.i. as compared to 5000 p.s.i. or greater for the
mechanical injection system.) Due to lower pressures
the precision required in machining the plunger and
barrel of the pump is much less, ahd the devices necessary to prevent leakage of the fuel are not as elaborate. The reaction of the pump plunger in the cam is
much less fhen for the air injection system. Another
very important advantage of the air injection system is
that the fuel can be delivered to a chamber in the spray
valve during as much as 180° of engine crank travel,
and so the measuring of the .fuel can be very accurate.
While it was pointed out that there were several
advantages of the fuel pumps in the air injection
systems as compared to the mechanical solid injection systems, these are usually more than offset by
disadvantages, and the mechanical injection system
is much more popular in present day diesels.

In the air injection system, the air compressor takes
about 8 per cent of the total power developed by the
engine and only about half of this is retained as energy
in the air charge when it is injected. Also the cost
of maintenance of the compressor is high, and in certain types of diesels, such as aircraft diesels, the weight
is too great. Thus the air injection system has been
discarded for the mechanical injection systems except
in slow speed stationary diesels.
There are two distinct types of mechanical injection
systems. They are the individual-pump and injectionvalve system and the common rail system.
The individual-pump and injection valve system is
very widely used among the diesel engines which em-
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ploy solid injection. The control of the charge of fuel
delivered is accomplished by means of by-passing the
oil, by holding the suction valve open, or by changing
the length of stroke. Many ingenious devices have
been used to change the length of stroke, and several
methods of by-passing the oil have hen developed .
The most widely known of the individual-pump
units, the Bosch fuel pump, uses the by-pass system.
The by-passing of the fuel is accomplished by rotating the pump plunger in the barrel of the pump. The
plunger has a slanted groove which uncovers a port
and lets the oil escape back into the suction chamber.
By rotating the plunger the length of stroke at which
the port is uncovered is changed. Several other companies make fuel pumps which operate in a similar
manner.
The common rail system has a mechanically operated needle spray valve and a pumping device which
maintains oil at a constant pressure of from 4000 to
6000 pounds per square inch. One of the principal
objections to the common rail system is that under
this constant pressure, it is very difficult to keep a
system from leaking.
The Cummins fuel injection system combines the
common rail system with a plunger pump to help
eliminate some of the troubles in each system. The
common rail pressure is low, and the oil is fed to a
plunger pump by means of a rotating distributor. The
oil is then pumped back out through another path in
the distributor and then goes on to the injection nozzle. This one plunger pump and distributor furnishes
fuel to all of the cylinders, and thus each cylinder
receives exactly the same amount of oil, no matter
how the pump is adjusted. This eliminates the difficulty of uneven fuel distribution which is encountered in other systems.
One of the newest and most interesting injection
systems is the Atlas-Imperial electrical injection system. It has many very desirable features including
that of being self-governing for any position of the
throttle. This new injection and ignition system has
been applied to modern gasoline engines, with only
the cylinder heads having to be changed to give suitable combustion chambers for burning Diesel fuel.
The common rail system is retained in this type of
fuel injection, the new feature being that the spray
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valve in each cylinder is electrically operated . The
pressure control and suction valve are also electrically
operated to keep a constant pressure for injection.
The body of the spray valve is similar to the frame
of a four pole electric motor except that it is laminated,
and that alternate laminations are of a non-magnetic
material. The armature, or plunger, is also made up of
alternate magnetic and non-magnetic laminations. This
plunger operates the spray valve, and when the valve
is seated, its laminations are not in line with those
in the body of the spray valve. When the electrical
current is sent through the coils, the magnetic force
set up tends to pull the laminations into line and thus
the valve is opened. Because of the strength of the
magnetic field the valve will not over travel.
The rotary switch charges the condenser from the
battery, then the condenser is discharged through the
injector, and then the condenser is grounded to prevent
accumulation of a charge which might affect the performance of the engine and the accuracy of control.
The inductance prevents large initial rushes of current
into the condenser and prevents the burning· of the
switch contacts.
A variable resistance is in the battery-condenser
circuit and when more resistance is put into the circuit the condenser receives less charge. Thus the
resistance is used as a throttle. By decreasing the
resistance the charge in the condenser can be increased, thus increasing the time the injection valve
is held open. The length of time of injection can be
(Continued on Page 21)
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Here's a toast to a family of engineers who gave
us a man to be proud of, Richard James Beard. Dick
comes from a long line of engineers, his Dad is a Civil
and an Electrical, and his two brothers both hold
Civil and Sanitary Engineering degres.
Dick, as if you didn't know, is a junior Civil from
Maplewood. He is a big gun in the Engine Club, responsible for keeping the Club in front of the public.
Dick is secretary-treasurer of the A.S.C.E., and 1s
a member of Phi Gamma Delta social fraternity.
Dick's interest in engineering boils down to one main
subject, architecture. He is working for a degree in
Civil Engineering so that he will have a good strong

For sale! A tall, blonde, handsome, energetic senior. I mean no other than Donald R. Limberg, a
senior mechanical from Wellington, Missouri.
I can't offer any proof as to his being tall, blonde
and handsome except by suggesting that you all catch
a glimpse of Don and see for yourselves. As for being
energetic, all one has to do is to investigate his record
to date. To prevent a run on the Dean's office I'll
supply the data for you: Don is the president of A.S.
M.E., treasurer of Pi Tau Sigma, corresponding secretary of Tau Beta Pi, and the business manager of the
Engineers Club. His thorough representation in the
honorary and professional societies is due to his cranium capacity and to his spark plug, dynamic, do and
get done personality.
Don has always been interested in mechanical objects since he was knee high to a gear. Besides, he likes
to see the wheels go round and round. Add the two together, and one gets an M.E.
Besides his book learning Don has acquired plenty
of practical experience during the summer months. He
has held positions as a surveyor, as a mechanic, and
as a draftsman. Besides getting a practical education,
it has helped put him through school.
Socially, besides spending his time at Christian or
Stephens, Don participates in basketball and track. It
is of interest to note that during his high school days
he was interested and participated in dramatics. (Almost another Clark Gable.)
Don has been one of the big guns in this year's St.
Pat celebration. His help, advice, and ingenuity has
gone a long way in making our celebration a success.
Erin go Brau! Rah for the engineer, Don Limberg.

foundation to continue in Architectural Engineering.
After the war, and after serving with the Marines, (he
is in the Marine Corps Reserve) Dick plans to come
back to school and finish his education.
Dick has many hobbies to which he devotes his
spare time. He likes to draw, fish, and travel. He has
a big interest in, and likes to play football, basketball,
tennis, and golf.
All the pretty pictures m his room originate m
Maplewood for Dick's heart belongs to a little gal
back home. However, says Dick, "pretty girls fascinate me."
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Battle without headlines!
The men and women of Bell Telephone Laboratories are directing their energy these days
to developing new and better communication
equipment so vital in today's swift-moving
global war.
Peacetime developments, pioneered by

Bell Laboratories, are seeing action on every
front. Many of their war-time achievements
should prove stepping stones to progress in
the coming days of victory and peace.
Service to the Nation-in war or peace,
that's the one ideal of Bell System people.

-IVAR. CAtt5 coMl f!RST.'
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HOW IT STARTED
( Continued from Page 8)
Cojointly with these activities there was born another idea in the fertile minds of the engineers. By a
process of exact mathematical reasoning wherein much
use had to be made of such subjects as analytical
geometry, algebra, calculus and differential equations,
it was definitely and positively determined that St.
Pat had to be an engineer. Mathematically it was
proved that no one other than an engineer could have
driven the snakes out of Ireland. How could it be
otherwise? Did it not require the highest skill obtain-
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After we decided that St. Pat was an engineer, we
decided that it was appropriate to celebrate St. Pat's
day by declaring a holiday. Posters were printed announcing this fact and all arrangements were made
for a real holiday. Then, like a thunderbolt out of a
clear sky, Professor A. M. Greene, who was at that
time Professor of Mechanical Engineering, called a
meeting of all engineers. In no uncertain language he
told us of the utter folly of our ways and generally
denounced the entire idea of a celebration and questioned our wisdom of · declaring St. Pat an engineer
and when he had rid himself of all the "steam" he had
available, he ended by saying that any senior who
"cut" classes on that day would not graduate and
that all Junior, Sophomores and Freshmen would lose
certain credits.
Of course, we paid little heed to what was said
and on the morning of St. Pat's day every engineer
"cut" his classes. And it might be said that all seniors
graduated and no lower classmen lost any credits.

/

\

On the afternoon of that day we paraded around
Jesse Hall and coaxed all the girls out. Plans were
rapidly made and that evening we had a real dance
in which everyone took part and all had a grand time .
Thus endeth the first celebration of St. Pat's day .

.
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able from a human being to perform such a stunt?
And does there exist anyone with higher skill and reasoning ability than an engineer. These questions together with many more were revolved through our
minds, examined with the aid of our slide rules, tested
in the laboratory of science and experience and when
the most exacting tests were applied, we agreed that
no other answer was even remotely possible. Yea
verily, St. Pat was an engineer.

Little did we fellows dream that our idea of some
innocent fun would be the nucleus from which would
develop such a widespread celebration of St. Pat's day
among engineers as is now the case. However, we, of
those earlier days, are happy and proud that the idea
has developed as it has and it is our hope that the
celebration of St. Pat's day will continue throughout
the years to come.

EAT THREE MEALS A DAY AND AN
IN-BETWEEN SODA
At

GAEBLERS
BLACK and GOLD INN
"The Center of Student Activities"
Conley Avenue at Gentry Place
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"ZINC in Wartitn.e"
. .' ...
I t ,s I nterest•na
TL.is New Book About ZINC
The winning of the war is the first objectiveeveryone agrees to that. That is why the Zinc industry
is concentrating its efforts on production; for Zinc is
so very important, in so many ways, that it has been
placed in the list of essential, strategic materials. In
other words, the use of Zinc is a "must" -for many
purposes nothing else can take its place.
This new book, ''Zinc in Wartime'', is a pictorial
story of the ways in which Zinc is helping to win the
war. Hundreds of photographs show the great variety
of uses to which Zinc is put, in planes, tanks, battleships, in all kinds of fighting equipment. The book is
more than interesting; it is fascinating, inspiring. It is
worth reading. You can get a copy by writing to the

AMERICAN
ZINC INSTITUTE
Incorporated
60 East 42:nd Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

MARCH, 1943
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no.t.e6. jl,,o.m tAe ilean'i O. jjiee
Army and Navy plans with respect to the training
programs for engineering students change so often that
any statements now made may prove to be in error.
However, because the matter is one of such importance
to engineering students, I will venture to set forth
something of the situation as it now stands.
The Army program is based on 12-week terms, the
Navy on 16-week terms. The Navy calls its program
the V-12 and has set July 1st as the starting date.
The date for starting the Army program has not been
set, but at Missouri the date will not be earlier than
May. The University has not, as yet, contract€d for
either program but the school has been approved for
both.
The Army program has three 12-week terms of what
is called the "basic" course. The usual pre-engineering
'subjects are covered hastily in these three terms. Then
follow either three or four 12-week terms in chemical,
civil, electrical and mechanical engineering subjects.
The total time is about one-half of that required for
one of our degrees.
The engineering part of the Navy V-12 program
covers a maximum of eight 16-week terms. The first
two terms are the same for all students who are later
to enter the engineering curricula. The other six
terms are split into several curricula depending upon
the service for which the candidates are being trained.
Most of the subjects are the same as now included in
one or another of our regular curricula and the 16-week
terms will permit covering about the same ground.
It is the present plan of the College of Engineering
to continue to offer curricula leading to degrees for
students not in the Army or Navy programs, at least
until such time as the number of such students becomes too small to warrant classes.
On March 1, 1943, the Washington Office of the
Selective Service renewed its statement to all Local
Draft Boards ( Bulletin No. 11) that engineering students in good standing who can complete their courses
by June, 1945, are eligible for deferment. I am well
aware of the fact that some draft boards are not heeding this announcement of national policy.

DIESEL FUEL INJECTION
( Continued from Page 15)
controlled because it is proportional to the length of
time of discharge of the condenser.
The governing effect is a very desirable characteristic of this system. Since the switch is mechanically
driven by the engine, it can be seen that as the engine
slows down, the length of time that the condenser
is charged increases, and thus the discharge of the
condenser is increased and the valve is held open
longer. The engine then receives a larger charge of
oil and the engine will speed up again. Similarly, as
the engine speeds up, the condenser is charged less, the
valve closes quicker, and less oil is injected into the
cylinder, slowing it down.
( Continued on Page 23)
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HIGGIDS AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
Precision Inks for Precise Performance
From the steamy dampness of the tropics to the icy dryness of the
arctic, experienced draftsmen insist on Higgins American Drawing
Inks. For they know they can depend on the precise performance of
Higgins Inks under all working
conditions.
For more than 63 years Higgins
American Drawing Inks have
been winning world-wide respect for their superior qualities - for free flow and sharp
surety ofline. Draftsmen know
that with reasonable care
Higgins American Drawing Inks
retain their qualities of precision performance unless actually exposed to freezing.

STEAM

Putting
into the WAR EFFORT

Every ship, plane, tank and tractor, like every gun, bomb
and shell, is a product of power. Power, ever more power,
is needed to win in global warfare . . . and steam power
carries the bulk of the load.
Because this is so, and because Babcock & Wilcox is
America's largest producer of steam generating equipment,
B&W employment has increased at a rate far in excess of
that shown by industry's average. All this effort today is
devoted to helping utilities,
industrial power plants and
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET
"The Design Of W ater-T11be
ships produce the power to
Boiler Units." Not a manual
win this war. When victory
of deugn, this interesting
and peace have been won,
book explains what types of
B&W facilities will be
boilers are used /or the most
ready to help you, the encommon types of service and
gineers of tomorrow, meet
u·hy. Y 011r copy U'ill be sent
your post-war power
on req11est.
responsibilities.
G-2G
THE BABCOCK •WILCOX COMPANY

15 lllEHY S1'1EU

NEW YOIK . M Y

BABCOCK & WILCOX
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Since 1857
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R. B. PRICE, President

Member Federal Deposit Insurance, Corporation
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FOR COMPLETE AND
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STORE
16 S. 9th
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Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co.
Suits
Hat
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Topcoats

50C
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Trousers
Jackets
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Skirts (plam)

25c

Dial 3114

CAMPUS ·' BARBER SHOP
Across from Jesse Hall
Phone 3857
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State Health Inspected
Saturday Closing Hour : 7 P . M.

R. P. Bulick,
Proprietor
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DIESEL FUEL INJECTION
( Continued from Page 21)
The ignition of the · fuel is accomplished by means
of an alternating current circpit. This current is supplier by an inductor type generator of such frequency
that the current wave reaches a peak _during approximately each 7.5 degrees of crank angle rotation. A
transformer is used to step up the voltage. This voltage varies with the engine speed, and provides ignition for all speeds.
The fuel pressure is maintained at 4000 lbs. per.
sq. in. by a small plunger pump which receives oil
from a regular automotive type oil pump. This pump
must have a capacity in excess of that required by
the engine, and this. excess is regulated by means of
a diaphram in contact with the high pressure oil.
When the desired pressure i.s attained , this diaphram
causes an ·electrical . comact _tg complete a circuit
through a small solenoid magnet which holqs the suction valve open.
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TAPES. RULES. PRECISION TOOLS

Luxuray line sport
shirts to wear with or
w i t h o u t ties. Fine
smooth fabrics in blue,
gre!, p~ngee, tan and
white. Sizes 14 to 16.

Start The Day 0££ Right
With Breaklasl
al lhe

BUY U. S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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PAUL ALLEN'S
.
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MICHIGAN.
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Harris Cafe
New Enough Tp Be Collegiate
Old Enough To· Be !raditional
MEALS, DANCING, PARTIES

Missouri Theater Bldg.
Phone 4433

"Duck" Millard Was an Engineer

THE. BROWN ·nE,R BY
PHONE 5409
MARCH, 1943
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"What are you putting in your chest pocket there,
Murphy?"
"That's a stick of dynamite. Every time that Bill
sees me he slaps me on the chest and breaks all my
cigars. The next time he does it he's going to blow
his hand off."
He took her gently in his arms,
He presses her to his breast,
The color left her lovely face,
And lodged on his full dress.
Anyone can play bridge, but it takes a cannibal to
throw up a hand.

'

Student (finishing a letter): "I'd send you th_at five
( owe you, but I've already sealed the letter."
Guest ( to host in new house): "Hello Bud, how do
you find it here?"
Host: "Walk upstairs, and then two doors to the
left."
Every man likes to see a broad smile, especially if
she smiles at him first .
Engineer: "Is this dance formal, or can I wear my
own clothes?"
I like an exam
I think they're fun
I never cram
I never flunk one
I'm the professor.

Coed: "I swear that no man's lips have ever touched
.
"
mme.
Anoth<lr ditto: "That's enough to make any girl
swear."
The burglar, finding a lady in her bath, covered her
with a revolver.
'Twas midnight in the parlor
'Twas darkness everywhere
The silence was unbrokenThere was nobody there.

In spite of all the comment, we still maintain th at
a ventilating engineer makes the best draftsman.
Officer: "What's the idea of d.riving that truck so
fast? Do you think this highway is a race track?
Haven't you a governor on this thing?"
Negro Driver: "Newsuh, boss, the governor is back
at the capitol; that's fertilizer you smells."

Many a tight nut has been loosened by a small
wench.
Anthropology Prof. (lecturing): "And the women
of the tribe wear nothing."
Student ( waking up): "Where is that place professor?"
And upon the reply, he took the first note in four
years.
And then there was the freshman engineer who
thought that a slide rule is a regulation pertaining to
baseball.
"Up and atom," cried the Molecule.
Prof: "When the room settles down I will begin the
lecture."
Stude: "Why don't you go home and sleep it off?"
"Should I marry a man who lies to me?"
"Do you want to be an old maid?"

24

I wish I were a kangaroo
Despite his funny stances.
Then I'd have a place for the junk
My girl friend brings to dances.

• Sails by Kuppenheimer & Griffon.
• Hals by Stetson.
• Shirts by Arrow.
• Ties by Beau Brummell.
• Sox by Interwoven.
• Shoes by Nunn-Bush & Edgerton
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SLICING STEEL SLABS - and production schedules

S

TEEL billets were needed. Only
slabs were available. That was the
problem presented by expanded wartime demands y.,hich had to be licked,
quickly. It was - by the process illustrated above. Ten oxyacetylene cutting
torches, mounted on a frame propelled
by two Airco Radiagraph machines,
streak down the 140" steel slabs and
slice them into billets.
It's one of the many examples of
how American resourcefulness, teamed
with specialized knowledge, is making
minutes more productive. Oxyacetylene
cutting and welding and the electric arc
are blazing new trails to faster and

better production in almost every war
industry. The minutes, hours, even days
of production being gained by these
modern tools are now helping us to
overcome our enemies' headstart.
If you work with metals you should
know the complete story of the oxyacetylene flame and the electric arctheir speed, efficiency and broad range
of usefulness in metal working. This
knowledge is vital today-invaluable in
the peace to come.
"Airco in the News" shows many interesting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.
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GAS

WELDING
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AIR
REDUCTION
<§~~-60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices, HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

CUTTING

AND

ARC

WELDING

1£T H£R ROLL!

A

T A PLA NT of the H anna Coal Com pa ny in Oh io,
loaded coal cars are emptied by being rolled onto a
ro tary dump, fastened co the rail s by a mechanical device,
and then rolled upside down over a ch ute.
N ow the dum p is no t supposed co revolve again until
t he empty car h as been ri ghted and sent on its wa ,·.. But
once in a ,vhil e, when a car coo k a pa rti cula rl y lon g ri me
co move off, the dum p w ould revolve the next fu ll car
and derail the empty one .
The difficulty w as remedied w h en a G-E ph otoelectri c rel ay and light source w ere insta lled on opposi te
sid es of the trac k at the ··emp ty .. end of the dum p. N o,v
the dum p can· t re volve so long as the light beam between
the li g ht source and the phococube in the relay is
bla cked o ur by the body of the empty car .

overh ear , he w hispers, "'I t 's done w ith a ch ermocroc kle."
· · .-\ w ha t?"' Th e awed Na zi lea ns closer.
"A chermocroc kle amfi la ced th rough a daligoni ter, ..
explains J ohnny , beginnin g ro sketch w i th h is left
h and.
" You see, the dorn advne h as a fre nicoupli ng and th e
ama cmecer prenul aces th e k inucaspel hepul ace h ere
an d the--. ' ·
All of whi ch chi ckens the plor , confu ses the N azi, and
gives J o hnn y an o pporc uni cv ro slu g hi s gua rd and escape
- without re vea ling a single military secret.

~
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TESTING

B

NOTHING TO IT

H

ERE 'S h ow the G-E s~percha rger works a la
H oll yw o_o d .
l n Warner Brothers' "Desperate Journ ey," a N azi
o:;i cer asks a ca ptive American flyer, "How do you
mana ge ro supercharge the en gines at th e ex treme cold of
rhese h ig h alcicudes?' ·
J ohnny , the pri soner ( played by R onald Reagan) is
crafty . H e sta ll s a bi t and then, assured that no one can

ACK when Herbert Hoover was in the White H ouse,
four specimen rods of an alloy steel used in steam
turbines were imprisoned in a cherm oscacically controlled
electric furna ce at one of the G-E laborarories.
The purpose was co stud y the effect on rhe me tal of
prolonged high temperature and stress, in order ro im prove
the design of the turbines.
Usually these .. creep" ces cs are run for only 1000 ro
3000 hours, but the engineers never roo k these four
specimens out of the furn ace until the ocher day- thus
obtaining what they belie ve ro be the first data based on
a 100,000-hour rest.
Throughout the 100,000 ho urs an ingeni ous al arm
syHem guarded the specimens. In the event of troubl e, a
red li ght w o uld flash and a bell w ould ring, summ onin g a
wa tc hman who co uld gee one of the engineers ouc of bed
ro re medy the situat ion .

GENERAL. ELECTRI~,

"'~«~°'~ ·..

~--- ngineers who know their
bearings are helping to win the war
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings in untold millions have gone
and constantly are going into American fighting equipment and
the industrial machines that produce it-placed there by engineers
who know from years of experience what Timken Bearings can do.
Many of these veteran engineers began to acquire their knowledge of Timken Bearings while in college, and if you asked
them they would tell you that this has been an important factor
in their success.
For there is no bearing problem, however complex, that cannot
be solved by the multiple abilities of Timken Bearings - the
total elimination of friction; the safe carrying of radial, thrust
and combined loads; and the holding of moving parts in correct
and constant alignment.
Begin now to obtain your knowledge of Timken Bearings.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMP ANY, CANTON, OHIO

==flMKEN==
TRADE-MARK RIEG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

TAPERED ROLLER 8EARIN65

"ALL THERE IS IN BEARINGS"

SLICING DAYS OFF SHIPBUILDING SCHEDULES .•.

U

NTIL recently, cutting hatchway
openings out of heavy deck plating was a bottleneck in the construction
of certain types of ships. It was a slow,
costly job requiring many laborio.us
machining operations.
Could the oxy~cetylene flame eliminate
this bottleneck? This was the problem
presented to Airco's research engineers
by one of its customers. The problem was
solved by an entirely new gas cutting
machine, designed and constructed specifically to handle this job.
With this machine it is possible to cut
beveled openings, rounded at the corners, out of thick steel plate -all in a
single continuous operation! The finished
cut is smooth and clean, and more important, the openings are cut in 11120th
ANYTHING

AND

EVERYTPING

the time required by the former method.
Today this machine-the Airco Polygraph
- has become standard equipment in
shipyards and many other war production plants throughout the country.
This development is typical of the
achievements resulting from the teamwork
of Airco engineers and its customers each contributing their specialized knowledge towards one common objective.
If you want to keep posted on some
of the most recent developments and
applications of oxyacetylene flame and
electric arc processes, write for a free
copy of the illustrated booklet, "Airco
in the News." Please address your requests to Air Reduction, Room 1656,
60 East 42nd Street, New York.
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CUTTING AND ABC WELDIN'G

Speaking of superior races • • •
Every wheel that rolls on the battle-

field turns in a polished bearing race,
ruggedly built to take the terrific shock
of combat service.
To withstand such punishment, bearing races must be hardened by heattreatment. Hard and soft spots occasionally occur. Such races may fail-at
times when failure means disaster.
Recognizing the vital need, Westinghouse Research Engineers P. H. Brace
and C. S. Williams set to work to develop
a quick, sure method of detecting these
flaws.
Their ingenious electromagnetic flawdetector is based upon the fundamental
law that the permeability of a heat-treated
steel part varies with the degree of
hardness.
In actual practice, Brace and Williams
first completely demagnetize the bearing
race under test. Next it is rapidly rotated
and strongly magnetized. While the race
is still turning at high speed its magnetic
field is explored with a specially designed
electroma~etic "pick-up."
Variations in the magnetic field of the
bearing race, due to hard or soft spots,
induce feeble currents in the pick-up
system. These currents are amplified and
shown on a cathode-ray oscilloscope.

2

A uniformly heat-treated bearink race
traces a luminous straight line on the
oscilloscope screen. Faulty heat-treating
shows up as a pattern of hills and valleys.
The Brace-Williams electromagnetic
flaw-detector is now being used commercially-a typical example of Westinghouseelectronicsatwork. Itassuresquality
in millions of bearing races for our armed
forces, to keep 'em rolling on to victory I

* * *

What Brace and WIiiiams did - by
employing Westinghouse "know how"
to develop the magnetic flaw detectormany young Westinghouse scientists are
now doing in other fields of fundamental
research.
Today, they are helping to solve the
technical problems of modern warfare.
Tomorrow, they will tackle the job of
building a better world for all of us.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

ELECTRONIC FINGERPRINTS-Westinghouse
Research Engineer C. S. Williams demonstrates the principle of the electromagnetic
flaw-detector. Hard spots in the steel test
piece show up as an irregular line on the
oscilloscope screen. Williams joined Westinghouse after receiving his B. S. in Electrical
Engineering at Northwestern University.

w.~~.!~~g!!!?.!!v§H~
Electronics at work
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&:litoJuafrThere has been a lot of discussion, one way and
another, on the relative merits of St. Pat's week. Out
of the conflicting viewpoints have arisen a good many
different ideas. Some people have gone as far as to
recommend the complete removal of the engineer's
tradition, some suggest some rather drastic ch anges,
while others like St. Pat's in very much the manner
it is.
Before we forget all about St. Pat's for another year
let's see what some of the professors and students of
the engineering school think about the 1943 St. Pat's
celebration.
First, about St. Pat's week as a wholeOne school of thought has it that the celebrations
should be done away with because of the war emergency. They maintain that the materials used should
not be, and the students should not have a holiday,
but that they should stay hard at work. In direct
opposition to this are the people that point out that
the stud ent no longer has all the dances and other
forms of entertainment that he did in previous years.
They have been curtailed too. This group thinks that
St. Pat's week affords the let up from the grind of
studies that the student needs.
One professor maintains that St. Pat's would be
improved on a great deal if all, instead of just a few,
of the students would participate in the activities.
He feels that a few students do a lot of work while
others just take an unearned vacation. A student
somewhat verifies his opinion and wrote: Last year
was my first in this school, and I failed to realize just
how to get the most out of St. Pat's week. I fell into
the group of students whose reasoning goes as follows:
"They have given us two days of vacation, so I'll
just make the most of it by doing no St. Pat's work,
and just sleep. After all a true vacation from the
Engine School should be taken away from the building." This year I discovered that this line of reasoning was altogether wrong. Like most all parts of lifo,
you get out of a particular thing, just what you put
into it. I worked to whip our labs into what we
thought were the best in the building. I helped make
the float, went to the parade, the dedication of the
campus stunt, the knighting, the barbeque, the serenade, and last but not least the St. Pat's Ball. I caught
up on no sleep, but I had a hell of a lot more fun
than I did the year I spent in bed."
Among the students interviewed it was universally
agreed that considering the war conditions, this year's
celebration was a success.

APRIL, 1943

Specific Criticisms - - - - "When you've seen the lab exhibits once, you've
seen them all," one student relates. "It is true that
the lab exhibits are somewhat the same from year to
year," another student argued, "but isn't this excusable this year because of the war and the inability
to get materials? "
Some students who were demonstrators objected to
the fact that they did not get to see any of the lab
exhibits except their own. Perhaps a little more cooperation among the demonstrators would help remedy
this.

It seems that some of the demonstrators, even
though they knew what was going on, had a hard time
explaining the exhibits to the public.
Everyone agreed that the professors cooperated very
well with the students in the matter of how much
homework was due the first of the week following the
celebration.
Everybody seemed pleased with the turnout at the
barbeque and serenade. While the organization among
the students was not as well as it might have been, it
was as well as was to be expected .
There was some adverse criticism of the paradeSome of the students thought that the engineers
should have been there in full force rather than let the
Army and Navy dominate.

It has been suggested that perhaps the Crowning of
the Queen should be made somewhat more pompus
than it was this year. It has been pointed out that the
ceremony could be a little more effective if there was
some method of keeping the crowd farther back from
the Queen's platform and thus give a lot more people
a chance to see the ceremony.
The change from the Gym to the Armory seemed
to please everybody. With one exception, everybody
agreed that the dance was as good as any in the past.
I hope that I have not stressed too much adverse
criticism in this article for actually there was very
little in proportion to the praise the 1943 St. Pat's
week received .
These criticisms have not been written with the
intention of building up or tearing down St. Pat's
week, but rather to keep the engineering students
thinking about the St. Pat's celebration; how it can be
improved on, what the good features of the present
celebration are, and what the bad features are .
Certainly St. Pat's week is a highlight in the life of
the Missouri University Engineering Student-Let's
give it a little thought, we are the ones that can make
or break it.
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In round numbers these three processes must produce
respectively 700,000 tons, 60,000 tons, and 40,000
tons of rubber this year. As you can see from the
amount assigned to it, the most , important synthetic
product is the Buna-S, which was chosen to carry the
ball this year for the following reasons: There are
fewer critical materials used in its production; the
power requirements in its plants are lower; the raw
materials are readily available; its plants can be set
up and put into operation much more speedily than
can the other synthetic rubber plants; the final product is more suited for the making of tires, tubes, and
other war needs.

History of Buna-S

Did you know that unless we of the United States
produce at least 800,000 tons of rubber by the end
of next fall, our ability to slap the Axis powers may
be greatly impaired? In the first few months · following our entrance into World War II many plans were
laid out to overcome our rubber shortage caused by
the Japanese invasion of the South Pacific, our principal source of crude rubber. Some proposed to buy
all our rubber in the future from Brazil, who supposedly had a vast supply of wild rubber, therein
further our good neighbor policy towards this South
American Republic. Later, however, it was discovered
that Brazil could supply us with only a fraction of the
crude rubber we actually needed, so this plan failed .
The farm bloc of Congress proposed to set up mammoth guayule farms in our southern states. Little did
they realize that only a few thousand tons of this type
of rubber could be produced by 1944. Still others came
forth with schemes to plant hundreds of acres of the
famous Russian dandelion, kok-sagyz, from which the
Russians make several hundred tons of rubber annually. True, this would be cheap enough, but it
would take too much time.
Obviously none of these plans were feasible and
Congress next turned to the most promising source of
rubber for our. war needs-synthetic rubber. Years
before the attack on Pearl Harbor this industry recognized the danger of war in the Pacific to our supply
of crude rubber, and had developed three processes
which yielded synthetic rubber of varying properties.
They are :
1-Buna-S Rubber
2~Butyl Rubber
3-Neoprene
6

Buna-S is an improvement of the slow process used
by Germany in World War I. This new development
was originally perfected in the I. G . Farben laboratories shortly before Hitler came to power. They had
taken this old reaction, speeded it up, and improved
the final product by combining the butadiene molecule
with the styrene molecule.
The limited natural resources of Germany could
not provide sufficient quantities of the basic raw material, butadiene, and as a result they were forced to
make it by an expensive, roundabout method. Since
Farben held the basic patents, he more or less held the
reigns on all synthetic rubber development using his
process. Desirous of obtaining a more economical
source of the raw material, Farben went into a series
of complex agreements during the years of 1929 to 1939
with the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. They
were to supply his raw material from their vast petroleum resources of butadiene, and in return, became a
junior partner in his synthetic rubber monopoly.
During the past several years Standard Oil of New
Jersey had attempted to maintain a monopoly on all
synthetic rubber produced in this country by bringing
suit against rubber companies trying to copy her
process. This monopoly ended, however, shortly after
Pearl Harbor when anti-trust charges were brought
against them by the Department of Justice and they
were forced to throw open their patents to any companies who wished to produce synthetic rubber to
replace our natural supply so recently cut off by the
Japanese.

The Buna-S Plants
This brings the consideration of synthetic rubber
up to the present. The major part of 1942 saw the
many industrial chemical plants throughout the nation
transforming the Buna-S process from the research
and pilot-plant stage to full production scale.
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From the accompanying illustration you see that
Buna-S is produced in two steps. The raw materials,
butadiene and styrene, are being produced by some
fourteen petroleum companies: Shell, Socony-Vacuum,
Standard Oil of New Jersey, Standard Oil of Indiana,
and the rest; six chemical companies: Union Carbide,
du Pont, Monsanto, Koppers, Dow, and Hycar; and
one rayon company: Celanese.
There are a number of ways in which this chemical,
butadiene, can be prepared, as shown in the chart
below.
The butadiene prepared from any of these reactions is then mixed with styrene which is prepared
commercially as follows:
Benzene from Coal Tar or Petroleum
Ethylene from Petroleum------+Styrene
These raw materials will be sent on to polymerizing
plants run by the four large rubber companies of the
nation: United States, Goodyear, Goodrich, and firestone.
Chemistry of Buna-S
First it 1s interesting to see how Buna-S gets its
name. "Bu" is the chemical symbol for butadiene;

"Na" is the chemical symbol for sodium, in whose
catalytic presence the polymerization takes place; and
"S" stands for styrene.
Now let us examine the synthetic rubber problem
through the eyes of the organic chemist. Here is the
natural rubber molecule, called isoprene:
H

CH 3

I

H

I

I

-C-C==C-C1
I
I
H
H
H
Here is the butadiene molecule: ( Note the similarity)
H
H
H
H

I

I

I

I

-C== C - C == C -

+

l

I

H

H

And this is styrene :

H

H

!

I

Phenyl- C = C-H
(Continued on Page 19)

Butane
Butylene
Gas Oil
Butylene
Refinery Gas ---------------➔ Ethyl Alcohol------Potatoes, Grain
Ethyl Alcohol - - - - - - Sugar, Molasses
Butyl Alcohol
----~Butadiene
1 -------------➔ Butylene Glycol
Refinery Gas

+

l ------------➔Acetylene

Coal to Coke
I
Limestone
Water
Benzol From Coal Tar or

+

Petroleum

+

-----------➔ Cyclohexane

Hydrogen

Cut C ourtesy General Electric
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stenographers is not very high, I was naturally pleased
when I was given consideration for the position of
Secretary to the Dean of the College of Engineering.
I was appointed to this position on October 1, 1928.
Since then I have seen two deans leave the institution and am now working for the third one. So you
see, the deans come and the deans go-but I stay on
forever.

How did I happen to become Secretary to the Dean
of the College of Engineering? It isn't too long a story,
so I'll tell it to you.
Way back in the 1920's I was enrolled as a student
in the University of Missouri. Like many students,
I needed a job to help finance my education. Having
studied shorthand and typing while enrolled at William Woods College in Fulton, Missouri, I applied for
and received a job in the Stenographic Bureau of the
University. Those employed in this department are
on call when a stenographer is needed in any division
of the University. It was in this way that I first
became acquainted with the College of Engineering
through the late Professor A. C. Lanier. For you see,
in those days the Secretary to the Dean worked for
the Dean ONLY!
My next important call was to the President's Office
to work for Miss Estelle Hickok, the Secretary. I was
told this would be a hard assignment and I was nervous. I soon found, however, that Miss Hickok was
a grand person to work for. It was not long before she
approached me with an offer to become a full-time
stenographer in her office-a good beginning it seemed
to me for the secretarial work I had already decided
I wanted to do. Yes, I have regretted that I did not
complete my college education but at that time I felt
that the job was more important.
I soon found that I did not know very much about
an office; but being eager to learn and having an excellent teacher, I slowly became acquainted with the
manner in which an office should be conducted. However, there is a salary limit for all those who work at
the University of Missouri and since the limit for
8

I first worked for Dean E. J. McCaustland. After
the rush and bustle I had become accustomed to in
the President's Office, imagine my surprise when I
found that I had time on my hands in my new job.
I learned that all secretaries before me had spent their
spare time sewing, but I had never learned to sew and
decided I didn't want to begin then. I tried reading
all the magazines and books I could find but even
that got tiresome. So-I decided there was no reason
for the professors in the department having to call in
someone from the Stenographic Bureau when they
wanted typing done since I had time to do it. That is
where I made my great mistake. Business soon picked
up, and before I realized it, I had more than I could
do. This was preferable, however, to sitting with my
hands folded waiting for 5 o'clock to come. And too,
I was able to keep up on my shorthand and typing,
for which I was truly thankful during the next few
years.
Dean McCaustland retired in 1935 and Dean F.
Ellis Johnson came here as his successor. The Board
of Curators had promised money for a new building;
and the next year proved to be a very busy but a very
interesting one, for it was then that the new Laboratories were built. In 1938 Dean Johnson resigned to
go to the University of Wisconsin and Dean Curtis,
who was then Chief Chemical Engineer for the Tennessee Valley Authority, arrived on October 1 to
take over the deanship. We are all aware of the progress of our College under his direction.
So many changes have been made in the Engineering
buildings and in the Engineering personnel since I
first started to work in the Dean's Office that I couldn't
possibly tell you all of them. For instance:
The Engineering Library was located where the
downstairs drawing room is now. Mrs. Jane A. Burty,
the sponsor of your Green Tea during Engineers'
Week, was the librarian. In fact, she was the first
librarian in the College . .Too much cannot be said
about her ability as a librarian and the good influence
which she had on many students.
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Chemical Engineering was a brand new department
and Dr. Lorah had been here just one year when I
came. Because there was no space for the department
in the main Engineering Building, Dr. Lorah had to
have his office in the Old Chemistry Building; and
since there was no money to buy equipment for a
laboratory, he had to use the equipment in the chemistry department.
Civil Engineering was housed on the top floor of
Switzler Hall. Switzler Hall today is a palace compared to what it was then. The offices were moved to
their present location about 1936, but the back part
of the building which houses the classrooms and the
design rooms was not completed until after Dean
Curtis' arrival.

Most of the things which really stand out in my
memory happened around St. Pat's time. For instance,
in 1932 the Lawyer-Engineer feud of many years
culminated in a lawyer shooting an engineer. The fact
that the engineer recovered is all that kept this from
becoming a real tragedy. A large number of the
most prominent students were suspended-later to be
reinstated. The result of all this was an agreement
drawn up and signed by the Dean of the College of
Engineering and the Dean of the School of Law which
stated that in future "the Engineers Club as an organized body, will take no offensive part to cause
hostilities between the two schools. This is to include
the banishment of such buttons and campus stunts

Electrical Engineering had offices all over the building. Professor Weinbach had his office in 101. The
present Dean's Office was a lecture room for electrical
engineering. It had in it one long table and an odd
assortment of chairs. Well do I remember the time
a representative from General Electric was here and
one of the chairs collapsed. When this room was remodeled we found nineteen different styles of chairs
in it.
Mechanical Engineering offices were all located in
the front part of the building much the same as now.
However, only three of the members of the staff who
were here when I came are left.
My own office was formerly in 104 ,now used by the

C.A.A.), and the Dean's office was the room I use at
present.
These are just a few of the many changes which
have taken place.
My first year with so many students was my test
year. They decided to initiate me, then if I survived,
I could stand anything. Many practical jokes were
played on me, to say nothing of the time two of the
students ( one a professor's son) opened up some hydrogen sulfide in my office and then tried to lock me
m.
The thing I remember most about my first few years
is the "untidiness" of the average student. Engineers'
Week was a time to be dreaded instead of looked forward to. There were no restrictions on who could run
for office and it was the general idea that a "good"
student wouldn't be able to pass his course and engage in extra-curricular activities. Therefore, the
Chairman of the Board and the President of the Club
were usually students who were on the verge of flunking out. And too, the entire student body did not
participate in the activities as they do now. Boots and
a beard seemed to be the adopted uniform those first
years I was here.
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as have been objectionable to the students in the
School of Law in the past." Since that time there have
been no more serious student flare-ups between these
two schools.
In 1933 and 1934 instead of the usual laboratory
stunts, an Industrial Exhibit was held in the Field
House. These exhibits were very satisfactory and it
was only because they interfered too much with the
holding of classes in physical education that they were
dis continued.
Along about this time the depression was really
having its effect on graduating seniors. No jobs were
available. Students haunted the office trying to make
connections with firms in the field of their training.
One instance stands out in my mind particularly. An
electrical engineer who graduated in 1934 and who
had almost a straight E record had to go to work for
WPA in a canning factory. What a contrast to today!
The industrial concerns haunt the office looking for
men to work for them.
After about 1935 the students began to take more
note of their appearance. Maybe it was because of
the new buildings or maybe it was because of the more
comfortable styles in men's clothing or MAYBE it
was because more and more Arts classes were scheduled to meet in the Engineering Building and it was
a very common sight to see classes made up entirely
of girls. Regardless of the cause, the change was welcome.
I have worked with the engineering faculty and students for so long that I believe I should never be
satisfied in another job. While I do not expect to remain in my present position until I have to be pushed
back and forth in a wheel chair, I hope I shall be able
to stay until after the war. I am curious as to how
the College of Engineering and the University as a
whole will be affected.
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by BOB DAVIDSON, Ch.E. '43
"All aboard for Mars. Next space ship leaving at
7:45 P. M. All Aboard!"
Is this the viewpoint that you hold about rocketships and their use? Do you think of Buck Rogers
flittering from planet to planet and Killer Kane engaging Buck in duels out in the vast nothingness of
space whenever a rocket-ship is mentioned?
Most likely you do, and the reason is very simple.
For centuries literature has dealt with travel to other
planets. Cyroano de Bergerac wrote of rocket-ships
over 300 years ago and more recently Jules Verne
spun a yarn on that subject. In France during Napoleon's time rocket brigades were started and in the
siege of Boulogne, England set fire to the town by
the use of rockets made by Sir William Congrene.
Even more recently we have read of attempts to send
mail between two cities by the use of a rocket-ship
and today we read of Flash Gordon and Buck Rogers
sailing merrily through space with the greatest of ease.

The first problem confronting the followers of
space-travel was to find a method of accelerating the
projectile. Two solutions have been offered: To fire
a projectile as one would a large caliber shell; and the
second, to start out slowly and accelerate by an internally contained power system.
In relation to the first method, that of firing the
projectile, it was found that a velocity of 31.8 kilometers per second would be needed. However, further
calculations showed if the projectile were fired in the
direction of the movement of the earth that 94 % of
the velocity would come from the earth and only a
velocity of 6700 feet per second would be required for
the projectile itself to enable it to escape the influence
of the earth's gravitational effect. After gaining the
freedom of the outer spaces the projectile would theoretically travel on forever without the addition of fur( Continued on Page 21)

However, it is this fanciful attitude that has done
much to hurt the science of rockety. The public reads
of unsuccessful attempts at rockety such as the attempt made several years ago to send mail a short distance, about 20 miles, between two cities here in the
United States. Because of this failure, and others like
it, and the fantastic stories such as the Marsians
invading the earth,-the average person labels the
thought of rocket travel as fanciful and refuses to
support it. But, unknown to these doubters and cynics,
there is a small, but very active, group of scientists
and research men all over the world working to solve
the problem of space travel. There are over three
thousand of these men, many of them extremely capable, bonded together by their common interest with
their purpose to further the science of rocketry. Before the war Germany boasted a membership of over
one thousand men, while the United States followed
with three hundred and Britain with one hundred
members. Russia and Japan also have shown great
interest in this subject.
So serious are these experimenters that the men in
our country have started the American Rocket Society
and have an official magazine called "Astronautics."
To show more vividly the seriousness of these experimenters, it must be realized that more than one
man has paid with his life in return for research in this
very dangerous field, yet the others continue on without discouragement. Another interesting fact is the
international award for research and design given to
rocketeers before the outbreak of the present war.
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The sketch shows a cross-section of a 60'r
experimental projectile designed by G. E. Pendry, president of the American Rocket Society,
and Bernard Smith. The parts are: A, Combustion Chamber; B, Exhaust Nozzle; C,
Gasoline Tank; D, Nitrogen Pressure Tank;
E, Oxygen Tank; F, Thrust Augmentor; and
G. Parachute.
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by BOB ROTH, Ag.E. '43
Many years ago when the agricultural industry was
in the process of becoming mechanized, it found that
it needed engineering to solve many of its problems.
The men who studied engineering in the view of helping agriculture solve those problems have become the
agricultural engineers.
The ag. engineers have ever since been helping agriculture solve its engineering problems. When our
nation was plunged into war on that day in December,
the agricultural engineers found that agriculture needed them as it has never needed them before.
Here was an industry that had been mechanized so
fast that it had not time to properly train its workers
in the art of machinery maintenance. Here was an industry that was having its supply of new machinery
cut off by the war. It was to receive in the coming
years only a small portion of the new machinery it
had received in pre-war years. In fact, by the time
1943 rolled around, it was to receive only one-fifth of
what it had in 1940. Here was an industry that had
lost and was still losing millions of dollars worth of
its natural resources through soil erosion.
The ag. engineers, along with millions of other people, saw the problems that the agricultural industry
were facing. They went to work on them. Farm machinery cl inics were set up by the ag. engineering de-partments in the college and universities throughout
the nation. These clinics trained men in two main subjects-the proper maintenance of farm machinery and
the reconditioning of farm machinery worn out by improper maintenance. Machines have been designed to
do all kinds of farm work, but they must receive the
proper care and attention. The lack of proper care
and attention causes vital parts to wear out sooner and
increases the reconditioning problem. Usually, the reconditioning of farm machinery can be accomplished
by the replacement of those worn parts. There are
numerous machines out of commission for the lack of
knowledge on how to repair them. Thus, men had to
be trained in these fields .
For the most part, the men trained at the farm
machinery clinics at the colleges and universities were
sent out into the states to train the farmers. These
men set up additional farm machinery clinics and
trained the farmers to be their own mechanics and
to be efficient maintenance men.
With the men trained at the farm machinery clinics
to be leaders, went picture charts to help the farmers
to see the maintenance jobs that needed to be done.
Bulletins on farm machinery maintenance for the
farmers to read also went with the leaders. Magazine
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and newspaper articles on the same subject were published to help the farmer to be his own mechanic. In
fact, every known communication agency was used to
help the farmer to meet his farm machinery problems.
Here are a few examples of the work done by the
colleges of the nation : Pennsylvania State College
estimates that through their training of leaders in
their farm machinery clinics, more than 50 thousand
farmers were reached in that state alone irl 1942. The
Ag. Engineering department at the University trained
70 leaders in their farm machinery clinic in the summer of 1942. No estimates have been made on the
number of farmers that these men have reached since
they were trained but the number is undoubtedly very
large. Picture charts from the Missouri department
were sent all over the state and some of the charts
found their way all over the United States.
Considering how poorly the farm machinery of our
country was being taken care of before the war, there
can be little doubt but what the dividends being paid
by the farm machinery clinics are very high.
The ag. engineers are helping the farmers to solve
a second problem. The agricultural industry developed
so fast in this country that the fertility of the soil was
not used up but was washed away and the land abandoned. With the arrival of the war and more food
needed, that land needs to be brought back into cultivation. But if brought back into cultivation, what
little fertility has accumulitated since it was abandoned
will be washed away. The ag. engineers, through
years of experimentation, can and are putting that land
back into cultivation without danger of washing it
away. In fact, its fertility can be built up. The
methods used for such a purpose are terracing, contour farming, strip farming, and a combinations of
the three. With these types of farming, the rainfall
can be made to come off the field, not muddy and
packed full of soil fertility as before, but crystal clear.
Where these methods of farming have been used in
the past few years, the land is capable of producing
larger quantities of food. Thus, soil conservation
methods are delaying for some time, if not forever, the
day when the abandoned lands will have to be plowed
up and brought back into cultivation.
In addition to soil conservation, the ag. engineers
work in the past few years in rural electrification is
being well justified. Those farmers with the R.E.A.
lines running to their farms are relieved of many of
the farm chores. With labor as scarce as it is, these
farmers feel that electricity is "God-sent." Water
pumping and milking are two labor consuming chores
( Continued on Page 18)
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by PAUL MEJIA, M.E. '44

For a period of years one of the greatest braintwisters on the campus has been the problem of
solving the strange behaviour of the engineer. This
devilish behavior is sorry and nonsensical. Back in
1941, Dean Curtis hired a competent staff of shrewd
sleuths from London to investigate the situation which
presented one of the most baffling pr~blems of all
times. The London sleuths worked on the case for
months without a single clue. The result was that
they soon relinquished the case and went about the
quiet business of investigating murders and thefts.
It remained for an engineering student to shed light
on the mystery. This article represents a terse account of his findings.
It all started back in pre-Air Corp days when
my mother packed my clothes, slipped me a check and
sent ~e off to the town of Columbia, Mo. The day
my mother kissed me good-bye and told me to beware of blind dates, she had no idea that before the
year was very many months old her boy-wonder Engineer would be an E-student in the art of ordering
drinks. The first pre-requisite for this course is Chem
1. When I left Joe-town I didn't have a worry in my
head. Today after a tenure of three years at old
Mizzou I can't even boast of a head to worry about.
Lawyers still relate the story that a few engineers
have the head to solve problems since they are careful to select slide-rule that slip out correct answers
only.
One of the first things that I had to take care of
in Columbia that wasn't on the curriculum was locating a room. So I ambled up Hitt Street and strangely
enough a stately dormitory caught my eye. That's
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one of the reasons why I'm half blind. I hesitated an
eighth of a second before walking into the office.
As I was inquiring of the lady in charge if there were
any rooms available a group of coeds overheard my
question and let out muffled giggles. Immediately I
commented to the lady of this unsocial hospitality.
She then quietly informed me that she just couldn't
see where the housing regulations would permit a boy
to live in a girls' dormitory. Like a bullet out of a gun,
I shot out of the dormitory to hide my face in shame.
I felt as low as I did when I received the award
in high school for being the laziest man in school.
I wanted to hide myself so I inquired of a student
the whereabout of the darkest hole in the fair city
of Columbia. He expounded to me that there was a
tavern on Conley Avenue that was pretty dark and
yet has some light spirits for sale. I permitted him to
escort me to a poorly-designed wooden structure
which he called the"Shack." As I walked into the
Shack my foot hit a loose board and I fell through the
floor. While I was half-way down in the foundation,
the waiter took my order. In the mean while one
drunkard remarked that either he was drunker than
usual or humans were popping right out of the floor.
So he sprayed me with some 6% beer at the same time
muttering something about a "blooming idiot."
On the whole I thought that the Engineering building was a fine product of design but I learned that it
lacked some of the equipment necessary to make engineering interesting at old Mizzou. Can you imagine
having no cold-circulating beer between classes? Right
there I decided to remedy this condition so I took the
matter up with one of the engineering officials. He
informed me that cold-circulating beer would be installed in the Engine building when the boys make
up their mind whether they want 3.2% or 6% beer.
So it's up to you.
It is said that one of America's pet habits is "the
right to gripe." Now understand this, I'm not gripping at all when I say that I detest early morning
classes. An early morning class is one of the most
deep-rooted evils at the University today. I just
couldn't imagine myself being in class at eight in the
morning half-sleep and half-dead. I didn't mind being
told where to live and where to attend class, but
when they attempt to regulate your early• morning
hours it is a clear violation of the law of self-defense,
i.e. defense of my health. I took the matter up with
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the Board of Curators. For days and days I sat in on

to Stephens I'd have enough liquor to outlast any

their long and arduous sessions presenting my side

Susie. Many is the time I thought this over and won-

of the question. After two years of contesting the case

dered whether he was really right or not.

I realized that they were bidding for time. As you
see, it didn't take me long to diagnose what they
were trying to do to me. Although I lost the case I
was granted one concession,-the right to attend my
eight o'clock classes in pajamas. Somehow I've never
had the nerve to put his law into effect because red
pajamas are too conspicuous in any classroom.
I hadn't been around long when one of the fellows
rushed up to me and told me that he had procured
a blind date for me. He went to great lengths to
describe her, raving about her golden-blond hair, her
genial personality and broad sense of humor. Just to
listen to the fellow rave, I was sure I was dating an
angel. When I arrived at Podunk Hall I smelled like
a bed of roses and looked, if I may say so, like a
million bucks. You read in books about Napoleon
having his Waterloo, Hitler his Stalingrad. These
were very mild defeats compared with the catastrophe
that walked down the stairway that night. You will
recall that my friend said that this Suzie had blond
hair. But, hell, the blond hair was on her powder
puff and she was as brunette as Captain Midnight.
He also mentioned that she had a broad sense of
humor. She didn't have any sense of humor but she
was really, actually and verily broad. I was rather
disturbed when my friend suggested that we ride a
taxi. I just couldn't imagine how we were going to
get her in the cab. After struggling for a while we
pushed her and all her gigantic dimensions into the
cab while a tow truck pulled us since the horsepower
of an ordinary cab is not built for such excess weight.
When we arrived at our destination which unfortunately was a dance, we cut the top off the cab and lifted
her out with a crane. When the orchestra played the
first notes I started to dance. The orchestra kept playing and I kept pushing "blondie" but I couldn't budge
her. After a while I tried to pull her and yet I couldn't
move her immense proportions. I then excused myself,
dropped into the Brown Derby, bought a pint of bourbon, and rejoined my two-ton date. You'll be surprised what a few drinks will do for you. When I
stepped on the floor I really swung her around. Right
after intermission my energy was drained so I replenished myself with more bourbon. I'll have to
confess that it took a quart to pull me through that
dance. A few days later a friend of mine who had
heard about the incident send me two quarts of
bourbon saying that if I ever had the courage to return
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In the summer of 1942 Columbia, Mo., was a peaceful little college town with no prospect of excitement
outside of the regular calendar of college affairs. Then
suddenly one July day like a bomb out of the sky the
sailors "rolled into town."

In a short while there

were few Columbia girls who didn't boast of at least
one date with a sailor. At that time I told the girls
that the novelty of dating sailors would soon wear
off. The girls paid little heed to me then; today they
heap compliments on me for my foresight and sagacity
on the matter.
The girls in Columbia are to be pitied, not envied.
Their social plight is such that one engineer received
an even dozen proposals only last week. This is not
an isolated case because a new engineering club has
been organized to consist only of engineers having
received at least six proposals. So far mechanicals
dominate the club. Most coeds crave men with goodmanners, fluency and some degree of culture. How
do these Air Corp men expect to compete with smooth
engineers who have had such excellent training both
in the technical and the social fields? A very popular
sorority girl remarked just the other day that she had
gone out with air-corp men five times in one week
and felt as if she hadn't had a date that week. Immediately a date with an engineer was arranged. Today
she is one of the happiest girls on the campus. We'll
admit that the boys in the school of Arts & Science
have a technique comparable to ours. But how did
they get it? We'll tell you. We figured that the Arts
& Science students were good for something and it
certainly wasn't studies. This can be concluded from
the fact that last summer engineers were rated higher
than anyone else in the Arts & Science courses. After
a little work on the subject we learned that the Arts
& Science students attend College to polish up on their
technique and yet after all this work they can't do
any better than the engineer. Oh to be an engineer!
One of the gravest problems that has evolved
from World War No. 2 is supplying the coed with
a worth-while date. However the board of curators
has announced that this is no longer a problem since
there is a system being processed by which every
coed on the campus will have at least one date with
an engineer a week.. It is felt that this move will
serve as an incentive for better grades, higher morale
and a more cultured society.
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by FRANK RUCKER, Ch.E. '43About a year and a half before Pearl Harbor a few
far-sighted oil and pipe line companies realized that
the future war developments would necessitate an
unheard of increase in the movement of oil to the east
coast. Already the flow of oil to the east had increased roughly fifty thousand barrels per day due to
the war developments in Europe. This called back into
service many idle pipeline facilities that could be
used, and brought about speculation on a large diameter line from Texas to the east.
From these beginnings the idea grew and Petroleum
Administrator for War, Harold L. Ickes, laid himself
open for ridicule by suggesting that war would make
a big pipe· line from Texas to the east a "must." In
May 1941, the possibility of such a line was investigated and oil company representatives meeting shortly
after setting a special party of pipeline engineers working on the necessary aerial survey and ground work to
lay the foundation of a pipe line from the Texas fields
to refining centers in the east. By the time the J aps
had struck at Pearl Harbor, petroleum industries committees had completed the necessary planning and
design of the "big inch" to such an extent that formal
applications to the Priorities Board had been denied.
By early 1942 the shortage of petroleum in the east
began to be felt and the short-sighted saw the light.
The tankers that got through the sub-infested waters
turned their cargoes to war industries and many tankers were diverted to other war essential duties. Positive action had to be taken, and was taken in the form
of a conference called by the Engineering Sub-committee. From this three-day conference the representatives of sixty-seven companies issued proposals in the
form of projects of which the War Emergency Pipe
Line was number eight. In June 1942 the Texas-Illinois leg of the line was approved and around the first
of August the first of the "big inch" was laid. Just
two hundred days later the first oil left the Norris City,
Illinois terminal and started the rail journey eastward
past the right of way of the newly approved leg of
the "big inch" which will extend the line on to the east
to pour 300,000 barrels of oil per day into the oil storage area in the east.

Many bridges had to be crossed before the pipe line
was "slip-sticked" into being. Substitutes such as reinforced concrete pipe, asbestos cement, certain tile
and glass were offered, but were turned down in favor
of seamless steel pipe which could take what such a
tremendous pipe line would have to. Efficiency was a
factor, but with improved methods the pipe line will
be at least equal, and much safer than the tanker transportation. The "tapered principle," which involves decreasing the wall thickness as the fluid pressure decreases, was discarded in favor of assured permanence.
Close to 200,000 joints in the nearly 1300 mile pipe
line have left the mills or are leaving to complete the
"big inch" on schedule. Each joint is about 40 feet
long, weighing about two tons, and many an expert
"cat" driver has been dumped by their antics. Joints
are welded together, either by stove pipe welding or
roll welding, according to the skill of the welders
available.
Every inch of the "big inch" will be coated with
coal tar enamel and wrapped in asbestos felt. The
three operations, priming, coating, and wrapping are
machine operations. Cleaning and priming are accomplished by a self-propelled machine which has spinning brushes in front to clean, and a 360° application
apparatus in the rear to give the prime coat. Coating
and wrapping are accomplished by a similar self propelled mechanism which coats in front, and spins twin
bands of asbestos felt around the pipe from the rear.
The coated and wrapped line is lowered back to the
skids where it is inspected and then lowered into the
ditch by heavy D-8 "cats." Skilled operators have to
give their all in lowering-in operations so as not to
damage the covering. The ditch has been previously
( Continued on Page 21)

When construction started on the pile line everybody tried to suggest a name for it. Washington called
it the "War Emergency Pipe Line" while many others
had their own name for it. But when old timers, used
to throwing eight or ten inch pipe around, eyed the
twenty-four-inch pipe and somebody cracked "big
inch," its name was found, and still sticks.
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Roswell Beach, senior electrical, is one of the most
active persons in the College of Engineering. He has
not only been very active in the affairs of the Engineers' Club, but also active in other organizations.
Before going into some of these activities let us delve
a bit into some of his vital statistics.
Roswell graduated from Smith-Cotton High School
in Sedalia, Mo., in 1939, the third high in his class.
His main hobby was radio with photography running
second. This led him to electrical engineering here
in the fall of 1939.

One of the shining stars of the Engine school is
Robert Starr Morrison. Bob is a senior electrical frorri
St. Louis and Columbia.
During his scholastic career he has amazed a wonderful record as a student, worker, and friend. Bob
is a member of A.I.E.E., national engineering society,
Engineers Club, and Delta Upsilon, a social fraternity.
He is a past president of the D. U.'s, and past chairman of A.I.E.E. For service to the engine club Bob is
a member of the executive council, member of St.
Pat's board for three years, committee chairman during St. Pat's, and he was a representative to the
Sophomore Council a way back when. Earning 70%
of his college expenses during his schooling shows how
ambitious Bob is. He worked as a soda jerk ( no
reflection of course.), life guard, shop man for Westinghouse Electric and now you can see him slaving
away at the University book store.
Bob has many interests, but in the field of engineering he has narrowed them down to the transmission
and distribution of power, and radio engineering. In
the feminine field he too has narrowed his selection
down to one swell gal. You should hear the way he
asks her for a date: "Do you want me to come by or
don't you!" (This is first hand information from the
gal friend herself! )
Robert is following in his dad's footsteps, his Dad
being an electrician. After graduation Bob will be
with Westinghouse Electric. Good luck to a grand
fellow and a swell friend!
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Since he entered the engineering school he has been
active in Engineers' Club work. This year he was
vice-president of the club, has been chairman of the
serenade and program committees and was in charge
of the high voltage lab during St. Pat's week. In addition to these activities he is co-chairman of The
Papers and Means Committee, member of Scabbard
and Blade, Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Mu Epsilon, and Phi
Eta Sigma.
Like many of the other boys around here, Roswell
is in advanced military and will be leaving in June.
His graduation was scheduled for the end of the summer session, but since this will be impossible, he plans
to obtain his degree after the war.
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by DAN MILLER, E.E. '45

A.S.A.E.

A.S.C.E.

The Missouri Student Chapter of A.S.A.E. held
a business meeting in Read Hall Tuesday evening,
April 6. It was decided at this meeting that the annual publication would not be published this year
due to the fact that too many members have left
school, and there are not enough left to do the work.

The Missouri Student Chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers attended the annual MidMissouri meeting of the Senior Society at Rolla, Missouri, on Friday, March 27. After the banquet, Mr.
Russell of Russell and Axon, spoke on the subject:
"Time is the Essence." Mr. Russell pointed out in his
speech that time is a very important factor in fulfilling government contracts. It was of interest to hear
of the brief time limits placed upon his company in
working out plans and specifications for various jobs
throughout the country.
The meeting was attended by the president of the
Missouri Student Chapter, Jack Guinnee; the secretary-treasurer, Dick Beard; John New, and Rollie
Fehrman.
This was the first meeting that the new President,
Mr. Rudder, assistant chief engineer of the State
Highway Department, has conducted. Mr. Rudder
recently replaced Prof. Wood as President.

Plans were made for a date-picnic to be held Sunday afternoon, April 18, to which the faculty would
also be invited. It was also decided at this meeting
that the annual banquet would be held about two
weeks before school is out.
The meeting adjourned at 8:30 P. M. with refreshments.

A. I.E. E.
The coming trip to the national A.I.E.E. meeting
was the main topic of discussion at the local meeting April 13. The national convention is to be held
at Kansas City, April · 28, 29, and 30. Besides the
technical sessions and student paper presentations,
several inspection trips in the power distribution industry are scheduled. Chairman Welsh is working on
a car pool, to give all a chance to attend.
Franklin Fansher, senior E.E., gave the paper, "Operation of a Single Phase Watt-Hour Meter," that he
has entered in the A.I.E.E. student paper contest.
A lively question period followed in which most of
those present were asking how to cheat the meter.

Pi Tau Sigma
At the meeting of April 13th the officers of Pi Tau
Sigma for the coming year were elected. They are:
President, Donald Bruton; Vice-President, C. E .
Kemper; Recording Secretary, Chas. Schweitzer; Corresponding Secretary, Merle Miller; Treasurer, Herbert Arenson; Sergeant-at-Arm s, Erich Farber.
The petitions of Detroit University and the University of Michigan for the establishment of chapters
of Pi Tau Sigma were approved. Plans were made for
a get-acquainted smoker for the prospective initiates.
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Ela Kappa la
Eta Kappa Nu held a meeting to elect new officers
on Friday, April 2. The new officers of the organization are: Franklin Fansher, president; Ed Vredenburgh, vice-president; Bert Gastineau, treasurer;
Henry Bahlkow, secretary; E. Hartwig, corresponding secretary; Roswell Beach, bridge correspondent.

Tau Bela Pi
Tau Beta Pi held its spring pre-initiation smoker
at the Sigma Chi house on Thursday evening, April
1. The purpose of this smoker was to introduce the
eligible Tau Beta Pi candidates and get them acquainted with the active members. Twenty of the top
ranking junior and senior engineers were invited to
this meeting. Joe Burch acted as master of ceremonies and Max Femmer led the group in the singing
of several songs. All the new men were required to
make a two-minute extemporaneou s speech on some
humorous topic drawn from a hat. Bill Schulz, the
president, presided over the business meeting which
was held by the active members after the social meeting. The purpose of this meeting was to vote on the
candidates who were eligible to be initiated into Tau
Beta Pi.
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Every branch of the Armed Services uses the telephone. No. 2 of a series, Submarine.

Five thousand miles from home Bill-Torpedoman-is keeping a date. Weeks of waiting, days of
watching, hours of hiding under the sea, all for the moment when he reports over his wartime telephone,

.

"All tubes ready, sir!" There'll be other dates, Bill-better ones-in the kind of world you're fighting for.

'"J}JS,,!!1:!!.,,!!~~(!!~, . ►
IN WAR ••• ARSENAL
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or

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.
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If anyone finds out whether we are to have an
Army quota, or a Navy quota, or both, or neither, the
Dean would appreciate the word being slipped to him.
Our College of Engineering was approved for both
Army and Navy engineering. The Navy made an allotment of 250 students, according to information published by Commander Whitehead. It now appears that
the Navy fired before the Army was ready, and the
whole matter is now in the hands of the War Manpower outfit. Meanwhile, we can make no statement
as to when the next session of the College of Engineering will begin. The likely dates are June 14th, June
28th, or July 1st. In anv event all regular students
are assured that there will be a summer session and
there will be plenty of courses available.

Frorn all reports the St. Pat's celebration was a big
success, -that is all but the so-called banquet at the
Boone, followed by a speech telling what a square meal
was like in the Argentine.

In a letter to one of my friends a soldier boy wrote:
"I am in the land where Christ was born. I wish to
Christ I was in the land where I was born."

• Suils by Kuppenheimer & Griffon.
• Rais by Stetson.
• Shirts by Arrow.
• Ties by Beau Brummell.
• Sox by Interwoven.
e Shoes by Nunn-Bush & Edgerton
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AG ENG. IN A WORLD AT WAR
( Continued from Page 11)
that electricity can and is doing. Electric lights are
helping the chickens to produce more eggs.
With the great problems facing the agricultural industry, it would be supposed that all of the nation's
ag. engineers are working on them. But such is not
the case. The ag. engineers will be found in many other
places, too.
The armed forces have called a large number of
ag. engineers to duty in the lines of the battle fronts .
The armed forces have a great need for all engineers
-all engineers who have had the basic engineering
training. Ag. engineers are in there, working side by
side with the mechanical, chemical, electrical, and
civil engineers.
The agricultural engineering manufacturing companies had ag. engineers working for them before the
war. Those companies still have ag. engineers working for them now, but those companies are producing
but very little farm machinery. They are making
equipment for the soldiers in the front lines-tanks,
guns, airplanes, ammunition. In the coming year,
1943, the so-called "big" farm machinery companies
will be 90 ~/o in the business of making front line equipment. As an example, the John Deere Company is
making tank transmissions for the United Nations'
tanks. The same company is also making airplane
detector devices. Censorship has necessarily restricted
news of what the various companies are producing, but
when the war is won, it will be found that the ag. engineering companies have done their part in the production of front line equipment.
Ag. engineers are also to be found in the rubber industry. The production of Guayule rubber in the
southwest United States has presented many new
problems. Among those problems is the development
of machinery to grow that rubber producing plant.
The men in charge of the development of suitable
machinery for the growing of that crop are ag. engineers.
The newly created War Production Board has ag.
engineers in charge of the Farm Machinery and Equipment Branch.
Thus, it can be seen that the ag. engineers are playing a vital role in our winning of the war. They are in
the front lines. They are in the industries producing
front line equipment. They are on the battle front
at home, helping the farmers to meet ever increasing
food quotas . And until the war is won, they will be
found in every and any place they can be of service,
giving their best.

THE BROWN .DERBY
PHONE 5409
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RUBBER STARTS ROLLING

ACC£L£RAT£ TODAY'S WAR EFFORT

( Continued from Page 7)

In the polymerization process which takes place in a

WITH BROWN & SHARPE

soap solution, we tie up the Butadiene and styrene
molecules to obtain Buna-S:
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By a comparison of the two we see that the CH 3 group
in natural rubber has been replaced by the styrene
radical.

The Outlook is Elastic
A few weeks ago the first of the butadiene
Union Carbide, got its production under way.
a capacity of 80,000 tons per year, and will
the nearby U. S. Rubber Company with both
and butadiene for polymerization.

plants,
It has
supply
styrene

Combination Sqaarfl
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Strai9ht Ed9es
Squares
Vernier Tools
Ga9es
Dial Test Indicators
Speed Indicators
V Blacks

Even though we meet our 800,000 ton demand by
the end of this year, in order to supply our war needs
there will be a severe drain on our limited store of
natural rubber, for Buna-S cannot be used alone to
make tires and tubes. It must be mixed about half
and half with natural rubber to give tires that are
serviceable, and even then, these tires may only be
comparable to those used on our automobiles in the
1920's.
Experiment shows that our new synthetic tires have
a tendency to build up internal heat; hence they can
be used only on low speed vehicles. Heavy truck tires
of synthetic rubber are also offering a major problem.
Yes, our rubber problem is far from solved. Only
time can tell whether or not it was a mistake for us
to stake so much on the success of Buna-S.
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BERT GASTINEAU
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JIM WALDEN

Editor of Shamrock
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Today, as never before in the history of the Engineer's Club has so big a job fallen upon such a few
men. With the diminishing number of engineers enrolled in school and with the constant threat of complete domination by the Army or the Navy, it is increasingly hard job to keep the Engineers Club a free
and active organization. It is, therefore up to the
officers you have just elected to carry on the traditions and activities we so proudly boast. They cannot,
however, be very successful unless each and every one
of you who remain in school support them to your
utmost.
At the last meeting of the Engineers Club, the
following men were elected to hold the various offices
of the club for the coming year. They are as follows:

President
DICK BEARD

Vice-President
KENNETH BucHERT

Secretary
ELMER MILLER
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Business Manager of Shamrock
ROBERT JAMES

Circulation JY/ anager of Shamrock
FRED REGAL

The present trend of acceleration of everything
from production to learning might make some of you
feel cramped for time, and feel as if you did not -have
time to go to Engine Club meeting. Just remember
your officers are working hard to put these meetings
over and to give you something of interest to you. It
is up to you to make the Engineer's Club what you
want it to be. The time actually spent in meetings is
approximately two hours a month. That is a very
small fraction of the time each of us waste. Convert
a couple of these wasted hours each month into something worthwhile-attend Engine Club meetings.
Most of you will attend a dance or a picnic, but are
reluctant to coming to meetings. It's your club; you
can h~ve the type of programs you want. _Your officers are always open to suggestions.
We wish these officers much success in their newly
acquired positions and may they carry the Engineers
Club ever forward as the active organization and the
backbone of the Engineers.
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THE BIG INCH
( Continued from Page 14)
padded with soft back filled earth, and in back filling
operations much care is taken not to damage the
covering with sharp rocks.
River crossings were effected by either dredging operations, or, if the river bottom is rock, to let the silt
in the river cover the pipe. Added protection was
assured by extra coating and extra wrapping, and great
upstream bends in the line itself.
Of unusual interest is the human pipe-sweep. In
old operations a long swab was used to clean the pipe,
but with such a large diameter pipe a man has been
employed to roll through the joints on a specially built
scooter, pushing the dirt and accumulations before
him.
At the pumping stations -three single stage pumping
units equipped with double suction impellor and installed in a direct line do the pumping. Each unit will
deliver about 240 lb. sq. in., or approximately 720 lb.
per sq. in. total pressure. Each unit is driven by a
1500 hp, 2300 volt, 1785 rpm induction motor. Power
is delivered from utilities companies along the right
of way, coming over steel conductor wire due to the
shortage of copper. Through new applications, possible
with .such large diameter line, much efficiency has been
gained.
Through close cooperation and skillful engineering,
the first of the 300,000 barrels of oil per day should
push through to the east coast this summer, completing the approximately $100,000,000 war project on
schedule!

NEXT STOP, MARS!
( Continued from Page 10)
ther acceleration if it did not come near to influencing
bodies.
The main trouble with this method is that any
human being in the projectile would find a transformation in his physical being, mainly that he would resemble the well-known pancake. If the tube of the
gun which fired the projectile were 100 feet long, the
acceleration needed to obtain a velocity of 6700 feet
per second would be 7000 time the acceleration of
gravity. To cut down the pull to 4 g's, a safe figure,
the tube would have to be approximately 33 miles long.
This will go a long way in explaining why Orsen
Well's Martian invasion would be impossible as he
pictured it. In the first place the starting force
would be so great that any rocket fired from Mars
· with enough velocity to reach the earth would probably crush its occupants. Or supposing that the Mars
men are hardy enough to withstand the starting
shock, it would take a mathematical and mechanical
precision beyond our comprehension to enable the
rockets to land in rapid succession within 20 miles
( Continued on Page 22)
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( Continued from Page 21)
of each other on the earth. They would be lucky
enough to hit the earth at all, much more with this
proposed accuracy.

In view of the impossibility of firing a projectile
containing a human being, the second method, that
of a ship with a self contained power unit, seems to
be the more feasible plan. The power unit of this
ship consists of a combustion chamber to fire some
fuel combination, usually a combination of gasoline,
or alcohol, and liquid oxygen pumped into the combustion chamber by the means of nitrogen pressure.
This fuel, when exploded, forms a gas that makes a
reaction on the end of the combustion chamber and
thereby pushes the ship forward . Because of this
principle of operation it is possible for a rocket ship
to travel in a vacuum. In fact the greatest efficiency
of a rocket ship can be realized in space where atmospheric resistance is eliminated.
In speaking of efficiency the rocket motor is able,
at high speeds, to approach an efficiency of IOO o/o . This
high efficiency is obtained when the velocity of the
escaping gases is negligible with respect. of the earth,
or to say it in another way, when the speed of the ship
is equal to the speed of the escaping gas molecules.
Compared to the 20 to 30o/o efficiency for engines now
in use, this represents a great improvement, as in a
rocket ship all of the heat can be turned into motion
instead of loss to the air.
However, there is this to realize, the efficiency uf
a rocket motor falls rapidly at slower speeds. At 3600
miles per hour the effi~iency is close to lO0o/o , at 600
miles per hour it has dropped to about 60 o/o , and at
ordinary rates of travel, its efficiency makes its us ~
prohibitive. Experimentation by R . H. Goddard, one
of the foremost experiments in rocket flight, first under
the auspices of the Smithsonian Institute and then the
Guggenheim Institute, due to the interest of Col.
Chas. A. Lindberg, has shown the rocket engine capable of developing up to 200 horsepower per pound
of combustion chamber. This is a prodigious figure
when compared to the sought-for goal of one horsepower per pound of engine in the airplane industry.

are impossible at ordinary altitudes, due to the friction
of the atmosphere. It would be possible, though, to ·
travel at very high speeds at 10 to 12 miles above the
earth where the atmosphere is extremely rarified.
To continue with the interplanetary approach, it
is thought by prominent rocketeers that all the theoretical knowledge necessary is now on hand for use in a
flight to another planet. One of the most popular
theories up to date is the one proposed by R . H. Goddard. His theory calls for a multiple sectioned ship
that yould drop a section as the fuel contained there
was used up. According to calculations, three such
sections could be used to leave the earth's influence,
one section to guide the ship in space, and two sections
to return from a planet like Mars or three to return
from Venus. The main difficulty here being that the
ship would weigh close to 50,000 tons, the size of
a large battleship.
Another factor to consider is that a trip to Mars
would take close to 270 days each way, so the concept
of interplanetary travel as similar to cross-Atlantic
flights would have to be discarded.
But speaking of cross-Atlantic flights bring up this
possibility-a properly designed space-ship could
travel from New York to Chicago in 20 minutes. A
trip to Paris would consume 50 minutes, or an hour
and a half to 2 hours to include starting and slowing down.
While interplanetary flight is still a dream for
which to work for, the possibility of cross-continent
and cross-oceanic flight by rocket-ships in the next
decade is not at all unfeasible.

If all the co-eds in the world that didn't neck were
gathered in one room, what would we do with her?

First drunk : "Say, do you know what time it is?"
Second drunk: "Yeah."
First drunk: "Thanks"

The above efficiencies show that speeds of around
3000 and 3600 miles per hour are most desirable, which
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The Goblin that
works for America
THE INQUISITIVE alchemists of the Middle Ages
were looking for silver. Repeatedly, they smelted
certain ores and got a silvery-looking metal. But it
was only silvery-looking. It never turned out to he
silver. So the alchemists thought that a malicious
spirit was thwarting them, and they called the
strange metal Kobold, meaning goblin.
Today that same goblin, known in America as
cobalt, has become one of this country's great fighting elements. Cobalt is alloyed with chromium and
tungsten to make "Haynes Stellite" alloys which have
the property of "red hardness." Metal-cutting tools
made of these alloys keep on cutting even when red
hot! Cobalt improves red hardness and toughness
in other kinds of metal-cutting tools. Thus, cobalt
has contributed greatly to the tremenclous output
of planes, tanks, guns, and other war materials.
Cobalt is also used to produce improved magnet
steels. Permanent magnets of cobalt-tungsten steel
are more powerful, and last longer. Permanent magnets are necessary in much electrical equipment.
This country's cobalt formerly came from Belgium, where it was refined from African ores found
in the Belgian Congo.
As war clouds loomed, and as accelerated Ameri•
can industry made rapid inroads on the stockpiles
shipped out of Belgium during 1938 and 1939, ELEC•
TRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY, a unit of ucc,
designed and built facilities in this country for the
Belgians. ELECTROMET now operates these facilities
so that HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY, another Unit
of UCC, and other American companies can have
the cobalt they need for essential war work. Operations began in 1941. Today, these facilities annually
produce more cobalt than was ever imported in any
year previously.

RED HOT... STILL CUTTING I

Faster production of metal
equipment of all kinds is
made possible by high,
speed metal-cutting tools
containing cobalt.

CALLING HEADQUARTERS I

Telephones and other elec•
trical equipment require
permanent magnets. The
better magnet alloys con•
tain cobalt.

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

SIGHTED SUB I Better radio
transmitting tubes and im•
proved electrical equip•
ment are assured by cobalt.

WEAR-FIGHTER I Planes fly
farther with fewer repairs,
thanks to exhaust valves
protected with "Hayne-s
Stellite" cobalt-chromiumtungsten alloys.

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street

l!l1!

New York, N.Y.

Principal Product& and Uniu in the United State,
ALLOYS AND MUALS
Electro Metallurgieal Company
Baynea Stelllte Company
United State• Vuaadl111D Corporation

CHIMICALS
Carbide and Carbon Chemical• Corporation
ILICTRODII, CARBONS AND IAfflRIIS
National Carbon Company, lac.

INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARIIDI
The Linde Air Producte-<;ompany
The Oxweld Railroad Service Company

The Preat•O•Llte Company, lac,

PLASTICS
Bakelite Corporation
Plaatlco Dlvioloa of Carbide and Carbon
Chemical• Corporation

J3lalmetj

• • •

Small boy: "Shine your shoes, Mister?"
Grouch: "No."
Small boy: "Shine your shoes so you can see your
face in them."
Grouch: "NO."
Small boy: "Coward."

The fan dancer that has the least number of fans,
has the most fans.
Simile of the month: Careful as a nudist climbing
over a barbed wire fence.

WALK
TO

"Here's to the land we love
And vice versa!"

WORK

BOSTONIANS
That dJily h;'<e's ,, mere plca~ure
jaunt ,vhc-, you Welk it in
"Berwyn" (below). Bostonian
Wing-tip with Trcd-Flex construction. Rugged soles for extra
wear ... V/alk-Fi!ted
·for _c?mfo, t in action.

$8.50 lo $10.00

Bertie: "What's a power plant."
Gertie: "I don't know, I've never studied botany.''
Have you heard about the new cough medicine, its
called Cough-lax-cough. After 6 teaspoonfuls, you
don't dare cough.
Voice over telephone: "Tommie Hagan will not be
in school today."
Teach er: "Who is this speaking, please?"
Voice: "This is my father speaking."
Professor: "What kept you out of class yesterday,
acute indigestion?"
Coed: "No a cute engineer."

If all the sleepers in the econ. class were placed end
to end, they would be more comfortable.
First engineer: "Busy?"
Second ditto: "No, you busy?"
First ditto: "No."
Second ditto: "Let's go to class then."
Sign on a truck: "This truck stops for all R. R.
crossings, redheads and brunetts-and will back up
one-half mile for a blond."
Landlady: "If you don't pay your rent, I want your
room."
Student: "Oh I'm sure you wouldn't like it here."

•

~~)t.~,~~,

Doctor: "How is the boy who swallowed the half
dollar?"
Nurse: "No change yet."
"I know a place where the women hardly wear anything except maybe a string of pearls once in a while."
"My gosh! Where?"
"Around their necks."

~

800 BROADWAY
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According to all accounts, including the German,
hell hath no fury like that of the Russian who has
been already annihilated.
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anJ GOOD SENSE
Of course every one is willing to do without the essential materials that
help win the war; everybody knows zinc and steel are among those
materials. And of course it is just good common sense to take care of the
things we have, including galvanized roofing, to make them last as long
as possible and give the best service.

HOW TO CONSERVE
GALVANIZED ROOFING
You'll find galvanized roofing of various types used
on all kinds of structures, on farms, in industrial
plants, in housing. It is a valuable material, and
with proper care it can be made to last a long, long
time; anyhow, until the war is over and necessary
replacement material is available.

See that all the roof supports are in good shape. If
necessary renail and strengthen them, and replace
broken or rotted members.

Galvanized sheets constitute one
of the most popular forms of roofing for farm buildings of all kinds.
Everything considered, they are
also the most economical.

Then bring all the separate sheets into as close
alignment as possible. If moisture has a tendency
to creep through at the laps, lay a strand of asbestos
wicking between the sheets at the laps, and renail
the roofing with an approved type of zinc-coated
lead-seal special roofing nail with a drive-screw
shank. Stubborn lap openings can be effectively
closed with hardware screws.

If any of the roofing is showing signs of rusting,
paint it with two coats of metallic zinc paint, (see
Federal Specifications TT-P-641) which will effec•
tively stqp the rust and prevent further injury to
the roofing. In fact, the use of this remarkably good
paint, which · can be readily made by any paint
manufacturer, will extend the life of galvanized
roofing almost indefinitely.
In "How To Make Galvanized Roofing Last Longer", a
booklet published by the Institute, complete and explicit
directions are given for all of the above operations.
Copies will be sent free upon request.

AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE
lneorporated
60 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

In industrial establishments ,
where efficiency and economy of
materials are of pri me importance, galvanized sheets are widely
used for various types . of structures, from modest homes for em•
ployees to the larsest of manufacturins plants.

every self-respecting coin-operated machine has a magnet
attachment that refuses to accept all coins that do not
have the magnetic properties of genuine ones.
So, when a new formula for the five-cent piece was
needed in order to save nickel and copper for war service, it had to have magnetic properties close to those
of the old-fashioned nickel. A number of metallurgical
experts were asked for their advice.
Your guess is as good as the next as to whose advice
was finally followed, but the formula submitted by the
metallurgical section of the G-E Research Laboratory
was pretty close to the one picked. The new "nickel"
doesn't have any nickel in it, and has lost 19 per cent of
its copper-and the met::ls saved are on their way to
hit the Jap-pot.

PLASTIC SURGERY

M

ISTER FIVE BY FIVE had nothing on radio antenna enclosures until the "doctors" of the G-E
Plastics Laboratory (PhD's, not MD's) went to work on
the problem of streamlining. The result was a plastic
housing that a plane hardly knows it's carrying.
That's just one wartime activity of the Laboratory
chemists. They're also concocting plastics for fuse caps
on mortar shells and for a vast variety of parts for battleships, tanks, and what-have-you·s.
The name "plastics" covers a lot of different materials. These G-E chemists are applying the most precise and ingenious chemical techniques to increase that
variety. So, if a special job requires a material with
combined properties that no existing material has, they
go to work to cook up an entirely new plastic to
fill the bill.
The whole story can't begin to be told yet. But when it
can, you'll be amazed at how far plastics have gone in
wartime, and how many new peacetime jobs they'll be
ready to tackle afterward.

N

PUT A NICKEL IN IT

ICKEL'S gone to war. But that doesn't mean that
the juke box and pay telephone will soon be
operating on a diet of "wooden nickels" and slugs. For

O

JAP NAP

NE night Hirohito had a nightmare. He dreamt
that Shangri Las were springing up all over and
planes were swarming over him like flies.
Perhaps that nightmare is nearer reality than his
Imperial Nibs knows. For now, in practically no time
at all, any open field, even though the ground is soft,
can be transformed into a hard runway for American
bombers starting off to make hay of enemy objectives.
To turn the trick, flexible steel mats are laid along
the field. By means of resistance-welding machines
guided by G-E electronic tu bes, steel bars are automatically joined together to form these mats. The speed far
exceeds that of a crew of hand welders.
On some dark night, in some deserted spot, our army
engineers will swiftly unload these steel mats, joining
them into a smooth, solid runway. And presto! Hirohito's nightmare will become a grim reality. General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

•

•

•

Listen to the "Hour of Charm" JO p.m. EIJ7T Sundays on NBC
and the G-E news with Frazier Hunt 6 p.m. EIJ7T Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Saturdays on CBS and American (F-M) networks.

GENERAL. ELECTRI~.

The

war production program is a good example
of the value of "knowing your bearing-s". For many years
before the war, engineers were putting Timken Tapered
Roller Bearings into industrial machinery of all kinds. They
discovered long ago that these bcarinbs possessed every quality needed to meet any type of service-friction elimination;
radial, thrust and combined load capacity; and the ability
to hold moving parts in correct and constant alignment.
Thus, when America was faced with the most tremendous
production job ever known, industry had one big advantage
-namely, production machines with the speed, precision
and endurance to do it; machines that could out-produce
any others in the world.
Now the results are beginning to tell on the world's battle
fronts-where Timken Dearing Equipped fighting machines
turned out by Timken Dearing Equipped production ma- ·
chines are steadily turning the tide of war in our favor1
When Victory has been won and industry calls you to
help in the work of reconstruction, you'll find a thorough knowledge of Timken Bearings one 0£ your most
valuable assets. Eegin to get it now.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO

TIMKEN
TRADE-MARK REG. U . S. PAT. OFF'.

TAPERED ROLLER BIARIN6S

E

VER wonder how Fred Allen manages to ride into millions of homes
every week and emerge life-size and fullvoiced from radio loud speakers?

The "horse" he rides is a big radio transmission tube like the one shown above.
One reason it carries him smoothly and
without interruption is that Corning research has perfected a glass for radio
tubes that will stand heat and voltage of
modern transmission.
Corning furnishes glass for the tubes in
your own radio set, too. Just as it furnishes glass for many of your lamp
bulbs; for the Pyrex cooking utensils in
the kitchen back home. But to many, and
particularly to the man who is making
engineering his life work, Corning re-

search is most interesting because of the
things it has discovered that glass can
do in competition with other materials,
and do better. Glass springs, for instance,
that apparently never tire out. Glass acid
pumps that replace valuable metal alloys
and give longer service in the bargain!
Glass piping, and valves, nuts and bolts
that resist chemical attack. Every day
Corning is working on ways in which
glass, still fairly plentiful, can be used to
replace metals that are vital to war industry.
Glass is important today. And as more is
discovered about this remarkable
material, no one can predict the (
boundaries of its usefulness. For
instance, glass precision gauges

(ring, plug and others) are now being
produced that are in many ways superior
to ones made of steel.
As you get further into engineering, keep
an eye on glass. The greatest things in
glass are yet to come. Corning Glass
Work-s, Corning, N. Y.

ConNING
--means-Research in Glass

"PE~ISCOPE ONTHE
STARBOARD QI/ARTER/"

waters, a speedI ingSUBMARINE-infested
destroyer must be able to change
N

its course in a split-second-to drop its
deadly ashcans on enemy U -boats.
The secret of the destroyer's great
speed and maneuverability is the tremendous power of its turbines, operating at
steam t emperatures high enour;h to mal~e
the turbine blades glow!
This introduces a difficult problem in
turbine construction. The highly heated
metal parts "creep" under stress. The
metallic grains slowly slide over each
other. The metal tends to flow out of
shape.
Excessive "creep" would quickly destroy the turbine - due to collision between the blades and other parts of the
turbine, which are spaced only a fraction
of an inch apart for maximum power.
Westinghouse first introduced the
steam turbine in the United States and
has built thousands during the past
45 years.
And much of the success of Westinghouse steam turbines is due to the intensive studies of "creep" - similar to
those conducted by Dr. A. Nadai, P. G.
McVetty, and 1\1, J, Manjoine, in the

Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
As a result of this research, the
"creep" in some turbine metals has
been reduced to 1 /10,000th of an
inch per inch per year-less than
1 /64th inch per inch in 100 years,
This h:is guided the development of
metals c~pable of operating at greatly
increased temperatures an::l Epeedsa~d secured more power per pound of turbine, a vital necessity in a d;!stroyer!

*

*

of civilization when peace returns.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

*

Research Engineer Manjoine, in collaboration with Dr. Nadai, is fighting a
deadly battle against the submarine
menace - by improving metals that
make possible faster, more maneuverable
ships for our Navy.
Manjoine is typical of the many young
engineering graduates who are putting
Westinghouse skill and "know how" to
work for victory-and for a better kind

Slower "creep" mean, faster 1hlp1 - Re-

search Engineer Manjoine studies "creep"
of test samples to develop turbine metals that
will deliver more horsepower per poundmaking our destroyers.speedier and deadlier.
Manjoine received his B. S. from Iowa State
College, before joining Westinghouse in 1987. •
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by MAX FEMMER, E.E. '43
Engineers are berated on every side by cntlcs
who maintain that engineers are too practical, too
methodical, and too matter of fact. The implication always being that engineers lack imagination
and vision-the creative spark. A cursory examination might seem to indicate that this is factmixers of goo, specialists in grease, players in bolts
and nails, fanciers of sparks-truly a prosaic clan.
But the real point has been missed. Engineers are
idealists. Perfection is always their goal. Truth is
their standard. Honesty, accuracy, loyalty, industry are no longer overworked cliches bandied about
by talkers of ideals but are the working rules of
the engineering profession. And from within thi_s
profession has arisen an organization typifying the
spirit of these engineering ideals. It embodies the
best. It represents the highest. It is Tau Beta Pi.
Tau Beta Pi is an honorary organization. Scholarship is the first prerequisite. Ability as demonstrated by achievement is the first standard-the
first hurdle to be leaped. Wit and cleverness, per se,
are not enough. They must be upheld and substantiated by the one criterion-grades. Yet grades
alone are insufficient. The doorway to membership
is not unlocked solely by a high scholastic average. There are several keys to the doorway and
all must be present. Tau beta Pi is not simply
another honorary organization. Its function is not
merely to add another key to the chain of the top
members of the class. A grind cannot step across
the threshold. Tau Beta Pi stands for all that is
best and worthwhile in college life and for those
high standards of manliness and self reliance which
when possessed by the undergraduate may be taken
as indications of success in life. Personal integrity,
leadership, and campus activities are carefully con-·
sidered and weighed. A candidate must be liked
and accepted by his class-mates and associates. He
must be friendly. There is no place in the organization for a recluse. A candidate should have engaged in extracurricular activities as far as possible. His interests should be broad both within and
without engineering. In short, a man must prove
his mettle. Half way measures are not enough. He
must deliver!
Specifically, the organization of Tau Beta Pi took
place in the early 1880's when Dr. E. H. Williams
of Lehigh University organized an honorary fraternity for engineering students. Dr. Williams
· founded the organization for the purpose of honor-
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mg m a fitting manner those who have conferred
honor upon their Alma Mater by distinguished
scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering or by their attainments as
alumni in the field of engineering.
Candidates for Tau Beta Pi become eligible, scholastically, in either their junior or senior years.
A junior rating of 3.00 or better is required or a senior rating of 2.75 or better is required.
The local chapter-Alpha of Missouri-undertakes a new project each year which will benefit
the school. Also, certain projects are carried over
from year to year. These projects are designed
to benefit all students directly. Slide rules are registered and engraved for students and Fortune
magazine is donated to the engineering }ibrary by
our chapter.
Many prominent men have been members of our
local chapter. These men . are now engaged in all
types of responsible activity. Donald Nelson,
prominent on the national scene, is one of these. At
Tau Beta Pi's recent initiation eight new members
were initiated into the local chapter. They are as follows: ROSWELL BEACH, ROBERT BROWN,
JAY GOOCH, MERLE MILLER, JOHN PETERSON, FRED PETRY, GLEN SMITH, and
GRANVILLE SMITH. They are now entitled to
wear the official emblem of the organization-the
Bent. Engineer, you are invited to try for the right
to wear the bent of Tau Beta Pi.

Though an airplane has wings, it needs other
wings to help it in a pinch. For example, pilots of
the R.A.F. carry homing pigeons with them. They
need them for carrying messages back to the home
base when other means break down or may not
be used. When an airplane is forced down at sea
the homing pigeon is usually the only link with
the plane base, and the means of calling for help.
However, the pigeons are delicate creatures. If
they get wet feet they easily catch cold and die.
For that reason every airplane that carries pigeons
is provided with a specially buoyant, water-tight
receptable to keep the pigeons warm and dry for
the hour when their service will be required.Science· and Discovery.
5

by DR. G. E. WAHLIN
Mathematics is unique among the subjects included in the long list of intellectual activities. The
systems dealt with are so well defined and the logic
by which conclusions are a-~ rived at so rigorous
that the results have a permanence not found anywhere else. Great improvement in technique has
been made but ' the results arrived at thousands of
years ago are still good today. The subjects dealt
with in the early courses studied a:re very old. This
is probably the reason why many people have the
opm1on that Mathematics is something static
which, in itself, is incapable of further growth and
development. To such people the object of the
study is a development of skill in using formulas
which were discovered a long time ago. They seem
to have developed the feeling that the perfection
is so gre,at that further advance is impossible. It
is not difficult to convince such persons that they
are i_n error and that though their idea of perfection . is correct there is still much ignorance and
with all the advance, both in technique and knowledge, there are still problems of very elementary
character which have defied all attempts to arrive
at a solution.
Undoubtedly mathematics had its origin in practical problems, the art of counting is very old. As
society became mo.re complex the counting process
became more involved and difficult. It became necessary to be able to form combinations such as the
sum and product of numbers. _The inventive mind
would discover convenient representations for numbers and then easily applicable rules for making
the necessary combinations. With a greater familiarity with the number concept and with the rules
governing operations with them there would arise
an interest in the properties of the numbers themselves and meditation on numbers would lead to
the discovery of theorems, some of which could be
put to practical use and many, of no less interest,
which would have no practical value. The same is
true of Geometry. Architecture, road building, and
other activities would lead to the consideration of
such concepts as points and lines in space and soon
an interest in the study of Geometry for its own
sake is developed. Archimedes made many practical
discoveries and solved practical problems proposed
to him for solution. Some of his discoveries play
an important role in the mathematics as applied in
the problems of modern engineering and · physics.
6

Nevertheless his chief interest was in the field of
pure Geometry.
With scientific obseryations of natural phenomena
we acquire more knowledge concerning the universe. Improvements in the instruments used in
making observations accelerates the speed with
which this acquisition of knowledge is made. When
the facts accumulated are sufficient we are able to
establish -a theory regarding the observations and
in many instances reduce the theory to a mathematical basis. When that stage has been reached
in the development of a science a certain permanence has been introduced and much of the work,
which formerly required laboratory equipment in
the solution of problems, has now been reduced
to the paper and pencil stage. Frequently the study
of such scientific problems may require the invention of new mathematical devises if the theory is to
be reduced to the method of pure Mathematics. In
many cases it is found, however, it is already sufficiently developed and some system, already studied by mathematicians, is adequate for the purpose.
To prepare the mind for the recognition of such
opportunities when they present themselves a good
understanding of the mathematical theory and the
implications of its process is of great importance.
A person may be familiar with the differentiation
process as taught in calculus. He may be able to
state the definition of a derivative of a function
and know that the derivative is the expression for
the slope of the tangent line to a curve at any one
of its points. Never'theless if he does not understand
the physical significance of the concept such terms
as instantaneous velocity will be absolute meaningless. With a thorough mastery of the idea of a
derivative it is easily seen that the differentiation
process is much more than mere manipulation and
involves an idea which has many applications. How
many realize that on the instrument panel of an
automobile the mileage reading is the value of a
function whose derivative is at that instance given
by the speedometer?
Let us consider another example. The principles
underlying integration are more difficult than those
underlying differentiation. To thoroughly understand what is involved requires serious study. As
a process for obtaining a functiowfrom its derivative
(Continued on Page 18)
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by J. F. SCHONDELMEYER, C.E. '43
It might be interesting and even instructive to
print a list of the candidates for the degrees from
the College of Engineering. Since several of the
men are going to some branch of Uncle Sam's
Armed Service the Shamrock will be unable to give
their address. Other seniors have not signed contracts with any of the companies who have sent
representatives here to interview the seniors. These
men are listed, however, together with those who
have decided where they will work.

Agriculture Engineers
ROBERT R. ROTH is employed by the Goodyear Aircraft Co., Akron, Ohio.
Chemical Engineers
BRUCE R. BAKER is employed by LockheedVega Aircraft Corp., Burbank, California.
GEORGE E. BEARD is employed by LockheedVega Aircraft Corp., Burbank, California.
ROBERT CAI.DWELL is employed by Dow
Chemical, Freeport, Texas.
DONALD R. CORDER is employed by
Naugatch Chemical Co., Loch Huren, Pennsylvania.
OSCAR FUCHS is employed by the Lagos Petroleum and Transportation Company, Aruba, Curacao, N ether lands West Indies.
WILLARD HAUNCHILD is employed by the
Lagos Petroleum and Transportation Company,
Aruba, Curcacao, Netherlands West Indies.
FRANK HAZARD is a second lieutenant in the
Chemical \Varfare Service, Edgewood Arsenal.
LLOYD HENDRICS is employed by the Lagos
Oil and Transportation Co., Aruba, Curacao, Netherlands West Indies.
R. C. HEINZE is to teach in the Chemical Engineering Dept., University of Missouri.
PAUL HENTON is employed by the Mallincrodt Chemical Co., St. L ouis, Mo.
J. K. LOGAN is employed by the Koppers Co.,
Monaca, Pa.
COYNE LORD is employed by the Hercules
Powder Co., Wilmington, Delaware.
JOHN LYNN is employed by the U. S. Industrial Alcohol Co., New Orleans, La.
NORMAN MEYERSON is employed by the
Worthington Pump and Machine Corp., Harrison,
N . J.
WILLIAM MORRIS is employed by the Sta·ndard Oil Co., Elizabeth,- N. J.
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LEONARD MUELLER is employed by Phillips
Oil Co., Okmulgee, Okla.
LEROY V. SCOTT is employed by the Shell
Oil Corp., Wood Jt:yer, Illinois.
W. C. SCOTTEN is employed by the Pure Oil
Co., Chicago, Illinois.
BERT STARKER is employed by the Shell Oil
Corp., \Voo
· r, Illinois.
R. W. SH
is employed by the International
Shoe Co., Hannibal, Mo.
EUGENE TETER is employed by the Calco Refinery, Bound Brook, N. J.
C. R. THOMPSON is employed by LockheedVega Corp., Burbank. California.
RICHARD WILLIAMS is employed by Lockheed-Vega Corp., Burbank, California.
R. 0 . WILSON is employed by the Sharples
Chemical, Inc., Wyandotte, Michigan.
JACK ZURCHER is employed by Standard Oil
Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
DICK MORRIS will do research work at the
University of Missouri.
J. L. CHAPMAN
J. J. DROHER
CARL GALLER
JOHN HICKERSON
HARRY MARTY
PHILIP RIEGELMAN
WILLIAM L. SCHULZ

Civil Engineers
RICHARD L. BARTON is employed by Douglas Aircraft, El Segundo, Calif.
JAMES K. BISHOP is employed by the Dravo
Construction Co., Sewickley, Pa.
ROLLIE FEHRMANN is working on C.A.A.
research at the University of Missouri.
JOHN W. GUINNEE is going to the Navy V-7
Officers Training.
L. J. HEILMAN is in the U. S. Army, Corps of
Engineers.
RICHARD CLAYTON HILL is going to the
Marine Corps.
LEO YEWELL HUTTON is going to the Navy
V-7 Officers Training School.
OWEN McBEE is employed by Curtis-Wright,
St. Louis, Mo.
(Continued on Page 20)
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by R. QUENTIN HADEN

Here's a story, written just in fun b":! a
Miizott law student, telling just what the
lawyers think of the Engineers.-Ed.
I'll write these lines now at this time
Removed from doubt and fear.
_And what this lawyer has to say
Won't tickle an engineer.
Back in the dim, dark, but not too remote, ages
I am told that a bloody feud raged between the
lawyers and the engineers. This feud would have
disgraced and held to shame any family feud such
as the legendary one which frothed between the
Martins and the Coys. Today, for the most part,
• students seem to have forgotten, or at least, be in
indifferent to, a most important bit of University
of Missouri history. Could it be possible that these
trusting and amnesiac students believe that the
fire of antipathy has died out and that the ashes of
· time have been raked over the coals of hate? To
these confiding souls I wish to say that it would
. be wise not to entertain such fond, futile hopes of
Christian brotherhood for an engineer · can never
become the bedfellow of a lawyer a·nd God knows
that a lawyer would not relish the idea of placing
_h is ego by the side of an engineers carcass-even
in the dark. Can any of you unbiased r_e ad~rs blam_e
us? Who in the hell wants a slide nile dangling
between his eyes?
8

I admire though the feverish industry of the engineer although it doesn't seem to avail him much.
It causes me to wonder if the engineer has finally
come. to recognize the fact that one must compensate for his lack of mental ability by indulging in good hard work. It has been stated-and
accepted by the credulous engineers-that the lawyer is· a professional man without a sense of moral
ethics. But as the lawyers work brings him more
often before _the ·bar of public opinion it is only
logical that such comments should be heard. It is
a known fact that the more one does the more one
is criticized. Still in the background-probably
under some bridge, or in the middle of the floor:
with a screw-driver or an assortment of nuts and
bolts-is that remarkable fellow, the engineer. He
isn't the shy, retiring individual that most people
believe him to be; neither is he absorbed in some
deep and profound problem upon whose solution
rests the fate of the world. That engineer that you
find in such a peculiar and ridicuous position is
probably engulfed in optimistic thoughts about
females. But, here, as in their regular work, their
line is confined entirely to theory and finds no
practical application even to the amorously inclined
girls. And, it stands only to reason that if their
pet theories don't get results in such living matter
what waning hopes and vain anticipations must
haunt the engineer when, if ever, he thinks of putting these intangible indiocies to work on the forms
of concrete. We lawyers pray for Divine Guidance
but the Lord knows the engineer will need more
than that.
I have only touched upon the eccentric personalities of engineers; I have ignored their idiosyncracies and I have shunned their so-called . philosophy for the simple reason that they have none.
After having purposely omitted so much, surely it
would be permissible to dwell temporarily upon
the physical appearance of a typical engineer. But
here is a problem of description that I feel would
test the powers of a William Shakespeare. Nevertheless I shall attempt the impossible and endeavor
to shed a little descriptive light upon the mooneyed, star-gazing, tool bedraggled toter of the slide
rule. And speaking of that ubiquitous slide rule
I have often wondered why those dabblers in diagrams pack that thing around their waist where
it bumps on th~ hip bone every time they take a
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step. It might be, you know, for the world to see
that they are followers of Galalieo or Archimedes;
it might be purely for personal defense because they
wear them in the same manner and style as the
boys in the horse operas-slung low on th6: qip and.
way down . But whatever may be the reason I'm
sure it's too removed from common people for the
lawyer to appreciate. It's only natural though, to
believe that for the most part every daring engineer has that insecure feeling of being unarmed
when he dismantles himself by removing that hip
callousing leather bundle that swings from his side.
Maybe it is this· same sense of physical insecurity
(a psychiatrist woulp be put to the extreme te'st
to determine the mental) that gives the engineer
the scared-rabbit glance or that sick cat stare which
arouses a sympathetic streak in the most hardened
of men on the street. Just who has a conscience
so calloused that when he meets one of these social
and at least, questionable intellectual freaks that
his humane instincts don't prompt him to say to
himself, in a voice half choked in pity, "There ought
to be a law, and the lawyers favor it, against bringing kids like that into the world. Why he can't
even do a good job of feeding himself for how else
could you account for the gravy spots on his front?"
Now , could it be that the young Edison has been
trying to synchronize his elbow bend and his
mouth opening with that dependable "stick of
knowledge?"
Now I don't want anyone to think that the lawyer has the wrong conception of the engineer; in
reality, it's the right conception that the engineer
has not yet learned to realize. 1 am not optimistic
about whether the engineers will ever conceive of
themselves as the average lawyer or layman does.
Practical horse sense is not carried in cow hide
suspended· from the belt! Contrary to general assumption the lawyer is really glad that there are
such things as engineers-they are assets, lucrative assets-to the lawyer. Yet, the follies and fallibilities of the engineer can properly be termed as
liabilities to the gullible public. It is in the work
of the lawyer to live off the mistakes of others.
This being the case what far-sighted lawyer doesn't
hope and pray for the day when more of these educated "destructors" will be turned loose to apply
their science to rivers which will probably be spanned by defective bridges which can't be attributed
entirely to the negligence of contractors; or to dams
across canyons which ·the government was forced
to build so that the celestial eye of the engineer
would be tied to earth and therefore make room
in the relief offices for illiterate bums as well as to
make room in the penitentiaries for the more successful kind of criminals. No, engineers a.re a real
help to the lawyer; they prepare the ~rou?ds for
many lawsuits, directly and indirectly, · knoringly
and unknowingly. Of course, there ar~ a. fe1r e~ceptions to any rule nq matter how well estahMAY, 194;3 :

lished. Some outstanding examples are found in
the work required for constructions such as the
great irrigation projects of the west to George
Washington Rridge on the east. And, it makes us
sorry and unhappy to have to number these with
the few such shining examples. But don't forget
these are exceptions and shouldn't serve to glorify
these modern Euclids that I meet every day. Just
remember that a penguin doesn't 'fly, yet I suppose,
that if he followed the rule of fowls-or saw one
of these engineering sheiks of the campus-he
would. You may say that an engineer recognizes
all that I have said here as being the truth. I
don't think he does or he would. In general engineers feel that they are saviors of the world when
in truth, if it is ever destroyed engineers will be
directly responsible. In fact, an engineer feels so
much like a savior of the world that he would probably carry his T-square with him around his neck
if he happened to realize that Jesus Christ was
once a carpenter. I believe that every lawyer is
elated over the fact that the University of Missouri has an engine school-it is their "bank" of
future litigation. It is here that the lawyers income
is largely kept on deposit and is to be checked on
when the engineer receives his diploma. It is here
to the engine school that most lawyers and prospective lawyers turn their attention. It is nothing
uncommon to hear a lawyer bemoan the failure
of an engine student for who can tell what colossal
blunder he might have made, as an engineer, and the
thousands of dollars that were diverted from the
court room as a result. Everybody knows, however, that it was better for the student and society
in general that he did fail.
But today we lawyers are faced with a big
problem. The war threatens to close a good many
of .the colleges and universities throughout the
country. We are not charmed with the idea of the
law school is not for the moment, the matter of our
deepest concern. That concern is found with the
engine school. We are almost convinced that the
engine school will not close for it is a human trait
to want to keep things that are near and dear to
us. Still there is no way of knowing it might close
its doors, too. But, if for no other reason, I think
it should stay open because the confusion it stirs
up here at home causes us to have some sympathy
for the chaos which exists in the rest of the world.
So again, I repeat that our profound concern
lies in _the engine school whose student personnel
will undoubtedly be greatly reduced because of the
war and if you want to be pessimistic or ( optimistic) you might even say that the house of master minds might close its doors for the duration.
This would never do. It would be tapping the
potentia l sour_ce of the lawyers income; and, it is
(Continued on P,age ~2)
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by CARL KLAMM, C.E. '44

Several thousand years ago the Romans and
Egyptians used a variety of mortars and mortarmaking materials. No one knows just how they
made these mortars or what their methods of
manufacturing was, but one thing is certain; their
structures and mortars were good.
Since that time new developments and new relationships have been found with the cement. Some
of these developments are: a cement that would set
under water by John Smeaton, a noted British
engineer in 1756, a hydraulic line by M. Vicat, the
noted French engineer, and Portland cement. The
biggest development, as we know it today, is Portland cement. This was invented by Joseph Aspdin,
a bricklayer of Leeds, England. Aspdin was not
trained in chemistry and therefore could not carry
on his experiments on a sdentific basis. He gave
the name Portland to his new cement because it
resembled in color a building stone found on the
Isle of Portland.
.Today cement is tested on a scientific basis. In
many cases the chemical buildup of the cement is
changed because of the requirem,e nts of the job
in which it is used. Take for example a large massive structure like Boulder Dam. In this it was
necessary to use a cement which contained a· large
quantity of tetra-calcium alumino-ferrite ( 4 CaO.
Al 2 O 3 .Fe 2 O 3 ) and di-calcium silicate (2 CaO.SiO 2 )
and a small quantity of tri-calcium silicate (3 CaO.
SiO 2 ). This was to keep down the amount of heat
liberated during hydration of the cement. If this
heat were allowed to become very intense, the expansion of the concrete would be enough to cause
cracks in the structure when it cooled. Let's take
another example. Often it is necessary to repair
streets or highways where the concrete has broken
away. In this it is necessary to have the road
open to traffic as soon as possible. The cement used
in this job would be composed of a large quantity
of tri-calcium aluminate (3 CaO. Al 2 O 3 ) ancl tricalcium silicate (3 CaO. SiO 2 ) . True this cement
would develop a large quantity of heat due to hydration, but the surface area is so great that the
heat due to hydration is lost in the surrounding air
fast enough to prevent any appreciable expansion.
As a general rule it may be stated that the faster
the reaction proceeds, the larger the amount of heat
( due to hydration), will be liberated.
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But good concrete is not necessarily made from
good cement. There are still many variables to be
controlled in the making of concrete. Among these
are fin'eness modules of the fine and coarse aggregate, different mix ratios, water cement ratios, and
curing of the concrete.
The fineness modulus of sand is found by adding
the cumulative percentages of sand retained on six
standards screens, from the No. 4 to the No. )oo,
inclusive, and dividing the sum by 100. For coarse
aggregate the same method is used only the sieves
run from 1¼" to No. 100, inclusive, and contains
9 sieves. The fineness modulus of the combined
mix ( fine and coarse aggregate) is found by the
equation m=rmf+(l-r)mc. Where m is the combined fineness modulus and mf and me are the
fineness modulus of fine and coarse aggregate respectively, and "r" is the ratio of volume of the
fineness modulus to the sum of volume of fineness
modulus of fine and coarse aggregate measured
separately. It has long been known that the
larger the combined fineness modulus the stronger
the concrete, but we are limited in this respect due
to the workability of the mix. As the combined
fineness modulus becomes larger, the concrete becomes harsher and more difficult to put in forms.
The design of concrete mixes will be influenced
by the type of job. Among the factors which influence the mix the most important will be the
characteristic of the cement, properties of the available aggregate, and the requirement for durability
and strength. Under such conditions it is impossible to state a fixed rule to follow in the design
of a good mix. The design is based on a ratio by
volume rather than by weight. Therefore it is necessary to know the weight per cu. ft. of the material to determine the ratio by weight, which is the
common method to measure the ·amounts of cement,
sand, and stone which make up the mix. In the
case where damp sand is used, the per cent of moisture is determined and a correction made to the
weight of sand used in the mix. This same correction if made to the amount of water to be used in
the mix. This shows that damp sand can be used
to determine a good mix as well as dry sand. However, the design is still based on a trial and error
method and as yet there is no direct method to
determine a good mix. Equally as important as the
design of a mix is the adjustment of a mix. That
(Continued on Page 22)
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by WARREN SMITH, Ch.E. '44
The problem of supplying the armed forces
abroad with food, vegetables, and meat has given
great importance to the dehydration process.· Eggs
have been powered, vegetables and fn~it have been
dried, and now meats are being dehydrated.
It is estimated that one ship loaded with dehydrated foods is equivalent to six shiploads of fresh
or canned, and that one refrigerator car of dried
meat is equivalent to, ten refrigerator cars loaded
with fresh meat. These ratios give an idea of the
great saving in valuable ship tonnage.
United States food processors are now taking up
the new dehydration process on a large scale, with
a great number of new plants in California.
The usual dehydrator is a tunnel through which
steel cars loaded with trays of the vegetables or
fruit progress against a blast of heated air. This
is known as the counter-current tunnel dehydrator.
There are also several large installations for the dehydration of fruits and vegetables under vacuum,
and one dehydrator that operates with a heated
current of inert gas.
The general process of dehydration may be seen
by considering the handling of carrots. They are
first topped, and passed through a boiling solution
of 2 to 3o/o sodium hydroxide, rinsed in a rotary
washer and cut in cubes or strips. They are then
blanched in live steam for five or six minutes to
destroy enzymes, which, if left present, will continue to work in the dried product, causing it to
darken and change its odor and flavor adversely.
After the steam treatment the product is dehydrated
in the counter-current air bla;;t tunnel at about 1301450 F. to less than five per cent moisture.
Some products, such as tomatoes, are boiled to a
pasty constituency and dried on slowly revolving
stainless steel drums internally heated by steam to
about 300° F. The dried product comes from the
drum in a broad thin sheet which is carried by a
screw conveyor to a hammer mill or grinder before
the final packaging. The finished product is in a
powdered or flaked form.
Meats, too, are now being prepared in dehydrated
form. Their processing is similar to those mentioned above, the meat being diced and cooked to reduce· the moisture content to about fifty per cent,
and then dehydrated for two to six hours in a
heavy blast of heated air in a rotary drum dryer.
This process produces about twenty-five pounds
of the dried product from every hundred pounds of
meat processed, and represents a great saving in
space and weight.
Although the dehydration process is a wartime
expedient, it is believed that this new process will
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bring about a virtual "revolution" in the food mdustries after the war, as did the two major developments of the recent past, canning and freez-.
mg.
At the present time the most important dehydrated products are dried eggs and dried milk,
although vegetables and meats are rapidly increasing in importance, with the greatest demand for
use by the Army, Navy, and Lend-Lease.
Another factor affecting dehydration is the tin
and glass supply. There is not nearly enough tin to
make the cans needed for the canning industry,
and eventually it may be necessary to dry such
products as corn, peas, etc., that normally go
into tins. For this reason many large canners are
now installing dehydration equipment.
Whether the average American housewife will
take to the dehydrated foods is a question that is
causing concern to the food processors as they
consider building permanent installations. The very
novelty and the decided difference of dehydrated
products will probably cause much of the buying
public to be reluctant in turning from the products
as we know them now.

In the preparation of dehydrated foods,

·· t
four parts of water are used for each part of dri' .·
food. This leaves the product; in a thick pasty form
which may be heated or"-;~ed with other foods
and made into a soup foi:;Jli).q'
The ease of preparation is one of the points which
make these foods highly adaptable for use as field
rations in the armed forces, where appearance is
not as important as the beneficial proporties.
A dehydrated version of roast beef is hardly inviting, and few of us could become enthusiastic
thinking of a juicy porterhouse steak as a handful
of powder even though it may retain all the beneficial properties it originally had.
For this reason, it is likely that the new process
will leave many post-war foods untouched, rather
than try to offer them in some unrecognizable and
unsatisfactory form. However, with the extensive
research with vitamins, concentrated foods, and
dehydrated foods, which is now going on, our
foods in the post-war world will probably be much
different from those which we know now. If the
prospect of eating dehydrated foods now or later
doesn't seem too inviting, remember that it has
enabled the men in the armed forces to receive over
25 million pounds of dehydrated • vegetables, 100
million pounds of dried eggs, and over a million
pounds of meat, while consuming far less shipping
space than would ordinarily be- needed.
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Metal for Bullets, Machine Guns, Planes ... Water Supply
for Cities _flow from Allis-Chalmers Equipmentl
Night Fighters is mined and
B refined withforthe
help of Allis-Chalmers
ULLET LEAD

A-C Tractors and Bulldozers help
build roads and air fields.

Allis-Chalmers equipment helps
make cloth for Army and Navy.

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

equipment.
So is steel for guns-aluminum for wings!
And great pumps which deliver tons of precious water to America's cities are also among
the 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products.
The thousands of Allis-Chalmers employees
in 8 great plants are proud that their effort aids
production in every major U.S. industry.
And in 65 cities Allis-Chalmers engineers are
on call to help you produce more-not just with ·
new machines, but with machines now on hand!
ALLis-CHALMERs MFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, Wis.

V•BELT DRIVES

BLOWERS AND
COMPRESSORS

New Allis-Chalmers turbines add to
U.S. Industry's growing power.

ENGINES AND

CONDENSERS

VICTORY NEWS
A New Fleet of Tugs is being built for
the U.S. Navy. Their principle duty is long
towing of disabled vessels in rough seas.
The most powerful of their kind in the
world, most of the tugs will be driven by
Allis-Chalmers electrical propulsion equip- ·
ment. Their electrical equipment includes
Allis-Chalmers motors, generators and
control.

New Handbook on Care of Motors. With
motors operating 168 hours a week instead
of 40 hours as formerly, most books on
motor care are seriously out-of-date.
A new handbook entitled "A Guide to
Wartime Care of Electric Motors" has just
been published by Allis-Chalmers. It takes
a new slant at motor care and is of great
value to war plant engineers and maintenance men, and particularly for training
new men. The book contains no advertising,
and ia available upon request.

Rush A-C Tractors to World Battlefields. Thousands of gun-pulling AllisChalmers track-type tractors will soon see
action in Russian and U.S. Forces overseas.
These tractors differ from Allis-Chalmers
regular commercial models only in additional equipment carried. The army version of this tractor is also speeded up
somewhat over the commercial model.

.

noURAND SAW
EQUIPMENT

■LL

INING IIACHINER

BOILER FEED
WATER SERVICE

FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds

POWER FARMING
MACHINERY
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by BOB BROWN, Ch.E. '44

Bert Gastineau is a junior electrical engineer
from Redford, Missouri. He has always been very
active in all the activities of the College of Engineering.
Bert must have begun his universal participation
in all activities back in his high school days, for
there we find that he was president of his class
all four years, and editor of the high school annual
his junior and senior years. While being quite interested in dramatics and oration, he was a hard
worker in the high school science club, where his
interests were further stimulated to become an
Electrical Engineer.
After leaving high school, Bert went one term
to Cape Girardeau Teachers' College, and then
taught rural school for two · years.
He is treasurer of Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electrical engineer's fraternity, Business Manager of
the Shamrock this semester, Vice-President of the
A.I.E.E., Chairman. of the Knighting Ceremony last
St. Pat's Week, and the Chairman of the St. Pat's
Board for the coming year. Bert is also a member
of'the Happy Husband's Club, which is not a group
composed uniquely of engineers, but he says: that
it constitutes a great help to his Studying E . E.
because (1) he has the advantages of ·home-c_o,oked
food, and (2) his friends no longer bother him by
calling him to fix him up with dates at Stephens
College.
Outside of school work he likes to swim, play
tennis, and play checkers. He has served as a student assistant both in Mathematics and Electrical
Engineering, and so doing, has earned 60o/o of his
college expenses. Bert is a member of the E. R. C.
~ssigned to the Electronics Training Group and
expects to be called in the near future. After the
war he plans to return to M. U. to finish his education and then work in •the Electronics field doinob
design and application. ·
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Charlie Wilhite is a Junior Electrical Engineer
from North Kansas City. His interest in electrical
engineering began away back when-in fact so
far that he can't remember when it started. Charlie
always liked to play around with radios and other
electrical equipment and had an amateur radio
operator's license at the early age of twelve! He
continued his interests in the physical sciences in
high school where he went to his math and physics
classes when he wasn't too busy with his duties
as president of the Student Council.
Here at the University of Missouri Charlie has
been an honor student and a scholar ever since he
first came. In his Freshman year he was a member
of Phi Eta Sigma, honorary Freshman Society,
and was also a member of the Freshman Council.
Since then he has continued to add many more
honorary societies to his credit. Charlie was a
member of Mystical Seven and Blue Key, Honorary
Service Fraternities, and Tau · Beta· Pi, Honorary
Engineering Fraternity. This year he received the
Junior Merit award in Electrical Engineering. ,
All during his school life Charlie has put to good
use his knowledge in Electrical Engineering, in fact
he has earned 70% of his school expenses. For a
fellow who makes such good grades, this is quite
an accomplishment.
Although he would graduate in February of 1944,
. like many other Engineers Charlie will soon be
called into the armed services to join the Electronics
Training Group of the Enlisted Reserve Corps.
After the war he plans to return to school to get
his degree, and then do further work on his first
love, radio.
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I Tons of tin!
For

years telephone cables have been spliced in
a very satisfactory way. But the solder joint contained
40 per cent war-vital tin.
So Bell System men devised a new 'type of joint
which saves up to 80 per cent of the solder. A "Victory Joint" they called it.
The new technique has been adopted throughout
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the System with the result that 600,000 pounds of tin
and an even greater amount of lead can he saved in
a normal year's construction.
This is another example of the nation-wide cooperation of Bell System people in fulfilling their ideal
- service to the nation in peace or war.
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The regular Summer Session of the College of
Engineering will begin June 14th and run to September 2nd. The Army Specialized Training group
is expected sometime in the period of June 14th to
July 14th, and may number between three hundred
and six hundred.
We shall miss Professor Porter who leaves us at
the end of the semester to join the research and
development staff of Westvaco at Charleston, West
Virginia.
Faculty members now on leave include Professor
Moorman and Instructor Gillan who are with the
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation; Captain Luebbers
who is with the Sanitary Engineering Corps at
Camp San Luis Obispo; Professor Vaile who is
in the Naval Research Laboratory; Lt. Holcomb
who is somewhere in the Army, and Professor
Comins who is with the Research Department,
American Machines and Metals, Inc.

Indications now are that our Summer Session
enrollment in engineering will number about one
hundred fifty regular students plus the Army
group, plus the special groups.

FRATERNITY JEWELERS

Jljucbrotbtr'g
Jewelers For Three
Generations

So refreshing
with lunch
DRINK
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There has been as yet no change in the policy
of the War Manpower Commission with reference
to deferment of engineering students, i.e. students
who can complete their courses by July, 1945, and
are in good standing, are eligible for deferment.
What a particular draft board will do remains as
uncertain as ever.
One of the Dean's little problems:
If:
x=total number of Army trainees to be sent
here
y=date of their arrival
z=distribution between the basic and advanced
phases of the course
q=distribution in curricula
t=terms of the Army contract
M=arrangements which must be made for
faculty, classrooms, equipment, schedules,
etc., etc.
Knowing that: '
M=f(x, y, z, q, t)
And that:
x, y, z, q, t are unknown, independent variables
Find:
M, and proceed accordingly.
Jack Moore: "Do you know what a skunk is?"
Bob Holden: "No."
J. Moore : "A two-toned job with fluid drive."
"Excuse me madam," said the air raid warden,
"Your gas mask isn't on straight."
"You wretch, I haven't got a mask on."
"Are you a college man?"
"No, a horse just stepped on my hat."
Rasch: "What kind of oil do you use in your ca,r ?"
Patek: "Oh I usually begin by telling them I'm
lonely."

Black & Veatch
Consulting Engineers
E. B. Black
A. P. Learned
J. F. Brown
H. F. Lutz

4706 Broadway

N. T. Veatch, Jr.
R. E. Lawrence
F. M. Veatch
C. I. Dodd
E. L . . Filby

Kansas City, Mo.
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Something for you
to do, afterward?
A

MESSAGE

TO

MEN

At no time in all the years we have been
the confidant of young men approaching a
career have we been so sure of the opportunity implicit in your future.
Today, your campus may not he of your
own choosing. Your courses, your schedules
almost all are pointed toward immediate
necessity. Your career is set.
Have you a true conception of how much
your special training means to your country? To Victory?
We think you do. But, honestly, don't you
catch yourself wondering whether there is
really going to he something for you to do,
afterward? Are you sometimes in doubt of
what's to come after NOW?
We say to you: There is a world to he
made anew.
That world is going to offer you creative
opportunity surpassing 'anything we old. timers have ever seen. You are going to
have tools and materials and knowledge to
work with such as no generation ever had.
We think you are going to find not only

ON

COLLEGE

CAMPUSES

a country, hut a whole world, waiting for
your talents.
And we know that in this country you are
going to find a point-of-view throughout
industry which is a new thing under the sun.
Already countless leaders in industry are
laying plans which are based on flat acceptance of the principle that their first responsibility, after all-out production for war, is
to make postwar jobs.
We at Alcoa are one group of such men.
We are lmagineering now, for you. We
intend to do everything we know how to
make aluminum make jobs, whether they
may he with us, or in a thousand other
industries which will be using Alcoa Aluminum when it is again available.
Wherever you are in service, you will
surely he in, or around, or supported by,
American airplanes. Will you remember
two things: They are made largely of
Alcoa Aluminum. And, the folks who make
that metal are even now lmagineering for
your future.

A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

ALCOA ALUMINUM
• This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to
understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness.
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(Continued from Page 6)
it is quite simple and easily acquired by sufficient
drill in the formal process. In a few instances even
such a narrow view of integration is helpful in obtaining solutions of problems but it is only after the
recognition of integration as a process of summation has been reached that we are able to see the
great power which this tool puts at our disposal.
From our earliest ~ontact with Geometry or probably earlier we have talked of areas of circles and
of other configurations. No elementary device can
be given for the measurement of such an area and
first when integration as a s·ummation process has
been mastered can a satisfactory explanation of
the concept be given. The intuitive concept of
area required the invention of calculus before it
yielded to a rigorous mathematical treatment.
The principle of the lever is one of the simplest
principles of physics. This leads to the concept of
center of gravity. Again we meet a problem which,
for a general treatment, requires the addition of
moments · and again integration is the tool which
solves the problem. The abstract study of the
theory has developed the tool and revealed its practiality and so ·reduced a complex physical problem
to a very simple mathematical calculation . Many
·other examples could be exhibited.
The engineer is a scientist whose work is mainly concerned with the application of scientific discoveries to the solution of problems which present
themselves in our attempts to utilize the forces of
nature to lighten our labors and enhance our enjoyment of life. He makes use of the discoveries
to the solution of problems which present themselves in our attempts to utilize the forces of nature
to lighten our labors and enhance our enjoyment
of life. He makes use of the discoveries of all
sciences .as well as of those from his own laboratory. In engineering, more than in any other
science, do the truths which permit a mathematical
formulation play an increasingly important roll.
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The experience is such that, in many instances, the
engineer is able to form a workable hypothesis by
means of which he can state his problems in the
language of Mathematics and by mathematical
thinking arrive at the solution without any further
experimentation. Sometimes, if the hypothesis be
doubtful, the results may require an experimental
check and, if necessary, corrections made in the
hypothesis. In many instances, however, experience is so extensive that such checking is superfluous. Mathematics is a language in which he is
able to express his results in a convenient and
permanent form. It is also a tool which helps him
in making new discoveries.
To a great extent mathematics and engineering
had their origin in the same human problems and
through the centuries the two sciences have gone
hand in hand, each contributing to the advancement of the other.
It is therefore natural that mathematics play an
important part in the training of an engineer. In his
courses in this subject he will learn many facts.
and become familiar with many methods of solving
problems which will be of great value to him in
his later work. Many of the things· taught will not
be directly applicable to his problems. Such topics
are, however, also important because they help
to deepen his understanding and in developing
skill are necessary if mathematics is to become
a real tool in the hands of a skilled workman who
uses it with confidence.
Pure mathematics starts with certain undefined
concepts. If a concept is defined the definition must
distinguish it from all other concepts and this must
be done in the simplest possible terms. Since there
is a limit to simplicity in terminology any attempt,
to completely define a concept would necessarily
lead into a blind a1ley. The mathematician therefore leaves his concepts undefined and creates a
system by a set of postulates concerning these undefined concepts. The application of mathematics
is the recognition of the fact that certain intuitive
concepts fit into the system which the mathematician has created and hence his results and method
may be used in obtaining results regarding_the intuit~ve concepts.
It .sh.9uid therefore be the students objective in
the st-~ dy of mathematics to consider abstractly
the ideas involved so as to get a good understanding of their implications. To a student who is
interested only in the practical side of science such
s.tudy is frequently uninteresting. Nevertheless, ip
the encl, he will find himself well repaid for an$'
effort which he may expend inc, that direction.
~
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WE

used to cali

this
moccasin-type
MA N S F I E L D
a young man's
shoe -- but now
it's preferred
from 18 to 80.
You'll see Hardy parlced on
fhe town's best desks, and
whatnots. Stout soles $ 1" . l
for longer wear. 0.,.,
Olher Monslleld,

up to $7 ./:0.

RIDGE OF SHIP

The latest figures announced by the U. S.
Maritime Commission . indicate that .more
than 44,000,000 tons of NEW ships will be
put in operation by the end of 1944-many
of them with B & W Boilers.

Barth Clothing Company

When this Bridge Across the Atlantic has
served its vital war-time purpose and these
ships return to normal pursuits, B & W will
be in a better position than ever before to
serve you who choose the power industry
as your life's work.

Established 1868

B & W workers are proud
of the three ArmysNavy
"E".'s and the Maritime
M'' whi&h fly over their plants.

CAMPUS CAB
PHONE 4167

24-HOUR SERVICE·
MAY, 1943

THE 8A8COCK

a WILCOX

COMPANY .• • • 8$ UIERTY STRUT • •• • HEW YORK. H, Y.

BABCOCK & WILCOX
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The world is putting Electrons
to work in myriads .of new de- ·
vices. For 63 years electrons
have "worked" for the users of
Higgins American India inks.
The carbon particles in HigginsJndia Inks are reduced .to a ·
definite micron size at which the
kinetic ¢nergy of the molecules
may overcome the force of gravity. The polarized particles
"push" one another around Jhus
aintaining an eternal dlmce
ermed Brownian Movelrient.
is is the major reason Hfggins
American India,,. lnk~t'~f;'uni•
formly black and settle;fli!llf'during storage than any similar prod......,...__ net manufactured. Yes, elec•
rons have been working
for Higgins
users for 63

El EC T•RO N S

AT W Q R K

ears.

Jt~
~

(Conti!lued from Page 7)
DE SOYO McCABE is employed by Douglas
Aircraft, Santa Monica, Calif.
JOHN NEW is instructor in Civil Engineering,
University of Missouri.
BRYAN W. RUDDER is going to the Army.
JOHN C. RUDDER is employed by LaisterKaufman Co., St. Louis, Mo.
LEE ROY RICE STORM, JR. is going to the
Army.
Electrical Engineers
CARL ALBERTS is employed by the CurtisWright Aircraft, Passiac, N. J.
HENRY BAHLKOW is going to the Army.
ROSWELL BEACH is going to the Signal Corps
of the Army.
JOSEPH BURCH is employed by R. C. A., Harrison, N. J.
ROBERT T. DAVIS is employed by the Northwest Airplane Co., St. Paul, Minn.
CARL EICHENAUER has gone to the Signal
Corps of the Army.
FRANKLIN FANSHER is employed by the
General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York.
MAX FEMMER, is going to the Signal Corps of
the Army.
20

,ARTHUR LEE · KEMPER is employed by the
University of Missouri.
EDWARD MARTENY is employed by the Lago
Oil and Transport Co., Aruba, Netherlands, West
Indies.
ORVILLE MOTT has gone to the Army.
T. R . STALZER is going to the Navy V-7 Of·
ficers Training School.
ARTHUR SHANNON is employed by R. C. A.
Harrison, N. J.
EDWARD VREDENBURGH
WARR EN WELSH is going to the Electronics
Training Group of the Army Signal Corps.
Mechanical Engineers
CLARENCE BELKNAP is employed by the
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica·, Calif. ·
J. H . BRAGG is going to the Army.
A. M. BRUKARDT is employed by the CurtisW right Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mp.
DALE CAREY is going to the Army.
E. J. CARR is in the Army Air Corps.
J.E. DEAL
BERT EKERN
J. R. FERGUSON is employed by the North
American Co.
PAUL HARTBR is employed by the CurtisWright Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
ROBERT HESS is going to the Army.
WAYNE HORN is employed by the CurtisWright Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
WADE HORN is employed by the CurtisW right Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
B. T. JORDAN
NORMAN LAY
JOHN LYONS is employed by the Douglas Aircraft Corp.
D. J. LEONARD is employed by the CurtisW right Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
DON LIMBERG
SAUL MOSKOWITZ is employed by the Lockheed-Vega Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.
N. G. PFEIFFER is employed by the CurtisW right Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
R. M. PHELAN is employed by the CurtisWright Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.
VIVIAN POWELL is going to the Army.
HERBERT SCHOBCH is employed by the
Douglas Aircraft Co., El Segundo, Calif.
C. C. SMITH is going to the Army Air Corps. '
ELDRED TARRY is going to the Army Air
Corps.
WILLIAM THOMAS
G. T. DYSART is going to the Army.
There are a small number of seniors who lack
a few hours of work toward completing their degree. These seniors haye not been listed here.
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Molecular Keys
To A New World
VAST NEW SOURCES of raw materials ••• the equivalent of those which might be found in a great new
continent .•• opened to America when CARBIDE AND
CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION, !l Unit of UCC,
started building synthetic chemicals from water, salt,
air, and hydrocarbons.
These chemicals are usually water-white liquids,
although some are gases or solid~. Basically, they
are compounds of carbon and hydrogen-united with
oxygen or with chlorine to build up an endless se•
ries of chemicals. The models of those molecules of
chemicals shown here are many millions of times
actual size.
These chemicals are the raw Qiaterials for fabulous plastics ••• amazing textile fibers ••• life-saving
drugs ••• vitamins by the carload ••• synthetic rubber ••• more things and better things than were possible before their existence.
Since these chemical wonders are obtained from
abundant domestic sources, their use has contributed
materially to the nation's self-sufficiency. Through
research, American ingenuity, and patient development, scarce natural products have been duplicated
or improved upon. Great new industries and great
new materials that contribute to the nation's strength
have come into being. And America has become a
leader in a field as native as its own soil.
Broadly speaking, the uses of many of the syn•
thetic organic chemicals developed by CARBIDE AND
CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION are just beginning. The already established uses are indicative of
their vast future values to mankind.

BEnH MEDICINES I Amaz•
ing medicines like the sul£a
.drugs, synthetic vitamins,
powerful insect repellents,
and anti-malarial drugs depend upon synthetic organic
chemistry.

COLD PROOF! Coolant for
~iquid-cooled aircraft engines
and base for . !lnti-freeze in
military cars and trucks la
ethylene glycol; an important
synthetic chemical.

MAGTC PLASTIC$ f Wonder•

MAN-MADEi All type, oC
synthetic rubber require aynthetic organic chemicals for
th eir manufacture. Here'•
hope for tire, for you in tba
future.

ful plastics that look like
glass, stretch like rubber, and
which a~e proof against water,
sunlight, oils, and many chemicals are made from VINYLJTE
aynthetic resiaa.

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street

lm

New York, N, Y.

Principal Product. and Unit. in the United State,
ALLOYS AND MffALI
Eleetro lletallargleal Compau,.
Stelllte Compau1
liaised Swea VUUMU- Corporatlou

ea,..••

CHIMICALI
Carbide and Carbon

Chemleal ■

Corporatloa

ILICTIODII, CAIIONI AND IAfflllll
Natloaal Carboa Compea1,lac.

INDUSTRIAL OASIS AND CAIIIDI
The Llade Air Produet ■ Company
Tlae Osweld Railroad Senlce Compea7
Tia• Praat-O•Ute Compea7, lac.

1'1.ASTICI
Bakelite Corporation
Plaatlea Dl•laloa or Cerblde aad Carboa
Claemleala Corporatlo■

(Continued from Page 10)
1s, after the strength value of a given mix ratio
is obtained with a certain aggregate a. greater
strength is wanted. This again is based on a ratio
by volume.
The wa·t er-cement ratio has been the most outstanding development in concrete since 1900. This
relationship was established and studied by Duff
A. Abrams at Lewis Institute in Chicago. From
his studies comes the water-cement-ratio law which
states-with given concrete materials and conditions of test, the quantity of mixing water used
determines the strength of the concrete, so long as
the mix is of a workable plasticity. This is also
expressed in a graph, shown below, to allow the
design man to pick out his cement to water ratio
according to the strength required. Here again,
as with fineness modulus , we can not get maximum
strength due to the necessity of using extra water
to get workability. The cement must have enough
water to allow it to be worked in the forms or
arourtd the steel which is used in concrete for reinforcement. Before this water-cement ratio law was
developed contractors would put in an excess of
water so the concrete wou.ld work through the
mixer in a hurry and run into the forms easily. In
many cases after the concrete was poured, as much
as a foot of water would be on top of the concrete.
This greatly weakens the concrete. '.f oday' the
amount of water is limited depending · upon the
strength wanted and the placement of the concrete.
Far too many feel that there is nothing more to
do once the concrete is poured in its forms ;that ·
now it is up to the concrete to develop the strength

that they have designed it for; that the cement is
not good, or the mix was not in the right proportion if the concrete turns out weak. This is not
true. Concrete begins to gain strength as soon as
the . setting action is complete, and continues to
gain strength . for over a period from 12 to 15
months. However, concrete is tested after 28 days
and any extra strength developed in the concrete
only adds to the safety in the design . During the
first 28 days, and especially the first 14 days ; concrete need s water to develop the greatest amount
of strength. The method used to give the concrete
w a ter is called curing. There are several methods
of curing. The one used will be determined by the
type of job, location of the structure, and availability of the material to be used. On highways it is
not tmcommon to cover the pavement w:th straw
or dirt and wet it several times a day, depending
upon the season and location. In many cases calcium chloride is used. This is spread over the pavement as soon as it has strength enough to hold up
a man. Curing not only develops strength and
resistance to weathering, but alw adds in the wearresisting qualities and waterproofing quality of the
concrete.
There have been several institutions set up to
test concrete -and to make requirements upon the
cement and mixes for proper design . The most
important of these is American Concrete institute.
It was found in 1905 and incorporated in 1906
as the National Association of Cement Users. The
name was changed in l 913 to the American Concrete Institute. The work is carried on through
committees and subcommittees, which hold annual meetings and publish reports on the results
of their studies and experimentation.
(C~ntinued from Page 9)
this phase of the picture which causes the lawyer
to say in his prayers each night, "Lord, if it is
Your will close down the law school, take me to
the army; make my sister a WAAC; my father a
farmer and my mother anything you wish, but for
the love of St. Patrick and the respect due the lawyers, don't dicker with that engine school."

College Theatre Co.

ffllSSOURI - HALL - VARSITY
AMERICA'S GREATEST STARS
-IN-

THE WORLD'S BEST PICTURES
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''The most fascinating business in America''
The unlocking of the treasure house that lies sealed in a lump of coal has
been called the most fascinating business in America. It touches every in,
dustry. That is why Koppers has been called the industry that serves all
industry. Here are some materials which Koppers supplies to the chemical
industry .. . . which is only one of dozens of industries it serves in com,

KOPPERS
(THE INDUSTRY THAT SERVES All INDUSTR!)

parable manner. Koppers,Company and Affiliates, Pittsburgh, Pa.

• • •
J. Lang: "I hear the Board of Curators is trying
to stop necking."
A. Zeitz: '·Is that so. The next thing you know
they'll be trying to get the students to stop too ."
K. Buchert: "\\T hat became of the show-girl who
used to take a week to sew on one shirt?"
A. Geers: "She is a little faster now-she makes
a slip every night."

Sentry: "Who goes there,"
Major: "Major Jones."
Sentry: "I can't let you proceed without the
password sir."
Major: " Drat it, man, I've forgotten it. You know
me well enough."
Sentry: "Must have the password."
Voice from the guardhouse: "Don't stand there
arguing all night; shoot'im."

Some girls a re not afraid of mice-Others have
pretty legs.

A. Geers: "We ain't got no back house. We got

Holden: "Do you owe any back hou se rent?"
modern plumbing."

Pledge (at dinner table): "Must I eat this egg?"
Brother : "Yer Damn Right!"
Silence - - - - Pledge: "The beak too?"
English Prof. "Tell me one oi· two things about
John Milton."
Engineer: ''Well he g-ot married and wrote "Paradise Lost." Then his wife died and he wrote
''Paradi se Regained."

Dry Cleaning Makes Clolhes Lasl Longer
Suits
Hats
Plain Cc:nts

~
~

Trousers
Jackets
Short Sleeve
Sweaters
Wool Shirts
(p~ain)

First student a via tor ( on first training flight) :
"Q uick! Vvbat do I do now instructor?"
Second student aviator: "Hells bells, aren't you
the instructor?"
Nurse: "I think he's regaining consciousness. He
tried to blow the foam off his medicine.".
·
"These rock formations" explained the guide,
"were piled up here by the glacier."
"B ut where are the glaciers?" asked a curious
lady.
'·They've gone back, madam, to get more rocks,"
said the guide.
Ignorance of the laws should excuse a lot more
lawyers from practicing it.

DORN-CLONEY

Don't marry for money, but always for love.
Yet if a girl has money there's no harm trying to
love her.

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co.

-whether you buy or sell

• • •

YOU RECEIVE MORE
al Your

UNIVERSITY

BooK

STORE

JESSE HALL
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AMMOTH ingots of steel for war
weapons must be "cropped" or
trimmed at the ends before forging.
Formerly this job was done slowly and
laboriously on a heavy press, but today
the huge ingots are sliced neatly and
quickly by the oxyacetylene flame.
Using a new heavy cutting technique
developed by Airco Research Engineers
and cutting through metal as thick as
36", the oxyacetylene flame trims off
both ends of this ingot at once in approximately 11 minutes, compared to
several hours required by other methods.
The new ingot cutting machine designed
and built by Airco engineers especially
for this job guides the movement of the
oxyacetylene cutting torches in an arc

ANYTHING

AND

corresponding to the ingot contour.
This new flame cutting application
typifies the ever-expanding usefulness
of the oxyacetylene flame in American
industry. Spurred by the need for
swifter war production, industries are
finding more and more ways to accelerate manufacturing with oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc processes.
If you want to keep posted on some
of the most recent developments and
applications of oxyacetylene flame and
electric arc processes, write for a free
copy of the illustrated booklet, "Airco
in the News." Please address your requests to Air Reduction, Room 1656,
60 East 42nd Street, New York.

EVERYTHING

FOR GAS

WELDING

AIR
REDUCTION
c§MWJ<a/1 f!J/jl«a:

60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

In Texas:
Magnolia•Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices, HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN All PRINCIPAL CITIES

OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDIN&

RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP GENERAL ELECTRIC YEARS AHEAD

FOl1£DI
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HEN in a movie "the vill ain p ursues and
pu rsues her, " he' s not really getting anyw h ere

chines in th e produ ction of vital sh ip-propulsion equ ipment.
The machines were sent from England in separate ships
on different dates , to forestall t heir destru ction by Ger man submarines. O ne of the ships w as attacked duri ng
t he crossing and w as damaged but made i ts American
por t safely .
The arrival of t he machines was really t wo strikes
against the Nazis, for had they remained over there they
might not now be producing for the Uni ted Nations.
One of them h ad been installed in a plant in Sheffield, and
anot her was destined to go there- and that ~ity was later
bombed by che Ax is.

at al l.
T o keep the players w ith in camera range while they
are constantly on the move - going nowhere- the
M etro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios are now using a soundinrn lated. treadmill, powered by General E lectric.
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A n even moti on was requ ired tl:rt'ti\l'gh all the actton
sh oes, from a slow walk to•a racei 1'J'ow, in 30 seconds,
the treadmill can be aceel;t.a!fed srri'oothly from zero to
fu ll speed in either di~ecciBtv;" by tffearis of a G-E mocorgcnerator set.
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IGHT out of the k indergarten is the lates t metalsaving technique in General Electric : Many
t h ousands of complexly designed parts are required for
intricate electric apparatus- and all muse be cue from fla t
sections of scarce metals.
So, jus t l ike pa tterns for paper dolls, the planners
draw th e parts to scale on paper, cut them out , and sh ift
them around till they mesh together in a manner very
similar to a jigsaw puzzle.
Frequently it is possible to red esign the parts when it
is found that slight _ch anges in the leng th, wid th, or
thick ness will allow more parts to be cu t from the same
layout .
Photographs of this techn ique may be obtained free
by writing Campus News, General Electric Comp any,
Schenectady , N. Y.
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1£ND-1£AS£ IN REVERS£

SUALL Y w e t hink of the United States as the arsenal
and machine shop of democracy, but actually the
Atl antic is a two-way . ocean. And General E lectric
recen tly announced that since early in 1942 the Company
has been using five giant English metal-working ma-

L isten to the " Hour of Cha rm" at 10:00 p. m. E WT, Sundays,
on the N B C network, and the G -E news program w ith Frazier
Hunt a t 6:00 p . m . E WT, T u esdays, T hursdays, and Sa turdays
on th e CBS and American (FM ) net works.

GENER AL.ELE CTRI_g

